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Introduction
These proceedings contain the papers presented at the 5th Workshop on the Use of Computational Methods in the Study of Endangered Languages, held as a hybrid event May 25-26, 2022 in Dublin, Ireland,
and co-located with the 60th Association of Computational Linguistics (ACL) conference. As the name
implies, this is the fifth workshop held on the topic—the first meeting was co-located with the ACL main
conference in Baltimore, Maryland in 2014 and the second, third, and fourth ones in 2017, 2019, and
2021 were co-located with the 5th, 6th, and 7th editions of the International Conference on Language
Documentation and Conservation (ICLDC) at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. This is the second
time this workshop has been co-located with the ACL main conference and it enhances ACL 2022’s
Theme Track: “Language Diversity: from Low-Resource to Endangered Languages”.
The workshop covers a wide range of topics relevant to the study and documentation of endangered
languages, ranging from technical papers on working systems and applications, to reports on community
activities with supporting computational components.
The purpose of the workshop is to bring together computational researchers, documentary linguists, and
people involved with community efforts of language documentation and revitalization to take part in
both formal and informal exchanges on how to integrate rapidly evolving language processing methods
and tools into efforts of language description, documentation, and revitalization. The organizers are
pleased with the range of papers, many of which highlight the importance of interdisciplinary work and
interaction between the various communities that the workshop is aimed towards.
We received 36 submissions as papers or extended abstracts. After a thorough review process, 23 submissions were selected to be published in the ACL Anthology. Twelve submissions were accepted as
posters and twelve for oral presentations.
The Organizing Committee would like to thank the Program Committee for their thoughtful review of
the submissions. We are also grateful to the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC)
of Canada for supporting the workshop through their Partnership Grant #895-2019-1012. We would
moreover want to acknowledge the support of the organizers of ACL 2022.
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corpus platform1 (for example, the project INEL
uses
the
“Tsakorpus”
corpus
platform
(Arkhangelskiy et al., 2019)), Kwaras and Namuti
(Caballero et al., 2019), LingSync & the Online
Linguistic Database (Dunham et al., 2014),
Kratylos (Kaufman and Finkel, 2018), the IATH
ELAN Text-Sync Tool (Dobrin and Ross, 2017).
Since we wanted a very flexible solution, we
decided to develop own project. We chose the
.NET Framework2 and Microsoft SQL Server3 for
the implementation of the project. Siberian
Ingrian Finnish was chosen as the first endangered
language for the Lexeme.Net system.
We briefly review the Siberian Ingrian Finnish
in section 2. We describe the design of the
Siberian Ingrian Finnish speech corpus in section
3. In section 3 we describe the general structure of
the speech corpus, annotation tiers, the data model
of the fieldwork database and the web application.

Abstract
In this paper we present the speech corpus
for the Siberian Ingrian Finnish language.
The speech corpus includes: audio data,
annotations, software tools for data
processing, two databases and a web
application. We have published part of the
audio data and annotations. The software
tool for parsing annotation files and
feeding a relational database is developed
and published under a free license. A web
application is developed and available. At
this moment, about 300 words and 200
phrases can be displayed using this web
application.

1

Introduction

Many of endangered languages have the
following specific features: (i) there are no writing
system and stable orthography; (ii) there are very
few available speech data and texts. These
features should be considered when working on
speech corpora. Since we plan to document and
revitalize several endangered languages from our
region, we are developing software – the
Lexeme.Net system, at www.lexeme.net that is
adapted to our requirements and goals.
Our requirements: (i) all source code and data
should be accessible on GitHub and licensed
under one of a free license; (ii) speech corpora
should be available to users via the Internet
without installing additional software; (iii) speech
corpora should be convenient not only for
linguists, but also for speakers of endangered
languages, language activists and software
developers; (iv) speech corpora should have a
powerful system of requests to data (for example,
search by grammatical categories, regular
expression search). At present, there are solutions
that meet these requirements: the “Tsakorpus”

2

An overview of the Siberian Ingrian
Finnish language

The Siberian Ingrian Finnish Language is an
Ingrian Finnish – Ingrian (Izhorian) mixed
language. The ancestors of the speakers of
Siberian Ingrian Finnish spoke Lower Luga
Ingrian Finnish (so-called the dialect of the
Kurkola peninsula) and Lower Luga Ingrian
varieties (Kuznetsova et al., 2015). They migrated
from the Lower Luga area to Siberia in 18031804.
Siberian Ingrian Finnish (Russian: Сибирский
ингерманландский идиом) is the term
introduced by D.V. Sidorkevich. D.V. Sidorkevich
who researched and documented Siberian Ingrian
1

https://github.com/timarkh/tsakorpu
s
2
https://dotnet.microsoft.com/
3
https://www.microsoft.com/sqlserver

1
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Finnish (Sidorkevich, 2011; Sidorkevich, 2014) in
2008-2014. The language was also studied by
N.V. Kuznetsova (Kuznetsova, 2016) and M.Z.
Muslimov.
In 2022, there is still a group of people of elder
generation who use Siberian Ingrian Finnish in the
domestic sphere of communication in Ryzhkovo
settlement (Krutinsky District of Omsk Oblast).
The villagers of Ryzhkovo also use Siberian
Ingrian Finnish for communication with their
relatives from Estonia by phone. There is also a
small group of people in Omsk who use this
language occasionally. According to our
estimates, about 15 native speakers of this
language now live in Russia and Estonia. The
number of semi-speakers is about 30-60.
Siberian Ingrian Finnish has a number of
distinctive features such as word-final vowel
reduction and the emergence of a large number of
consonant phonemes. The language has no writing
system, stable orthography and texts.

3
3.1

annotation files, display information according to
annotations, and also will allow users to make
complex queries to database. The web application
also will display information about word-forms,
morphology and grammatical categories.
3.2

The data collection

The speech data of Siberian Ingrian Finnish are
available in our repository on GitHub and licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 license
(CC BY 4.0). Currently, the part of the audio data
from our expeditions has been published. We
recorded 15 hours of audio and 2 hours of video
from 9 speakers during our expeditions to
Ryzhkovo and Mikhailovka settlements (Omsk
oblast, Russia) and interviews via phone in 20192022. About 5 hours of the audio data were
published on GitHub4.
3.3

The annotations

We use ELAN media annotation tool for
annotating speech data. Annotation files are stored
in our project repository on GitHub 5 . The
structure of the annotation files is shown in Figure
1. On the “Speaker-Speech” tier are the phrases
spoken by the speakers of Siberian Ingrian
Finnish. Tier “Speaker-Words” displays the words
spoken by the speakers. Layers “SpeakerWordsEnTranslation”,
“Speaker-WordsRu
Translation”,
“Speaker-SpeechEnTranslation”
“Speaker-SpeechRuTranslation”
display
translations of phrases and words into English and
Russian. Parts of speech and morphological
aspects are described on the tiers: “SpeakerPartOfSpeach”, “Speaker-Morph”. Questions and
phrases of an interviewer are annotated on tiers:
“Interviewer-Speech”,
“InterviewerSpeechEnTranslation”.
ELAN file format is an XML format. We have
developed a software tool (the desktop application
for Windows) for parsing these XML files (*.eaf
files) and transforming annotations into an object
tree. Then in accordance with this object tree, our
program library generates SQL-insert commands
for adding these objects to the relational database.
We tested this software tool by parsing an ELAN
file with 10,000 lines and tested running about a

The design and development of the
speech corpus
The general structure of the speech
corpus

In this subsection, we briefly describe all
components of the Siberian Ingrian Finnish
speech corpus. We use ELAN media annotation
tool (Wittenburg et al., 2006) to annotate speech
data. The structure of the annotation files is shown
in subsection 3.3.
Annotation files are XML files, therefore we
have developed a software tool to read
annotations (see subsection 3.3). After parsing
annotations, the object tree with data from
annotations is stored in a relational database. Two
relational databases are part of the speech corpus
(see subsection 3.4). The fieldwork database
stores annotations of speech data, timestamps and
the attributes of speakers, interviewers, audio
files, equipment. The lexical database will store
information about grammatical categories, parts of
speech, synonyms of words. The lexical database
will be used for the Siberian Ingrian Finnish
dictionary and for the work of the morphological
analyzer. Both of these databases can exchange
information.
The next part of the speech corpus is the web
application which allows users to play audio
fragments according to timestamps from

4

https://github.com/ubaleht/Siberian
IngrianFinnish
5
https://github.com/ubaleht/Siberian
IngrianFinnish/tree/master/annotatio
ns

2

Figure 1: An example of annotated fragment of
speech data of Siberian Ingrian Finnish and the list of
tiers.

thousand SQL-insert commands 6 to add
information from annotations to a relational
database in Microsoft SQL Server. This software
tool is stable and can be used for other endangered
languages. This software is available on GitHub7
and licensed under the Apache 2.0 License.
3.4

Figure 2: The data model of the fieldwork database.

The databases for the speech corpus

3.5

The speech corpus uses two relational databases.
The fieldwork database stores the characteristics
of the recorded fragments of speech and
timestamps from annotations as well as
characteristics of the speakers. The data model8 of
this database is shown in Figure 2.
The lexical database stores the data for the
Siberian Ingrian Finnish dictionary, more
precisely, word-forms according to inflectional
paradigms. Since the language is under-resourced,
we build a part of word-forms hypothetically
according to our knowledge of the grammar. We
verify the data from the lexical database, using the
data from the fieldwork database based on
annotations. A key field for linking the two
databases is the field “Lemma”. The lexical
database is necessary for the work of the rulebased morphological analyzer for Siberian Ingrian
Finnish.

The web application

We have developed a web application that, in
accordance with user requests, can display
information taken from annotation files, which is
stored in the database. This web application can
play audio fragments according to timestamps
obtained from the database. Depending on the
user's request, these timestamps can correspond to
such fragments as: words, phrases, interviewer
questions (in order to better understand the
context of words). The source code of the web
application is open and available on GitHub9. At
the moment, web application is available via
Internet10, see Figure 3.

4

The current status of the creation of
the speech corpus and conclusion

At this moment, about 300 words (the number of
individual pronunciations) and 200 phrases in
audio files have been annotated. All these words
and phrases were collected from 4 speakers of
Siberian Ingrian Finnish. These words are mostly
from the 200-word Swadesh list as well as the
other basic lexicon. These 300 words and 200

6

https://github.com/ubaleht/Siberian
IngrianFinnish/tree/master/SpeechDat
abase/Data
7
https://github.com/ubaleht/LexemeEL
AN
8
https://github.com/ubaleht/Siberian
IngrianFinnish/tree/master/SpeechDat
abase/Scheme

9

https://github.com/ubaleht/Lexeme
http://lexeme.net/sif

10
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Abstract

The aim of this study is to improve universal
dependency (UD) parsing for Wolof. A UD treebank by Cheikh Bamba (Dione, 2019) is available
for the Wolof language. The innovation proposed
here is not only to train a parser, as (Dione, 2020)
has already designed a Wolof language-specific
parser. The purpose was to determine whether
out-of-the-box parsers would show improvement
on the Wolof treebanks after edits to the part of
speech and universal dependency syntax annotations. Improved Wolof parser models may be used
to inform other African language parsers, whose
features can be analyzed on their own terms rather
than through the lens of other major languages or
existing annotation schemes.

Focus on language-specific properties with
insights from formal minimalist syntax can
improve universal dependency (UD) parsing.
Such improvements are especially sensitive for
low-resource African languages, like Wolof,
which have fewer UD treebanks in number
and amount of annotations, and fewer contributing annotators. For two different UD
parser pipelines, one parser model was trained
on the original Wolof treebank, and one was
trained on an edited treebank. For each parser
pipeline, the accuracy of the edited treebank
was higher than the original for both the dependency relations and dependency labels. Accuracy for universal dependency relations improved as much as 2.90%, while accuracy
for universal dependency labels increased as
much as 3.38%. An annotation scheme that
better fits a language’s distinct syntax results
in better parsing accuracy.

1

2 Hypothesis
The assignment of syntactic dependencies in the
Wolof UD treebank is based on syntactic and morphological analysis from lexical functional grammar (Dione, 2019). In some cases, natural language processing has ignored language-specific
features, a sacrifice that is to some degree necessary to create a universal system like UD syntax. This is especially true of languages with less
presence in scholarly literature, where tagging or
parsing assignments attempt to fit languages into
the mold of world languages like English (Tovey,
2019). The dependency structures of determiners,
pronouns, and copulas in the Wolof UD Treebank
comply with the traditional functions of those catgories, but can be realigned to capture broader linguistic generalizations of their behavior while improving accuracy.

Introduction

Wolof is a language of Senegal, where it is the lingua franca in a nation of more than twelve million people (McLaughlin, 2008). About six million speak Wolof as their first language (Eberhard
et al., 2020). However, it is severely underrepresented in print, as well as in digital format. Because French is the official language of the Senegalese state, writing is more commonly practiced
in French, while Wolof and other indigenous languages are used more in spoken communication.
Out of the almost 120 languages for which there
are universal dependency treebanks available, only
eight are indigenous African languages1 . African
languages in particular are not well represented,
given Africa’s large share of the world’s languages
and the relatively large populations of even minority language groups. The presence of these annotated treebanks is promising for automated computational tasks, though.
1

2.1 Relative clauses
Wolof determiners and relative clause pronouns
are represented by identical morphemes. Determiners follow nouns, as in example 1 (Njie,
1982; Ka, 1994). They consist of a consonant
that corresponds with the noun class and a vowel

https://universaldependencies.org
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that corresponds to deictic configuration (Njie,
1982; Robert, 2006). Wolof has a large number
of classes (or genders) for nouns (McLaughlin,
1997), and 18 classes are represented in the Wolof
UD Treebank. This class of words includes definite determiners and demonstratives that designate
the distance of the object from the speaker.
(1) a.

(3) a.

‘the one who stood against them’
The relative pronoun in these headless relative
clauses are also given the PRON tag in the Wolof
UD Treebank, for both their universal part-ofspeech (POS) tag, as well the Wolof tagging system established by Dione. Unlike the dependency
relation for headed relative pronouns, the embedded relative clause verb is a dependent of the relative pronoun. Alternatively, adopting an SUD annotation scheme would also result in parallel structures where the closed class determiner is the head.
SUD provides further evidence that the strict application of UD syntactic policy does not always
result in the most accurate parsing (Gerdes et al.,
2018).
There are other clauses that are have the same
structure as relative clauses, such as temporal and
conditional clauses beginning with bu or su (Torrence, 2013). If relative clauses are uniformly assigned a similar dependency structure, regardless
of whether they have a head or not, the parser
should be able to better recognize them. The idea
that the relative pronoun should consistently be
represented as a functional head with the same position in the syntax is clear from minimalist syntax
as outlined by (Chomsky, 1996).
Furthermore, all definite determiners, demonstratives, relative pronouns and quantifiers follow
nouns, provide more information about the noun
and agree in noun class. As such, I hypothesize
that if they are all labeled with the same tag, the
part-of-speech tagger in the parser pipeline will be
more accurate.
An annotation scheme where the definitedeterminer-like morpheme is a complementizer
should result in a better trained parser than one
where it is a determiner, following the syntactic
analysis of (Torrence, 2013).

cin
l-i
large.pot LClass-the
‘the large pot’

b. jamono j-ooju
era
JClass-that.far
‘that time long ago’
In the Wolof UD Treebank, such determiners
are tagged DET in both the universal UD tagset
and the Wolof-specific tagset. Their UD dependency label is det, and they are dependents of the
noun.
Wolof relative clauses appear with an overt
noun head, or as ‘headless’ relative clauses. Examples of headed relative clauses from the training
and development data of the Wolof UD Treebank
are those in 2.
(2) a.

làkk
y-ii
language YClass-these
nàmp
learn.as.mother.tongue

k-i
leen
ClassK-the
them
taxawal-oon
stand.up.against-PAST

ñu
we

‘these languages here that we learn as a
mother tongue’
In the Wolof UD Treebank, the relative pronouns in headed relative clauses are tagged as
PRON in both the universal and Wolof-specific tag
assignments. They are given the dependency relation label that corresponds to their role in the
embedded clause, such as nsubj or obj, and are
a dependent of the verb embedded in the relative
clause.
The examples in 3 are headless relative clauses.
The relative clause pronouns are made of the same
class consonant and vowel combinations that signify distance from the speaker.

2.2 The existence of copulas
A similar trend occurs with those words that have
been tagged COP in the Wolof language specific
tags, all of which are AUX in the universal tag set.
Syntactic analyses have identified several copulas
in Wolof (Torrence, 2013), although each are associated with other function words. La indicates
6

complement (as opposed to subject or verb) focus
in a clause. Di (and its allomorph y) indicates progressive aspect. The examples in 4 show them in
copular sentences. The -a- morpheme in 4b indicates subject focus. Capital letters represent focus
of any kind in the glosses.
(4) a.

2017), and imperfect morphemes like di to consistently maintain their roles rather than be circumstantially designated as verbs. Attempts to make
a language fit the mold of other languages more
commonly tested in natural language processing
are what (Tovey, 2019) predicts will increase confusion in tasks like part-of-speech tagging.
The function words that determine focus and
verbal aspect are consistent in their syntactic distribution, whether used in copular contexts or not.

Kolle sama mag
la
Kolle my older.sibling FOCUS
‘Kolle is my OLDER SISTER”

3 Methods

b. Abdu mo-o-y
sama mag.
Abdu he-FOCUS-is my older.sibling

The original data in the Wolof UD Treebank
(Dione, 2019) consists of 42,832 tokens across
2,107 sentences. These sentences are from four
different Wolof sources online: the Organisation Sénégalaise dAppui au Développement (Senegalese Aid and Development Organization) web
site, Wolof Online, Wolof Wikipedia, and the news
site Xibaaryi. They were divided by Dione into
training, test, and development sets.

‘ABDU is my older brother’
The examples in 5, however, show the use of
la and di as verbal auxiliaries that indicate focus
and progressive aspect, respectively (Ka, 1994).
In such cases, la is tagged as INFL in the Wolof
tagset, and di is tagged as AUX. Both are tagged
as AUX in the universal tagset.
(5) a.

Kolle kànj la
jënd.
Kolle okra FOC.he sell

Table 1: Sources of Corpora for the Wolof UD Treebank (Dione, 2019)

‘Kolle has sold OKRA.’

Source

b. Kolle kànj la-y
jënd.
Kolle okra FOC-he-is sell

OSAD
Wolof Online
Wolof Wikip.
Xibaaryi

‘Kolle is selling OKRA.’
c.

Kolle mo-o
jënd kànj.
Kolle he-FOC sell okra

# Doc.

# Tok.

# Sent.

6
18
12
17

6,269
12,988
9,232
15,095

265
673
500
669

Using Python, the test, development, and test
files of the Wolof UD Treebank were edited to assign certain lemmas new tags in certain environments and assign new UD labels and hierarchies.

‘KOLLE has sold okra.’
d. Kolle mo-o-y
jënd kànj.
Kolle she-FOC-is sell okra

3.1 DEF model with relative pronoun
dependency labeled ‘mark’

‘KOLLE is selling okra.’
Wolof does allow null copulas, which must be
the case in sentences like 5c. It is more likely that
the function morphemes assigned as copulas are
in fact function morphemes in all cases, and that
there are no overt copular verbs, a phenomenon
attested in many languages. While the interpretation of lexical functional grammar presented by
(Dione, 2019) would attempt to match the function of a verb with the words present, the minimalist analysis elaborated by (Chomsky, 1996) does
not require an overt lexical item to occupy a syntactic position. The verb position may be empty
in certain cases, allowing the focus complementizer morphemes like la, following (Martinović,

First, the universal dependency relations of headless relative clauses were edited. Examples of
headed and headless relative pronouns can be seen
in 6 and 7 respectively, illustrating the structural
difference in the baseline.
(6) Headed Relative Clause
làkk
<language>
NOUN

yii
<that>
PRON

ñu
<we>
PRON

nàmp
<speak>
VERB

nsubj
obj
acl:relcl

7

(7) Headless Relative Clause
ki
<who>
PRON

leen
<they>
CL

taxawaloon
<stand up against>
VERB
obj

acl:relcl

Following the hypothesis that similar syntactic
structures will have similar dependency structures,
headless relative clauses like 7 were edited to take
on the dependency hierarchy in 8. In this way,
all relative clauses are given the same dependency
structure, whether they have an overt noun head or
not.
(8) Adjusted dependency relations for headless
relative clauses to match headed relative
clauses
ki
leen
taxawaloon
<who>
<they> <stand up against>
SCONJ
CL
VERB
obj
mark

The tags of each definite determiner, relative
pronoun, post-nominal quantifier, or clausal complementizer that agrees in noun class are changed
from DET, PRON, and COMP to a new class; DEF.
The universal equivalent of the Wolof-specific
COMP tag is SCONJ. This includes the complementizers bu and su, which (Torrence, 2013) analyzes as being the relative pronouns of headless
conditional relative clauses. The edited treebanks
will be the input for the first parser model.
In this model, all relative pronouns in headed
and headless relative clauses are labeled as the universal dependency relation mark, which signifies
complementizers in the UD annotation. Even the
headed relative clauses had their part-of-speech
tags and universal dependency relation labels
changed.

3.2 DEF model with relative pronoun
dependency labeled ‘det’
The analysis of the relative pronoun as complementizer is the one that Torrence favors, but another hypothesis that he tests is that they are determiners. This competing analysis is tested computationally by a second parsing model. The edited
treebanks for this model use the label det for relative clause pronouns rather than mark.
3.3 Relabeled copula model
All copular tags are edited in treebanks designated
to be the input to a third model. In this model,
all COP tags for selected lemmas are changed to
INFL and AUX. These are lemmas that are assigned INFl and AUX tags in non-copular contexts. The assignment of AUX or INFL is somewhat changed, however, based on the category of
the lemma. The following lemmas that sometimes
acted as copulars are given with their alternate
POS in Table 2.
Table 2: Alternative tag assignment for select lemmas
when not assigned COP

INFL

AUX

Lem.

Funct.

Lem.

Funct.

la
da
daan

Compl. Foc
Verb. Foc
Pst. Hab Asp.,
foc. cl.

ngi
du
daan

Prog. Asp.
Neg.
Pst. Hab Asp.,
non-focus cl.
Imp. Asp.

di

One issue with this classification is that it divides AUX and INFL into irregular categories.
Some of the lemmas in each category designate focus, while others designate aspect. Instead, AUX
and INFL are reassigned to these lemmas based on
(9) Adjusted dependency relations for headed
the classification given in Table 3. INFL will be asrelative clauses
signed for focus particles and negative du, which
làkk
yii
ñu
nàmp appears in the same syntactic position as focus ele<language>
<that>
<we>
<speak>
NOUN
PRON PRON
VERB ments do. AUX will be assigned to auxiliaries denoting aspect, but is also used for particles that are
nsubj
not used as copulas and are not on this list. The
mark
universal tags for these lemmas goes unchanged,
acl:relcl
as the Wolof-specific tags for AUX and INFL are
both labeled AUX in the univeral tag system.
8

Table 3: Category reassigned to selected lemmas previously assigned COP, AUX, or INFL tag

INFL
Lem.
la
da
du

AUX
Funct.

Lem.

Funct.

Comp. foc.
Verb. foc.
Neg

ngi
daan
di

Prog. Asp.
Pst. Hab. Asp.
Imp, Asp.

Words that were originally assigned as COMP
are retagged, as well as those lemmas in the table
that were assigned INFL or AUX. This leads into
somewhat reduced granularity in part of speech
tags, but there is a diverse distribution of each dependency structure outside of copulas.
The dependencies in subject focus constructions
are also conflated into a similar structure. Nominals are treated as roots in copular clauses with
subject focus and a nominal complement, as in
10. However, in copular clauses with subject focus
and a clausal complement, as in 11, the imperfect
auxiliary di is treated as the root.

The relative clause verb fekk, ‘find,’ is now the
root. In the UD system, the verb of the clause
acts as the root, meaning that copular verbs can be
roots. In Diones lexical functional grammar analysis (Dione, 2019), the subject focus morphemes
(mooy = mu+a+di) in 11 act as a copula. The
copula implies a cleft, such as the English translation "Its Pecadom who finds people that are sick
in their house." I reject the cleft analysis, and follow Martinovics analysis for the similar la complement focus construction (Martinović, 2017). Like
la, the -a in 11 and 12 are complementizers. Di is
a morpheme that marks imperfect aspect. It is not
a copula and does not result in a cleft. The main
verb in 12 is fekk, ‘find’, rather than a copula, making it the root.
3.4 Parser pipelines
After the treebanks are edited, they are prepared
for either the spaCy parser pipeline, or the TreeTagger+MaltParser parser pipeline.
3.5 The SpaCy pipeline

For spaCy, the treebank UD treebanks for all three
models are converted to .json format. There are
Ab
taaw-am
mu
a
di Maam
a eldest-her/his he FOC is Maam separate treebanks for the train, development, and
test data. The parser is trained using each of the
det
cop
three sets of edited treebanks. A baseline parser
aux
model was also trained using the data from the
nsubj
unedited Wolof UD Treebank.
dislocated
Four separate models have been created; one
baseline model, one model from the DEF tag treebanks with relative pronouns as mark, a third from
(11) Di copula with clausal complement
the DEF tag treebanks with relative pronouns as
Pecadom mu
a
di fekk
nit
Pecadom it FOC is find people det, and a fourth from the treebanks that are edited
to replace the COP tag. The trained models are
aux
ccomp
obj
evaluated using Python. The accuracy of the uninsubj
versal dependency label assigned was measured
dislocated
against the baseline, as well as the accuracy of the
universal dependency hierarchies.
The dependencies for sentences like 11 will be
changed into the structure in 12 in the treebanks
3.6 The MaltParser pipeline
for the third model.
The second parser consisted of two separate tools:
TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) and MaltParser (Nils(12) Reassigned dependency for clausal di
son and Nivre, 2008). The baseline and all
copula to match nominal complement
three edited treebanks were used to train TreePecadom mu
a
di fekk
nit
Tagger
models. TreeTagger requires the tag
Pecadom it FOC is find people
SENT for punctuation marking the end of the senaux
obj
tence. The Wolof tags PERIOD, EXL-POINT,
aux
SEMICOLON, ELLIPSIS and INT-MARK were
nsubj
changed to SENT for use on TreeTag, as their
dislocated
corresponding lemmas ’.’, ’!’, ’;’, ’...’, and ’?’
9
(10) Di copula with nominal complement

Table 5: Accuracy for UD labels and relations with
TreeTagger+MaltParser pipline

were used to separate sentences in the Wolof UD
Treebank. After models were trained, a treebank
file was produced that tagged the words from the
test Wolof UD Treebank. The treebank file took
combined tags from a universal tagger and Wolofspecfic tagger that were trained for each parser
pipeline model. A baseline tagger was also trained
based on the original Wolof UD Treebank.
The treebank files only contained the word number, word form, lemma, universal POS tag, and
Wolof POS tag for each word. This is all that could
be produced by the tagger. After a treebank file
was prepared for each model, it was used as input
into MaltParser. A MaltParser model was trained
on the baseline Wolof UD Treebank training data,
as well as the edited treebank data for each model.
The trained edited models were all tested against
the baseline; for accuracy of the UD labels as well
as the UD structural hierarchy.

Table 4: Accuracy for UD labels and relations with
spaCy pipeline

Annot.

0
1

Baseline
DEF tag,
RC pron as det
DEF tag,
RC pron as mark
Copulas
Relabeled
Combination
of #1 and #3

2
3
4

76.4%
77.9%

71.1%
71.7%

77.8%

71.4%

77.4%

71.2%

78.0%

71.4%

UD
Dep.

Univ.

72.7%
74.9%

70.4%
72.9%

74.0%

73.2%

73.9%

70.7%

76.1%

73.3%

Models 1 and 2 with the DEF tag showed drastic improvement in SpaCy UD Label, the Malt UD
Label, and the Malt universal dependency accuracies when compared to the test data. The SpaCy
UD label increased 1.5% for the model with the
det label, the Malt UD labels increased 2.2%, and
the Malt universal dependencies increased 2.5%.
The model with the mark label improved SpaCy
UD labels by 1.4%, Malt UD labels by 1.3%, and
Malt universal dependencies by 2.8%. Targeting
a separate set of syntactic dependencies, relabeling copulas also showed across the board increases
in accuracy. Accuracy for the SpaCy UD labels
improved 1%, .8% for the Malt UD labels, and
.3% for the Malt universal dependencies. Improvement was less in the SpaCy universal dependencies, which showed a maximum of .6% improvement. When the changes made to the best DEF
model treebanks were made to the Relabeled Copula treebanks, the SpaCy UD label accuracy increased 1.6%, SpaCy universal dependency accuracy increased by .3%, Malt UD label accuracy increased by 3.4%, and Malt universal dependencies
increased by 3.3%.
Relative clauses pronouns were relabeled as determiners (det), which show an increase in recall
and f1-score. As relative clause pronouns were
made determiner dependents of the relative clause
verb, and no longer confused with subjects (nsubj),
objects (obj), obliques (obl), and indirect objects
(idobj), their precision, recall and f1-scores increase in the improved parser. There are no copula dependency labels in the improved parser, and
the relabeling of 182 copulas in the auxiliary (aux)
category resulted in an increase in precision, recall,
and f1-score for auxiliaries (aux).

Accuracy was improved for the models made for
each parser pipeline; the spaCy and the TreeTagger+Malt Parser pipelines. Table 5 shows the results for both the labels assigned to the universal
dependency relations, as well as the hierarchical
structure of the universal dependencies.

#

Baseline
DEF tag,
RC pron as det
DEF tag,
RC pron as mark
Copulas
Relabeled
Combination
of #1 and #3

4

Results

Univ.
Dep.

0
1

3

After testing was completed, the COP model and
the DEF tag model that showed the highest improvement in accuracy are combined. A combined model was made for both spaCy and the
TreeTagger-MaltParser pipeline.

UD
Label

Annot. Label

2

3.7 Combination of DEF+’det’ model and
Relabeled Copulas model

4

#

10

5

Analysis

minimalist syntax formalism (Chomsky, 1996), a
unified structure can be preserved with the UD
framework. The minimalist framework allows for
the assumption that the missing element is simply not overtly pronounced. Although common
in many languages, the need for a copular verb or
overt relative clause head need not outweigh the
evidence that verbs or relative clause heads may
simply be null items. A legitimate UD structure
can still be attained while maintaining a consistent
roll for these words. Such consistency better reflects the findings of (Tovey, 2019) that languagespecific particularities should not be diluted in
annotation to accommodate more commonly analyzed languages.
As editing the treebanks improves parsing from
the baseline, the morphological and syntactic annotations made here should improve future parsers.
(Dione, 2020) trained a Wolof-specific lexical
functional grammar parser with 67% recall, 93%
precision and an f-score of 78%. The most accurate parser model in this study had 78% recall,
78% precision, and an f-score of 78%. The significance of this study is not the accuracy of the parser
itself, but the improvement from the baseline. The
baseline-trained spaCy parser had 76% recall, 76%
precision, and an f-score of 76%, meaning that
each measure improved by 2%. This improvement should carry over if implemented with future
Wolof UD parsers.

Overall, adopting a unified and streamlined syntactic approach to assigning UD relations improves
accuracy in Wolof. Two different parsers both
showed improvement in parsing when a DEF tag
was added to definite noun modifiers, headless
relative clauses had the same structure as headed
ones, and copulas were relabeled to capture their
universal function. This suggests that improved
accuracy was not simply due to the parsers.
The results supported the hypothesis that a unified UD syntax for headed and headless relative
clauses improves the accuracy in parsing universal dependencies and their labels. The hypothesis
that treating definites as one part of speech category would improve parsing was supported by the
results. The hypothesis the relative pronoun is a
complementizer due to theoretical syntactic analysis was not supported by the data. In fact, the
model that treats the relative pronoun as det, an
extracted determiner, results in more accurate parsing.
The copular analysis carried over from English
does not seem to ‘fit’ Wolof. The data from Wolof
does not contradict an analysis where di and its
allomorphs universally indicates imperfect aspect,
rather than acting in some instances as a copula.
The subject and object focus morphemes are the
same whether the sentence is copular or not, suggesting that they are not copulas in copular sentences. The copula should be instead attributed to
some null morpheme. Improved parsing accuracy
resulting from the reassigning of copula tags and
dependency relations in the Wolof UD Treebank
supports this hypothesis.
As (Dione, 2019) mentions, the morphosyntactic assignments of the Wolof UD treebanks,
and the universal dependency program in general,
are based on lexical functional grammar. In this
view, whatever lexical item is the semantic head
of the relative clause must have the rest of the relative clause as its dependents. The same is true
for morphemes that were labeled as copulas; the
subject, object and other arguments of the sentence would be dependents of this morpheme. In
other cases, however, the same lexical item would
be swapped and the dependency relationship completely inversed. These cases involve the same lexical items, but apply the semantic role of another
missing element to them.
By adopting syntactic assumptions from the

6 Conclusion
This study proposed considerations for improving the parsing of Wolof, one of the few African
languages represented in a UD treebank. In the
cases of relative clauses, assigning tags and dependency relations of definites based on their distribution and features provides a better parse than
trying to distinguish them as pronoun in certain
cases and determiners and demonstratives in others, following patterns from Indo-European languages. Positing a unified dependency structure
for relative clauses also improves parsing. The
idea of a copula imported from copular sentences
in other languages does not fit the syntax of Wolof.
Rather, classifying part-of-speech tags and labels
based on their function in the clause results in a
more accurate parse.
Although the UD framework is lexically oriented, and is more readily translated from lexical
functional grammar, insights from the minimalist
11

framework can inform morphological and syntactic annotation. These edited treebank annotations
lead to improved parsing in the case of Wolof,
and are likely to be useful for related African languages.
While the Wolof UD parser by (Dione, 2019)
has similar accuracy, the fact that two out-ofthe-box parsers showed improvements with the
edited annotations is promising. The final accuracy achieved by this parser is similar to Dione’s,
and suggest that future parsers can attain even
greater accuracy if these treebank annotation edits were combined with Dione’s parser. Wolof is
a low-resource language with only one treebank,
also created by (Dione, 2019). 2% is a small but
valuable improvement given accuracies of 75%80% and a smaller treebank relative to langauges
like English, French, and Russian. The improvements made to parsing compared to the baseline
provide guidance for future annotation of African
language treebanks, which are not proportionally
represented in the UD project.
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Abstract
Language revitalisation should not be understood as a direct outcome of language documentation, which is mainly focused on the creation of language repositories. Natural language processing (NLP) offers the potential
to complement and exploit these repositories
through the development of language technologies that may contribute to improving the vitality status of endangered languages. In this
paper, we discuss the current state of the interaction between language documentation and
computational linguistics, present a diagnosis
of how the outputs of recent documentation
projects for endangered languages are underutilised for the NLP community, and discuss
how the situation could change from both the
documentary linguistics and NLP perspectives.
All this is introduced as a bridging paradigm
dubbed as Computational Language Documentation and Development (CLD²). CLD² calls
for (1) the inclusion of NLP-friendly annotated
data as a deliverable of future language documentation projects; and (2) the exploitation
of language documentation databases by the
NLP community to promote the computerization of endangered languages, as one way to
contribute to their revitalization.

1

Figure 1: Number of publications in the ACL Anthology where languages are explicitly named in the title
or abstract, and they are classified by their vitality from
the Agglomerated Endangerment Status (Seifart et al.,
2018). Vertical axis is in log-scale.

video recordings, featuring collections of texts (often transcribed, translated and interlinearized), as
well as lexical repertoires, framed as vocabularies or dictionaries, with different degrees of detail.
These data are often deposited in international language archives, from which they can be accessed
by scholars and members of speech communities.
Transcription of texts is often conducted in the
ELAN software (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, 2021), and interlinearization if often
conducted using software tools, such as FLex (Summer Institute of Linguistics, 2021a) and Toolbox
(Summer Institute of Linguistics, 2021b). The ideal
outcome of this process are time-aligned parsed
transcriptions with information about the morphological structure and the part-of-speech class of
each lexical unit. Texts are often presented in .txt
or .htlm formats.
International language archives comprises documentation databases for several hundred languages.
For instance, the Endangered Language Archive
(ELAR) includes collections for 695 languages1 ,

Introduction

There are around 6,500 mutually unintelligible languages in the world (Hammarström et al., 2018).
However, several thousand minority languages are
in danger of being lost forever without leaving systematic records. In response to this, in the last
decades Documentary Linguistics has become a
major and vibrant field in Linguistics, which attempts to produce permanent records of the linguistic and cultural practices of the most threatened
speech communities (Himmelmann (2012); Austin
(2010); Woodbury (2011), among many others).
The outcomes of documenting a language in
the frame of contemporary Documentary Linguistics often comprise large amounts of audio and

1
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each of which may comprise several hours of transcribed and parsed speech, which represent several
thousands of fully annotated sentences. These data
has been produced in the frame of collaborative
documentation projects with high ethical standards
in terms of their methods, their outcomes and their
dissemination. Thus, in principle, the data available through international language archives have
been published with the permission of the linguistic
communities involved, and therefore it is expected
that they will be incorporated into new research,
education and revitalisation projects, ideally with
the participation of members of the communities
culturally and linguistically linked to the data (Bird,
2020).
Language databases, however, are often underexploited for further developments. Although field
linguists very often incorporate revitalisation components in their documentation projects, language
documentation and language revitalisation are not
equivalent in terms of their frames, methods and
outcomes. Language revitalisation will surely take
advantage of the data produced in language documentation projects, by actively using such records
in community-based revitalisation programs, which
may take various shapes according to the needs of
the community and/or the scope of the project. Although it is true that creating a language repository
alone cannot revert language endangerment or decay, there are several ways in which documentation
data can be integrated into revitalisation projects.
Here, we focus on one, associated with the perspective of language technologies. Language technologies offer a promising perspective for language revitalisation, not only because technological gadgets
such smart phones are becoming more popular even
in rural areas, but also because they are inexpensive. The concern about language endangerment is
a fundamental issue in contemporary approaches
to Computational Linguistics, and in the last years,
the “computerisation” of minority languages has
become a growing field in NLP research (Berment,
2002). NLP developments’ potential contribution
to revitalising endangered languages is high, but
there is still moderate interaction between Documentary Linguistics and NLP research for language
revitalisation.
In this paper, we reflect on the necessity of increasing the interactions between Documentary
Linguistics and NLP. This is not a novel point in

the literature (see particularly (Levow et al., 2017)),
but to our knowledge this is the first attempt to put
some ideas on this topic together in a position paper. We hope that the proposals we dubbed here as
Computational language Documentation and Development (CLD²) will stimulate debate and more
vibrant interactions between documentary linguists
and NLP developers.

2

Language documentation and
language revitalisation

Language documentation (or documentary linguistics) emerged at the end of the last century as a
research program whose primary motivation lies in
the concern about the accelerating loss of language
diversity in the world. As a response, language documentation aims to create permanent records of the
linguistic and cultural practices of the most threatened speech communities (Himmelmann, 1998;
Austin, 2010; Woodbury, 2011). These records
are framed as databases, ideally including several
hours of audio and video recordings of monologue
and dialogue texts belonging to various genres and
topics (e.g. traditional tales and myths, verbal art,
jokes, historical facts, life stories, cultural knowledge, among others). A good portion of these
recordings is transcribed, translated and parsed.
Each transcribed sentence is expected to be timealigned and to include an orthographic or IPA representation, a morphemic parse, glossing, information about parts of speech and a free translation.
Producing such linguistic databases is a longterm and time-consuming task that may take several
years and requires considerable funding. The expectation is that these linguistic databases, conceptualised as multipurpose repositories deposited and
curated in international archives, will be preserved
for posterity and thus will support communitybased revitalisation projects in the future. Although
it is true that language documentation projects very
often incorporate revitalisation components, they
are inevitably marginal since the documentation
itself is the main focus of documentary linguistics.
Therefore, the contribution of language documentation to language revitalisation is potentially significant but mainly indirect: the linguistic repositories
produced in the frame of language documentation
projects can indeed contribute to future revitalisation projects, but crafting and archiving a repository
is not expected to have an inherent positive impact
on the vitality status of an endangered language.

collections/, consulted on February, 28th, 2022
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3

Language documentation and
computational linguistics

Toolbox/Flex files are text files that can be opened
back in ELAN, in PRAAT (a phonetics analyser)
(Boersma and Weenink, 2001), or to be processed
in Python or any other programming language as
plain texts. This is shown in Figure 2.
In sum, there have been several attempts from
the computational side trying to create or incorporate intelligent components in language documentation tools and procedures (Good et al., 2014; Arppe
et al., 2017, 2019; van Esch et al., 2019; Anastasopoulos et al., 2020). We find a one-direction
application (computation into language documentation), but there are still few developments in the
other direction (language documentation into computation). One of our takes in this paper is that language documentation can significantly contribute
to computational linguistics by providing data and
insights to develop NLP tools for endangered languages.

Most interactions between computational linguistics and documentary linguistics relate to the release of software tools for language documentation,
processing and archiving (van Esch et al., 2019;
Anastasopoulos et al., 2020). Computational linguists and computer scientists have developed advanced software tools to assist field linguists in
the various processes of contemporary language
documentation, making them less time-consuming,
more efficient and more systematic. These tools
have been crucial for the exponential growth of
language documentation on a global scale.
Contemporary language documentation implies
a large amount of technical sophistication for managing, annotating, processing and archiving lasting and large repositories (Himmelmann, 2006;
Austin, 2006; Woodbury, 2003, among many others). This could not be achieved without the contribution of computer scientists (particularly software developers). In the last decades, we have
witnessed the release of specialised software tools
nowadays customary for language documentation,
speech analysis and linguistic fieldwork. Field linguist’s Toolbox (before “Shoebox”) (Summer Institute of Linguistics, 2021a) and more recently
Fieldworks (FLex) (Summer Institute of Linguistics, 2021b) are data management and analysis
tools for field linguists developed by the Summer
Institute of Linguistics, which are used in language
documentation and taught in linguistics schools
worldwide. Toolbox and Flex allow to create dictionaries, which can be used for morphosyntactic
parsing and annotation of transcribed texts. Transcription is often conducted in a different and nowadays very popular software called ELAN (Max
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, 2021), developed by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. ELAN allows to visualise and play audio and video files in order to create time-aligned
transcriptions and translations. ELAN can also be
used for morphological parsing, but most linguists
prefer to conduct such tasks in Toolbox or FLex
since ELAN transcriptions can be easily exported
into these programs. In Toolbox or Flex, each sentence in an ELAN file (containing a transcription
and a free translation) can receive morphemic parsing, morpheme-by-morpheme glossing and parts of
speech tags, among any other relevant information
in the frame of a specific project. The resulting

4

NLP has not really met endangered
language documentation

As mentioned before, NLP has mainly focused on
aiding the language documentation pipeline. However, has NLP taken advantage of the outputs of the
documentation projects, especially for endangered
languages?
4.1

Data

To address that question, we looked into the central repository of NLP publications: the ACL
Anthology2 , the language inventory of massive
multilingual datasets in NLP research (UniMorph
(McCarthy et al., 2020), Universal Dependencies
(Nivre et al., 2020), Tatoeba (Tiedemann, 2020))3 ,
and the central database of language documentation projects for endangered languages: The Endangered Languages Archive, or ELAR, which is
supported by the Endangered Languages Documentation Programme or ELDP4 .
Besides, we work with the list of languages from
Glottolog 4.4 (Hammarström et al., 2021), which
is an extended inventory of living and extinct languages, including metadata such as geographical
location and other properties. Moreover, we use the
Agglomerated Endangerment Status (AES) classification proposed by Seifart et al. (2018) to distinguish the vitality status of the language inventory.
2

https://aclanthology.org/
We chose these datasets as they are the most diverse
collections according to their language inventory.
4
https://www.eldp.net/
3
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Figure 2: Graphic representation of the standard computational frame of language documentation: transcription
is conducted in ELAN; ELAN files are imported into Toolbox or FLex where they are fully parsed and glossed.
Crucially, we are dealing with .txt files throughout the process, which enormously facilitates their manipulation in
any programming language

The classes are, from more to less vital: not endangered, shifting, threatened, moribund, nearly
extinct and extinct5 .

lingual (MM) datasets (Unimorph, Universal Dependencies and Tatoeba), and the language identifiers (ISO code or name) are matched with the
Glottolog inventory. Details of the considered languages are shown in Table 17 .

4.2 Processing
With the language inventory and their vitality status, we first identified all the publications in the
ACL Anthology (both conference and workshop
proceedings) whose title or abstract explicitly includes the name of a language6 . We manually clean
false positives, such as concise language names
(less than five characters) that can be confused with
English words or acronyms.
A similar procedure is done with the ELAR
database: all the projects are extracted, the language names are matched with the Glottolog inventory, and we manually curated potential false
positives. From all the 570 projects published in
the ELAR database, we identified 307 language
names matching with the Glottolog database. With
this, we obtained geographical information for 286
languages.
The procedure is similar for the massively multi-

4.3

Results

First, we look into how the NLP literature has considered endangered languages across time. Figure 1
shows that, in the current century, there is a considerable growth of publications for languages across
different revitalisation status. For instance, articles about languages with shifting or threatened
status have increased from ten to a hundred papers
annually, but there is a very shy increase of the
moribund or nearly extinct languages (from zero
to ten annually), which are the most endangered
ones. This is highly contrasted by the continuous
increment of NLP publications for not endangered
languages (from hundreds to thousands annually).
Then, we observe the overlap of the language
coverage between the ELAR database, the ACL
Anthology and the language inventory of massive
multilingual datasets above-mentioned. Figure 3
shows the cross-over in a map. The very low overlapping was expected: from the ELAR inventory

5

We do not consider the extinct languages in our analysis
We are aware that this was not an extended practice previously, but the Bender’s Rule (Bender, 2011) has remarked it
recently. Moreover, if a work does not specify which language
is working on, we can expect the target to be English or very
well-known established multilingual datasets.
6

7
Data is published in https://github.com/
aoncevay/cld2
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ELAR (252)
ACL Anthology (22)
MM datasets (12)

Figure 3: World map with languages in ELAR database and ACL Anthology. For the the present study, we only
consider the languages of the ELAR database (570), whose names appear in Glottolog (version 4.4). This selection
consists in 286 languages with geographical information. With this, 252 languages only belong to ELAR database
(in blue); 22 languages belong to both ELAR database and ACL Anthology (in orange); and 12 languages belong to
both ELAR database and massively multilingual (MM) datasets (Unimorph, Universal Dependencies and Tatoeba)
(in red).

(286)8 , there are only 22 languages with at least
one entry in the ACL Anthology (7.7%), and also
12 languages from this inventory included in at
least one massive multilingual NLP dataset (4.2%).
This two lists of languages overlaps only in 5 languages (Lakota, Laz, Chechen, Chukchi and Ingrian). Moreover, the geo-localisation allows us
to observe the potential of these under-utilised resources in terms of representation for NLP research.
Geographical areas such as the Americas, Africa,
South-East Asia or Australia are better covered
by language documentation projects than NLP resources and studies. Regional initiatives, such as
Masakhane for Africa (Nekoto et al., 2020), or
AmericasNLP (Mager et al., 2021), must look towards these still unexplored resources for extending
their language coverage.

and to identify potential flaws of the proposed methods in languages with typologically uncommon
grammatical properties and categories (O’Horan
et al., 2016; Ponti et al., 2019). Furthermore, it has
been pointed out that minority languages are indeed expected to exhibit unusual typological trends
and non-prototypical degrees of complexity (Trudgill, 2011, 2010). Therefore, accessing and processing databases of a wide sample of endangered
languages data would be beneficial for the NLP
agenda.
However, as we observed, this has not been a
priority. Why? We argue that this is mainly because
of the visibility, accessibility, and readability of the
data (from the NLP perspective):
Visibility Language documentation archives are
mostly known in the linguistic community. The
NLP community should look for data beyond the
usual repositories. Besides ELAR, other famous
repositories are the Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America (AILLA)9 from the University of Texas, The Language Archive (TLA)10
from the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, and the Pacific and Regional Archive for Digi-

4.4 Discussion
The NLP community is recently more aware of the
importance of language diversity in their research
(Bender, 2009, 2011). Typologically-diverse language data allows to discuss results more broadly
8
We do not consider all languages in ELAR inventory
(570) because languages in ELAR database are identified in
most cases only by their names (and not by ISO codes), which
match with the Glottolog database for 307 languages.

9
10
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https://ailla.utexas.org/
https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/

tal Sources in Endangered Cultures (PARADISEC).

that it assumes itself as a response to language
endangerment Himmelmann (2006, 5). A similar shift towards minority languages can be found
in contemporary approaches to computational linguistics. Berment (2002) regrets that less than
1% of the world’s languages have been correctly
“computerised”. That is, for Berment (2002), the
fact that 99% of the world’s languages lack computational tools (NLP tools as spell-checking or
machine translation) requires immediate attention.
Since the seminal article by Krauss (1992), language endangerment and language dormancy is a
major concern for both current language documentation and computational linguistics.
This paper takes the shared interest in linguistic diversity found in language documentation and
computational linguistics further by proposing a
paradigm that assumes an intense and multifaceted
interaction between the two: Computational Language Documentation and Development (CLD²).
CLD² assumes, following (Berment, 2002), that
“computerisation” should be understood as one
main task in language documentation and, at the
same time, proposes a basic protocol to carry out
this task. This basic protocol is based on a straightforward idea according to which any documentation project, in addition to its customary outcomes
(audio and video recordings, transcriptions, morphological parsing and glossing, and free translations), should include NLP-friendly annotated data
as its deliverables:

11

Accessibility Most of the language documentation databases are open-source, but one often needs
to become a registered user in order to access the
materials deposited in the language archives. Furthermore, some linguists block fully public access
to their records as a way to protect speech community’s rights.
Readability Although most language documentation outputs video, audio and text files (plain texts
or interlineal glossed texts, known as IGT), they
are not labelled or processed for immediate use
for NLP developments. If we observe the example in Figure 2, we can quickly identify potential
resources for morphological segmentation and analysis, part-of-speech tagging, and machine translation. However, IGT is partially standardised, as not
all the annotations follow the same label schema.
In sum, NLP is not taking advantage of all the
resources potentially available for different applications. Moreover, from the three previously explained factors, readability is the hardest to overcome. One of our takes in this paper is to push the
NLP community to focus more on the parsing and
processing of the already published data, which
is unlikely to be modified, unfortunately12 . For
instance, there should be paid more attention to
IGT parsing research (Lewis and Xia, 2010; Round
et al., 2020) or to the establishment of a more
universally-readable IGT schema (Palmer and Erk,
2007). All this is complementary to the last point
of Section 3, as we expect that, ideally, future deliverables of documentation projects could consider
the annotation schema and resources that are more
easily readable for NLP research.

5

1. Monolingual and parallel corpora13 in a digital format, ideally taken from a specific domain or discourse that is relevant for the language speaker community;
2. A public representative set of sentences annotated in universal frameworks for morphology
and syntax, such as Universal Morphology
(McCarthy et al., 2020) and Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2020)14 , which are wellknown in the NLP field; and

CLD²: Computational Language
Documentation and Development

Computational linguistics and language documentation share not only the assumption that technology plays an important role in the design and development of language-related projects, but also
a crucial concern about language endangerment
and loss. This concern is obvious from the perspective of language documentation, in the sense

3. A communication describing the main characteristics of the released Universal Depen13

Translations paired with English or another relevant language spoken in the specific region, such as Spanish in Latin
America.
14
The identification of syntax dependencies and their annotation is not common in language documentation projects.
However Croft et al. (2017) have argued that the UD scheme
shares crucial principles with typological research. Indeed,
research on linguistic typology may benefit from the development of an annotation scheme like UD and vice-versa.

11

https://www.paradisec.org.au
Most of the language documentation projects that are
published might do not have extra funding allocated for any
update, or new funding will be required for the job.
12
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dencies (Nivre et al., 2020) treebank and Universal Morphology (McCarthy et al., 2020)
dataset, so that NLPers can understand the
particularities and challenges of the data.

then take inspiration from the Basic Language Resource Kit (Krauwer, 2003) and also consider established annotation frameworks, such as UD or
UniMorph, and current state-of-the-art methods in
NLP, such as transfer learning. With transfer learning protocols, especially multilingual pretraining
(Lauscher et al., 2020; Ebrahimi and Kann, 2021),
CLD² projects might automatise learning tasks by
taking advantage of larger amounts of multilingual
data and tools. A learning task in this context may
refer to a specific NLP or functionality, such as a
dependency parser, which has been trained to learn
how to parse the syntax in a textual sentence. Finally, we list the main tools that such basic toolkits
could have:

We attempt then to draw documentary and computational linguists’ attention towards the potentialities of a more integral and systematic collaboration between them. On the one hand, field linguists
may get involved in creating relevant products from
the NLP perspective (e.g. preparing representative
treebanks taking as a starting point their own data).
On the other hand, NLPers can get involved in the
development of processes and protocols that may
contribute to the transformation of linguistic data
of the traditional sort into formats that may support
NLP developments.
According to Forcada (2006, 1), one feature for a
language to be considered as a minor one is the few
to zero availability of machine-readable resources.
There are features such as the number of speakers
or literacy speakers that may support the definition
of a minor language in a general overview, but we
want to emphasise the computational perspective in
Forcada’s statement. Dictionaries, translated text
or annotated corpora, that are currently part of a
standard language documentation process, are instances of machine-readable data. We consider that
linguistic corpora are insufficient to disentangle
the relationship between a language and its characterisation as a minor language. We claim the
need to develop more multiple resources to support
a consistent revitalisation of the language. However, we do not mean that all language documentation processes should include a massive technology
development by itself. The magnitude of such a
project would be cost-prohibitive. Nevertheless,
we have identified some elements that might be included in a documentation process that could drive
a “computerisation” effect in the studied language.
We want to emphasise the development of multipurpose linguistic databases, specifically aiming
at language technologies, whose implementation
will not radically increment the amount of expected
work for the linguist. Language technologies are
purpose-specific programmes that try to address
language-related tasks from spell- or grammarchecking to automatic machine translation. Based
on such databases, NLPers and field linguists may
work together to develop NLP toolkits for minority
languages. An NLP Toolkit is a set of different
tools made to computerise a language fully. We

1. Morphological tools: such as morphological
analysis, to determine the base form or lemma
of an inflected word and its morphological features; morphological segmentation, to identify
the canonical or surface morphemes (Mager
et al., 2020); and morphological reinflection
(Pimentel et al., 2021), which exploits UniMorph data. Morphological knowledge is
usually crafted in language documentation
projects (see Figure 2), so these deliverables
could be the most manageable.
2. Spell-checker: to detect and automatic correct of spelling errors. Dictionary-based spellcheckers can be easily retrieved from a documentation project with a lexicon as an output,
whereas rule-based ones can be adapted from
a finite-state morphological analyser. Datadriven spell-checking is also possible to develop from monolingual data only.
3. Syntactic parser: to analyse the relationships
between the words and phrases that compose
a text. A dependency syntax parser can be
developed using UD annotated data, and is
also benefited for transfer learning and pretraining approaches (Lauscher et al., 2020).
Current language documentation projects do
not usually focus on this kind of annotation,
but we emphasise that it might be relevant for
research not only on NLP but also in linguistic
typology (Croft et al., 2017).
4. Part-of-Speech tagger and Named Entity
Recognition: both tasks are sequence taggers,
and are two of the tasks that have been benefited the most from multilingual pretraining,
and few- or zero-shot learning (Lauscher et al.,
26

2020; Ebrahimi and Kann, 2021). POS tagging could be easily adapted from the current glossing annotation, whereas NER annotation can be quickly extended or marked in
the glosses.

field linguists, NLP researchers and members of indigenous communities as part of multi-component
projects that put language revitalisation at their
core.

Besides these tools, further developments that
can be achieved for endangered languages, such as
machine translation, are very appealing. However,
we also need to point out that, despite the progress
of the pretraining approaches and the use of few
labelled examples, a translation system (or other
kinds of NLP tools) should not be deployed with
low-quality outputs, as it can mislead the user. Limitations of their usage should be assessed according
to the annotated data used and the purpose of the
systems.

The first author acknowledges the support of
CONCYTEC-ProCiencia, Peru, under the contract
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funding call E041-2018-01-BM.
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A

AES status for massively multilingual
datasets
AES status
not endangered
threatened
shifting
moribund
nearly extinct
extinct

Tatoeba
164
71
44
11
7
24

Unimorph
60
25
17
4
4
17

UD
52
16
16
2
1
11

Table 1: Agglomerated Endangerment Status (AES)
(Seifart et al., 2018) statistics for MM databases
(Tatoeba, Unimorph and Universal Dependencies).
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Abstract
Data augmentation strategies are increasingly
important in NLP pipelines for low-resourced
and endangered languages, and in neural
morphological inflection, augmentation by so
called data hallucination is a popular technique.
This paper presents a detailed analysis of inflection models trained with and without data
hallucination for the low-resourced Canadian
Indigenous language Gitksan. Our analysis reveals evidence for a concatenative inductive
bias in augmented models—in contrast to models trained without hallucination, they strongly
prefer affixing inflection patterns over suppletive ones. We find that preference for affixation
in general improves inflection performance in
“wug test” like settings, where the model is
asked to inflect lexemes missing from the training set. However, data hallucination dramatically reduces prediction accuracy for reduplicative forms due to a misanalysis of reduplication
as affixation. While the overall impact of data
hallucination for unseen lexemes remains positive, our findings call for greater qualitative
analysis and more varied evaluation conditions
in testing automatic inflection systems. Our
results indicate that further innovations in data
augmentation for computational morphology
are desirable.

1

stem (plural)

hap

plural inﬂection (target)

hapdiit

stem (singular)

tk’esxw

(a)

augmented model

stem (plural)

hap

plural inﬂection (target)

hapdiit

stem (singular)

tk’esxw

(b)

standard model

Figure 1: Predicting a plural inflection for a lexeme using two possible source forms (singular stem and plural
stem). (a) A Transformer model trained with data hallucination prefers the plural form as the source (depicted
by a thicker arrow, representing model confidence). (b)
The same model trained without hallucination exhibits
no preference.

Consider the task of low-resource morphological inflection: high-capacity neural models trained
without data augmentation are prone to collapsing
at test time, achieving as little as 0% accuracy (Silfverberg et al., 2017). Conversely, those very same
models trained on artificially augmented data can
generalize respectably. Unfortunately, there is little
research on understanding why these augmentation
strategies work. We know little about the changes
they cause in the model – are they simply a form
of weight regularization? Do they alleviate class
imbalance? Or do they provide a task-specific inductive bias?
In this paper, we investigate the data hallucination strategy, a relatively commonplace strategy
(Anastasopoulos and Neubig, 2019; Silfverberg
et al., 2017) for increasing the size of small morphological datasets. We conduct our study in the context of developing a Paradigm Cell-Filling (PCFP;
Ackerman et al., 2009; Silfverberg and Hulden,
2018) system for the Gitksan language – a critically

Introduction

Data augmentation strategies, for instance, backtranslation (Sennrich et al., 2016) and mixed sample data augmentation (Zhang et al., 2018; Guo
et al., 2020), are increasingly important components of NLP pipelines (Feng et al., 2021). These
strategies often form the cornerstone of modern
NLP models for lower-resourced and endangered
languages and dialects in particular (e.g., Kumar
et al., 2021; Hauer et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020;
Ryan and Hulden, 2020), where models can otherwise badly overfit due to the paucity of training
data.
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endangered language with an estimated 300-850
speakers (Dunlop et al., 2018) – that can be used
for applications such as developing pedagogical
noun and verb conjugation exercises and further
computer-assisted language learning applications.
Given a partial inflectional paradigm with n
filled slots and a number of empty slots, the task
is to complete the paradigm by predicting all the
missing slots from the given ones. Following previous work on PCFP (Silfverberg and Hulden, 2018;
Liu and Hulden, 2020), we leverage morphological
reinflection models to complete PCFP. Specifically,
we employ the one-source model of Liu and Hulden
(2020): We use each of the n given forms in turn
to predict the form in an empty target slot, giving
n output forms (see Fig. 1, where n = 2). We then
select one of the output forms as our prediction
for the empty slot: We pick the predictions that
the model makes with the highest confidence, a
decision strategy we denote M AX.1
Given the relatively small size of our paradigm
dataset, further described in Section 2, we investigate whether data hallucination is an effective
strategy for mitigating overfitting. In accordance
with recent results (Liu and Hulden, 2021), we find
that data hallucination improves performance in
“wug test” (Berko, 1958) like conditions: where
no inflectional variant of a lexeme was witnessed
during training. Surprisingly, however, we also
find that data hallucination significantly worsens
performance for lexemes which were partially observed during training; that is at least one of the
inflectional variants of the lexeme was present in
the training data.
These findings motivated a controlled error analysis of our PCFP system to discover why data hallucination generalizes to the unobserved test setting
but seemingly slashes performance in the observed
test setting. This analysis yields two major insights.
First, we find that the model trained without hallucination is “often right for the wrong reason” (McCoy et al., 2019): our error analysis reveals that
a unaugmented Transformer model exhibits undesirable memorization to a significant degree, even
when incorporating recently prescribed parameter
settings for inflection (Wu et al., 2021; Liu and
Hulden, 2020). This allows the model to memorize lexeme-specific inflection patterns, rather than

MSD

Form

ROOT
ROOT-1PL.II
ROOT-3.II

we / wa
wa’m
wet / wat

Table 1: A partial paradigm for the word meaning
“name” in Gitksan. The paradigm has two entries (ROOT
and ROOT-3.II) that each have two dialectal variants
attested in the data. Four different one-to-one (MSD to
Form) realizations of the paradigm are possible.

learning the morphophonological structure of the
language. That is, we find that the model trained
without hallucination relies on a brittle memorization strategy.
Second, we find evidence that data hallucination
introduces an inductive bias towards concatenative
morphology: where inflection is accomplished by
appending affixes to a word stem. We find that
the M AX strategy combined with data hallucination selects a simpler transformation: In Fig. 1, the
augmented model prefers the simple transformation of appending diit to hap to predict the target
hapdiit over the unpredictable transformation from
tk’esxw to hapdiit. Conversely, the model trained
without hallucination exhibits no strong preference
over either transformation. Since concatenative
morphology is the dominant inflection process in
Gitksan, this inductive bias serves the hallucination
model well in inflecting unfamiliar lexemes during
testing.
Data hallucination, however, can be damaging
depending on the morphophonological phenomena
at hand. We find, for instance, that it dramatically
reduces performance in inflections involving reduplication, a transformation that requires copying
of phonological material rather than a simple concatenation (Haspelmath and Sims, 2013). While
the overall effect of data augmentation in inflection
has been reported as overwhelmingly positive (e.g.,
Lane and Bird, 2020; Anastasopoulos and Neubig,
2019; Liu and Hulden, 2021), our detailed analysis
reveals that it carries both benefits and drawbacks
and should therefore be applied with caution. Furthermore, our findings call for greater qualitative
analysis and more varied evaluation conditions in
testing automatic inflection systems.

2

1
Note that other decision strategies such as randomly selecting an output form or taking the majority vote are also
possible. These alternative strategies consistently underperform M AX, so we exclude them from the main text.

Data

Our dataset comprises paradigms that were programatically extracted from an interlinear-glossed
dataset of 18, 000 tokens (Forbes et al., 2017). De32

tails of the gloss to paradigm conversion procedure can be found in Appendix B. The interlinear
glosses were collected during still-active language
documentation efforts with Gitksan speakers.
The Gitksan-speaking community recognizes
two dialects: Eastern (Upriver) and Western
(Downriver), and our dataset comprises forms from
both dialects. Although the two dialects are largely
mutually intelligible, some lexical and phonological differences manifest, with the most prominent
being a vowel shift. Consider the Gitksan translation for the word “name” in Table 1. The dialectal
variation manifests as several entries for a given
morphosyntactic description (henceforth MSD) in
the paradigm: we (Western) vs. wa (Eastern).
Instead of attempting to model one-to-many
(MSD to form) paradigms, we adhere to the simplifying constraint that each paradigm have a single realization per morphosyntactic description. In order
to convert a one-to-many paradigm to a one-to-one
paradigm, we aim to select a single form for each
MSD so that, taken together, the inflected forms
are maximally similar to each other. In the partial
paradigm for for Table 1, the inflection from wa to
wa’m is a simpler transformation than we to wa’m,
making it simpler for a neural inflection model to
acquire generalizable inflection rules. Thus, in Table 1 we would select a one-to-one paradigm with
the forms wa, wa’m, and wat.
To obtain maximally similar inflected forms, we
apply the following algorithm to a one-to-many
paradigm. First, we generate all possible one-toone realizations of the paradigm. For instance, for
Table 1 one paradigm could comprise the MSD-toform mappings: ROOT:wa, ROOT:-1PL.II:wa’m,
ROOT-3.II:wet; there would be four possible oneto-one paradigms in total. Next, given a candidate one-to-one paradigm, we construct a fullyconnected graph where each inflectional form is
a vertex and every (undirected) edge is weighted
by the Levenshtein distance. We then compute the
weight of the minimum spanning-tree of the graph.
Finally, we return the one-to-one paradigm that
has the minimum-spanning tree with the lowest
weight.2
We divide the resulting paradigms into four disjoint subsets. (1) A dataset for training a morpho-

logical reinflection model Πtrain that will be used
for the PCFP task; (2) A test set containing partial
paradigms Πobs so that some of the lexemes’ inflectional variants were seen during training while
the other inflectional variants are used only for testing; A validation set Πdev constructed in the same
manner as Πobs ; (4) A test set simulating the conditions of a “wug test” (Liu and Hulden, 2021; Berko,
1958) containing complete paradigms (Πwug ) so
that none of the lexemes’ inflectional variants were
observed during training.
In order to train or evaluate a reinflection system for PCFP, we first need all the paradigms
to have at least two entries. This is necessary since a reinflection datapoint is of the form
src_form:src_msd;tgt_form:tgt_msd. Thus, our
first step is to drop all paradigms that only have
a single entry, providing us with 459 paradigms.
Next, we randomly sample paradigms (without replacement) and add them to Πwug until Πwug contains 10% of the 1303 forms in our dataset.3 This
procedure guarantees that no forms in paradigms
belonging to Πwug are ever observed during training.
For the remaining paradigms π, we split them
into two disjoint sets: πtrain and πhold−out . The
forms in πtrain are added to the training set Πtrain .
The forms in πhold−out are added either to the
development set Πdev or partially observed test
set Πobs . This way, the model is allowed to observe some of the forms belonging to the (partial)
paradigms in Πdev and Πobs during training. However, it is guaranteed not to have observed the particular forms in Πdev and Πobs during training.4
More concretely, for a paradigm of size n, between 2 and n − 1 forms (inclusive) are placed into
train and the remaining forms are all placed into test
(or all placed into dev). We obtain the following
number of inflectional variants in each disjoint subset: |Πtrain | = 927, |Πdev | = 124, |Πobs | = 125,
|Πwug | = 131. In the next section, we describe
our procedure for employing these four sets of (partial) paradigms for training and evaluating a PCFP
system.

3

2

Strictly speaking, it will containly slightly more than 10%,
since the last sampled paradigm may have more forms than
the desired amount.
4
More specifically, it has never seen the MSD:form pairs
occurring in the training set.

Note that the resulting paradigms are not necessarily free
of dialectal variation. For instance, a paradigm where only
the Western dialect form was observed for the ROOT and the
Eastern dialect was observed for ROOT-3.II would still contain
forms from both dialects.
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Experiments and Results

observations regarding the results in Fig. 3. First,
we observe that there is a significant reduction in
performance for the unfamiliar lexemes (Πwug ) relative to the familiar lexemes (Πobs ) – replicating
observations made in the context of the SIGMORPHON shared tasks (Goldman et al., 2021; Cotterell et al., 2017; Liu and Hulden, 2021). We find
that the augmented model reduces the deficit to
10%. That hallucination improves performance on
unfamiliar lexemes has been previously observed
(Liu and Hulden, 2021).
We also find, however, that hallucination worsens performance on familiar lexemes. In both
cases, the aggregate accuracy scores glean little insights into these surprising results. Why does accuracy drop by nearly 50% for the non-hallucination
model across the two testing conditions? How does
hallucination improve performance on unfamiliar
lexemes? And why does hallucination reduce performance on familiar lexeme paradigms? To understand these differences in performance between the
two models and testing conditions, we turn to an
analysis of the errors.

Having split our paradigm dataset into the desired
disjoint subsets Πtrain , Πobs , Πdev , Πwug , we can
train Transformers in morphological reinflection
that can, in turn, be used for the PCFP task.5
Training. We form reinflection training pairs by
using the given forms in each paradigm in Πtrain .
Concretely, for every π ∈ Πtrain , we take the cross
product of the entries in π and learn to reinflect
each given form in the paradigm to another form
in the same paradigm as demonstrated in Fig. 2.6
Counting reinflection datapoints over all paradigms,
we obtain 1365 datapoints in the training set for the
reinflection system.
We train two Transformer models. First, we
train a “standard” Transformer model on the aforementioned 1365 datapoints using the parameter
settings described in Wu et al. (2021) and Liu and
Hulden (2020); see Appendix A. Next, we train
a second “augmented” Transformer model, using
the same hyperparameter settings, on the original
1365 datapoints in addition to 10, 000 datapoints
hallucinated from the original training dataset. We
obtain the hallucination method, number of hallucinated examples (10, 000), and implementation
from Anastasopoulos and Neubig (2019).
Evaluation. We evaluate the models both on
paradigms describing lexemes whose inflections
were partially observed (Πobs ) and lexemes that
are entirely unfamiliar (Πwug ). Since most of our
paradigms are very sparse, containing only contain
a few forms, we do a leave-one-out style evaluation
procedure where, for every target form in either
Πwug or Πobs that belongs to paradigm π, we predict it using every other form that belongs to the
same paradigm π.7 This gives us |π| − 1 predictions for a target form, where |π| is the total number
filled slots in the paradigm.
Finally, we use the M AX strategy to select the
form that was predicted with the highest likelihood
averaged across output characters. We consider a
paradigm π as correctly predicted if all forms for
the paradigm that are present in Πobs or Πwug were
correctly predicted.
Results and Discussion. We make a number of

4

Error analysis

To reveal insights into the behaviour of the two
Transformer models, we look into the case of Gitksan pluralization, which is instantiated as suppletion or reduplication depending on the lexeme, enabling us to investigate whether either Transformer
can learn two disparate inflectional strategies. This
error analysis enables us to systematically characterize the effects hallucination has on the Transformer model in inflection, demonstrating that the
effects can be both beneficial and adverse.
Unaugmented Transformers memorize inflection patterns. We begin by analyzing the models’ behaviour on suppletive forms; Gitksan uses
suppletion as a productive strategy for pluralization. For instance, the stem for singular forms for
“laugh” is tk’esxw, but the plural stem is hap. The
transformation from a singular form to a suppletive
plural form is unpredictable (ts’ehlx → hapdiit);
the model must instead rely on other plural source
forms (e.g., hap → hapdiit). Even if the model
is unable to produce the correct suppletive plural
inflection, it should be able to perform the simpler
task of placing higher confidence in the prediction
from the plural source form (hap) over the singular source form (ts’ehlx). Failing to exhibit this
preference would indicate that the model is simply

5
All code and results for this paper are available at:
<anonymized for review>.
6
Note that this means that we filter out identity pairs.
7
We also predict from forms that belong to the training set
if forms from paradigm π were included in the training set,
but we only evaluate performance on the forms in Πwug and
Πobs .
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Figure 2: From a paradigm in the training data spanning three forms, we can generate six reinflection training
examples. Forms are tokenized into individual characters. Further, we distinguish tags for the input form from tags
for the output form.
Scores by test condition and model type

We find that the augmented model performs
significantly better in this task, achieving a
weighted Average Precision of .89 while the
unaugmented model achieves .52. This analysis
provides evidence that the unaugmented model
is memorizing the target suppletive plural form
(hapdiit), rather than attending to and copying the
suppletive plural stem (hap) and concatenating the
appropriate affix (“diit”). This result can explain,
in part, the substantial drop in performance of the
unaugmented model from Πobs to Πwug : memorization is unlikely to generalize well for inflecting
unfamiliar lexemes. Further, it can explain the
stronger performance of the hallucination model
in predicting forms in Πwug : this inductive bias
towards concatenative morphology can generalize
well to unfamiliar lexemes given the prevalence of
concatenative morphology in the Gitksan dataset.

standard
augmented

0.8
0.7

Accuracy

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0

observed

wug

Figure 3: Performances of the augmented and standard
models using the M AX decision strategy on Πobs and
Πwug test sets.

memorizing target inflectional forms, rather than
trying to acquire the morphophonological structure
of the language.
Concretely, we acquire all of the 95 suppletive
plurals in either Πwug or Πobs . We then follow our
leave-one-out procedure, where every other form in
the same paradigm π as the target suppletive plural
form is used as a source to try to predict the target
form. Instead of evaluating whether the target form
was correctly predicted, we test whether the model
assigns higher likelihoods to the reinflection examples where the source form is also a suppletive
plural (hap) over examples where the source form
is singular (tk’esxw).
This analysis can be interpreted as a binary classification task when we hold the target suppletive
form (hapdiit) fixed. The task is then to classify
the source suppletive plural forms as positive instances and the source singular forms as negative
instances. We can then use standard binary classification metrics to quantify performance. We
use weighted Average Precision (Murphy, 2012),
where the weight is the total number of suppletive forms in the paradigm π. We use the Average
Precision implementation from scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al., 2011).8
8

Augmented Transformers struggle with nonconcatenative morphology.
Our Gitksan
paradigm dataset comprises more than just concatenative morphology, however. Another pluralization
strategy in Gitksan, albeit rarer, is reduplication,
where number is indicated by copying a part of the
word stem. For example, wat (“name”) and hu-wat
(“name+PL”). The copied stem segment frequently
undergoes further phonological alternations in the
case of partial reduplication (as opposed to full
reduplication; Haspelmath and Sims, 2013). While
reduplication bears superficial resemblance to affixation, it cannot be analyzed as a concatenation
of a stem and affix.
This resemblance, however, is sufficient to
confuse prominent data hallucination techniques
(Anastasopoulos and Neubig, 2019; Silfverberg
et al., 2017). Consider the Gitksan word dew
(“freeze”) which is pluralized using full reduplication: dewdew. The hallucinated form of this datamodules/generated/sklearn.metrics.
average_precision_score.html

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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point would have random characters substituted for
the stem: e.g., txu -> dewtxu. Clearly, this hallucinated datapoint does not preserve the reduplicative
structure. Unfortunately, the hallucination strategy
could impair the model’s ability to perform reduplication, given that the number of examples of
reduplication would become smaller relative to the
size of the complete dataset.
Indeed, we find strong evidence that the hallucination model is unable to perform reduplication.
We find that the standard model is able to predict
the 12 instances of reduplication in Πwug and Πobs
with .92 accuracy, while the hallucination model
slashes this proficiency to a mere .25. Our analysis
emphasizes the need for data-augmentation techniques that preserve reduplicative structure, given
the phenomenon’s typologically robust prevalence
(Haspelmath and Sims, 2013).
Reduplication is pronounced in the Gitksan
dataset and causes problems for current data hallucination methods. However, it is by no means
the only phenomenon where data hallucination can
generate incorrect inflection patterns. Consider
the example of lenition in our paradigm dataset
where the final consonant undergoes voicing between vowels: ayook + 3.II -> ayook+’m -> ayooga’m. Hallucination identifies ayoo as the stem
here due to the k/g alternation. If a hallucinated
stem ending in a consonant like dap is used, we get
an example dapk -> dapga’m, where k is no longer
surrounded by vowels but is still voiced when the
a’m affix attaches, contrary to the morphophonology of Gitksan. Thus, it is possible that hallucination’s inability to preserve morphological phenomena like reduplication and lenition explain the
drop in performance on the observed paradigms.9
Approaches that try to perform data hallucination
incorporating the target language’s structure have
been explored (Lane and Bird, 2020), but it’s unclear how to generalize this method without expert
knowledge of the target language.

5

time. Thus, it is important to assess the model’s
ability to make adequate morphological generalizations for such lexemes. To this end, we tested the
model’s ability to generalize for lexemes on a cline
of familiarity from familiar (Πobs ) to unfamiliar
(Πwug Section 2).
Under these disparate conditions, we find that
a data-augmented model and a standard model exhibit drastically different behaviours. We found
that the standard model, a Transformer model
trained under recommended parameter settings
(Wu et al., 2021), memorizes inflection patterns
to a significant degree (Section 3 and Section 4).
At the same time, we find that data hallucination
alleviates the need for memorization significantly,
generalizing well to unfamiliar lexemes (Section 3)
with an inductive bias towards concatenative morphology (Section 4). Data hallucination, however,
is not universally beneficial: we find it reduces
the model’s capacity to recognize common morphophonological phenomena (Section 4), limiting
the performance improvements it can bring.
Although our study was conducted on a single
language, we note that our characterization of data
hallucination could be informative for languages
other than Gitksan. As Section 4 demonstrates,
data hallucination can encourage the model to apply voicing in incorrect contexts. Such effects are
not limited to Gitksan. In English, data hallucination could give rise to erroneously conditioned
allomorphy: for instance, hallucination can generate a synthetic past tense inflection example mar
-> mard from a gold standard training example
such as like -> liked. The desired hallucinated past
tense form is of course mared. Overall, our work
suggests common data augmentation strategies for
NLP like data hallucination merit closer inspection
and that further innovations in data augmentation
for computational morphology are desirable.

General Discussion

In this paper, we explore the effect of data hallucination on the Gitksan language that is currently
underserved in NLP. Given the low amount of training data for the model, inflection models are likely
to encounter many unfamiliar lexemes during test
9

It could also explain why we don’t see a greater increase
in performance on the Πwug test set with the augmented
model.
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A

Transformer training details

We train all models using the implementation of
Transformer in the fairseq package (Ott et al.,
2019). Both the encoder and decoder have 4 layers with 4 attention heads, an embedding size of
256 and hidden layer size of 1024. We train with
the Adam optimizer starting of the learning rate
at 0.001. We chose the batch size (400) and maximum updates (5000) based on the highest accuracy
on the development data. Our model setting resembles the work of Wu et al. (2021) who found that
a relatively large batch size is beneficial for morphological inflection. Prediction is performed with
the best checkpoint model, according to validation
accuracy score, and a beam of width 5.

B

Database of Gitksan Inflection Tables

We perform all experiments on a database of Gitksan inflection tables. In total, there are 1055 inflection tables containing 2125 inflected forms.
An interlinear-glossed corpus of Gitksan narratives Forbes et al. (2017) forms the basis of our
database. The Gitksan corpus is glossed at the root
level meaning that word forms are broken down
into roots, derivational morphemes and inflectional
morphemes. This level of description is too finegrained for our purposes and we, therefore, combine roots and potential derivational material into
word stems. The inflected forms for each noun and
verb stem are gathered into inflection tables. In
total, there are 33 possible inflected forms and each
inflection table will contain a subset of these forms.
And example table is shown in Appendix C.
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C

Sample inflection table

A Gitksan inflection table for jok (’to dwell’) generated from IGT and displayed in TSV format. Each row
in the table contains five cells: (1) a morphosyntactic description, (2) an English translation, (3) a gloss
with an English lemma, (3) a canonical segmented output form, (4) the surfce word form, and (5) a gloss
with a Gitksan lemma. Many cells in the table are empty since they were unattested in the IGT data.
ROOT dwell jok jok jok
ROOT-SX dwell-SX jok-it jogat jok-SX
ROOT-SX dwell-SX jok-it jogot jok-SX
ROOT-PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-3PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-ATTR _ _ _ _
ROOT-3.II dwell-3.II jok-t jokt jok-3.II
ROOT-PL-SX PL~dwell-SX CVC~jok-it jaxjogat PL~jok-SX
ROOT-PL-SX PL~dwell-SX CVC~jok-it jaxjogot PL~jok-SX
ROOT-1SG.II dwell-1SG.II jok-’y jogo’y jok-1SG.II
ROOT-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-2PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-3PL.II dwell-3PL.II jok-diit jokdiit jok-3PL.II
ROOT-1PL.II dwell-1PL.II jok-’m jogo’m jok-1PL.II
ROOT-PL-3PL _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-3.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-3.II PL~dwell-3.II CVC~jok-t jaxjokt PL~jok-3.II
ROOT-PL-ATTR _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-3PL.II PL~dwell-3PL.II CVC~jok-diit jaxjokdiit PL~jok-3PL.II
ROOT-PL-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-1PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-1PL.II PL~dwell-1PL.II CVC~jok-’m jaxjogo’m PL~jok-1PL.II
ROOT-TR-2PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-3PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-TR-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-3.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-2SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-3PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-1SG.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-1PL.II _ _ _ _
ROOT-PL-TR-2PL.II _ _ _ _
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Abstract

mixed-language recordings, utterances in the language of wider communication are largely metalinguistic questions and commentary (e.g. What
is the word for ‘tree’?, This word means ‘soft’),
which appear inter-mixed with the utterances of
interest in the target language. In this paper, we
propose a workflow to help process hundreds of
hours of unannotated speech of this genre.
We describe a use case where the language
of wider communication is English (ISO 639-3:
eng), and the documented language is Muruwari
(ISO 639-3: zmu), an Aboriginal language traditionally spoken in north western New South
Wales, Australia. As illustrated in Figure 1, we
leverage voice activity detection (VAD) to detect
speech regions, then spoken language identification (SLI) to distinguish between Muruwari and
English regions, and then automatic speech recognition (ASR) to transcribe the English. The uncorrected transcriptions offer a rough but workable
estimate of the contents in a given recording.

Many archival recordings of speech from endangered languages remain unannotated and
inaccessible to community members and language learning programs. One bottleneck is
the time-intensive nature of annotation. An
even narrower bottleneck occurs for recordings with access constraints, such as language
that must be vetted or filtered by authorised
community members before annotation can
begin. We propose a privacy-preserving workflow to widen both bottlenecks for recordings
where speech in the endangered language is
intermixed with a more widely-used language
such as English for meta-linguistic commentary and questions (e.g. What is the word for
‘tree’?). We integrate voice activity detection
(VAD), spoken language identification (SLI),
and automatic speech recognition (ASR) to
transcribe the metalinguistic content, which an
authorised person can quickly scan to triage
recordings that can be annotated by people
with lower levels of access. We report workin-progress processing 136 hours archival audio containing a mix of English and Muruwari.
Our collaborative work with the Muruwari
custodian of the archival materials show that
this workflow reduces metalanguage transcription time by 20% even with minimal amounts
of annotated training data: 10 utterances per
language for SLI and for ASR at most 39 minutes, and possibly as little as 39 seconds.

1

VAD
SLI
ASR

zmu

eng

zmu

This word
means soft

Figure 1: Deriving transcriptions of English in mixedlanguage speech using voice activity detection (VAD)
and spoken language identification (SLI) to identify
speech regions and the language spoken (zmu: Muruwari or eng: English) and automatic speech recognition (ASR) to transcribe English speech.

Introduction

In speech recorded for language documentation
work, it is common to find not only the target language that is being documented but also
a language of wider communication, such as English. This is especially so in early-stage fieldwork when the elicitation may centre around basic words and phrases from a standard word list
(e.g. the Swadesh List: Swadesh, 1955). In these

We use this workflow to help process 136
hours of predominantly single-speaker recordings
made in the 1970s by the last first language
(L1) speaker of Muruwari, James ‘Jimmie’ Barker
(1900-1972). The generated transcriptions can
41
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be used by the data custodian and Muruwari elder, Roy Barker (author RB; grandson of Jimmie
Barker), to triage the recordings and make initial
decisions on which recordings can be listened to
by people with lower levels of access who can then
correct the transcriptions. The corrected transcriptions provide approximate locations where certain
Muruwari words and phrases are being discussed,
providing an index of the corpus from which language learning materials can be produced. In this
way, we are able to support ongoing language revival initiatives through a strategic deployment of
machine and human efforts in a manner that adheres to the level of privacy required.
For the benefit of other projects, we also conducted SLI and ASR experiments to determine the
minimum amounts of annotated data required to
implement this workflow. Through our SLI experiments we show that 1) only 10 example utterances
per language are needed to achieve reliable singlespeaker SLI performance, and 2) speech representations for SLI such as those from SpeechBrain
(Ravanelli et al., 2021) can be used as-is as input
to a simple logistic regression classifier without
needing compute-intensive adaptation methods requiring a graphics processing unit (GPU).
Through our ASR experiments we show that
transcriptions for 39 seconds of Jimmie’s Australian English was sufficient to increase the accuracy of an ASR system trained for American
English (Robust wav2vec 2.0: Hsu et al., 2021).
To our surprise, timed transcription tasks revealed
that the fine-tuned models offered no meaningful
reduction in transcription correction time over an
off-the-shelf model. Nevertheless, the machineassisted workflow integrating the VAD, SLI, and
ASR systems offers a 20% reduction in annotation time, requiring 2.36 hours of correction time
per 30-minute recording compared to 2.95 hours
of work to produce the same annotations manually, with ASR-assisted transcription responsible
for the majority of the time savings.
With the exception of the archival audio and
transcriptions, which we do not have permission
to openly release, all experiment artefacts, model
training/deployment scripts, and data preparation
instructions developed for this project are publicly
available on GitHub.1
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. We first provide the project background in
1

§2. Subsequently, in §3, we formulate the research questions we sought to address with our
experiments and then describe the data we used
for them in §4. The following three sections detail the methods and results of our SLI (§5) and
ASR (§6) experiments, and the timed annotation
tasks (§7). In §8, we discuss how this workflow
assists in the ongoing documentation of the Muruwari language. Finally, in §9, we summarise
and conclude this work, making clear its limitations and outlining directions for future research.

2

Project background

Muruwari is an Aboriginal language traditionally
spoken in north western New South Wales, Australia and belongs to the Pama-Nyungan family of
Australian languages (Oates, 1988). Oates (1988),
which comprises the largest extant single work
on Muruwari, describes it as a relative isolate
compared to the neighbouring Pama-Nyungan languages, Yuwaaliyaay, Yuwaalaraay, Barranbinya,
Ngiyampaa (Ngemba), Guwamu and Badjiri.
James ‘Jimmie’ Barker (1900–1972), the last
first language (L1) speaker of Muruwari, produced in the early 1970s a total of 136 hours of
reel-to-reel tape recordings consisting of a mix of
Muruwari and meta-linguistic commentary on the
Muruwari language in English. The now digitised recordings are held at the Australian Institute
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies
and access to these materials depend on permission from the custodian and Muruwari elder, Roy
Barker (author RB; grandson of Jimmie Barker).
To date, RB has manually auditioned approximately 40 of the 136 hours over the course of 4
years to determine regions of speech appropriate
for general access and those requiring restricted
access (e.g. for only the Muruwari community, or
only the Barker family). At this rate of roughly
10 hours per year, the remaining 96 hours may require nearly a decade of manual review by RB.
Parallel to the review of the remaining recordings, a subset of the recordings that have already
been cleared by RB is being used to search for
excerpts that may be useful for learning materials and those that can inform the development of
a standardised orthography for Muruwari. To assist these ongoing initiatives, we investigated how
SLI and ASR can be leveraged to allow for the review process and excerpt searches to be done more
strategically and efficiently.

https://github.com/CoEDL/vad-sli-asr
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3

Research questions

tion to help locate utterances of interest in untranscribed speech corpora in the target languages
(Le Ferrand et al., 2020, 2021; San et al., 2021).
In this work, however, we take advantage of the
mixed-language speech in the corpus, and leverage SLI and ASR to transcribe the English speech
as a way to derive a rough index.
We opted to use the Robust wav2vec 2.0 model
(Hsu et al., 2021) to reduce the mismatch in audio quality between the training and the deployment data (i.e. noisy archival recordings). This
model is pre-trained not only on LibriSpeech (960
hours: Panayotov et al., 2015) and CommonVoice English (700 hours: Ardila et al., 2019),
but also on noisy telephone-quality speech corpora (Fisher, 2k hours: Cieri et al., 2004 and
Switchboard, 300 hours: Godfrey et al., 1992),
and also fine-tuned on 300 hours of transcribed
speech from Switchboard. With our ASR experiments, we sought to answer the following questions: 1) What amount of transcribed speech is
sufficient to reliably achieve better than off-theshelf performance? 2) Using the same amount of
transcribed speech, to what extent can ASR system performance be further increased when supplemented with a language model trained on external texts?

There has been growing interest in leveraging
speech processing tools to assist in language documentation workflows, including the formulation
of shared tasks (e.g. Levow et al., 2021; Salesky
et al., 2021).2 Aimed at making unannotated fieldwork recordings more accessible, Levow et al.
(2017) proposed a family of shared tasks, dubbed
the “Grandma’s Hatbox”, which include SLI and
ASR. In our work, we additionally leverage VAD
to make the system fully automatable and, to derive a rough index of the corpus, we transcribe all
speech regions detected as English (in the shared
task formulation, ASR was intended to transcribe
only the metadata preamble in the recordings).
The performance of speech processing systems
can be poor when there are mismatches between
the speech on which they were trained and that on
which they are deployed. Commenting on such
poor deployment-time performance of SLI systems, Salesky et al. (2021) concluded that what
is necessary for real-world usage are methods for
system adaptation with a few examples from the
target speakers/domains. Accordingly, we sought
to answer the following questions: 1) How many
utterances of English and Muruwari are needed to
adapt an off-the-shelf SLI system? 2) Is it possible
to make use of such a system without computeintensive adaptation methods requiring a graphics
processing unit (GPU)?
Regarding this latter question, we were inspired by a recent probing study on various
speech representations showing that logistic regression classifiers performed on-par with shallow neural networks for two-way classification of
speech, e.g. distinguishing between vowels and
non-vowels (Ma et al., 2021). Hence, we examined through our SLI experiments whether using
a logistic regression classifier suffices for the twoway classification of the speech data, i.e. distinguishing between English and Muruwari.
Turning now to ASR, the typical use case in language documentation work has been to develop
ASR systems to help transcribe the target language (e.g. Adams et al., 2018; Shi et al., 2021;
Prud’hommeaux et al., 2021). By contrast, our
use of ASR more closely aligns with recent work
exploring techniques such as spoken term detec-

4

Data: the Jimmie Barker recordings

To gather training and evaluation data for the two
speech processing tasks, we obtained 6 archival
recordings of Jimmie Barker’s speech cleared by
RB. For each recording, we used the off-the-shelf
Robust wav2vec 2.0 (Hsu et al., 2021),3 to simply transcribe all speech regions detected by the
Silero VAD system,4 and generated an .eaf file for
ELAN.5 Using ELAN, three annotators (2 recordings per annotator) then erased the spurious text
for the Muruwari utterances (i.e. for SLI, we simply used blank annotations to denote Muruwari regions, given the orthography is still in development) and manually corrected the English transcriptions for ASR (i.e. for SLI, any non-blank
region with text was considered English). While
the machine-generated annotations for the training and evaluation data were human-corrected, we
have yet to establish inter-annotator agreement or
conduct error analyses.
3

https://huggingface.co/facebook/
wav2vec2-large-robust-ft-swbd-300h
4
https://github.com/snakers4/silero-vad
5
https://archive.mpi.nl/tla/elan

2

Aimed to help drive system development, shared tasks
are competitions in which teams of researchers submit competing systems to solve a pre-defined challenge.
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When correcting the English transcriptions,
speech was transcribed verbatim with no punctuation except for apostrophes, i.e. including false
starts (e.g. we we don’t say) and hesitations
(e.g. and uh it means steal). To facilitate searches,
transcriptions were made in lower-case with the
exception of proper nouns (e.g. uh the Ngiyaamba
has it uh) and words that were spelled out by Jimmie (e.g. you’ve got B U at the end of a word).
For ASR training, the transcriptions were automatically converted to all upper-case to normalise the
text to a 27-character vocabulary (26 upper-case
letters + apostrophe) that matches vocabulary with
which the wav2vec 2.0 Robust model was originally trained. As we report in Appendix A, not
re-using the original vocabulary required significantly more fine-tuning data to achieve the same
performance.
Based on the corrected annotations, we extracted the speech regions into individual 16-bit
16 kHz .wav files and all the transcriptions for
the English utterances into a single tab-delimited
file. A summary of the data used in this paper
is given below in Table 1. Overall, the yielded
speech content contained more English than Muruwari (78% English by duration or 66% by number of utterances), reflecting the relatively more
numerous and longer nature of the meta-linguistic
commentary in English compared to the Muruwari
words and phrases being commented upon.
Recording ID
(Running time, mins)

33-2162B (65)
31-1919A (65)
25-1581B (65)
25-1581A (65)
28-1706B (64)
25-1582A (35)
Total: 5.98 hours
4864 utts.

sentence fragments, e.g. This word..., This word
means soft..., And also softly. We will return to
these data characteristics in our discussion of the
timed annotation tasks §7.
Finally, we note that having had few prior
experimentally-informed estimates of the minimum amounts of data required, we chose to label for our initial implementation of this workflow
this specific set of 6 recordings in accordance with
other project priorities. While our deployed models are those trained on all the data, we opted to run
detailed analyses on how much of the labelled data
was actually necessary for adapting the SLI and
ASR models to help establish estimates regarding
the minimum amounts of labelled data needed to
apply this workflow in other settings, and timed
the annotation tasks using models trained on these
minimum amounts of data.

5

Spoken Language Identification

We are interested in finding the minimum amount
of training utterances required to obtain a performant system for same-speaker SLI. As training a
system with very few utterances can lead to a large
variance in its performance on unseen utterances,
we were particularly interested in determining the
training set size at which the variance was functionally equivalent to training on all available data.
5.1

Method

For our SLI experiments, we first extracted speech
representations from each of the 4864 English
and Muruwari utterances using the SpeechBrain
toolkit (Ravanelli et al., 2021), which includes
a state-of-the-art SLI model trained on 107 languages of the VoxLingua107 dataset (Valk and
Alumäe, 2021).6 We then performed 5000 iterations of training and evaluating logistic regression classifiers. At each iteration, the dataset was
shuffled and 20% of the data (972 utterances) was
held out as the test set. The remaining 80% of
data (3892 utterances) was designated as the ‘All’
training set and from which we sampled 5 additional subsets (1, 5, 10, 25, and 50 utterances per
language). We trained separate logistic regression
classifiers using each of the 6 datasets (5 subsets
+ All), and then measured SLI performance of

Speech (mins)
eng
zmu
23.2
2.06
16.3
6.28
15.5
4.75
12.1
4.34
7.00
2.06
6.92
2.68
81.0 mins 22.2 mins
3243 utts. 1621 utts.

Table 1: Duration and number of utterances (utts.) of
English and Muruwari speech yielded from labelling 6
archival recordings

Notably, only a third of the total running time
of the recordings was found to be speech content
on average, with frequent inter- and intra-phrase
pauses arising from the semi-improvised linguistic self-elicitation being undertaken by Jimmie. A
consequence of these pauses is that the VAD system segments Jimmie’s speech into sequences of

6

While the model was trained to identify English (dialects
unspecified), we found that the included, off-the-shelf classifier could not consistently identify Jimmie’s Australian English utterances, which were most frequently classified as
Welsh (497/3243: 15.3%) or English (321/3243: 9.8%).
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Comparison

1.00

a. All vs. 1
b. All vs. 5
c. All vs. 10
d. All vs. 25
e. All vs. 50

F1 (95% CI)

0.75

0.50

Difference in F1
Mean, [95% CI]: CI width
0.28, [0.11, 0.74]: 0.63
0.10, [0.05, 0.25]: 0.20
0.07, [0.03, 0.14]: 0.11
0.05, [0.02, 0.09]: 0.07
0.04, [0.01, 0.07]: 0.06

0.25

Table 2: Mean difference in F1 and 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals (lower and upper bounds, and
width) for the difference in means for the performance
on a spoken language identification task using logistic
regression classifiers trained of varying dataset sizes (1,
5, 10, 25, 50 utterances per language, and All available
training data: 3892 utterances)

0.00
1

5

10

25

50

All

Number of training utterances per language

Figure 2: Two-way spoken language identification performance (English vs. Muruwari) using logistic regression classifiers trained on SpeechBrain SLI embeddings (Ravanelli et al., 2021) using varying dataset
sizes (1, 5, 10, 25, 50 utterances per language, and All
available data: 3892 utterances). Points represent mean
F1 and error bars the 95% bootstrap confidences intervals over 5000 iterations.

per language). On average, using only 1 utterance
of English and Muruwari results in a system that
is 28 percentage points worse than using all the
data (Table 2 a). While using 5 or 10 utterances
resulted in similar average differences compared
to using all the data (10 vs 7 percentage points, respectively), the difference is nearly twice as variable when only 5 utterances per language are used
(CI width: 20 percentage points).
Answering our SLI-related questions, then: 1)
using 10 utterances per language yields systems
whose average performance is within 10 percentage points of using all the data (3892 utterances).
2) a logistic regression classifier suffices for twoway same-speaker SLI using off-the-shelf speech
embeddings for SLI (Ravanelli et al., 2021).

each classifier on the same test set using the F1
score.7 Finally, we also calculated the differences
between the F1 scores for the classifier trained on
all the training data and each of those trained on
the smaller datasets (All vs. 1, All vs. 5, All vs.
10, All vs. 25, All vs. 50).
5.2 Results
Figure 2 displays the mean F1 scores for each of
the training dataset sizes. The error bars represent the 95% bootstrap confidence interval (CI)
for the mean obtained over 5000 iterations. Using all the training data resulted in the highest
SLI performance of 0.93 [95% CI: 0.91, 0.95].
Of the smaller dataset sizes, the 50-, 25-, and
10-utterance training subsets performed similarly
with mean F1 scores of 0.90 [95% CI: 0.87, 0.93],
0.89 [95% CI: 0.85, 0.92], and 0.87 [95% CI: 0.79,
0.91], respectively. The smallest two dataset sizes
showed yet lower SLI performance with mean F1
scores for 5 utterances at 0.84 [95% CI: 0.69, 0.89]
and 1 utterance at 0.66 [95% CI: 0.20, 0.82].
Table 2 displays the mean differences and the
corresponding confidence intervals for the mean
differences in F1 scores for the classifier trained on
all the training data (All) and each of those trained
on the smaller datasets (1, 5, 10, 25, 50 utterances

6

Automatic Speech Recognition

Recall that for ASR, we seek to answer the following questions: 1) What amount of transcribed
speech is sufficient to reliably achieve better than
off-the-shelf performance for transcribing Jimmie’s Australian English? 2) Using the same
amount of transcribed speech, to what extent can
ASR system performance be further increased
when supplemented with a language model trained
on external texts? In this section, we report on
experiments conducted in order to answer these
questions.
6.1

Method

In all our fine-tuning experiments, we fine-tuned
the Robust wav2vec 2.0 model over 50 epochs,
evaluating every 5 epochs (with an early-stopping
patience of 3 evaluations). All training runs started
from the same off-the-shelf checkpoint and we

7

Ranging between 0 (worst) and 1 (best), the F1 score is
a measure of a classification system’s accuracy, taking both
false positives and false negatives into account.
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kept constant the training hyperparameters, all of
which can be inspected in the model training script
on GitHub. We varied as the independent variable
the amount and samples of data used to fine-tune
the model and measured as the dependent variable
the word error rate (WER).8
In all our experiments, we split the total 81 minutes of transcribed English speech into an 80%
training set (65 minutes) and a 20% testing set (16
minutes). The training split of 65 minutes was
designated as the 100% training set from which
we sampled smaller subsets consisting of 52 minutes (80% of training split), 39 minutes (60% of
training split), 26 minutes (40% of training split),
13 minutes (20% of training split), 6.5 minutes
(10% of training split), 3.25 minutes (5% of training split), and 0.65 minutes (1% of training split).
We fine-tuned 8 separate models with varying
amounts of data and evaluated their performance
on the same test set to obtain a first estimate of an
amount of data sufficient to achieve better than offthe-shelf performance. We then created 10 new
80/20 training/testing splits for cross-validation in
order to establish the variability in WER when
only using that minimal amount of data.
We were also interested in whether supplementing the ASR system with a language model further
reduced the WER. Our initial labelling work revealed that many errors made by the off-the-shelf
system were particularly related to domain- and
region-specific English words (e.g. spear, kangaroo). With permission from the maintainers of
the Warlpiri-to-English dictionary, we extracted
8359 English translations from example sentences
to obtain in-domain/-region sentences in English,
e.g. The two brothers speared the kangaroo.
We used this data to train a word-level bigram
model using KenLM (Heafield, 2011). While we
opted to extract sentences from the Warlpiri-toEnglish dictionary given it is the largest of its kind
for an Australian language, this corpus of sentences still only amounts to 75,425 words (4,377
unique forms), and as such we opted for a bigram model over a more conventional 3- or 4-gram
model. With the only change being the inclusion
of the language model, we then fine-tuned 10 additional models using the same training and testing
splits.

Training set size
a. 65 minutes (100%)
b. 52 minutes (80%)
c. 39 minutes (60%)
d. 26 minutes (40%)
e. 13 minutes (20%)
f. 6.5 minutes (10%)
g. 3.25 minutes (5%)
h. 0.65 minutes (1%)
i. Off-the-shelf (0%)

WER
10.1%
10.1%
11.8%
12.3%
13.2%
13.4%
15.1%
19.1%
36.3%

CER
4.2%
4.4%
5.2%
5.5%
6.1%
6.1%
6.7%
8.8%
21.5%

Table 3: Word error rates (WERs) achieved from finetuning the same wav2vec 2.0 model (large-robust-ftswbd-300h) over 50 epochs using various subsets of
data from 65 minutes of Australian English archival audio data.

6.2

Results

Table 3 displays the word error rates (WERs)
achieved by a Robust wav2vec 2.0 model finetuned with various amounts of transcribed speech.
The baseline WER achieved by the off-the-shelf
model with no additional fine-tuning is 36.3%.
Training with all 65 minutes of data yielded a
topline WER of 10.1%. Remarkably, training with
less than 1 minute of speech was sufficient to decrease the WER to 19.1%. As a first estimate, the
amount of training data that sufficiently improves
on the off-the-shelf model appears to be 0.65 minutes of transcribed speech.
To verify that fine-tuning with only 1% of
our training data does consistently yield a better than off-the-shelf WER, we conducted crossvalidation experiments using 10 additional 80/20
training/testing splits, each time using only 1% of
the data from the training split (0.65 minutes or 39
seconds on average).
Figure 3 displays the results of our crossvalidation experiments. First, evaluating the offthe-shelf model on the 10 test sets, we found the
baseline mean WER to be 35.6% (standard deviation, SD: 1.48%; range: 33.8–37.9%). The mean
WER of the models fine-tuned with only 1% of
data and without a language model was found to
be 18.2% (SD: 0.99%; range: 16.7–19.5%). These
results demonstrate that fine-tuning with less than
1 minute of speech consistently yields better than
off-the-shelf performance.
When a bigram language model was used for
decoding, we found that the mean WER increased
to 20.0% (SD: 1.48%; range: 17.8–21.9%) for

8
Ranging from 0% (best) to 100% (worst), word error rate
(WER) is a measure of the accuracy of an ASR system, taking
into account substitutions (wrongly predicted words), additions (erroneous extra words) and deletions (missing words).
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glish speech. 2) the effect on ASR performance
of a language model is inconclusive (cf. Appendix
A).

Word error rate (WER)

40

30

7
20

In addition to helping provide estimates of the contents of recordings for review by an authorised person, another purpose of this workflow is to help reduce the time required to annotate speech in such
a way that excerpts from cleared recordings can be
easily extracted for use in relevant initiatives, e.g.
creating language learning materials.
The initial process of annotating speech for
this purpose involves two tasks: segmentation and
transcription, which we illustrate in Figure 4 using two clips of Jimmie’s speech. In segmentation,
the annotator identifies regions of speech and nonspeech and also which of the speech regions is English or Muruwari. For a sequence of English sentence fragments such as those in Clip a), the utterances can simply be merged into one. For mixedlanguage regions such as those in Clip b), separate utterances should be created to allow the Muruwari speech to be easily extracted for use in language learning materials. To create transcriptions
for indexing, the annotator transcribes the English
segments, given regions segmented and identified
as English. We conducted a set of timed annotation tasks to evaluate to what extent the machineassisted workflow reduces the time taken to perform these two tasks.
As detailed in Table 4, we gathered for our
timed annotation tasks three different recordings

10
None

< 1 minute

Fine−tuning
Language Model

2−gram

None

Figure 3: Variability in word error rates of training
and testing Robust wav2vec 2.0 models over 10 iterations using different samples in the training and testing datasets, holding constant the size of the training
set (1% of training set = 0.65 minutes or 39 seconds,
on average) and testing set (16 minutes). The off-theshelf model without fine-tuning was also evaluated on
the same 10 testing sets.

the fine-tuned models. These results are inconsistent with our earlier experiments (reported in Appendix A), where we fine-tuned the same off-theshelf model with 39 minutes of data. In these experiments, decoding with the same bigram model
did lead to WER improvements, suggesting that
more careful calibration and weighting of the language model may be required in near-zero shot
adaptation scenarios.
To answer our ASR-related questions, then: 1)
39 seconds on average of speech on average is sufficient to achieve a better than off-the-shelf performance for transcribing Jimmie’s Australian En-

Recording ID
(Running time, mins)
33-2171A/S1 (31)
33-2163A/S1 (33)
33-2167B/S2 (32)
Mean time taken, in minutes

Timed annotation tasks

Time taken in minutes (Annotator)
Transcription only
Segmentation only
Assisted: ASR systems, A–C
Assisted
Manual
Manual
VAD+SLI
A
B
C
88 (A1)
81 (A2)
54 (A4) 53 (A3)
83 (A2)
84 (A1)
57 (A3) 66 (A4)
96/87
55/71
(A1/A2) (A3/A4)
85.5
82.5
91.5
63.0
55.5
59.5

Table 4: Time taken to annotate recordings by four annotators (A1–A4) with and without machine assistance. In
the segmentation task, annotators corrected the segmentations by the voice activity detection (VAD) and spoken
language identification systems (SLI: trained on 10 utterances per language), or they manually annotated speech
regions. In the transcription task, annotators were given intervals of English speech without any accompanying
text (manual transcription), or text generated by one of three ASR (A, B C) systems differing in accuracy. System
A was an off-the-shelf Robust wav2vec 2.0 model (Hsu et al., 2021) with no fine-tuning (word error rate/character
error rate: 36/22). Systems B (19/7) and C (14/6) were Robust wav2vec 2.0 models fine-tuned on 39 minutes of
transcribed English speech, and System C supplemented with a bigram language model trained on external texts.
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approximately 30 minutes in length that were not
part of the training and evaluation recordings in
the previous experiments. For each timed task, annotators were asked to perform only segmentation
or only transcription. For segmentation, they either manually created all time boundaries or corrected machine-derived ones from the VAD and
SLI systems. For transcription, they either manually typed in the transcriptions for English speech
or corrected machine-derived ones from an ASR
system. We tested ASR systems developed earlier
in our research (reported in Appendix A), that was
fine-tuned on 39 minutes of Jimmy’s Australian
English speech, and reached a WER/CER of 19/7,
as well as a version of the same system augmented
with a bigram language model which reached a
WER/CER of 14/6. The three recordings and the
four annotators and the six annotation tasks were
counter-balanced such that each annotator listened
to each recording for a given task exactly once.

The transcription task took 91.5 minutes of
work for a 30-minute recording without machine
assistance and on average 59.3 minutes when assisted (a 35% reduction). We found no meaningful
difference between the correction times for transcriptions generated by ASR systems with different levels of accuracy. For transcriptions produced
by an off-the-shelf system (WER/CER: 36/22),
the correction time was 63 minutes. For systems
fine-tuned with 39 minutes of transcribed speech,
WER/CER: 19/7 and 14/6, the correction times
were 55.5 and 59.5 minutes, respectively.
The closeness in transcription correction times
may relate to how an English ASR system whose
WER is 30% or less produces good enough
transcriptions for editing, according to a crowdsourced study (Gaur et al., 2016). Here, our transcribers’ tolerance for the relatively less accurate off-the-shelf system (WER 36%) may be attributable to their familiarity with the speech domain and speaker (Sperber et al., 2017), having
collectively spent nearly 40 hours correcting transcriptions of Jimmie’s English by the time we conducted the timed tasks. These results suggest that,
where correction is permissible by L1-speaking
transcribers of the metalanguage, the time savings
over manual transcription could still be gained using an off-the-shelf system that achieves a WER
of 30–36% or less for the metalanguage in the
recordings.
Nevertheless, we find that the machine-assisted
workflow does offer time savings over a fully manual workflow (in line with previous work, e.g.:
Sperber et al., 2016, 2017). Specifically, we find
that the machine-assisted workflow offers a 20%
reduction in overall time to identify regions in the
target language and metalanguage and also transcribe the latter, requiring 2.36 hours (82.5 + 59.3
mins) of correction time for a 30-minute recording
compared to a fully-manual one which requires
2.95 hours (85.5 + 91.5 mins). Unlike the manual
workflow, the fully-automatable workflow can derive first-pass transcriptions to help an authorised
person triage recordings.

Clip a)
pain or surprise or fright
zmu
zmu
zmu
Clip b)
t r e

our

v

Figure 4: Desired annotations for two excerpts of
speech from the Jimmie Barker recordings. Clip a)
shows a sequence of sentence fragments in English, to
be annotated as a single utterance. Clip b) shows alternating Muruwari (zmu) and English speech, to be
annotated as 6 utterances.

The segmentation task took 85.5 minutes of
work for a 30-minute recording without machine
assistance and 82.5 minutes when assisted. That
is, correcting time boundaries, inserting missing
intervals or removing erroneous ones, and merging/splitting machine-derived segmentations takes
nearly the same amount of time as placing these
boundaries manually. The waveforms in Figure 4 illustrate how the acoustics of alternating
Muruwari and English separated by brief pauses
look indistinguishable from English sentence fragments separated by similar amounts of pauses
— leading to sub-optimal segmentations using a
standard, sequential VAD-then-SLI pipeline. The
mixed-language nature of this speech may require
jointly optimising the VAD and SLI steps.

8

Towards a Muruwari orthography

As mentioned above, the Muruwari orthography is
still currently in development. In this section, we
provide a brief overview of how transcriptions of
the English metalanguage are being used to aid in
the development of the Muruwari orthography.
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language for SLI and 39 seconds of transcribed
speech in the metalanguage for ASR. The workflow reduces metalanguage transcription time by
20% over manual transcription and similar time
savings may be achievable with an off-the-shelf
ASR system with a word error rate of 36% or less
for the metalanguage in the target recordings.
Given our use case, the present demonstration
of the workflow was limited to the scenario of processing single-speaker monologues with a mix of
Muruwari and English, the latter of which made
possible the use of a state-of-the-art model trained
for English ASR (Robust wav2vec 2.0: Hsu et al.,
2021) and also for transcriptions to be corrected
by first language speakers of English. Our work
also revealed that VAD and SLI systems require
further optimisation for mixed-language speech.
We hope our demonstration encourages further
experimentation with model adaptation with limited data for related use cases. For dialogues between a linguist and language consultant, for example, speaker diarisation could be added via fewshot classification using speech representations for
speaker recognition (e.g. SpeechBrain SR embeddings: Ravanelli et al., 2021). With user-friendly
interfaces like Elpis (Foley et al., 2018), for which
wav2vec 2.0 integration is underway (Foley, pers.
comm.), we hope to see more streamlined access
to pre-trained models for language documentation workflows and, consequently, more streamlined access to the recorded speech for community
members and language learning programs.

A key source of information on Muruwari
phonemes and words of interest to the current
Muruwari community are two 1969 recordings
in which Jimmie Barker discusses an early Muruwari wordlist (Mathews, 1902). This wordlist
was created by linguist R.H. Mathews and consists of Muruwari words in his romanisation along
with English translations. Using this wordlist, the
documentation team is able to shortlist Muruwari
words whose romanisation is suggestive of containing sounds of interest (e.g. dental consonants),
and then quickly locate in these recordings Jimmie’s pronunciation of the words and associated
commentary using the time-aligned English transcripts generated for the two recordings. Here,
the English transcripts provide significantly more
streamlined access to untranscribed Muruwari utterances than browsing the recordings in real time.
Once verified of containing the sounds of interest,
the documentation team is able to extract snippets
of these words to be included in the community
consultation process.

9

Conclusion

Many hours of unannotated speech from endangered languages remain in language archives and
inaccessible to community members and language
learning programs. The time-intensive nature of
annotating speech creates one bottleneck, with an
additional one occurring for speech in restricted
access corpora that authorised community members must vet before annotation can begin. For a
particular genre of recordings where speech in the
endangered language is intermixed with a metalanguage in a more widely-used language such as
English, we proposed a privacy-preserving workflow using automated speech processing systems
to help alleviate these bottlenecks.
The workflow leverages voice activity detection
(VAD) to identify regions of speech in a recording, and then spoken language identification (SLI)
to isolate speech regions in the metalanguage and
transcribes them using automatic speech recognition (ASR). The uncorrected transcriptions provide an estimate of the contents of a recording
for an authorised person to make initial decisions
on whether it can be listened to by those with
lower levels of access to correct the transcriptions, which, collectively, help index the corpus.
This workflow can be implemented using a limited amount of labelled data: 10 utterances per
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A

Fine-tuning with a re-initialised
vocabulary

WER
11%
13%
16%
37%
98%
37%

CER
5%
5%
6%
14%
78%
22%

Table 5: Word error rates (WERs) achieved from finetuning the same wav2vec 2.0 model (large-robust-ftswbd-300h) over 50 epochs using various subsets of
data from 65 minutes of Australian English archival audio data.

In this section, we describe an earlier set of ASR
fine-tuning experiments which were analogous to
those reported in §6, except for the manner in
which vocabulary (i.e. character set) was configured. Following recommended fine-tuning practice,9 we initialised a linear layer whose output
size corresponds to set of characters to be predicted (e.g. ‘A’, ‘B’, ...) and is derived from the
target training dataset. However, this guidance
presupposes that the pre-trained model being finetuned is one with no prior fine-tuning for ASR on
the same language.
Given the size of our available training data (total 65 minutes), we chose to continue to train the
Robust wav2vec 2.0 model,10 already fine-tuned
for English ASR on 300 hours of Switchboard
(Godfrey et al., 1992). The results of fine-tuning
this model using various-sized subsets of our training data is reported below in Table 5. Notably,
fine-tuning with only 13 minutes of data resulted
in a significantly worse than off-the-shelf performance (98% vs. 37%, off the shelf). By deriving
labels for the linear layer from our training dataset,
the label mappings were scrambled (e.g. from
Output 4 = ‘E’ to Output 4 = ‘C’), yielding gibberish predictions during initial fine-tuning. Through
this fine-tuning process, 39 minutes of training
data were required for the model to (re-)learn the
appropriate parameters for English ASR.
By contrast, in our experiments reported above
in §6, we adapted our datasets to match the vocabulary of the tokeniser included with the off-theshelf model. By doing so, we were able to achieve
better than off-the-shelf ASR performance using
only 39 seconds of training data.
Yet, unlike those experiments reported above,
the addition of a language model to models finetuned with a re-initialised vocabulary yielded better performance. As shown in Figure 5, the mean

WER of the models fine-tuned with 39 minutes of
data and without a language model was found to
be 19.5% (SD: 2.98%; range: 15–23%). When
a bigram language model was included, we found
that the mean WER decreased to 14% (SD: 2.30%;
range: 11–18%). These findings suggest that
while the addition of a language model can be beneficial more experimentation is needed to inform
best practices for calibrating and/or weighting the
language model in near-zero shot learning scenarios.

Word error rate (WER)

40

30

20

10
None

39 minutes

Fine−tuning
Language Model

2−gram

None

Figure 5: Variability in word error rates of training
and testing Robust wav2vec 2.0 models over 10 iterations using different samples in the training and testing
datasets, holding constant the size of the training set
(39 minutes) and testing set (16 minutes). The off-theshelf model without fine-tuning was also evaluated on
the same 10 testing sets.

9
https://huggingface.co/blog/
fine-tune-wav2vec2-english
10
https://huggingface.co/facebook/
wav2vec2-large-robust-ft-swbd-300h
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need more intuitive interfaces to convert their
knowledge into executable code (§2.1).

This paper describes the motivation and
implementation details for a rule-based, indexpreserving grapheme-to-phoneme engine
‘Gi 2Pi ’ implemented in pure Python and
released under the open source MIT license8 .
The engine and interface have been designed
to prioritize the developer experience of
potential contributors without requiring a
high level of programming knowledge. Gi 2Pi
already provides mappings for 30 (mostly
Indigenous) languages, and the package is
accompanied by a web-based interactive
development environment, a RESTful API,
and extensive documentation to encourage the
addition of more mappings in the future. We
also present three downstream applications
of Gi 2Pi and show results of a preliminary
evaluation.

1

David Huggins-Daines2
dhdaines@gmail.com

2. Most existing libraries operate on unstructured text, under the assumption that the original document will be discarded after its linguistic information is extracted. Our downstream use-cases, however, often involve
the augmentation of the original document
with downstream results (e.g., with pronunciations, alternative orthographies, or timealigned highlighting). We need to be able to
trace results backward to their original counterparts (e.g. by using indices as shown in Figure 1), maintaining this information through
every step of transduction, so that markup,
IDs, punctuation, and other features of the
original document can be preserved (§2.2).

Introduction and motivation

Gi 2Pi is a library9 for grapheme-to-phoneme and
orthographic transformation, with a particular focus on the needs of digital humanities projects.
While libraries for general-purpose G2P exist, we
found that our downstream projects had special
needs that existing libraries did not entirely meet.
In particular,
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1. Subject-matter experts for these languages
are often teachers or linguists without a background in computer science, who are unfamiliar with the conventions of programming and
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Figure 1: Screenshot from G2P Studio of interactive
visualization of the indices preserved when composing
transductions of the French word “deux”, between the
orthographic form, a phonetic representation in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), the closest English
phonemes according to PanPhon (Mortensen et al.,
2016), and finally to English ARPABET (see §2.3).
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The package is registered on the Python Package Index
as ‘g2p’ - however to disambiguate our package from the
generic NLP task ‘G2P’, we make specific reference to the
index preservation capabilities of our package and refer to the
package as Gi 2Pi throughout this paper.
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3. Software packages for linguistic transformation, and their dependencies, can be difficult
to compile and install, or cannot be installed
on all operating systems.
The need for such specialized knowledge
presents a bottleneck in the development of G2P
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engines, particularly when we venture away from
the NLP space and into the digital humanities
space; experts of a particular language’s sound patterns should not necessarily need experience in
programming and compiling software in order to
translate their knowledge of the language into a
machine-readable format.
Meanwhile, however, the languages that we are
concentrating on (in particular, Indigenous languages spoken in Canada) do not typically have
extensive, publicly-available corpora of parallel orthographic and phonetic renderings, from which
we could learn a weighted FST (Novak et al.,
2016; Deri and Knight, 2016) or neural model
(Rao et al., 2015; Peters et al., 2017). For most
of these languages, rule-based approaches based
on expert knowledge will be the norm for the
foreseeable future. Fortunately, these are mostly
languages with regular, linguistically-informed orthographies, such that rule-based approaches are
adequate.
In broad strokes, our library is most similar
to Epitran (Mortensen et al., 2018), which shares
some of these design decisions; it prioritizes ease
of installation and adopts a method for defining
rule-based G2P mappings inspired by phonological re-write rule syntax that would be familiar to
linguists. Our work differs by allowing rules to be
written in a spreadsheet format (§2.1), by having
a core engine that preserves the indices between
inputs and output transductions (§2.2), and by providing a bundled web interface for writing and running G2P mappings (§2.4) with an accompanying
RESTful API (§2.6.1).

2

more functionality. Each mapping is also accompanied by a configuration file written in YAML. In
its most basic form, a rule just has an input and an
output, like in Figure 2.
{
"in": "a",
"out" : "b"

a,b
}
(a) Minimal CSV Rule

(b) Minimal JSON Rule

Figure 2: A minimal rule converting ‘a’ to ‘b’ expressed
in both the CSV syntax (a) and JSON syntax (b)

Context-sensitive rules can also be written
which conditionally apply rules based on whether
a pattern is matched before or after the input as
shown in Figure 3.
{
"in": "a",
"out" : "b",
"context_before": "b",
"context_after": "c"
}

Figure 3: A minimal context-sensitive rule in JSON format for converting ‘a’ to ‘b’ only when ‘a’ is preceded
by ‘b’ and followed by ‘c’. The equivalent rule written
in the CSV format is ‘a,b,b,c’.

Under the hood, these rules are compiled into
regular expressions, where the input is the pattern to match, and the ‘context before’ and ‘context after’ values are turned into positive lookbehinds and lookaheads respectively. Lookbehinds
are first converted to be fixed width and several
other preprocessing steps are applied before constructing the regular expression. Namely, any explicit indices (§2.2) are removed, optional case insensitivity flags are applied, Unicode normalization (NFC or NFD) is done, and special characters
can be escaped.
A collection of rules with a configuration constitutes a ‘mapping’ which can then be run in the sequence the rules are defined or in an automatically
generated order that runs the rules in reverse order
of input length. This mode is intended to help prevent particular rule ‘bleeding’ relationships where
if the input to a hypothetical rule r1 is a substring

Gi 2Pi

This section briefly describes the process for writing rules (§2.1), the motivation and implementation details for preserving indices between inputs and outputs (§2.2), the automatic generation of cross-linguistic phoneme-to-phoneme mappings (§2.3), the ‘G2P Studio’ development environment (§2.4), a list of currently supported languages (§2.5), documentation information (§2.6),
and a description of various applications (§2.7).
2.1 Writing Rules
Rules are written in either a tabular, spreadsheet
format or in JSON (See Figure 2). The core functionality of Gi 2Pi is expressible in the spreadsheet
format (CSV), while the JSON format allows for
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(1) baata
r2 bæta
r1 bæt@
bæt@

(2) baata
r1 b@@t@
r2

chains of transducers can be inferred automatically.
If the user requests a mapping from one language
code10 to another, e.g., from alq (Algonquin) to
eng-arpabet, and that particular mapping does
not exist, the software can search for the shortest possible chain of transducers with those endpoints, and it will act as if it were an ordinary transducer (including maintaining indices between the
ultimate inputs and outputs, and all intermediate
forms, as seen in Fig. 1).
Fig. 5 on the following page illustrates the current network of transducers possible in Gi 2Pi .
This modularity is intended, in part, to help
subject-matter experts contribute their domain
knowledge (e.g., the pronunciation of their language’s orthography) without having to understand the other specialized components of the transduction pipeline (e.g., confusable Unicode characters or ARPABET), or even the structure of
the pipeline as a whole. They only have to contribute their particular piece; Gi 2Pi can compose
the pipeline as a whole, and even auto-generate certain kinds of missing pieces (§2.3).

b@@t@

Figure 4: Example of rule ordering relationships in a
made-up language. r1 is the rule a → @, and r2 is the
rule aa → æ. In this made-up language, ‘bæt@’ is the correct transduced form of ‘baata’, and therefore we want
to order rule r2 before r1 , as shown in (1), so that r1
does not bleed the context for r2 to apply, as shown in
(2).

of the input to rule r2 and is ordered to apply first,
it will remove, or ‘bleed’ the context for r2 to apply, erroneously preventing the application of r2
as shown in example (2) in Figure 4.
2.1.1

Preventing Feeding Relationships

Another type of rule interaction that can be avoided
is a feeding relationship between rules—i.e. where
the output of one rule creates the context for another rule to apply. In some situations this is desired, but it can also create problems in your rules.
To handle this, we allow prevent_feeding to be
declared either for an individual rule in a JSONformatted mapping or for each rule in a mapping.
When prevent_feeding is set to true, the output of a rule is replaced with a character from the
Supplementary Private Use Area A Unicode block,
offset by the index of the rule in a given mapping.
Thus, they will never match the input or context of
other rules. After applying all rules in a mapping,
these intermediate representations are transformed
back into the appropriate values.
2.1.2

2.1.3 Debugging
Debugging transductions can be a difficult task
when there are multiple mappings involved, each
with possibly dozens of rules. In order to help
ease the burden on developers, multiple debugging
tools have been developed to assist contributors.
In the G2P Studio (§2.4), there is an automatic visualization mode which allows users to visualize
transductions in an interactive way; Figure 1 is a
screenshot of this visualization.
There are also two alternative options for debugging; the --debugger flag used in either the
CLI or REST API shows each transduction applied
in sequence along with any intermediate steps
(§2.1.1). Additionally, there is a g2p doctor
command in the CLI that checks a specific mapping for a list of common errors, such as the declaration of IPA characters not recognized by PanPhon.

Composite Transducers

In practice, many real-world transduction tasks
comprise a sequence of simpler transductions. For
example, a G2P transduction used in ReadAlong
Studio (§2.7.3) might start with converting a fontencoded orthography into a Unicode compliant
form, then replacing confusable characters, converting the orthographic form into IPA, mapping
those characters onto their closest English equivalents, and finally mapping the English IPA characters into the ARPABET alphabet used by the acoustic model.
Gi 2Pi is built with this in mind; an arbitrary
number of transducers can be combined, and

2.2 Preserving Indices
The concerns in (§1) are not as pressing when
considering a G2P transformation to create artifacts such as training data for a speech recognition
10

In Gi 2Pi , a mapping is a collection of rules with a defined
input language code and output language code. By “code” we
mean an arbitrary label for the language. By convention we
start with the ISO 639-3 code and add a descriptive suffix (e.g.
-ipa when required.
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hei-doulos
hei
hei-times-font
gwi-ipa
tau-ipa
iku-ipa
crm-ipa
iku-sro-ipa
alq-ipa
gla-ipa
fra-ipa
ckt-ipa
tli-ipa
ctp-ipa
ttm-ipa
dan-ipa
lml-ipa
eng-ipa
moh-ipa
srs-ipa
kkz-ipa
str-ipa
eng-arpabet

crx-syl
crx-sro

kwk-napa-ubc

crg-ipa
crk-ipa

git-ipa
atj-ipacrl-ipa

see-ipa
mic-ipa

kwk-napa-ubc-con

und-ipa

csw-ipa
kwk-ipa

clc-doulos
clc

kwk-napa-uvic
kwk-napa-uvic-con

fn-unicode

nav-times-font
nav

fn-unicode-font

Figure 5: Visualization of the network created by G2P. Nodes represent orthographies or phonetic representations.
They are labelled and colour coded according to the associated language’s ISO 639-3 code. Arcs represent mappings. Nodes are sized relative to the number of upstream nodes. English (eng) has the largest nodes due to the large
number of generated mappings into English for the purpose of the ReadAlong Studio project (see §2.3, §2.7.3).

model. There, once the necessary information has
been extracted from the document, features in the
original document like punctuation can be ignored,
as only the transformed version is used.

process, even when transformations are composed.
This is also true below the level of the word.
Many of our target languages are very morphologically complex and long words are the norm.
Therefore, educational material in these languages
often has subword highlighting. For example,
educational material from the Onkwawenna Kentyohkwa immersion school for the Kanyen’kéha
(Mohawk) language has a systematic association
with particular kinds of morphemes with colors.
Another example is when the downstream project
involves subword phenomena: a bouncing-ball
sing-along video requires syllable-level alignment
to get the bounce at the correct place and time.

However, consider how the project needs differ
when force-aligning a storybook with an accompanying recording, such that a beginner reader can
see words highlighted when they are read, click to
hear words in isolation, etc. If our transformation
pipeline has thrown out all non-speech features of
the document on the way to the ARPABET needed
by the decoder, we are left with timestamps that
correspond only to a text document with an unclear
relationship with the original structured data. This
would be fine if the storybook were only to be used
as training data, but if we want to re-associate those
timestamps with the original document, we would
have an additional problem of re-alignment.

However, in both of these examples, the unit of
transformation is still the word; the word is the
domain over which most phonological transformations apply. Splitting the original word into subword units before processing will not necessarily
produce correct results, as this would introduce
new “word” boundaries. Therefore, we must also
keep and compose indices below the level of the
word, so that even when transforming whole words
we can associate the resulting pronunciations, timestamps, etc. with subword markup in the original

We could potentially try to learn an alignment
model between the output and the original document, but data is extremely scarce in most of our
target languages, and in any case these alignments
are something that the model itself could have
maintained. Therefore, we designed the Gi 2Pi library to maintain index alignments throughout the
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(a) ab → abc

(b) abc → ab

(c) a{1}b{2} → ab{2}c{1}

Figure 6: Examples of various strategies for assigning indices between inputs and outputs; default assignment of
indices is shown in 6a and 6b and explicit assignment of indices is shown in 6c.

document.
Maintaining these indices is also useful for a
debugging visualization in the bundled development environment (§2.4), making clear in composed transductions how inputs, intermediate, and
output forms correspond to each other (Fig. 1).
2.2.1

2016) to serve as “glue” in a composite transducer
(§2.1.2).
For composing a mapping A with a mapping B,
where both the output vocabulary of A and in the
input vocabulary B represent IPA characters (but
not necessarily the same inventory of IPA characters), the Gi 2Pi library can generate a mapping in
which each character in the output of A is mapped
to its nearest neighbor in the input of B, according
to the PanPhon’s calculated phone-to-phone distance between the characters’ phonological feature
vector representations. PanPhon allows for a variety of distance metrics between IPA characters; by
default we use PanPhon’s Hamming distance metric between IPA phonological feature vector representations. This allows non-specialist users to
generate cross-linguistic transductions of the sort
used in cross-lingual speech synthesis (§2.7.2) or
ReadAlong Studio (§2.7.3), without necessarily
having to be a linguist familiar with the IPA.

Default and Explicit Indexing

The default interpretation of rules is to assign indices evenly between inputs and outputs; if there is
a mismatch in length between inputs and outputs,
excess characters are assigned the index of the last
character of the shorter string, as seen in Figures
6a and 6b.
However, Gi 2Pi also allows a more explicit syntax for defining indexing relationships between inputs and outputs: rules can be marked up with
curly braces to indicate a specific indexing of characters between inputs and outputs as seen in Figure
6c.
2.3 Automatic Phoneme-to-Phoneme
Mappings

2.4 G2P Studio
In addition to developing rules locally as described
in §2.1, writing and running mappings can be performed in a web interface called ‘G2P Studio’. The
G2P Studio is written using a vanilla JavaScript
front-end with Skeleton CSS11 and a Python backend written in Flask with low-latency, bidirectional
communication handled through WebSockets.
The G2P Studio is hosted at https://bit.ly/
g2p-studio but can also be deployed in a distributed fashion, as the lightweight server/app code
is bundled in the Python package.

Another use of the Gi 2Pi library, beyond
grapheme-to-phoneme transformation or orthographic transliteration, is to map the sounds of
one language onto the sounds of another, for
cross-linguistic comparison. This is used, for
example, in ReadAlong Studio (§2.7.3) to align
text and speech in an arbitrary language using
only an English-language acoustic model.
While these mappings can be written by hand,
it is somewhat of a specialized art, typically performed by speech technology specialists. Therefore, the Gi 2Pi library also includes functionality to automatically generate phone-to-phone mappings, by leveraging the phone-to-phone distance
metrics included in PanPhon (Mortensen et al.,

2.4.1 Visual Programming Rule Creator
In addition to creating rules in spreadsheets or
JSON files, G2P Studio includes a visual program11
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http://getskeleton.com/

Figure 8: Screenshot of Convertextract GUI for macOS

Figure 7: Screenshot of the “Rule Creator” interface
in G2P Studio showing a toy set of rules being made
that take each vowel in the Vowels variable (declared
elsewhere in G2P Studio) as input and return the same
vowel prefixed by ‘t’ as output.

blog series14 written for a more general audience.
2.6.1 RESTful API documentation
The core functionality of Gi 2Pi is also exposed
through a RESTful API. The API and its documentation are generated dynamically using Swagger15
to provide up-to-date, interactive documentation16 .
The documentation allows users to interactively
make requests to the API, see available mappings,
and copy the related Curl commands along with
other information like the Request URLs, and Response body and headers from their requests.

ming interface for authoring rules (Figure 7). This
visual programming interface was created with
Blockly12 (Fraser, 2015; Pasternak et al., 2017).
2.5 Supported Languages
At the time of writing, 30 languages are supported: Anishinàbemiwin (alq), Atikamekw (atj),
Michif (crg), Southern & Northern East Cree (crj),
Plains Cree (crk), Moose Cree (crm), Swampy
Cree (csw), Western Highland Chatino (ctp), Danish (dan), French (fra), Gitksan (git), Scottish
Gaelic (gla), Gwich’in (gwi), Hän (haa), Inuinnaqtun (ikt), Inuktitut (iku), Kaska (kkz), Kwak’wala
(kwk), Raga (lml), Mi’kmaq (mic), Kanien’kéha
(moh), Anishinaabemowin (oji), Seneca (see),
Tsuut’ina (srs), SENĆOŦEN (str), Upper Tanana
(tau), Southern Tutchone (tce), Northern Tutchone
(ttm), Tagish (tgx), Tlingit (tli). Gi 2Pi is also
bundled with other mappings, such as mappings
from font-encoded writing systems in Heiltsuk,
Tsilqot’in, and Navajo to Unicode-compliant versions as well a mapping from English IPA to English ARPABET.

2.7 Applications
Grapheme-to-phoneme transformations are used
in a wide variety of natural language processing
tasks, and so Gi 2Pi can be used for any such use
case. Below, we briefly discuss three projects that
are implemented using Gi 2Pi .
2.7.1 Convertextract
Convertextract (Pine and Turin, 2018), is a tool
that performs find/replace operations on Microsoft
Office documents while preserving the original formatting of the file. Convertextract is available for
the command line and with a macOS GUI (Figure 8). Integration is fully automated between the
libraries—whenever a new version of Gi 2Pi is released, it triggers a new build and release of convertextract which is able to perform any conversion
between any of the mappings defined in Gi 2Pi .

2.6 Documentation
Documentation on primary use cases and edge
cases is an important part of the Gi 2Pi project.
Without contributions to the mappings, the project
will be less accessible, and more difficult to maintain. Technical documentation is therefore provided through ReadTheDocs13 as well as a 7-part
12
13

2.7.2 Speech Synthesis Front End
We have built speech synthesis models for
SENĆOŦEN, Kanyen’kéha, and Gitksan using
14

https://blog.mothertongues.org/
g2p-background/
15
https://swagger.io/
16
https://bit.ly/g2p-api-docs

https://developers.google.com/blockly
https://g2p.readthedocs.io/
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mappings developed with Gi 2Pi (Pine et al., 2022).
Part of the pipeline for these models involves transforming the orthographic form of utterances to a
phonetic representation. This is necessary for the
pre-processing step of forced alignment and the
phonetic representation of the text is used as input to the feature prediction network in the speech
synthesis pipeline. The phonetic form is represented either as one-hot encodings or as multihot phonological feature vectors derived from PanPhon. This is another use case for generated mappings (§2.3); a mapping between the IPA symbols
of a target language could be mapped on to the IPA
symbols of one or more languages in a pre-trained
model using Gi 2Pi to facilitate fine-tuning on a
language that was not present in the pre-trained
model. This method allows for a principled rulebased method for mapping between symbol spaces
in cross-lingual speech synthesis without the use of
a learned phonetic transformation network like the
one described by Tu et al. (2019).
2.7.3

only requires the user to be able to do the
first, putting it within reach of a linguisticallyinformed teacher or other knowledge worker. It
does require knowledge of the IPA, but this
is relatively widespread knowledge, and IPAequivalence charts for many languages are easy to
come by in books and online.

3 Evaluation
As mentioned previously, this paper shares many
similarities with Epitran, however we cannot evaluate our system using the same method. Epitran
leverages baseline data available in some of the languages it supports to evaluate the system indirectly
using the downstream task of developing ASR systems. The word error rates (WER) of ASR systems created using letter-to-sound rules from Epitran are then compared against those created using the available baseline. The primary focus for
this library is on extremely low resource languages,
and we do not possess baseline data to recreate the
evaluation procedure implemented by Epitran.
As a crude replacement, we evaluate two of our
mappings by reporting the accuracy of a downstream forced alignment task using ReadAlong
Studio (§2.7.3). We manually annotated data from
SENĆOŦEN and Kanyen’kéha with word-level
alignments in Praat. Given the time-consuming
nature of manual alignment, we were limited
to a single document from each language; the
SENĆOŦEN document is 5:47 long and contains
417 words and the Kanyen’kéha document is 5:07
long and contains 249 words. Both documents
are private materials owned by the language communities and shared with us by linguist Timothy
Montler and Kanyen’kéha educator Owennatekha
Brian Maracle respectively.
We evaluate our hand-written mappings against
a baseline zero-shot G2P method. The baseline
we use is ReadAlong Studio’s fallback method for
‘und’ (ISO 639-3 for ‘undetermined’) text. This
fallback method uses the text-unidecode18 package to convert all characters to ASCII equivalents,
and then uses a rule-based mapping from ASCII
to IPA. For our hand-written SENĆOŦEN and
Kanyen’kéha mappings, we use Gi 2Pi ’s built-in
automatic mapping functionality to map the IPA
inventories to the closest English IPA equivalents
(§2.3). All methods are then mapped from IPA to
the ARPABET vocabulary used by the decoder.

ReadAlong Studio

ReadAlong Studio17 is a library for the creation of
time-aligned “read-along” audiobooks, intended to
make text/speech alignment easy for non-specialist
users. It utilizes a zero-shot speech alignment
paradigm in which target-language text is converted to English-language phonemes, and then
force-aligned using the default English-language
acoustic model from PocketSphinx (HugginsDaines et al., 2006).
By its nature, this text conversion is a composite transduction (§2.1.2) – first converting the
target-language text to target-language phonemes,
then converting the target-language phonemes into
similar English-language phonemes (§2.3), and finally converting the English-language phonemes
into the ARPABET symbols that the aligner expects as shown previously in Figure 1.
While none of these steps is, in itself, difficult
to specify by hand, in combination they require
a relatively rare expertise: (1) understanding of
a specific language’s orthography, (2) understanding how sounds map to each other between languages, and (3) familiarity with the ARPABET
conventions and the specific phone vocabulary of
the English-language acoustic model used.
By automating the second and third steps, and
automating their composition, the Gi 2Pi library
17

18

https://github.com/ReadAlongs/Studio
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https://pypi.org/project/text-unidecode/

Mapping
Handmade
Und

Lang.
moh
str
moh
str

<10
0.24
0.24
0.24
0.15

Tolerance (ms)
<25 <50 <100
0.43 0.68 0.84
0.49 0.69 0.88
0.46 0.72 0.86
0.34 0.49 0.62

puts and outputs, an accompanying graphical web
interface, a RESTful API, and extensive documentation to encourage the development of mappings
for more languages in the future.
We recognize that language experts are the best
people suited to write mappings between a language’s orthography and the IPA, and we hope that
through a variety of features that such a contributor
would “get for free” by contributing, that Gi 2Pi is
an attractive option for rule-based G2P. To summarize, by contributing a mapping, a contributor will
acquire the following:

Table 1: Results for Kanyen’kéha (moh) and
SENĆOŦEN (str) downstream forced alignment task
showing alignment accuracy with varying amounts
of tolerance for word boundaries for alignments
created from handmade Gi 2Pi mappings and mappings
based on text unidecode (‘Und’), measured against
hand-labelled alignments.

• Integration into the broader Gi 2Pi transduction network for cross-lingual purposes
(§2.1.2)

Similar to McAuliffe et al. (2017), we evaluate
the system by reporting the accuracy of the word
boundaries predicted by the aligner within thresholds of < 10, < 25, < 50, and < 100 milliseconds; for example, a result of 0.88 with a threshold
of <100ms means that 88% of system boundaries
were within 100ms of the reference boundaries.
As shown in Table 1, the results for
SENĆOŦEN and Kanyen’kéha are not the
same. While alignment created from handmade
mappings for SENĆOŦEN outperforms the baseline by 26% with a 100ms tolerance threshold,
the results from Kanyen’kéha are less clear, and
do not show an improvement over the baseline.
We suspect this is in part because while the
Kanyen’kéha orthography is quite consistent with
other Latin-based orthographies, the SENĆOŦEN
orthography is considerably different (for example
Ć corresponds to the sound /Ù/), which would affect the text-unidecode library’s ability to predict
reasonable ASCII equivalents. These results could
point to a finding that for simpler19 orthographies
that are strongly aligned with English, the text
unidecode technique could be sufficient; however,
caution should be applied in interpreting these
preliminary results and further evaluation with
additional languages, data, and downstream tasks
would be needed.

4

• Debugging tools (§2.1.3)
• Index preservation for transductions (§2.2)
• A graphical interface (§2.4)
• A RESTful API (§2.6.1)
• Automatic downstream support in Convertextract (§2.7.1) and ReadAlong Studio (§2.7.3)
Each time a mapping is added to Gi 2Pi it becomes more useful software, so we have prioritized the developer experience of contributing a
mapping through documentation, debugging tools
and the features described above. We hope that
these measures will make using and contributing
to Gi 2Pi more accessible and we will measure the
success of the project by the number of collaborator contributions of mappings.
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Conclusion

In this paper we presented Gi 2Pi along with its motivations, and some descriptions of its use cases.
The library is written in pure Python to support
(relatively) easy installation, with support for 30
different languages, index preservation between in-
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Abstract

clude LingQ1 , Learning With Texts2 , the Perseus
Digital Library’s Scaife viewer3 and Clilstore4 . In
our paper from the 2021 edition of this conference,
(Zuckerman et al., 2021), we described the Learning and Reading Assistant (LARA; https://
www.unige.ch/callector/lara/), another
platform of this general nature. What primarily
distinguishes LARA from the other frameworks is
its strongly open source nature, where new features are added in a bottom-up process driven by
the demands of a diverse community involved in
many different kinds of language-related projects.
We argued that this makes it a good fit to endangered languages, which often pose special requirements, and illustrated with three case studies, for
Irish Gaelic, Icelandic Sign Language and the revived Australian Aboriginal language Barngarla
(Zuckerman et al., 2021).
The version of LARA from last year’s paper
represented the document as a text string and al-

We describe recent extensions to the open
source Learning And Reading Assistant
(LARA) supporting image-based and phonetically annotated texts. We motivate the utility
of these extensions both in general and specifically in relation to endangered and archaic languages, and illustrate with examples from the
revived Australian language Barngarla, Icelandic Sign Language, Irish Gaelic, Old Norse
manuscripts and Egyptian hieroglyphics.

1

Introduction

When people are reading documents written in a
language less than completely familiar to them, it
can often be useful to present the text in multimedia form. This can give the reader access to annotations — typically audio recordings and translations — with a single click, conferring immediate
and obvious advantages compared with reading a
printed text and looking words up. Many such
frameworks now exist; prominent examples in-

1

https://www.lingq.com/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/lwt/
3
https://scaife.perseus.org/
4
http://multidict.net/clilstore/

2
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For well-resourced languages, the labour-intensive
tasks of segmentation and lemma tagging can be
performed automatically by tools already integrated into LARA, followed by some post-editing
(Akhlaghi et al., 2020). For smaller languages,
where the necessary resources often do not exist,
all this work may need to be done manually.
In the second step, the annotated LARA text is
passed through a script which internalises it and
organises data to support creation of annotations,
most obviously translations and audio. Thus for
example a script is created which can either be
uploaded to an integrated voice recording tool or
used to invoke a suitable TTS engine, if available.
The annotator fills in this data. In the third step,
another script combines the internalised text and
the annotations created in the second step and adds
metadata to create the final multimodal document.
In particular, this metadata includes automatically
generated concordances and indexes.
The above steps can either be performed using command-line tools, or carried out through
the LARA Portal (https://lara-portal.u
nige.ch/), a free online service which provides
a wizard-style interface. Links to LARA documents in many languages can be found on the
LARA examples page, https://www.unige.c
h/callector/lara-content.

lowed annotations to be attached to units at two
levels, words and segments (typically a segment
is a sentence). Experience since then has revealed
two important ways in which the above needs to
be further generalised. First, thinking of a written document abstractly as a text string obscures
the important fact that it is also a visual object.
For many texts (picture-books, posters, handwritten manuscripts), the visual dimension is as significant as the words. Second, it is often necessary to
go below the word level and think about the relationship between sounds and letters or other primitive written signs. If the student is uncertain about
the writing system, the sound system, or the relationship between them, annotations at the character level can be helpful. These observations are
particularly relevant to endangered languages, and
indeed it is largely because of our close interaction
with the endangered language community that we
have become so aware of them. We will have more
to say about this later, when we discuss specific
languages.
In the rest of this paper, we will describe recent work where we have extended LARA to allow
image-based and phonetic annotations to be added
to texts, and we again illustrate with concrete case
studies. Section 2 presents the new functionality,
after which Sections 3 to 5 present examples of
how it has been used for Barngarla, Icelandic Sign
Language and Irish Gaelic. Section 6 briefly describes how the same features are also useful for
annotating historical texts available in manuscript
or related form. The final section concludes and
suggests further directions.

2

2.2

Image-based text

We now describe how the above processing flow
has been extended to support image-based text.
We first define more exactly what we mean by this
term. Intuitively, a piece of LARA image-based
text is a portion of a LARA document where the
text content and annotations are as they would be
in a normal LARA document, but all the visual
formatting is determined by an image in JPEG or
PNG form. For this to be possible, there needs
to be exactly one image for each piece of imagebased text, and extra information needs to be supplied to define the image locations with which
words in the text are associated. In the compiled LARA document, annotations are accessed
by clicking or hovering over the defined locations.
The nature of the visual content at the location
associated with a given word is arbitrary. The
simplest possibility is that it is a written representation of the word; thus the image could be a
page containing a manuscript version of the text,
with each text word mapping to the correspond-

Supporting image-based and phonetic
annotations

In this section, we briefly present the overall architecture of LARA and then describe the new
functionality which forms the subject of this paper. Full details are available in the online documentation (Rayner et al., 2020).
2.1 Overview of LARA
For a conventional text-based document, the process of converting it into LARA form goes through
three stages. The first step is to add annotations dividing the text into pages and segments,
tagging inflected words by lemma, and possibly
adding HTML markup including links to images
defined by instances of the HTML <img> tag.
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(a)
<annotated_image>
<img src="restaurant_date.jpg" width="800" height="800"/>
chair man glass ||
table ||
glass woman chair ||
</annotated_image>
(b)

Figure 1: Toy example of a piece of image-based text based on a simple cartoon. The LARA source (a) is given
above. The screenshot below (b) shows the tool used to create the word locations file. The top control allows the
annotator to choose the text to annotate, after which the slider with the series of thumbnails allows them to choose
a page by its image. The bottom left pane presents the selected image, and the bottom right pane the associated
words. The annotator can draw a polygon on the left and save it to a word, or select a word on the right to show the
current polygon. Here, the annotator has just selected the word “man” on the right, showing the polygon for the
picture of the man on the left. The speaker and pencil icons optionally associate audio or text with a whole line.
The LARA document is online here.

ing manuscript word. But the visual content can
equally well be an image representing the word.
Thus for example, in an alphabet book, the text
word “apple” could either map to the visual word
“apple”, or it could map to a part of the image that
contains a picture of an apple.
In the concrete LARA implementation, a piece

of image-based text is delimited by the tag
<annotated_image>. Links between words
and locations are defined by a “word locations
file”, a JSON file with a hierarchical structure
whose levels are pages, segments and words. A
word is optionally associated with a list of three or
more coordinate pairs that specify a polygon. Fol70

align the letters with the phonetic symbols. At the
moment, the strategy used is for the conversion
script to help the annotator compile an aligned
phonetic lexicon, where typical entries are as illustrated in Figure 2. The script creates new entries automatically using a simple dynamic programming method which maximises the number
of alignments already seen in the lexicon (this idea
is partly inspired by the one from (Jiampojamarn
and Kondrak, 2010)), after which a human annotator cleans up the result. Once a few hundred examples of aligned words have been collected, error
rates become low and the cleaning-up process is
quick. This work will be described in more detail
elsewhere.

lowing the usual LARA processing flow outlined
in §2.1, the first processing step creates an uninstantiated or partially instantiated version of the
word locations file. This can be efficiently filled in
using an online graphical tool. which presents the
information and allows the user to draw polygons
and associate them with words by pointing and
clicking. In the compiled LARA document, hovering over a polygon area outlines it as well as performing the usual LARA functions based on the
annotations attached to the area, such as playing
audio or displaying translations. Figure 1 presents
a toy example with a piece of image-based text and
a screenshot showing use of the graphical tool.
2.3 Phonetic annotations

"admirateur"
"a|d|m|i|r|a|t|eu|r"
"a|d|m|i|K|a|t|œ|K"
"ainsi"
"ain|s|i"
"Ẽ|s|i|"
"alors"
"a|l|o|r|s"
"a|l|O|K|"

We now move on to describe how we have also
extended LARA to support texts annotated at the
phonetic level. As outlined in §2.1, a normal
LARA text is hierarchically divided into pages,
segments and words, where the words are associated with lemmas. In contrast, a phonetic LARA
text is hierarchically divided into pages, words
and letter-groups, where each letter-group is associated with a phonetic value. The same notation is used for both types of text, and nearly all
of the processing associated with normal (wordoriented) LARA texts carries over to phonetic
texts. In particular, a compiled phonetic text contains a phonetic concordance, giving examples of
contexts where each phonetic value occurs.
It would be extremely laborious to construct
phonetic LARA texts by hand, and there is a script
that converts a normal text into the corresponding phonetic version. This post-processes the internalised text to convert each word into a corresponding phonetic version, while keeping formatting unchanged. For languages which are written
completely phonetically (common for endangered
languages which only recently have acquired a
written form), this only requires the annotator to
supply the list of phonetically meaningful letter
groups defining the orthography of the language.
We present an example for the revived Australian
language Barngarla in §3 below.
For languages where online phonetic lexica exist, phonetic versions of most words can be read
off the lexicon; free phonetic lexica for many languages are for example available from the IPAdict project (https://github.com/open-d
ict-data/ipa-dict). The challenge is to

Figure 2: Examples of entries from French aligned pronunciation lexicon. Several letters can map into one
(beginning of "ainsi"), and letters can map into the
empty string (end of "alors").

2.4

Combining LARA documents

LARA includes functionality that allows multiple
LARA documents to be linked together. One possibility is sequential linking: the texts are concatenated in a way that combines their metadata, in
particular creating a concordance which includes
entries from all the component documents. The
practical import is that someone reading a later
document will easily be able to see when words
also occurred in earlier documents, strengthening
memory links across their reading history.
Here, we will be more concerned with a new capability, parallel linking. For this to make sense,
the linked documents must all be different variants
of the same text, organised so that page divisions
are consistent. In the compiled versions, links are
inserted so that each page in one compiled document is connected to the corresponding pages in
the other documents.
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2.5 An illustrative example
In order to show how the different functionalities
introduced in this section can be usefully combined, we present an example in a familiar language, a multimodal French alphabet book based
on Le petit prince where each page occurs in three
different parallel-linked versions. Figure 3 illustrates. Note that in the second, “phonetic”, version, the “picture-book” and “phonetic” functionalities have been combined.

garla people have participated. The primary resource used has been a dictionary, including a brief
grammar, written by the German Lutheran missionary Clamor Wilhelm Schürmann (Schürmann,
1844; Clendon, 2015). A number of educational
texts have now been constructed using Schürmann
material as the base; as described in last year’s
paper, several of them have been converted into
LARA form. This has highlighted two issues, both
of which materially contributed to motivating the
new functionality we describe here.

Figure 3: “Phonetic” version of an example page from
a “Little Prince” themed LARA alphabet book for
French; each page is in three versions, “phonetic”,
“semantic” and “example”. Hovering over the word
Dessins (“Drawings”) outlines phonetically meaningful letter groups; clicking plays audio for the phonetic
content selected and shows a phonetic concordance.
The student has selected the letter group in, showing
on the right other words containing the nasalised vowel
/Ẽ/ that this letter group usually represents in French.
In the “semantic” version, hovering over the picture on
the left outlines it and clicking on it plays audio for the
word. The “example” version shows an annotated example sentence. The document can be found here.

First, the original texts are always created as
a collaboration between ethnic Barngarla people
and non-Barngarla expert linguists: usually, design aspects are the responsibility of the Barngarla
members of the team. When converting the texts
into LARA form, it is thus important to maintain a format that is as close as possible to the
original text layout. Second, even though revised
Barngarla is written phonetically, the orthography
is not transparent to people whose linguistic heritage is primarily anglophone. A particularly important example is retroflex consonants, which are
written using an ‘r’ before the corresponding nonretroflex version: thus the voiced retroflex plosive
[ã] (similar to the final sound of Swedish nord,
“north”) is written ‘rd’ as for example in Barngarla yarda, “country”. It is however all too easy
for the anglophone reader to interpret this as representing a lengthened preceding vowel followed
by [d], as for example in the usual Australian pronunciation of “card” or “herd”. Another important problem is ambiguous phonetic segmentation.
Barngarla orthography contains both the unigraph
‘w’, representing the velar approximant [w] and
the digraph ‘aw’, representing the diphthong [aU].
When Bargarla digraph ‘aw’ is followed by letters
representing a vowel, as for example in the common words bawoo (“hello”), gawoo (“water”), the
anglophone reader most naturally segments the
words as b|a|w|oo, g|a|w|oo; in fact, they
should be b|aw|oo, g|aw|oo.

3

Barngarla

Barngarla is an Australian Aboriginal language
belonging to the Thura-Yura language group, a
subgroup of the large Pama-Nyungan language
family. Typically for a Pama-Nyungan language,
Barngarla has a phonemic inventory featuring
three vowels ([a], [i], [u]) and retroflex consonants, an ergative grammar with many cases, and
a complex pronominal system.
During the twentieth century, Barngarla was
intentionally eradicated under Australian ‘stolen
generation’ policies, the last original native
speaker dying in 1960. Language reclamation efforts were launched in 2011 (Zuckermann, 2020).
Since then, a series of language reclamation workshops have been held in which about 120 Barn-

These issues came to a head during the creation
of the latest Barngarla text, Mangiri Yarda (Zuckermann and Richards, 2021). The main Barngarla
contributor, Emma Richards, invested a substantial amount of effort in the design of the book,
and it was clear that the approach used for previous Barngarla LARA texts, trying to reproduce the
layout using HTML formatting, would not yield a
good result. The issues with pronunciation also
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became apparent when recording the audio.
The new functionality developed here however
made it possible to address both the layout and
phonetic issues in a logical way. The draft book
is available online here. It is organised as a
LARA picture-book exactly reproducing the text
layout, in which all the Barngarla words are annotated with audio information, coupled with a parallel track organised as a “phonetic” LARA book,
where the reader can spell through each word a
letter-group at a time and listen to the associated
phonetic value. By the time of the conference,
we expect that the book will have been tested with
enough Barngarla readers to be able to present initial feedback.

role is filled by the handshape inventory.
Research on ÍTM’s phonemic handshapes has
been carried out by Deaf signers and researchers
at the Communication Centre for the Deaf and
Hard of Hearing. Because there is no corpus for
ÍTM, analysis of the frozen lexicon of ÍTM has
been slow. In 2019, 33 handshapes were identified
as phonemic. Work is still continuing and there
may be a slight change in the number of the handshapes. The handshape inventory for ÍTM was
developed on the basis of HamNoSys (Schmaling and Hanke, 2001; Smith, 2013). It has two
forms, one designed for sign language linguists
and one for learners. Further details are available
in (Ivanova et al., in press).

4

4.2

Icelandic Sign Language

Handshape poster

A poster with the 33 ÍTM handshapes was published in December 2019 in connection with celebrations of the Center’s 30 year jubilee. The poster
was intended to spread awareness among children, both Deaf and hearing, about the phonemes
of ÍTM, and serve as a basic teaching resource.
The design was chosen to be colourful and eyecatching, and includes 33 handshapes. For each
handshape, there is a drawing representing a sign
that exemplifies the handshape in question, together with a disambiguating gloss in Icelandic.
As an initial exercise, we created a LARA version of the poster, linking the 33 shape/picture
combinations to Icelandic SignWiki videos so that
clicking on a picture plays the video. The result is
posted here. Despite the document’s very simple
construction, we were surprised by the enthusiastic reception it received from the Deaf members
of the Center. One memorable comment was “It
makes the poster as alive as sign language”.

Icelandic Sign Language (íslenskt táknmál; ÍTM)
is a natural language and the first language of
about 250–300 people in Iceland, almost exclusively Deaf people and their children. A peculiarity of ÍTM, compared to other sign languages, is
that hereditary deafness hardly exists in Iceland.
This means that Deaf children are much less likely
to have Deaf parents than in other countries, rendering more difficult the intergenerational transmission of the language and contributing to its endangered status.
Zuckerman et al., 2021 gave further background
and outlined some initial experiments in which
LARA was used to create annotated texts for
Deaf readers, with audio replaced by signed video.
Here, we describe two sample image-based texts
of this kind. Both are direct multimodal transpositions of existing paper texts designed for the ÍTM
community, whose general purpose is to introduce
ÍTM signs, and in particular the handshape inventory, to beginner signers. The signed video content has been taken from YouTube videos linked
from Icelandic SignWiki (https://is.signw
iki.org/).

4.3

Pocket dictionary

In 2020 and 2021, the Icelandic Student Innovation Fund, in cooperation with the Center, financed
the work of two students for three months each
year to develop bilingual ÍTM-Icelandic pocket
dictionaries for families of signing children. The
model used was the I am Deaf: Let’s talk series
of booklets produced by Deaf Aotearoa5 , in which
every sign has an equivalent in written English, a
morphological description, a drawing of the sign,
and a photo representing the sign’s meaning. Six

4.1 Background: handshape inventory
There is a long tradition of using the fingerspelling
alphabet in signed conversations. The fingerspelling alphabet is a visual representation of the
spoken language’s alphabet, and it is used to spell
out proper names and other words when a sign
is lacking or not known. A sign language’s fingerspelling alphabet in no way corresponds to the
phonemic inventory of a spoken language. This

5
https://www.deaf.org.nz/resources/lets
-talk-booklets/
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Figure 4: Screenshot of a page from the ÍTM “pocket dictionary”; the user has just clicked on the yellow “closed
a-handform” on the upper left, showing examples on the right. The document can be found here.

ing language of the EU. English is the second official language in Ireland. Despite the official status of Irish, however, an erosion of first-language
speaker communities is clear and according to the
UNESCO Atlas of the World’s Languages in Danger, the language is considered “definitely endangered” (Moseley, 2012).

ÍTM-language booklets were developed, each containing 25 signs grouped by a common theme:
“Baby’s first signs”, “The family’s first signs”,
“Food”, “Actions”, “Adjectives” and “More signs
for the family”. The New Zealand model was developed further by adding an image of each sign’s
handshape and a QR code for SignWiki video. In
order to stress that ÍTM is the source language and
Icelandic the target language, the signs are not ordered alphabetically but rather by handshape, using the canonical ordering of the handshape inventory and subordered by the movement in the sign.
We converted one of the booklets, “Actions”, to
LARA form, using a method which tried to respect the core ideas in the project and extend them.
Following the principle that sign language is primary, we eliminated all Icelandic text except short
phrases naming the actions. Each page (cf. Figure 4) is divided into two halves. The lower half
contains the picture illustrating the action; clicking on this picture plays the SignWiki video. The
upper half contains the diagram illustrating production of the sign. Here, the reader can click on
any hand. This shows the relevant handshape on
the right-hand side of the screen, together with a
list of other examples where the same handshape
is used; the handshapes are shown graphically.

5

Irish is spoken as a community language
in pockets in the rural West of Ireland called
‘Gaeltacht’ areas. Speakers in urban areas tend
to be mostly in individual homes and Irish is relatively rarely overheard on the street. Irish is a compulsory subject until school leaving age. There
are approximately 700,000 learners of Irish in the
education system in the Republic of Ireland (Ní
Chiaráin, 2014). There are also large numbers
in the education system in Northern Ireland and
many learning Irish abroad, although these numbers are more difficult to quantify.
Irish shares distinctive features with other
Celtic languages such as a verb-subject-object
(VSO) word-order and rich morphology (Stenson,
1981). As in other Celtic languages, initial consonants undergo mutations in specific grammatical contexts, e.g., the lenition of stops to fricatives/approximants; of voiceless stops to voiced
stops; of voiced stops to voiced nasals. Verbs
are inflected for tense, number and person, while
nouns are inflected for number and case. Prepositions can inflect for person and number. Nouns
are either masculine or feminine in grammatical
gender.

Irish

Irish, from the Celtic branch of the Indo-European
family, is the first official and national language
of the Republic of Ireland and is now a full work74

Figure 5: Consonantal system of Irish (Ní Chasaide, 1999), where there is a fundamental contrast between velarised
[CÈ ] and palatalised [Cj ] phonemes

mín ‘smooth’. Long vowels are orthographically
marked with an acute accent, as in: á é í ó ú.

Irish has three main dialects and a number of
sub dialects. These dialects differ at many levels, including their structural features, vocabulary
and particularly in their pronunciation. A written
standard “An Caighdeán Oifigiúil” was first introduced in 1958 and the most recent update to this
was published online in 2017. However, as with
many minority languages, there is no single spoken standard and all dialect variants hold equally.
The fact that the writing system does not match
in a simple way to any one of the spoken dialects
presents challenges to learners.

5.1

An Scéalaí

An Scéalaí 6 is a purpose-built iCALL platform for
Irish. It builds on the ABAIR initiative, which is
concerned with the development of core speech
technologies for Irish7 (particularly TTS to date
but ASR development ongoing more recently). An
Scéalaí deploys core language technologies and
presents them to learners in a pedagogically appropriate way. It is currently being used primarily as a writing tool but aims at a holistic approach to language learning, simultaneously training the four skills (for a more detailed description
see (Ní Chiaráin et al., 2022)). The intention is
to provide a motivational environment for learners to practise writing, and, through having TTS
available at the click of a button, brings the spoken language into every aspect of the language
learning, helping to compensate for the fact that
native speakers are not readily to hand for most
learners (one of the most common complaints
from learners is the fact that they have limited
opportunities to interact through the medium of
Irish). As learners practise writing they are encouraged to think of spelling as a phonic-based
system (see (Ní Chiaráin and Ní Chasaide, 2019)
for more detail). There is an emphasis on selfcorrection (proofreading and prooflistening) using the available language technology tools and

A major feature of the Irish sound system is the
contrast between palatalised and velarised pairs of
consonants as illustrated in Figure 5. The contrast of palatalised and velarised segments not only
differentiates words, e.g., /Ïj o:ðÈ / leon ‘lion’ vs.
/ÏÈ o:ðÈ / lón ‘lunch’, but serves for grammatical differentiation of the same lexical item, as in
/ÏÈ o:ðÈ / (nominative) vs. /ÏÈ o:ðj / (genitive).
Latin script is used for the language’s writing
system, with an alphabet which is superficially
similar to English, excluding j, k, q, v, w, x, y,
z, (except in loan words). However, the consonants are not marked for the fundamental contrast
of palatalisation and velarisation of Irish; rather,
the palatalisation-velarisation difference is shown
by the adjacent vowel letter used (‘i’, ‘e’, mark
palatalisation and ‘a’, ‘o’, ‘u’ mark velarisation).
All this makes it very complex for learners to acquire the link between the orthography and the
sounds of the language. There is also a contrast between long and short vowels, which differentiates
words, e.g. /mj inj / min ‘(oat)meal’ and /mj i:nj /

6
7
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https://abair.ie/scealai/
https://www.abair.ie

resources for Irish, such as dictionaries8 , TTS,
a grammar checker9 , and a grammar database10 ,
which gives inflected forms of nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc.

stories, graphics, quizzes set on a virtual island
(see description in (Ní Chasaide et al., 2019)).
We expect the resource to be useful for trainee
teachers, at the very least for awareness raising,
and for learners at all levels; a recent study carried
out by an Irish author of this paper with advanced
learners of Irish showed they do not produce the
velarisation-palatalisation contrast reliably.

5.2 A LARA alphabet book for Irish
We have used the infrastructure described above to
create a LARA primer for the sounds of Irish. The
format is superficially that of an alphabet book: alphabet books will be regarded by most students as
simple and unthreatening, while the introduction
of the complex phonetic symbols, as in Figure 5,
could be forbidding.
The book’s structure presents minimal pairs illustrating key phonemic differences, where words
are presented in the context of short sentences
combined with pictures and both TTS and human
audio. The core goals are to develop phonological
awareness of the velarisation-palatalisation contrast in Irish in the hope that learners make the
link between the phonological contrasts and the
spelling regularities of the language.
Resources of this kind are badly needed, since,
remarkably, there is virtually no awareness of
consonantal palatalisation/velarisation difference
among learners or indeed among many teachers
of Irish. It is hardly ever made explicit in teaching, and the difficulty for learners is further compounded by the fact that the L2 learners are English speaking and familiar with the English alphabet and phonics. This undermines the teaching
of pronunciation, and fails to highlight the phonic
basis of the orthographic system. Pronunciation
training is typically not even considered in Irish
language instruction.
The LARA Irish alphabet picturebook11 uses
visual and auditory cues to illustrate minimal pairs
and help consolidate auditory memory of contrasting forms. It is designed to raise awareness of this
fundamental phonological contrast of Irish. This
gives a glimpse of a parallel current project Lón
don Leon, a tablet-based app which is specifically
designed to develop phonological awareness and
early literacy skills in young learners. This is a
multimodal app with a high level of interactivity. To consolidate memorisation and acquisition
of the contrasts and of their orthographic realisations, it includes newly composed musical ditties,

6

Manuscripts and other archaic texts

Although this is not the focus of the current paper, we note in passing that the functionality described here also appears to be relevant to archaic
texts in manuscript or inscription form, where the
visual appearance of the document is of critical
importance. We illustrate with two initial examples. The first is a LARA version of an extract
from the Old Norse poem Völuspá (Bédi et al.,
2020), with each verse presented both in facsimile manuscript and plain text form. The second is
an inscription in Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics
taken from (Collier and Manley, 1998), presented
in parallel ‘word’ and ‘sign’ views. The two examples are posted here and here.

7

Summary and further directions

We have described extensions recently added to
the LARA platform to support image-based and
phonetically annotated texts, and illustrated with
examples from Barngarla, Icelandic Sign Language, Irish, French, Old Norse and Egyptian hieroglyphics. The work was motivated by the demands of these languages, particularly the first
three. We are currently liaising with members of
other endangered language communities, a leading example being the Austronesian language Iaai.
The implementation of the new functionalities
is still at an early stage, and our current priority is to improve their integration into LARA and
make them easier to use. In particular, we have
started development of an intuitive tool which
will enable simple creation of “LARA albums”,
LARA picture-book/phonetic documents consisting of images paired with short captions. The intention is to lower the bar to entry for people wishing to create LARA texts, so that it can become a
routine part of language teaching; this is particularly interesting in the context of the An Scéalaí
Irish platform (cf. §5). We hope to be able to report on this work later in 2022.

8

https://www.teanglann.ie
https://cadhan.com/gramadoir/
10
https://www.teanglann.ie/en/gram/
11
https://tinyurl.com/2p8k7zfz
9
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Abstract

gibberish; 2) the PDF actually contains scanned images - and therefore it is impossible to copy/paste
from that document. In this paper we tackle only
the first, simpler, problem of born digital PDF document recovery, leaving the second more complex
problem for future works.
The alternative of using our approach for such
corrupted document is a much more time consuming manual correction of incorrectly OCRed text, or
an even more time consuming plain manual transliteration into Unicode of the document content. As
such it can be viewed as a lightning fast alternative
to manual recovery. Such a work can help speedup
corpus creation efforts for endangered languages
such as in (Mus and Metzger, 2021).
Despite the general applicability of our approach,
we will specifically restrict our attention to the
Universal Declaration of Human Right corpus
(UDRH), as it is - outside the Bible - the most
translated documents whose documents are openly
accessible on the internet (Cabatbat et al., 2014).
It has to be noted that corrupted PDF documents
for endangered languages is a common phenomena: there exists no support for these languages,
and very often they posses unique symbols or even
use their own writing system. In order to write in
these languages the creators of the documents must
design their own ad-hoc fonts, which are not publicly available. For all these reasons, the approach
we propose in this article particularly relevant for
recovering text in endangered languages.

In this paper we present an approach to efficiently recover texts from corrupted documents
of endangered languages. Textual resources
for such languages are scarce, and sometimes
the few available resources are corrupted PDF
documents. Endangered languages are not supported by standard tools and present even the
additional difficulties of not possessing any corpus availabel over which to train language models to assist with the recovery. The approach
presented is able to fully recover born digital
PDF documents with minimal effort, thereby
helping the preservation effort of endangered
languages, by extending the range of documents usable for corpus building.

1

Introduction

Endangered languages usually have extremely
scarce linguistic resources available, and even less
in a directly usable Unicode-encoded text format.
Often the only available resources are PDF documents produced by language preservation efforts
or for proselyte purposes by different organisations.
Despite the efforts of such organisations to provide text content in endangered languages, it is
often the case that the documents they produced
are only printable or displayable on screen but totally unusable for automatic text processing purposes. Sometimes the only documents available in
these language are contained in such documents,
thereby preventing a wider exposure (impossibility to find them with search engines) and study of
that language (impossibility to build corpora). The
problem this paper tackles is how to recover usable
texts from such documents.
There are two main drives behind PDF documents not being exploitable by Natural Language
Processing (NLP) systems: 1) the document has a
corrupted font to Unicode value translation table in which case the text can not be extracted as the
content of the pasted text is either unavailable or

2

Background

2.1

UDHR corpus

The United Nations maintains a website collecting
all the different translations of the Universal Declaration of Human Right (UDHR)1 . The UDHR
corpus presents the specificity that most of its texts
are present only as PDF documents, without any
1

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/UDHR/
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Unicode text. At the time of writing of this article, there are 526 translations in the corpus, some
of which are the only text openly available in that
language. Out of these, 108 (20%) have a content only in form of scanned images and 21 (4%)
are corrupted born digital documents containing
unrecoverable characters.
A complementary effort has been done by the
Unicode Consortium which aims at collecting the
Unicode version of the UDHR corpus2 . As such,
many of the documents of the UDHR corpus without extractable content do actually possess a text
version in the Unicode consortium repository.

Figure 1: Subset of a corrupted font for Nenets, visualised using FontForge

how PDF files are structured. PDF documents do
not contain string of Unicode characters that could
be directly copied, there is not even an understanding of words as a semantic unit of text (Bandara,
2020). A PDF document actually contains I) a list
of fonts, and for each there is a) a mapping between
a CID (Characterd IDentifier) and the symbol as a
2D bitmap (glyph), and b) a mapping from CID to
Unicode value; II) a list of physical lines, which are
themselves made of an ordered list of tuples (page,
font, character, bounding box) describing where
to to draw each symbols in the 2D coordinates of
each pages, as given by the bounding box of that
symbol.

2.2 Document Recovery
Extracting text from documents containing only
images can be done with standard Optical Character Recognition (OCR) tools only if the alphabet
of the endangered languages is exactly the same as
the alphabet of an existing well supported language.
However, it is rarely the case, as most endangered
languages possess very specific symbols absent
from more widely used languages, moreover, such
languages sometimes use their own writing system. Finally, as an OCR process is always noisy,
a fully automatic text recovery requires to correct
the errors by relying on language models (D’hondt
et al., 2017). As such even Tesseract-OCR, one of
the most popular OCR tool which covers about 100
languages out of the box, is not a workable solution
for most endangered languages.
Because of the scarcity of texts in such languages, it is not even possible to correctly train
OCR systems, as the only existing realisations of
some languages’ characters exist only in the Unicode charts 3 , and therefore severely lack in diversity as only every Unicode letter has in these
charts only one realisation with one font. As such,
an OCR system trained solely on Unicode charts
would lack the flexibility of dealing with different
fonts and realisation of the characters. For these
reasons OCR techniques present significant difficulties when dealing with endangered languages,
and in this paper we will tackle only with the simpler problem of corrupted fonts in born digital PDF
documents.

2.4

When a PDF document is corrupted, resulting in
gibberish being produced when trying to convert
the document to text or when trying to copy/paste
from it, it is actually only the translation map from
CID to Unicode that is corrupted. When using a
specialised PDF to text translation tool, such as
PDFMiner, characters absent from the map (the
map can be only partially corrupted) are extracted
as the string cid:<n> where n is the actual numerical value of the CID. As such all the realisation
of a symbol will be linked to the exact same CID,
and the task of recovering the document is equivalent to the simpler task of recovering the Unicode
translation table.
In Figure 1 we report an example of a corrupted
font encoding for Nenets taken from the UDHR
corpus: The letters in gray are the Unicode letters
associated to the symbol below them. While the
dot, the dash and Latin capital letter I are correctly
encoded, all the other letters are problematic: Most
Cyrillic symbols are not associated with any Unicode character, while some of them are wrongly
associated to the characters 1, 2, ( and ). Note
how both the glyph of the number 2 and of the
Cyrillic letter En with hook are both translated to
the same character.
In Figure 2 we present and instance of a text

2.3 PDF documents
In order to understand the solution designed to
tackle the problem, it is important to understand
2
3

Problem Description

https://www.unicode.org/udhr/
https://www.unicode.org/charts/
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3.1

Because a font can be only partially corrupted it
means that sometimes part of the text can be recovered: several letters as well as spaces and punctuation. However, it may happen that the font is
corrupted in a way that the space and dot characters
are wrongly attributed to other symbols. As such a
font that contains some unattributed CID can not
be trusted, and we proceed to the initialisation from
scratch of the Unicode translation map, meaning
that all documents and all languages are treated the
same.
In the automatic phase, the system heuristically
recovers which CID corresponds to the space and
the dot characters. The space character is determined as the CID which is appears on the most
lines, the dot character is determined as the CID
that appears the most frequently at the end of a
line which ends not at the margin, but specifically
between 20% and 80% of the right margin. The
left and right margin are determined by the leftmost and rightmost position of a character of that
font. Other heuristics to recover the space were
tried, such as the most frequent character that do
not appear at lines end/beginning, but they did not
work consistently and were disregarded.
Because of that reliance on statistics this automatic recovery can not work on very short texts, in
which case it can be deactivated and the recovery
can proceed only with the interactive phase. However, in case enough text is available to compute the
statistics (a few lines), it proves a major time-saver.

Figure 2: Title of the UDHR in Nivkh, as appearing
in the rendered PDF document (top), and as appearing
when extracted with a text extraction tool (bottom)

excerpt from a Nivkh document, showing the incorrect result produced by the text extraction tool.
Nevertheless, using extraction tools it is possible
to extract correctly the document as a string of
CIDs, instead of as a string of Unicode characters.
Such a content lends itself to statistical analysis,
where the frequency of CID and character ngrams
could be used to recover the encoding. However,
because of the general unavailability of language
models for endangered languages this approach is
not possible.
An inspiration to our approach is the work of
(Vol et al., 2018), however their system is designed
to process documents of undetermined language,
while we know the language of the document we
want to process; and it relies on OCR of the document for a subset of well supported languages,
requiring extensive training material, while there
are no such resources in our case as we deal with
endangered languages.
Because of all the above constraints, there is
no possibility to automatically recover Unicode
translation maps for endangered languages. Consequently, human intervention is required, and as
such the system we propose is designed to make the
recovery process as fast and convenient as possible.

3

Automatic Recovery

3.2

Interactive Recovery

During the interactive phase the user is asked to
prompt the system in several ways text as he sees it
anywhere in the text. This can be either tokens, in
that understanding it is any character sequence separated by spaces, or token sequences. From there,
the system automatically tries to match the Unicode
sequences that the user inputs to the CID sequences
that are extracted from the PDF. Initially the translation map is void but it is filled progressively until
there remains no character to be decoded.
If the user inputs a single token, the system will
build a regular expression for all the CID sequences
of the same length, and substituting the already decoded CID with their Unicode translation. If there
is an unique match, the system therefore infers the
value of the previously undecoded CID by matching them one by one to the characters entered by

Proposed System

The system we designed is an interactive tool that
allows the user to recover the text of corrupted document, requiring from a few minutes to a few hours
depending on the quantity of symbols to recover,
on the knowledge of the user of the target language,
and on its ability to input the required characters.
Our system proceeds in two phases: a first fully
automatic one that recovers the symbols for space
and dot; and a second interactive one that helps
the user gradually build the minimal quantity of
resources in order to decipher the text.
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n
niv
yrk

1
10
17

2
33
29

3
72
60

4
93
86

5
97
98

6
98
100

language
unique characters
text length (words)
input length (words)

Table 1: Proportion in percent of unique sequences of
token lengths for sequence length n in the UDHR for
two different languages

yrk
68
1530
76

Table 2: Unique character count and total word length
for the UDHR declaration in two languages, and the
total number of input words necessary for full recovery
of these texts

the user. If there is a contradiction with a previously learned translation, the system flags it and the
user must review the error and correct its inputs.
Entering a single token is however ineffective
when starting the deciphering of a document because of the potentially high number of CID sequence that are of the same size as the token. As
such, ii is in practice useful only at latter stages
when most of the characters have already been recovered. A much more precise way of matching
CID sequences to Unicode sequence is needed.
This problem is solved by letting the user input
sequences of consecutive tokens, appearing anywhere on any lines, giving therefore much flexibility to the user. While a token length is an imprecise
way of retrieving text, a sequence of token lengths
is much more likely to be unique. For non unique
sequences it is nevertheless possible to cue to the
system its line number. With this minimal information the system can find the correct CID sequence
an decipher it in the same fashion as previously.
In Table 1 we report on the uniqueness of such
sequences of token length for two languages. For
the two illustrated languages, if the user inputs a
sequence of 5 words there is at least 97% chance
that this sequence is unique, and therefore that all
the corresponding letters will be correctly decoded.
In order to help the user, the system determines
which CID are the most frequent, and on which
lines their are the most unrecovered CID. By using
this information the user can reduce to the minimum the number of words he has to input to the
system in order to guarantee a full recovery. It also
saves considerable time to the user, as this one does
not have to search manually through the document
for unrecovered characters.

4

niv
81
1430
57

our approach: Nenets (iso code: yrk, in Cyrillic
script), Nivkh (also called Gyliak, iso code: niv
- actually the Sakhalin island dialect (Gruzdeva,
2022), in Cyrillic script) is a language isolate spoken by only a few thousands people, Mundari (iso
code: unr, in Devanagari script) and a Mongolian
dialect (iso code: mvf, in Mongolian script). While
there exists significant resources for Mongolian
in Cyrillic script, it is not the case for Mongolian
script, which is used only to write dialects spoken
in China, moreover their difference makes it impossible to exploit transliteration in order to ease
the recovery process. The Nivkh language has the
particularity that one letter of its alphabet is not
even present in Unicode and can be realised only
through combining characters. Because of the lack
of support for these languages in latex it is impossible to give concrete examples of the rules used
when recovering the texts.
In Table 2 we report statistics on the documents:
number of unique symbols, number of words; and
statistics on the user input: number of words entered in the system. The number of words required
by the system is between 4 to 5 % of the total,
the number of letters actually input by the user is
actually significantly less, as during the text recovery process, it is possible to copy/paste partially
recovered sequences of text and only replace the
unavailable CID with the correct characters. As
such, our approach makes it very efficient to recover the text by requiring to input only a fraction
of the original text in order to recover it.

5

Discussion

Our approach allowed us to quickly and efficiently
recover the UDHR Unicode text for two languages,
requiring less than an hour of work: Nivkh and
Nenets. These two documents have been sent to
the UDHR page of the Unicode consortium, and
are now already publicly available.
One additional advantage of our approach, is that

Experiments

In the experiments we consider only corrupted documents that do not have an Unicode version even
on the Unicode Consortium website. Out of the
dozen such documents, we focus our effort on four
languages in order to demonstrate the capacity of
81

when dealing with a document collection using the
same corrupted font, it is necessary to recover it
only once in order to process the other documents,
thereby yielding additional time gains for linguists
and experts striving to create corpora.
When recovering Mongolian, we have been confronted to the problem that this language is written
top down, because PDF documents consider that
lines are going exclusively from left to right or right
to left, the text extraction tool is totally unable to
recover the lines. Consequently, our method can
not be applied directly for that language, and instead of relying on an external library, it requires a
further ad-hoc vertical segmentation step. This is
left for future work.
At the time of the writing, another document is
in the process of being recovered: the UDHR in
Mundari, which is written in Devanagari script. Devanagari presents one specific difficulty: the long
vowel "i" is written in a Unicode text string after
the character of the consonant it is attached to, but
it is displayed before it when the string is visually
rendered. This is because the CID sequence of the
symbols of a line is extracted in increasing order
of the bounding box coordinates of the characters
it contains. In order to deal with that, the user is
constrained to input the characters in the same order as the one expected by the CID sequence, and a
post-processing step is required to swap the corresponding Unicode characters before rendering the
final text.

6

Future work will deal in applying the approach
to more languages of the UDHR, and to deal with
the harder problem of recovering text of endangered language existing solely as pictures. To that
intent, we consider exploring image augmentation
techniques (Minaee et al., 2021) in order to train
ad-hoc OCR system for any scripts solely based
on the symbols present in the Unicode charts, with
the aim of interactively presenting the user with
potential choices.
Our approach is useful to help protect and study
endangered languages for which document base
exists in born digital PDF format, but for which
some of documents, or all of them, are corrupted.
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Conclusion

We present an approach that is able to quickly guide
a human expert in recovering text from corrupted
born digital PDF documents containing text in rare
or endangered languages. Such languages impose
severe constraints, because often there exists no
preexisting corpus to train on, or to compare to the
extracted text. Our approach has been designed
specifically to operates within these constraints and
consists in reconstructing the CID to Unicode translation maps by efficiently leveraging user input in
an interactive way. We applied this approach to 4
documents of the UDHR corpus for which there
exists no Unicode text, 2 of which where fully recovered, the other ones needing some additional
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will be released on this repository4 .
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Abstract

We describe a design and engineering effort to address this need in remote Aboriginal communities
in northern Australia.
Here, local people speak one or more local languages, along with various degrees of proficiency
in English. Some non-indigenous Australians seek
competency in Aboriginal languages to carry out
cultural projects with local people. Some locals
need to develop literacy in one of the local languages to support knowledge work in art centres,
ranger programs, health clinics, schools, tourism
operations, and so on. Accordingly, speech transcription is a practice that supports language acquisition and literacy development.
We report on a system for iterative word-level
transcription modelled on ‘sparse transcription’
(Bird, 2020b). Developed through a course of
Research-through-Design (cf. RtD in Zimmerman
et al., 2007), ‘Sparzan’ is a vehicle for investigating
methods for amplifying human effort in transcribing speech in primarily oral, local languages. We
cover data models for learning through transcription, technologies and user interfaces for interactive
transcription, and systems engineering.
A topic foregrounded by the COVID-19 pandemic is the tyranny of distance when outsiders
seek to conduct fieldwork with people in remote
linguistic communities (Williams et al., 2021). We
investigate remote collaboration through a novel
video messaging appliance which serves as a vector for learner-speaker interactions embedded in
transcription work.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2
we describe the role of speech transcription for oral
languages, including learning through transcription,
interactive transcription, and situated systems design. In Section 3 we describe the Sparzan system,
including the transcription client, the Lingobox appliance, and an example application. In Section 4
we reflect on the approach and draw lessons for
future work.

Transcribing speech for primarily oral, local
languages is often a joint effort involving speakers and outsiders. It is commonly motivated
by externally-defined scientific goals, alongside local motivations such as language acquisition and access to heritage materials. We
explore the task of ‘learning through transcription’ through the design of a system for collaborative speech annotation. We have developed a prototype to support local and remote
learner-speaker interactions in remote Aboriginal communities in northern Australia. We
show that situated systems design for inclusive non-expert practice is a promising new
direction for working with speakers of local
languages.

1

Introduction

Speech transcription is typically motivated by the
desire for lasting accessible records of language.
However transcription can also be a method for linguistic inquiry and language acquisition (Bowern,
2008; Meakins et al., 2018). In this case it is a form
of note-taking as the transcriber strives to make
sense of what they hear. This practice is well established in documentary and descriptive linguistics,
and it leads to detailed transcriptions that include
metalinguistic detail. Computational linguists rely
upon these annotated datasets to train language
models. Non-specialist outsiders may find their
alphabetic decoding skills useful for learning the
local languages that are spoken in the places where
they live and work, as evidenced by the number of
learning resources that depend on having a written
representation for these primarily oral languages.
We propose computational support for an activity we call learning through transcription. The
form we propose is that of a system that supports
transcription as a series of learning interactions.
The focus of the computation is shifted from automation to computer supported cooperative work.
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2

Background

level transcriptions. This approach downplays the
cultural significance of the content, focussing on
idiosyncrasies of form to the point where variations
in pronunciation, even speech disfluencies, should
ideally be transcribed (Bird, 2020a).
Instead, we begin with the agency of local communities and inquire about what people are already
doing. In many Indigenous communities, this includes collaboration with outsiders on culturally
meaningful tasks connected to land management,
ecological knowledge, and transmitting traditional
practices to the next generation. We believe that
language work can sit in this space, so long as it is
possible to design natural workflows. It may be as
simple as shifting the discussion from ‘how do we
transcribe this utterance using a phonetic alphabet?’
to ‘what is the cultural significance of this word?’
(Bird, 2022).
When we do this, we arrive at a kind of speech
transcription which is not based on the idea of exhaustive transcription, but which identifies the significant words and phrases that are useful for organising and accessing audio collections, i.e. sparse
transcription (Bird, 2020b). Sparse transcription is
particularly suited to situation where newcomers
enter a community and begin to learn language in
the course of working with local people. Instead
of phone recognition, this approach relies on a different off-the-shelf language technology, namely
keyword spotting (Garcia and Gish, 2006; Gales
et al., 2014; Le Ferrand et al., 2021).
At any stage of this process of learning a language through transcription, we have a personal
lexicon of known words and phrases. We can engage speakers in discussions of the meaning of
these words, perhaps using the contact language.
We can listen to recorded passages with speakers,
pick out further key words, elicit their meaning,
and add them to the lexicon. This is an approach
to language work which is more grounded in local
concerns, e.g., interest in transmitting the content,
and interest in supporting the learning journey of a
newcomer.

Many local languages, including endangered and
Indigenous languages, are purely oral, and there is
no naturally-occurring context for deploying text
technologies (Bird, 2022). Oral languages are not
just languages that lack a writing system; the existence of an oral culture unlimited by writing leads
to an entirely different situation (Ong, 1982). Local matters of concern include caring for the country, transmitting ecological knowledge to the next
generation, and managing intercultural workplaces.
This may mean that there is a need to record and
transcribe ancestral knowledge about key places
and practices, to compile vocabularies of local flora,
fauna, and material culture, and for two-way language learning between the local vernacular and
a language of wider communication. Apparently
simple tasks like accessing an archive of historical
recordings become more complex when one considers that we lack a standardised orthography for
a community-agreed reference dialect supported
by robust speech recognition. Thus, there is both
a need for transcription, and a need to innovate
when it comes to making transcriptions, through
the design of novel processes and interfaces.
2.1 Learning through transcription
When we speak of language learning, we take a
different focus to the usual kind of language learning that depends on previously prepared materials
and resources, and that uses methods that are welldescribed in the field of second language teaching
and learning (e.g. Nunan, 1999; Cook, 2016). Australian Aboriginal languages are rarely taught in
formal settings, and so non-indigenous people tend
to acquire local languages in an independent, selfdirected way. One case in point is linguists, whose
field methods often incorporate learning.
In one conception of fieldwork on local languages, outsiders enter with their agenda to capture a language, bringing with them a strong focus
on creating textual resources for use in linguistic analysis and for training computational models.
We immediately run into the so-called ‘transcription bottleneck’, which is being tackled in various
ways, mostly depending on universal phone recognition (Besacier et al., 2014; Hasegawa-Johnson
et al., 2016; Adams, 2017; Zanon Boito et al., 2017;
Marinelli et al., 2019). Phone recognition for Indigenous languages nevertheless depends on recruiting linguists and local people to create phone

2.2

Interactive transcription

The amplification of human effort with machine assistance is a practical approach suited for local languages. Often the most effective form of machine
assistance is facilitating collaboration. Systems
or groupware for computer supported cooperative
work (CSCW) are now common in the workplace
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(Khoshafian and Buckiewicz, 1995). Languagebased CSCW systems have been described and implemented for language documentation and linguistic fieldwork (Hanke, 2017; Cathcart et al., 2012).
Interactive transcription sees the transcriber draw
upon machine resources in real-time. Sparzan transcriber (see Sec. 3.2) is a related development to
an interactive transcription prototype with an FST
language model-backed real-time phone alignment
and word completion for a polysynthetic language
(Lane et al., 2021). In the present work we deprioritise established language models and metalinguistic
analysis, instead focusing on conventional wordlevel transcription with assistance from keyword
spotting and human-to-human language interactions.

access to speakers is often limited. Bespoke technology design can help make the most of time spent
in the community, chiefly as mediating tools to support face-to-face interactions (Bettinson and Bird,
2021a). There have been proposals for remote collaboration as a form of linguistic crowdsourcing
(Hatton, 2013; Bettinson, 2015). The Aikuma-Link
prototype explored a mobile-based design to distribute consulting tasks to speaker’s phones (Bettinson, 2020, p.87).
The global pandemic has challenged us all to
innovate in remote working practice, including
interactions with Indigenous language speakers
(Williams et al., 2021). The design context of remote Indigenous communities in North Australia is
quite different from mainstream culture, urban corporations and the tools that have evolved to serve
them. There is rising understanding of the need
for technology not to substitute for interaction but
rather to support relationships Taylor et al. (2019).
A common point of agreement is that video communication supports work practice and relationship maintenance. As a parallel investigation into
the general problem of working consultations in
remote communities, we developed an appliancebased video messaging service called Lingobox
(Bettinson and Bird, 2021b). The design challenge
we take up here is to integrate Lingobox as a means
to support learner-interactions within a system for
collaborative transcription practice.

2.3 Designing for inclusion
Transcription tools occupy a vital place in the construction of annotated corpora. Transcribers wish
for high-quality easy-to-use software, that interoperates with other tools, and that support collaborative workflows (Finlayson, 2016; Thieberger,
2016). In this context we note that productiongrade software development is beyond our resources, but some features are relevant as we seek
to design for a realistic and useful artefact (rather
than a prototype), in accordance with the researchthrough-design methodology (Zimmerman et al.,
2007).
In contrast to the majority of speech transcription tools, our design focus lies not with expert transcribers and the production of annotated corpora,
but rather in selective transcription by people working on the ground. Servicing this audience requires
supporting non-experts of various types, including
Western newcomers to remote Aboriginal communities, along with local people. In recent years
there has been growing attention towards updated
methodologies and fresh takes on software design
to meet these needs. SayMore offered a design
aimed at community participants as transcribers,
integrating support for audio based workflows over
metalinguistic annotation (Hatton, 2013). Similarly, tools developed under the Aikuma umbrella
introduce designs for mobile and web-based tools,
also aimed at community participation (Bird et al.,
2014; Bettinson and Bird, 2017).
It is established practice for field linguists to
perform transcriptions with real-time assistance of
speakers (Meakins et al., 2018; Sapién, 2018). Yet

3

Project Sparzan

In this section we describe a system for collaborative computationally-assisted speech transcription.
It is a synthesis of prior work in speech transcription methodology, interactive transcription workflows and remote interaction through tangible technology. The system’s working title Sparzan derives
from sparse transcription, the fundamental transcription model we adopt here. Two use cases are
supported: collaborative lexicon building and individual language acquisition. In both cases, speech
is transcribed by non-native speakers as a way to
expand their individual and collective understanding, which is why we call this learning through
transcription.
The Sparzan architecture is given in Figure 1,
comprising a web application including the transcription activity, backed by server ‘stack’ responsible for the data model logic, data storage and
computational agents dispatched as asynchronous
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Sparzan Web app

Sparzan server stack
NodeJS API and
Language model
server

Redis
broker

Lingobox
server (BaaS)

NodeJS Worker
server

MongoDB
database

Media
filestore

Worker
tasks

Figure 1: The Sparzan system architecture implementation is similar to common web services. The web-based
transcription app is backed by centralised computational resources.

worker processes. Remote language consultation is
achieved by integrating the external Lingobox service, hosted on a commercial backend-as-a-service
(BaaS). In the following sections we elaborate on
key components of the Sparzan system.

Thus, we need a way to differentiate curated knowledge and individual knowledge.
Accordingly, we extend the sparse transcription
model to include two lexical data structures, the
glossary (individual) and the lexicon (general). We
anticipate one lexicon per language variety but multiple glossaries (one per transcriber). Now we refine the refactoring task to be non-destructive to the
glossary, instead using content from the glossary
when creating or updating lexical entries during
consultation with a language authority.
The lexicon is useful for computationally assisted learning. We use phone-based keyword spotting to identify plausible instances of words in a
speech segment and offer a list of suggestions to the
learner without prejudice. Should the learner know
the word, they may accept the suggestion, thereby
establishing a link from the learner’s glossary to the
lexical entry. Otherwise, if the word be unknown,
the suggestion is treated as a learning prompt that
supports an exploration of meaning (lexical definition) and usage (concordance views). Crucially,
these learning prompts need not be correct; phonebased word spotting errors are typically plausible
learner errors in their own right, and thus they are
useful as practice to discriminate similar-sounding
words (as noted in, Bettinson and Bird, 2021a).
In sum, ‘transcription for learning’ is a form
of computationally-assisted self-study. Learnerspeaker interactions are an essential complement
to self-study but we must also recognise the reality that time with speakers is limited. Anchoring
learner-speaker interaction in context supports the
systematic capture of speaker knowledge, reducing

3.1 Sparse transcription for learning
Sparse transcription relies on tasks that are well
suited to the competencies of the audience in our
use case, i.e. as a series of ‘interpretive, iterative
and interactive processes that are amenable to wider
participation’ (Bird, 2020b, p713). However, the
original proposal does not take asynchronous collaboration into account. For example the tasks of
growing and refactoring a glossary (Tasks G and
R) presume the existence of a single glossary that
is in a perpetual state of motion towards a fully
validated and authoritative state.
However, designs to support learning through
transcription must recognise the existence of individual understandings of language, or more
completely, individual dynamic language systems
(De Bot et al., 2007). Systems for computer assisted language learning (CALL, Levy, 1997) often
model the knowledge held by individual learners in
order to craft personalised learning opportunities
(cf. the Input Hypothesis, Krashen, 1992). While
the individual strives to acquire the sum of generalised knowledge, the individual transcriber is
also an actor in incremental processes to extend
this knowledge. This observation is not limited to
lexical knowledge either, but holds for any type
of language knowledge that is being investigated,
such as morphosyntax, or sociolinguistic variation.
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Figure 2: The Sparzan transcriber activity. User interface zones are annotated in red: 1. the signal zone, 2. the
segment zone and 3. the transcript zone

repetition and improving learning efficiency and
the acquisition of valuable language data. In the
next section we illustrate how this is achieved in a
transcription activity.

initial automatic voice activity segmentation. The
transcript zone is a vertical map of timestamped
transcriptions to offer an uncluttered context of
transcription content.
Transcription is achieved by consulting the assistance offered in the segment zone, and typing
into a temporary text input box. The current prototype offers phonemically word spotted candidates
(yellow chips in Fig. 2) and an automatic phonemic transcription (the text line underneath). When
the segment changes, audio playback begins automatically and is reflected in the scrolling signal
view and in an animated phone display that highlights phones associated with the current point of
playback (visible as the bold ‘kan’ in Fig. 2).
In contrast to many other transcription tools, transcriptions are not free text. They are a sequence
of word tokens rendered as ‘chips’ so as to support interaction such as querying lexical entries
and viewing a concordance of projects associated
with the lexicon. A transcription is a sequence of
word token chips with an temporary chip mapped
to current text input. The transcriber interacts via
the temporary text input box and left/right cursors
to achieve insert, edit and delete operations.
The operator may request help from a native
speaker via the Lingobox service (Sec. 3.4). To
do so the operator creates a new Lingobox request
by recording a webcam video and customising the
Lingobox prompt (Fig. 3). Customisations include

3.2 Sparzan transcriber
In this section we describe the transcription activity
of the web app. The design is inspired by prior
work in simplified transcription interfaces, particularly those with a focus on oral workflow support
such as SayMore and Aikuma-NG. Simplicity is
at the heart of the design goals for Sparzan Transcriber for two reasons: as general tactic to increase
usability (Nielsen, 1994); and to support transcription as a common resource where consultants and
transcribers work together. A natural consequence
of co-located tool use is that observers learn to
become operators. That is an important design consideration to support the self-sufficiency and digital
agency rights of Aboriginal Australians (Carew
et al., 2015).
Sparzan Transcriber is split into three zones
(Fig. 2): signal, segment and transcript zones. Each
zone displays a mapping against time and affords a
method of navigation in the media file. The signal
zone maps time horizontally, comprising a scrolling
waveform (10 second window) and a fixed voice activity (VAD) bar underneath (entire duration). The
segment zone maps time vertically, displaying a
single speech segment at a time derived from an
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Figure 4: Speaker responses are anchored to transcription spans in Sparzan transcriber

Figure 3: Requesting speaker assistance within a
Sparzan transcriber session

operation completes. During normal operations,
additional word spotting jobs are executed periodically so that newly added items appear in the
candidate suggestions.
User experience of server-backed web applications is highly dependent on network performance.
Sparzan’s backend supports real-time transcription
with a server-based data model with a low-latency
WebSocket API transport. This is sufficient to support client transcription in regional centres, but is
impractical for supporting transcription sessions in
remote communities. On a provisional basis, we
support remote community participation through
the Lingobox appliance described in the next section. This service utilises a data synchronising
strategy designed to function adequately on ‘bush
internet’.

on-screen text, including the segment audio, the recipient of the request (if there are multiple language
authorities) and what the type of desired response.
Typically one would ask a question about the audio
of a current segment, such as confirming a transcription choice. When the speaker has provided a
response at a later time, the Sparzan web app indicates the response against a given transcription and
clicking on the notification takes the operator directly to the speech transcription segment to access
the response (Fig. 4).
3.3 Sparzan server
The server stack comprises two Node.js server
apps: a main business logic server, and a ‘worker’
app. The main server app implements data model
transactions and handles client interaction through
HTTP and WebSocket APIs. The worker application brokers computational workload via jobs
dispatched as asynchronous worker threads, injecting the results back into the database and notifying
the main server app on their completion. Structured data is stored in a MongoDB instance while
job persistence and inter-app communications are
achieved via an in-memory database (Redis).
When the client uploads new media, a media processing job is created which batches up a number
of vital tasks: extracting audio peak information,
breath group segmentation, automatic phonemic
transcription via Allosaurus, customised for Kunwinjku (Li et al., 2020; Le Ferrand et al., 2021)
and finally phonemic word spotting of existing lexical entities. These operations must complete before a transcription session may begin, however
a phone-based word spotting task is also created,
with results to appear in Sparzan transcriber as that

3.4

Lingobox

Lingobox is an appliance designed to support consulting interactions framed as personal video requests (see Fig. 5) and intended to be deployed in
community workplaces, such as language and arts
centres, where it behaves much like an answering
machine. It was developed to explore an effective
replacement for paid consulting interactions that
would usually take place in the course of face-toface fieldwork (Bettinson and Bird, 2021b). We
opted to design a custom appliance to solve a number of intractable limitations of mobile devices that
have emerged from several years of experience developing stand-alone and server-connected mobile
apps. Limitations include poor audio on mobile devices, the need to manage and secure devices, and
the low effectiveness of attention strategies such as
notifications, and the general lack of prominence
and association with a place of work.
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Figure 6: Lingobox on-screen display for a typical
transcription-anchored help request

searchable lexicon facilitates updating individual
entries. However, piecemeal solutions, where we
improve the efficiency of individual tasks, only deliver incremental improvements. Fully integrated
solutions allow us to explore broader questions and
to exploit fortuitous opportunities.
In the usual pattern of language teaching, learning resources are compiled by ‘experts’. Learners
with their repetitive mistakes and frequent errors
have no role to play in crafting lessons. However
for local languages there may be few learning resources of the type expected by western learners,
and minimal capacity for creating such resources.
Nevertheless, there are still learning resources to
be found. In particular, word recognition errors –
obstacles for transcription – are plausible learner errors. These are not useless mistakes to be discarded,
but potential prompts for learners to consider and
correct. A word that one person has learned and
systematically corrected in the course of transcription may become a prompt for another learner.
The system remains a prototype and we have
not yet not been able to test it on the ground because the communities remain closed. This work
has some other limitations. Foremost is that the design has been conducted in a university lab, rather
than in a co-design process with our partners in
the community. A second shortcoming is that the
learning potential of collaborative transcription has
yet to be explored. Using the resulting data to create learning content for dedicated learning apps is
promising direction for future work.
A third shortcoming is the architectural reliance
on low-latency networks. Solutions of this type require server infrastructure, but ‘bush internet’ network conditions rule out the simple convenience of
the ‘cloud’. One solution is to deploy compact, low-

Figure 5: Lingobox, an appliance to support remote
interaction in language work

The hardware features illuminated buttons, a tiltadjustable LCD screen, a integrated cellular modem, and high quality audio recording and playback. Distinct from depersonalised crowdsourcing
techniques, the intent here is to support learnerteacher relationships and to place the burden of
effort on the person asking for help. New requests
are added to a stack of requests with an audible
ping, and the large red recording button periodically flashes when there are unanswered requests.
Requests are created within the context of ongoing transcription work, and they typically (but optionally) include the segment of audio that is currently being transcribed. Consultants act on requests through a staged process such as: playing
the video request, playing the media (e.g. the segment of audio being transcribed), eliciting a spoken
response, and conveying it back (Fig. 6). Sparzan
provides a rudimentary form of workspace awareness (Gutwin and Greenberg, 1996) to draw attention towards consultant responses. This is achieved
through notifications that draw the user directly to
the relevant transcription segment.

4

Discussion

Many people have noted the pressing need to bootstrap data collection for primarily oral, local languages. This is largely a human effort, but it can be
scaled up with the support of efficient workflows
and assistive technologies. For example, having a
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cost server architecture in the field, as we have previously explored with BushPi, a ruggedised batterypowered server to support local use of collaborative
language apps (Bettinson and Bird, 2021a). Thus,
there is an ongoing need for on-country design
and engineering to devise practical, communitybased solutions, building on previous attempts in
this space (Cathcart et al., 2012; Hanke, 2017).
Despite these shortcomings, we believe this
work amounts to a novel and effective design
pattern for remote asynchronous collaboration on
meticulous language work, serving a variety of documentary and pedagogical goals. The potential for
computer supported cooperative language work remains relatively unexplored, and faces an egregious
challenge: how do we go from minimally-viable
research prototypes to robust, supported, and sustainable solutions (cf. Finlayson, 2016, p27)? We
believe there remains a clear need for foundational
research on technology for working with primarily
oral, local languages, supporting a broad range of
stakeholders, for the benefit of community goals in
sustaining linguistic diversity.

5
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will include a morpheme by morpheme te reo
Māori phrase or sentence. The second line will
see each morpheme with a linguistic gloss that
gives information about the syntactic properties
or meaning of the morpheme. A third line will
show the POS tags that our tagger would assign
to the morpheme. The fourth and typically final
line will show the English translation. However,
in the uncommon instance that a literal
translation is needed, it will be shown on the fifth
line. For an example of this, please see (1).

Abstract
This abstract discusses the development of a
Part-of-Speech tagger for te reo Māori, which
is the Indigenous language of Aotearoa New Zealand. It mostly focuses on the
creation of a tagset that is appropriate for
Māori. This is in consideration of the fact that
some tagsets have existing tags that are not
suitable for some Māori word classes.
Alternatively, the existing tagsets might lack
entirely a suitable tag for some Māori word
classes. And finally, some existing tagsets do
not adequately reflect a Māori worldview.
Emphasis is put on the importance of
capturing the language according to the
conceptualization of its speakers, and not
imposing
“traditional”
grammatical
categories where it is not appropriate. The
solution involved changing how some
existing tags are used and in some cases
creating entirely new tags that are appropriate
for Te reo Māori. The Part-of-Speech tagger
was successfully built by a Māori Indigenous
organisation and is being used as the
foundation for other applications.

1) Example
Haere
mai
go
DIR
VERB
MOD
“Welcome!”
Lit: “Go hither”

Glosses
te reo
linguistic
POS
translation
literal translation

Moving on, te reo Māori is the Indigenous
language of Aotearoa, also known as New
Zealand, (Morrison, 2011). It is a member of the
Eastern Polynesian branch of the Austronesian
language family which itself has approximately
1200 members, (Harlow, 2007). Māori is related
to other members of the Polynesian branch of
Austronesian such as Rapanui, Rarotongan,
Tahitian, Tuamotuan, Marquesan, Hawai’ian and
Mangarevan, (Du Feu, 1996). Te reo Māori is a
head-first and dependent- marking language, it is
analytical with a high degree of polysemy.

1. Introduction
This paper discusses the development of a
Part-of-Speech tagger for Māori called Whakairo
Kupu, meaning to carve or sculpt words. It
specifically focuses on the creation of a tagset
that was appropriate for Māori. Our current
precision and recall scores are approximately
93%. Hereinafter, Māori will be referred to as te
reo Māori or alternatively just Māori, and
Universal Dependencies will be abbreviated to
UD. Part-of-speech will be abbreviated as POS.

Prior to the development of this tagger, there
was no POS tagger for Māori from Aotearoa.
POS taggers tag words according to their
syntactic or grammatical category. However,
many traditional syntactic categories, and by
consequence POS labels, do not “work for”
Māori, see (2). By this we mean for some of the
traditional categories:

Furthermore in this paper, linguistic examples
will consist of four to five lines. The first line
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were influenced by academic theories of
language or pedagogical methods of language
teaching. The speakers reviewed our guidelines
on a regular and consistent basis, they also
partook in a survey to target special areas of
interest. Furthermore, our guidelines are
evergreen, meaning that they can and do change
based on speaker feedback. This does not impact
negatively on our tagged corpora as we have an
automation system in place to retag words when
necessary. We now briefly explore each point
above in (2) seriatim.

2)
a)

The definition of, or guidelines for, an existing
category is not suitable for Māori.

b) They do not have an existing category for
certain word classes of Māori.
c)

They do not reflect a Māori worldview of the
Māori language.

We wanted a tagset that is usable with
industry-wide tools, but we also needed a tagset
that would meet the needs of te reo Māori. After
researching various tagsets, we decided to base
our tagset and guidelines on the UD tagset and
tagging conventions. However, the categorization
of words has been significantly altered to be
appropriate for Māori. This is because at the time
of development of our POS tagger, the UD
conventions had still not been used to tag a
Polynesian language such as te reo Māori, nor
did it provide any guidelines about how to tag
them.

2. Existing categories are not suitable for
te reo Māori.
As mentioned above, some existing definitions
and their guidelines for both syntactic categories
and POS labels are not suitable for Māori.
The UD conventions follow a lexical
approach, that is one-word equals one-tag.
However, as mentioned previously, Māori is a
highly analytic language in the sense that there
are many words with multiple grammatical
functions, as opposed to inflection. Sometimes a
single concept is represented by many lexical
words, see (3). Therefore we worked with our
speakers to see when and where single or
multiple labels were appropriate.

Therefore the question arose as to how do we
tag these words. Of course, we looked at how
languages, other than the “big languages” such as
English, were tagged. Yet, what works for other
languages does not necessarily work for Māori.
Furthermore, it would be a mistake to presume
that the tagging solution for one Indigenous
language should be applied to all Indigenous
languages. As part of the re-Indigenization and
decolonization, we do not homogenise
Indigenous languages.

3) Māori and POS label(s)
Kei te
AUX
Mōku
ADPRON

At this point, it is fitting to take a moment to
digress and remind ourselves that at Te Hiku
media our vision statement is He reo tuku iho, he
reo ora which means A living language
transmitted intergenerationally. This vision
statement informs every decision that we make at
every level. That means that it is of the utmost
importance that we faithfully and accurately
capture te reo Māori, as the language that has
been passed down intergenerationally. In the
same vein, we do not want to impose
grammatical categories that are not correct or
applicable.

English
present
tense
for me

He
AUX

aha
ai
PRON PART

why

I
ADP

te
DET

today

rā
nei
NOUN DET

4) Ignoring white space between written words, in
your mind is "i te rā nei"...
a)

Made up of a single word “i te rā nei”

b) Made up of many separate words, "i", "te"
and "rā" and “nei”
c)

To that end, we worked with highly-proficient,
specially-selected Māori speakers and linguists
who are specialists in Māori. This has ensured
that our POS labels and guidelines conventions
faithfully
reflect
a
Māori
speaker’s
conceptualization of their language.

Other, please elaborate

We achieved this by asking non-leading
questions. For example, in order to establish if
the words of i te rā nei, meaning today, should
receive a single or separate tags, we asked
questions such as that in (4). If speakers had
answered (a), then we could infer that i te rā nei
should receive a single tag. On the other hand, if

We achieved this by simply asking speakers.
We elicited answers without using questions that
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our speakers had answered (b), then the words
should be tagged separately. We also left a blank
space in (c) to allow our speakers to provide any
other suggestions. As it happened, for time
phrase adverbials with many lexical words such
as i te rā nei, our speakers overwhelmingly chose
to tag each word separately.

Whilst acknowledging that a number can be an
“determiner, adjective or pronoun”. The UD
guidelines do not provide for numerals that
behave like verbs. Yet, they state that verbs are
often associated with “tense, mood” and
“aspect”. Therefore, under UD tagset guidelines,
these numbers would likely be labelled as
VERB.

Crucially though, this was not the case for all
concepts that were represented by many lexical
words, as our speakers indicated that certain
types should be tagged with a single word. As
such, by working with our speakers we avoided
making a blanket judgement and were able to
give single or separate tags when and where
appropriate,
all
according
to
the
conceptualization of te reo Māori by speakers.
Some developers of tagging guidelines for other
languages choose a blanket approach for this
type of problem. For example in the POS tagging
of Griko, all apostrophes between words are
treated as a single token, (Anastasopoulos et al,
2018). However this was not the right approach
for us or te reo Māori, as evidenced by the fact
that our speakers chose both single word and
separate word tagging.
5) Kua
PFV
AUX

hoko-na
buy-PASS
VERB

e
ADP
ADP

Notwithstanding, tagging in this way would
not be an accurate representation of te reo Māori.
So as the POS gloss in (6) shows, we do not
adhere to this. The tense-marked number token
whā is tagged as numeral/NUM. Whilst, the
separate tense-marker token kua is tagged as
AUX .

3. Categories for certain word classes of
Māori does not exist.
As stated above, UD conventions sometimes do
not have a suitable existing category for certain
classes of Māori words. Ergo, we have added
POS labels that faithfully capture Māori, both the
grammatical categories and the Māori view of te
reo.
Māori has a word class commonly known as
“particles” in linguistic literature, Harlow (2007:
24). These particles are small words such as anō,
iho, noa, pū, tonu etc. Each particle can have
meaning and many grammatical functions.
Following our own analysis of over ninety
particles, we found that grammatically they
served many purposes, that their syntactic
behaviour is wide, varied and commonplace. As
such they do not fall under the remit of any
“traditional” grammatical categories

au
1SG
PRON

he
whare
DET
house
DET
NOUN
“A house has been bought ”
6) Kua
PFV
AUX

whā
four
NUM

tau
au
ki
year
1SG
ADP
NOUN PRON ADP

Aotearoa
Aotearoa
PROPN
“I have been in Aotearoa for four years”
Lit: “Have been four years, I in Aotearoa”

For example, the “particle” rawa can modify
nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, numerals and
negatives, (Harlow, 2015). We show a selection
of these below. In example (7), rawa modifies
the pronoun koutou. Rawa can also modify verbs
like hangaia in (8), confirmation that verbal
modification is taking place can be gleaned from
the passive agreement that takes place on
rawatia. The adjective wera is modified by rawa
in (9). Whereas (10) and (11), show rawa
modifying a negative and question word, i.e.
kāore and aha, respectively.

Moving on, in example (5) tense is marked on
the verb hoko with kua. The token hoko is given
the POS tag VERB, and the separate
tense-marker token kua is given the POS tag
AUX. However, tense and aspect can also be
marked on numbers in Māori, Harlow (2015:
256). This is the case in example (6) wherein
whā, or four, is also marked with the perfect
aspect marker kua. This is in the same way that
verbs, such as hoko in (5) are tense-marked. This
is not limited to te reo Māōri, numbers that
behave like verbs are also found in Choctaw and
Jarawara (Dixon, 2012).

7) Mā
ADP
ADP
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koutou
3PL
PRON

rawa
MOD
MOD

e
TNS
AUX

rangatira
te
kōrero
lead
DET.SG
discussion
VERB
DET
NOUN
“It is you who should lead the discussion”
8) Hanga-ia rawa-tia
build-PASS MOD-PASS
VERB
MOD

tags just for the sake of it. An example of the
PART tag being used in our data is with te reo
Māori words of negation, such as kāore in (10).
12) Kāore
au
i
NEG
1SG
PST
PART
PRON AUX
“I did not go”

he
DET.INDF
DET

whare
hou
mōna
house
new
ADP.3SG
NOUN
ADJ
ADPRON
“A new house was built especially for her”
9) He
PRED
AUX

wera
hot
ADJ

rawa
MOD
MOD

There is another class of words for which there
is no suitable traditional label. When first-person
singular,
second-person singular and
third-person singular pronouns, i.e. ahau, koe
and ia, combine with certain adpositions, i.e. tā,
ā, tō, ō, mā and mō they combine into a single
word, (Bauer, 1997). These new combinations
are concurrently both pronouns and adpositions.
This can be seen in example (14) wherein tō and
ahau have combined into tōku. By contrast, tō
does not combine with koutou in (13).

te
DET.SG
DET

kai?
food
NOUN
“Is the food too hot?”
10) Kāore
rawa
mātou i
NEG
MOD 3PL
PST
PART
MOD PRON AUX
“We really do not know”
11) He
PRED
AUX

aha
rawa
what
MOD
PRON MOD

haere
go
VERB

mōhio
know
VERB

13) Me
DEON
AUX

hoki
go_back
VERB

au
ki
1SG
ADP
PRON ADP

tō
koutou
SG.POSS
3PL
ADP
PRON
“I should go back to your house”

te
DET.SG
DET

take?
reason
NOUN
“What is the reason?”

14) Me
DEON
AUX

hoki
go_back
VERB

whare
house
NOUN

au
ki
1SG
ADP
PRON ADP

tōku
whare
SG.POSS.1SG
house
ADPRON
NOUN
“I should go back go to my house”

Of course, it is fair to ask why we did not use
the UD POS tag “Particle”, hereafter PART, for
te reo Māori “particles”. As per the UD
guidelines, PART is said to often encode
grammatical categories such as “negation, mood,
tense”, see UD guidelines, (References section
below). However, crucially the “particles” of te
reo Māori do not encode any of these categories.
The UD PART tag is also a landing spot for
words “that do not satisfy definitions of other
universal parts of speech”. For Indigenous or
non-European languages, such as Māori, this in
particular feels unsatisfactory. Rather than
providing an accurate tag, anything that is
deemed to fall outside of “universal” grammar is
cast-off into the ambiguous PART category.
Therefore, we chose to create a POS tag that
would be fitting for this part of te reo Māori
grammar. In a wider context, this fits with our
vision statement mentioned above.

These are not very common, but do occur in
other languages, such as Irish, where they are
commonly called prepositional pronouns. A UD
Tagset that was developed for Irish simply tags
these
as
preposition/PREP.
Yet,
this
representation is not as accurate as it could be,
they are at once both prepositions and pronouns
in the grammar of Irish. Furthermore, the UD
guidelines do not provide for such a word class.
With this in mind, we worked with our Māori
speakers and linguists to faithfully capture and
represent the equivalent te reo Māori word class.
From working with our Māori speakers and
linguists, it became clear that UD conventions do
not have a suitable label for either “particles” or
“adposition-pronouns”. As such we created two
new Māori specific labels for our tagset, i.e.
modifier/MOD
and
adposition-pronoun/ADPRON.

It should be noted however, that when and
where the UD PART tag was applicable it was
used and does appear in our tagset. This is the
case for all the UD tags, we did not create new
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Māori in the minds of its speakers. At present,
this same Māori lead approach is being expanded
to include a feature layer that would include
features relevant to Māori such as kupu mino and
te reo ā-kāinga which are similar but different to
loanwords and dialect respectively. Even at the
most surface level of our tagging conventions,
we do not use terms like dialect, when they are
not appropriate to Maōri society.

4. Categories do not reflect a Māori
worldview of the Māori language.
As has been said above, some UD conventions
do not reflect a Māori worldview of the Māori
language. For instance, the term Māori indicates
Indigenous to Aotearoa. By contrast, Pākehā
means of European origin, and te reo Pākehā is
the Māori term for the English language. In our
corpus, there are some instances of
code-switching between Māori and English, and
also between Māori and other Polynesian
languages.

5. Conclusion
Our tagset uses a total of 21 POS labels. They
have been used to annotate our datasets, which
contain over 40,000 tokens. The datasets cover
many genres and are being constantly expanded.
We have used our tagset and annotated datasets
to build Whakairo Kupu, our POS tagger for te
reo Māori. In our most recent Whakairo Kupu
model, the precision was 92.5%, and the recall
was 93.1%. These increased from 86.3% and
48.3% respectively in the very first model.

The UD guidelines recommend that foreign
words receive the POS label “X“, however this is
problematic for us. Although the English
language is not Indigenous to Aotearoa, to label
English language words as “X” fails to capture
the complex bi-cultural reality of modern-day
Aotearoa. And to label other Polynesian
languages as foreign disregards the historical,
linguistic, cultural and genealogical ties among
Pacific peoples. If we were to use “X” to tag all
words that are not in te reo Māori, then English
and other Polynesian languages would be
conglomerated, or homogenised, into one group.
Furthermore, it also limits the usefulness of our
tagger for future applications where these
languages are often mixed.

With regard to sharing our data, or allowing
the use of Whakairo Kupu, Te Hiku Media
operates under its Kaitiakitanga Licence. This
quotation in (15) from our Papa Reo website best
explains it. For more about the Kaitiakitanga
Licence see our Papa Reo website (References
section below).
15) Te Hiku Media have developed a
Kaitiakitanga licence, which states that data
is not owned but as cared for… Te Hiku
Media are merely caretakers of the data and
seek to ensure that all decisions made about
the use of that data respect it’s mana and
that of the people from whom it
descends…Māori data will not be openly
released, but requests for access to the data,
or for the use of the tools developed under
the platform, will be managed using tikanga
Māori.

This resulted in the creation of two further
Māori specific labels, Pākehā/PAKEHA for
English language words, and MOANANUI for
the cousin-languages of Māori. The creation of
these Pākehā/PAKEHA and MOANANUI labels,
allow us to distinguish other languages from te
reo Māori, without disregarding the connections
between the speakers of te reo Māori and other
Polynesian languages.
The UD guidelines and tagsets have been used
to tag languages where there is code-switching
such as Turkish-German and Frisian-Dutch. It is
our understanding that in such cases both
languages are given UD tags. This approach
would not work for us for two reasons. Firstly, as
a small Māori Indigenous organisation, POS
tagging English would not be a worthwhile use
of our resources. Secondly, while we need to
differentiate the other Polynesian languages from
te reo Māori in our data, we would not create a
tagset, nor presume to tag them without
permission from the speakers of those languages.

In terms of applications for Whakairo Kupu, as
it stands, not only does it POS tag te reo, but it
has been used to build a grammar checker. It is
also being used as a foundation for building a
Named Entity Recognition tagger for te reo
Māori.
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7. Abbreviations
1 first-person num

number

3 third-person PART

particle

ADP

adposition

PASS

passive

ADPRON

adpositional
-pronoun
PFV

perfect

AUX

auxiliary

PL

plural

DEON

deontic
modality

POSS

possessum

DET

determiner

PRED

predicative

dir

directional

PRON

pronoun

INDF

indefinite

PST

past

MOD

modifier

SG

singular

NEG

negative

TNS

tense
marker

NOUN

noun

VERB

verb
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Abstract

a few hundreds3 .
In this paper, we examine one specific indigenous language, spoken in Quebec and
Labrador, Innu-Aimun (ISO code moe 4 , Glottolog
mont12685 ). Like the aforementioned languages,
its presence in the country’s linguistic landscape
is fragile, especially compared to the official languages (English and French). While linguistic resources do exist for Innu-Aimun, the development
of its language technology and NLP applications is
almost inexistent.
Our contributions to the current research consist
in two main parts: (1) a survey of Innu-Aimun
linguistic resources and technology, followed by
(2) discussions and perspectives concerning how to
develop Innu-Aimun language technology and the
role it could have for the community.
The structure of this paper is described as follows: Section 2 describes Innu-Aimun and its linguistic situation, and surveys the available linguistic resources and technologies. Section 3 addresses
the question of how Innu-Aimun language technology should be developed, including the importance
of collaboration with the community, examining
language-related social issues and discussing what
role technology could have to help on these issues.
Section 4 provides some ideas for short term and
longer term developments, focusing on short term
development perspectives and how they could be
carried out. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper
and suggests future directions for further research.

Innu-Aimun is an Algonquian language spoken
in Eastern Canada. It is the language of the
Innu, an indigenous people that now lives for
the most part in a dozen communities across
Quebec and Labrador. Although it is alive,
Innu-Aimun sees important preservation and revitalization challenges and issues. The state of
its technology is still nascent, with very few existing applications. This paper proposes a first
survey of the available linguistic resources and
existing technology for Innu-Aimun. Considering the existing linguistic and textual resources,
we argue that developing language technology
is feasible and propose first steps towards NLP
applications like machine translation. The goal
of developing such technologies is first and
foremost to help efforts in improving language
transmission and cultural safety and preservation for Innu-Aimun speakers, as those are considered urgent and vital issues. Finally, we
discuss the importance of close collaboration
and consultation with the Innu community in
order to ensure that language technologies are
developed respectfully and in accordance with
that goal.

1

Fatiha Sadat
Université du Québec à Montréal
sadat.fatiha@uqam.ca

Introduction

In 2016, there were over 70 different indigenous
languages in Canada, which together cumulated
260,550 speakers1 , for a total country population
of 35,151,7282 . This number of indigenous language speakers shows how light their demographic
weight is, considering the length of indigenous people’s presence throughout the country. Yet this
number also hides important disparities between indigenous languages. While Cree, spoken in four of
the country’s provinces, counts over 96,000 speakers, other languages like Haida are only spoken by

2

Language Description and Survey

2.1

Innu-Aimun language

Innu-Aimun is a language spoken by the Innu, an
indigenous people of Canada, formerly known as
Montagnais (Mollen, 2006). It is a polysynthetic
3

Statistics Canada: The Aboriginal languages of First Nations people, Métis and Inuit
4
ISO 639-3 - moe
5
Glottolog - mont1268

1

Statistics Canada: The Aboriginal languages of First Nations people, Métis and Inuit
2
Statistics Canada: Census Profile, 2016 Census
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language and part of the Algonquian language family and of the Cree-Innu-Naskapi dialect continuum
(Drapeau, 2014b). In 2017, the number of speakers was estimated at 12,000, spread over a dozen
communities (Baraby et al., 2017).
As noted by Baraby et al. (2017), Innu-Aimun
is “[...] alive but still fragile”. Its state of preservation can be seen as part of the broader situation of indigenous languages in Canada. Generally
speaking there is a transfer to the majority language
(English in general, French mostly in the case of
Innu) and indigenous language fluency is lower in
younger age groups than in older ones (Drapeau,
2011). In some Innu communities, lexical erosion
has been observed due to the high rate of bilingualism among speakers (Drapeau, 2014a).
Originally an oral language with several dialects,
Innu-Aimun had its orthography standardized in
1989 (Mollen, 2006). This standardization work,
done through a consultation between representatives of the different dialects, concerns only the
written language; the differences in pronunciation between dialects remain (Mollen, 2006). The
standard Innu-Aimun orthography is based on the
Latin alphabet and includes a special character: the
“superscript-u”. This character has its own unicode
code point 6 , which has been incorporated in a keyboard developed specifically for Innu-Aimun 7 .
2.2 Existing Innu-Aimun Resources and
Technological Applications
While several linguistics resources are available,
there are very few technological applications for
Innu-Aimun. These were developed primarily for
educational and language preservation purposes.
This section describes existing linguistic resources
for Innu-Aimun and applications that are part of a
joint development effort with Cree language.
2.2.1 Primary linguistic resources
Despite its significant preservation challenges,
Innu-Aimun is one of the best documented indigenous languages in Canada, and its documentation
has become more technology-based in recent years
(Baraby et al., 2017). Among the primary linguistic resources is the Innu Grammar (Grammaire de
la langue innue) by Drapeau (2014b), which describes in detail many aspects of the Innu-Aimun
grammatical structures.

The 1991 Montagnais-French Dictionnary (Dictionnaire Montagnais-français) by Drapeau (1991)
was the first to use the standardized orthography
(Mollen, 2006). The most up-to-date published
dictionary available is the Innu-French Dictionary
(2016, second edition) which includes more than
28,000 Innu-Aimun words 8 . However, an online
version of this dictionary is available9 and it is regularly expanded with new words (this tool is further
discussed in the following section).
For conjugation, the guide Conjugation of Innu
verbs (Conjugaison des verbes innus) by Baraby
and Junker (2011) is available as a Website 10 . This
guide is based on the work started with Guide pratique des principales conjugaisons en montagnais
(Baraby, 1998) which has since been updated.
2.2.2 Integrated Web tools and Search Engine
With Integrated Web tools for Innu language maintenance, Junker et al. (2016) presented a series of
Web tools intended primarily for bilingual speakers of Innu-Aimun and whose main goal was the
preservation of the language. These included language learning games, several basic language resources (grammars, lexicons, etc.), a catalog of
works in Innu-Aimun (including educational books,
children’s stories, etc.), an online dictionary and a
verb conjugation application.
The verb conjugation application, developed by
Baraby and Junker (2011), organizes verbs with
respect to Innu-Aimun conjugation structure and
includes audio clips for the pronunciation in the
eastern and western dialects. The trilingual, pandialectal online dictionary (mentioned in the previous section) structures search results with respect
to the Innu-Aimun morphology. Table 1 shows
examples of entries from the Innu-Aimun-English
part of dictionary. The dictionary uses the orthographic flexibility of the Innu-Aimun search engine
developed by Junker and Stewart (2008).
In Building search engines for Algonquian languages, Junker and Stewart (2008) developed a
search engine for East Cree (an Algonquian language related to Innu-Aimun) and then adapted it
to Innu-Aimun. The authors’ work consists of two
parts: flexible orthographic search and verb search.
The flexible orthographic search aims to solve different spellings problem for the same word, as the
recent standardization of spelling, the existence of
8

Tshakapesh Institute - Dictionnaire Innu-Français
https://dictionary.innu-aimun.ca/
10
https://verbe.innu-aimun.ca
9

6

Innu-Aimun.ca - Writing and Technology (in French)
7
Keyboard layout for Ilnu/Innu Aimun
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Main verb (English)

see
make

Examples of bilingual entries
Innu-Aimun

English

eukuan
tepapameu
unapatamu

oh yeah!, I see!
s/he has seen enough of him/her
s/he is mistaken about what s/he sees; s/he loses sight of it

tutamu
tutamueu

s/he makes it
s/he makes it for someone

Table 1: Example entries from the Innu-English online dictionary (Junker et al., 2016)

several dialects and the predominance of oral language mean that users will often look for a word
with a different orthography than the standard one.
The verb search component consists of a flexible
search in a database of verbal paradigms, which
identifies the most likely root and reconstructs the
verb in its standard form. This aims to solve a
challenge arising from the different forms of verb
inflections in Cree and Innu-Aimun, as users can
search for verbs in their non-canonical form.
Hasler et al. (2018) proposed an online terminology forum for multiple Algonquian languages,
including Innu-Aimun, in order to provide translations and definitions for specialized terms in several
fields such as healthcare, justice or environment.
The forum is a tool for collaborative terminology
development, with participation from communities
and review from translators.
2.3 Existing Innu-Aimun digitized resources
To our knowledge, there is no publicly available
annotated or aligned Innu-Aimun corpora, and few
research works report on this subject. There exists however a certain amount of publicly available
monolingual, bilingual and trilingual Innu-Aimun
digitized texts.
2.3.1 Transcription and linguistic annotation

Kuhn et al. (2020) presented the language technology project by NRC Canada and its collaborators. This project aims to transcribe oral recordings
for several indigenous languages in Canada, including Innu-Aimun.

2.3.2

Multilingual textual resources

The Tshakapesh Institute has an online catalog offering many texts in Innu-Aimun. This includes
pedagogical books (primary and preschool), stories
for children, novels, poetry, non-fiction and other
types of works11 . However, many of these texts are
available only in non-digitized versions.
The publishing house Mémoire d’encrier, publishes bilingual Innu-Aimun-French works, such as
novels (notably reeditions of works by Innu author
An Antane Kapesh12 ) and collections of poems (notably by the Innu poet Joséphine Bacon13 ). Some
of those titles are also published in bilingual InnuAimun-English versions14 ; those can thus be considered as trilingual Innu-Aimun-French-English
texts.
On rarer occasions, texts in multiple indigenous
languages are made available. The FNQLSDI (First
Nations of Quebec and Labrador Sustainable Development Institute) produces documents in 6 languages including English, French, Innu-Aimun and
other indigenous languages such as East Cree, and
sometimes up to 12 languages 15 .

Citing the lack of linguistic documentation despite
its importance to the preservation of the language,
Drapeau and Lambert-Brétière (2013) presented
a project to create and make available a corpus
of linguistically analyzed Innu-Aimun texts. The
corpus was built through the segmentation and tran11
scription of oral recordings in standard orthography.
Tshakapesh Institute - Catalogue
12
Mémoire d’encrier - An Antane Kapesh
The text analysis includes morphological segmen13
Mémoire d’encrier - Joséphine Bacon
tation and translation into French and English. The
14
For example: Mawenzi House - Message Sticks (Tshissinresult is a multimodal, multilingual annotated Innu- uatshitakana)
15
Aimun corpus.
FNQLSDI - Multilingual books
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3

Discussion: How Should Technology Be
Developed for Innu-Aimun?

3.2

3.1 The imperative of respecting and
collaborating with the community
Social and ethical aspects are of particularly great
importance when it comes to practicing research
involving indigenous languages in Canada. This
should be emphasized not only considering the precarious situation of these languages, but also—and
most importantly—in light of the well documented
historical prejudices and subsisting societal issues
indigenous communities have been subjected to.
This includes the appalling legacy of the Indian
Residential Schools system, as documented by the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada16 .
Such considerations are crucial for indigenous languages in Canada in general and they should absolutely be kept in mind for Innu-Aimun language
technology development.
As per the directives of the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council (SSHRC) of Canada,
“Whatever the methodologies or perspectives that
apply in a given context, researchers who conduct
indigenous research, whether they are indigenous
or non-indigenous themselves, commit to respectful relationships with all indigenous peoples and
communities.”17
Indigenous research should as much as possible
be done by and for the community. In the case of
indigenous language technology development, this
takes an even greater significance as such research
aims first and foremost to have a concrete positive impact indigenous communities. Language
technologies must address in their development the
needs as well as the concerns of the community
they serve.
If the developed technologies result in tools intended as applications with end users, evaluation
of the technologies by members of the community
should be a key component of a collaborative development. In the case of indigenous languages
in Canada, an example of such an evaluation for
a precise language is the one carried by Bontogon
(2016) for a Plains Cree computer-aided language
learning tool (CALL).
16

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council - Definition of Terms, indigenous Research
17

Language and social issues

Among the most urgent linguistic issues expressed
by some community members18 is the need for better and safer interactions between Innu and health
and social workers, as well as in the educational
and justice systems. In the latter, ensuring the clarity of interactions with an indigenous person, by
using an interpreter if need be, is not only important
but a legal obligation, as described by Newashish
and Boivin (2019).
Language plays an important role in culturally
safe communications with health workers, as discussed by Møller (2016) in their study of language
for nursing in Nunavut and Greenland. Cultural
safety overall has been identified as important to
ensure safe interactions with health workers: if interactions between indigenous patients and health
workers are not adequate, this can lead to potentially disastrous situations like death, as has been
recently concluded by a coroner inquiry following
the death of an indigenous patient in Canada19 .
The Viens Commission final report20 mentions
that 54% of indigenous people in Quebec live in
cities rather than in indigenous communities and
that this makes access to services in their language
all the more difficult. The need to improve the
relation and interactions between Innu and nonindigenous in urban context has also been identified as an important matter by Leroux (2014) when
examining cohabitation within Sept-Îles: difference in native language between non-indigenous
and Innu is considered to play a role in the divide
between the two.
The Innu-Aimun language is an integral part of
Innu identity and this makes language preservation
all the more important. As highlighted by Leroux
(2014) through her interviews with Innu community members, the attempted assimilation of the
Innu people to the dominant non-indigenous society is still profoundly felt and has had an impact
on transmission of the language.
According to one Innu-Aimun teacher from the
Uashat mak Mani-utenam community, with whom
we exchanged, the language is highly endangered.
Rare are the students that properly master their
mother tongue and French dominates in day-to-day
interactions. Not enough time in the curriculum,
18
ITUM (Innu Takuaikan Uashat mak Mani-utenam) Council of Uashat mak Mani-utenam
19
Investigation Report on the Death of Joyce Echaquan (in
French)
20
Final report of the Viens Commission (in French)
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she says, is allocated to teaching Innu-Aimun and
preserving the language should overall be considered as a more pressing societal concern.
3.3 NLP and Innu-Aimun revitalization
As stated earlier, research in Innu-Aimun language
technologies should first address the priorities and
needs of the Innu communities, as expressed by
them. For that matter, consultation with the community is a key part of such research. In this section, we offer ideas of roles Innu-Aimun language
technology could play, as a first step towards further consulting the community—should it be to
validate these ideas or to stimulate discussion on
the matter and encourage other ideas.
Language preservation is a role commonly projected onto indigenous language technologies. We
indeed believe language technologies could help
preserve Innu-Aimun by acting as educational tools
to native speakers and by acting as technologicallyoriented language documentation. From the existing tools like online bilingual dictionaries to
potential developments like machine translation,
conversational agents and learning assistants, we
think language technology could help support native speakers learn their language or improve their
knowledge of it, and especially so in a context of
prevailing bilingualism.
Some community members have said in discussions we held with them that in their view, an even
more important role language technology could
play is that of raising awareness and understanding within non-indigenous people. It is believed
that gaining better knowledge of Innu-Aimun could
help better raise awareness and understand Innu
realities, which is of great importance for reconciliation. This becomes even more crucial for nonindigenous workers that interact with the community, as is often the case in the health and education sectors. When it comes to interactions in the
context of health and education services, ensuring
language knowledge becomes a matter of cultural
safety. This need has already been recognized and
some steps have been taken, like the recent creation
of a program for translation and interpretation to
and from Innu-Aimun 21 . We think the development of cross-lingual Innu-Aimun technologies is
in line with those efforts and could be of great help
to ensure cultural safety.
21
Sept-Îles Cégep launches an Innu language translation
program (in French)

4

Perspectives: Innu-Aimun and NLP

In light of the discussed roles for Innu-Aimun language technology, we present here our proposed
vision for potential technological developments in
collaboration with the ITUM group22 . This vision
is divided into two more accessible developments
in the short term and two longer term developments.
4.1

Short term

4.1.1

Towards a first machine translation
system

We consider machine translation could be a useful tool to the Innu community, both for language
learning and to assist professional translators and
teachers. On the language learning side, machine
translation could serve as an extension or an enhancement of bilingual dictionaries. When it comes
to forming Innu-Aimun words that correctly grasp
the desired context, automated sentence translation could prove useful and machine translation
can help reach that goal. On translation assistance,
we concur with the view brought by Littell et al.
(2018): that a general-purpose system like Google
Translate is probably not achievable with the current state of resources and that translation assistance is a more accessible goal. Such an approach
would also be more empowering for the community
as it would aim to assist rather than replace Innu
translators.
4.1.1.1

Parallel corpora

With the publicly available bilingual and trilingual
Innu-Aimun texts, it is certainly possible to create
experimental Innu-Aimun-French and Innu-AimunEnglish parallel corpora. Some of the bilingual
works mentioned earlier are only available in paper, while some are available in ebook and PDF
formats. Naturally, books available in paper only
would require a significant amount of work in order to be rendered usable as parallel data, as it
would involve scanning the documents and using
OCR (Optical Character Recognition) methods in
order to obtain workable text. Considering only
Innu-Aimun-French bilingual texts that are easily
obtainable as ebook or PDF, we estimate that at
least 3000 parallel Innu-Aimun-French sentences
could be collectable with minimal effort. Such a
22
ITUM (Innu Takuaikan Uashat mak Mani-utenam) - the
council of Uashat mak Mani-utenam
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small number of examples might not be enough
to train an Innu-Aimun-specific translation model,
but it could be put to contribution using machine
learning techniques that are better adapted to lowresource or zero-shot settings and that harness data
from other languages, as discussed in the following
section.
Table 2 examines three bilingual corpora for the
Innu-Aimun and French language pair: FNQLSDI
books23 , Mémoire d’encrier poetry24 and Mémoire
d’encrier novels & essays25 . The number of parallel sentences is an approximation and it might
vary following proper alignment. Also in this table is the vocabulary size for each corpus and the
percentage of words from this vocabulary that are
absent from the most complete Innu-Aimun dictionary available 26 . We can observe that in all
three cases, a very high proportion of the words
found on the Innu-Aimun side (82-87%) are outof-dictionary. Some of the out-of-dictionary words
are simply proper nouns or words borrowed from
other languages (e.g. French). But the main explanation probably resides in the polysynthetic nature
of the language: as morphemes agglutinate to form
longer words, a high proportion of the words will
be in fact found in an inflected form that is not
present in the dictionary. This observation also
serves as a reminder of the importance of segmentation for the development of machine translation
for Innu-Aimun.
The Innu-Aimun-French dictionary itself could
be put to use as parallel data for Machine Translation. The 28K+ words and definitions found in
the dictionary could probably not be counted as so
many parallel sentences. But since many of these
words are provided with translations that are as
long as a sentence due to their high morphology,
the parallel data found in the Innu-Aimun dictionary is certainly more useful to machine translation
than that found in traditional bilingual dictionaries (where translation is usually provided as single
corresponding words).
Since recent NMT (Neural Machine Translation) methods using auxiliary, higher-resourced
languages have shown positive results for lowresource language pairs, even when the languages
are unrelated (see Section 4.1.1.2), it is appropriate
to survey other indigenous languages in Canada,
23

FNQLSDI - Multilingual books
Mémoire d’encrier - Joséphine Bacon
25
Mémoire d’encrier - An Antane Kapesh
26
Innu-Aimun online dictionary
24

with regard to their proximity and the availability
of training data.
While the availability of open parallel corpora
(and training data in general) is a major challenge
for most indigenous languages in Canada, such a
corpus has been published for the Inuktitut-English
language pair and has made possible the development of machine translation models (Littell et al.,
2018). This corpus contains in its third and latest
version over 1.4 million pairs of aligned InuktitutEnglish sentences, all collected from the proceedings of the Nunavut Hansard which is published in
both languages (Joanis et al., 2020). This, according to the authors, constitutes the largest publicly
available parallel corpus for a polysynthetic language.
Atikamekw, another indigenous language of
Canada that belongs to the same family as InnuAimun (Algonquian languages) has a wikimedia
project27 , which could help construct comparable
corpora for these category of languages and thus
enrich a multilingual neural machine translation
framework. In addition, some of the FNQLSDI
books available in Innu-Aimun are also available
in Atikamekw, as well as in East Cree .
4.1.1.2 Applying methods for extremely lowresource language pairs
A large variety of methods have been proposed
in different contexts to improve neural machine
translation results for low-resource language pairs,
as recent surveys show (Wang et al., 2021; Haddow
et al., 2021). Several of these methods involve
making use of data from auxiliary languages (such
as transfer learning, multilingual modelling and
others). Keeping in mind that the main goal of
first experiments in machine translation is to assess
feasibility, we focus here on the methods that allow
the direct use of the parallel resources that have
been mentioned so far.
Multilingual modelling, which aims at harnessing the most of many languages by sharing parameters between them, has shown good results
for low-resource language pairs. This is done by
Johnson et al. (2017), which show that it is possible to improve results for lower-resourced languages by combining them into a single model
along with higher-resourced language pairs (with a
total of 12 pairs). More recent contributions push
27
https://atj.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Otitikowin
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Corpus
FNQLSDI books
Mémoire d’encrier poetry
Mémoire d’encrier novels & essays

Number of parallel sentences

Innu-Aimun vocabulary size

% of out-of-dictionary words

1,450
110
1,670

4,453
1,558
4,170

87%
82%
87%

Table 2: Parallel Innu-Aimun - French corpora

the number of languages much higher and label the
method “massively multilingual modelling”. Aharoni et al. (2019) for example train models in oneto-many and many-to-one settings combining 102
languages and many-to-many models combining
59 languages. They improve previous results for
low-resource pairs and show that adding more languages improves zero-shot performances, but pointout there exists a trade-off between the number of
languages and overall translation performance, especially for higher-resourced pairs.
The goal of keeping a better performance for all
language pairs in a multilingual model does not
apply to our proposed experiments for Innu-Aimun
translation: if adding more languages helps improve results for our low-resourced target language
pairs, then there is no incentive not do so. Furthermore, recent results suggest that transfer learning
can even be beneficial to unrelated languages that
have different alphabets (Kocmi and Bojar, 2018).
Another method of interest is meta-learning,
which Gu et al. (2018) applied on low-resource
machine translation. They show meta-learning can
significantly improve translation results for lowerresourced pairs, especially in zero-shot situations
or when training with few examples.

tun, other indigenous languages in Canada (Le and
Sadat, 2020b, 2021).
In the absence of a language-specific segmentation model, some unsupervised methods (i.e. learning methods that do not require annotated data)
allow the training of a model using solely monolingual data from the target language. This is the
case of the BPE (Byte Pair Encoding) method proposed for segmentation by Sennrich et al. (2016),
which merges most frequent pairs of characters
or n-grams (i.e. sequences of items like words,
syllables, letters, etc.) found in the text to construct a subword vocabulary for the targeted language. However, such a method does not replace
a language-specific segmentation model. For example, Le and Sadat (2020a) improve the translation results obtained by Joanis et al. (2020) on
their Nunavut Hansard Inuktitut-English corpus by
proposing their own Inuktitut-specific segmentation model.
A logical step to develop an Innu-specific segmentation model is to adapt to Innu-Aimun the
Plains Cree FST model proposed by Snoek et al.
(2014). The authors consider their model to be
adaptable to other Algonquian languages, since
the language structure would be similar. Another
similar approach would be to use the same devel4.1.2 Developing a morphological segmenter
opment method used by Snoek et al. (2014) and
Harrigan et al. (2017) for Plains Cree or by Arppe
We take the view that one of the first steps to take
et al. (2017) for East Cree, in order to develop an
for Innu-Aimun language technology development
FST model specific to Innu.
is to consolidate and expand building blocks that
are considered part of a basic language toolkit, as
Another possible approach for Innu-Aimun autodescribed for Plains Cree by Arppe et al. (2016). mated segmentation is the semi-supervised method,
These building blocks, like lexical databases, writ- as used by Le and Sadat (2021) to develop their segten corpora and transcriptors, are not only impor- mentation model for Inuinnaqtun (an endangered
tant technological tools for languages but also form
indigenous language of Canada). Semi-supervised
the basis for more advanced developments.
methods are usually hybrid approaches that comA fundamental building block to develop for
bine unsupervised methods with the use of availInnu-Aimun is automated morphological segmen- able annotated data. In the case of Le and Sadat
tation. As stated earlier, the polysynthetic nature of
(2021), the proposed approach uses the Adaptor
Innu-Aimun makes some of its words equivalent to
Grammars based framework by Eskander et al.
whole sentences in Indo-European languages. This
(2020), which can learn a model based on a list
trait makes the use of morphological segmenta- of unsegmented words using grammar rules. These
tion almost inevitable for applications like machine
rules can also include a list of morphemes from the
translation, as described for Inuktitut and Inuinnaq- target language.
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The semi-supervised approach is promising in
the Innu-Aimun context, since enough linguistic
documentation exists to define general grammar
patterns as done by Le and Sadat (2021) and since a
list of Innu-Aimun words and morphemes could be
collected from the available dictionaries and verb
conjugators. Counting the number of unique InnuAimun words currently found in the Innu-Aimun
online dictionnary, combined with the words found
the corpora analyzed in Table 2, a vocabulary size
of 34K can be obtained and put to use in semisupervised automated segmentation methods.
4.2 Longer term
4.2.1 Cross-lingual conversational agent
We propose the longer term development of a crosslingual conversational agent whose primary purpose would be to act as an intelligent language tutor.
This can be seen as being in line with the existing
interactive learning games, proposed as part of the
integrated web tools by Junker et al. (2016). First
steps in the construction of the agent would involve
collecting a Question-Answering dataset within
educational and health groups/centers in Innu communities. Such a tool would assist not only native speakers in their learning of Innu-Aimun, but
also non-native speakers in their communication
and understanding of the communities’ culture and
realities. It could play a positive role especially
for beginner-level learners and in contexts where
access to an Innu-Aimun teacher is problematic—
which is the case especially outside communities.
4.2.2 Automatic Innu-Aimun multimodal
machine translation

dialect variances, and other restrictions, it is difficult to create strong ASR systems for indigenous
languages (Jimerson and Prud’hommeaux, 2018).
In the case of Innu-Aimun, not only is the writing far from its pronunciation, but the existence of
multiple dialects means there are multiple ways to
pronounce, depending on the region or community,
as mentionned by Mollen (2006).
Despite significant challenges, developing multimodal systems would help to better represent cultural and ancestral data through voice—considering
that Innu-Aimun is traditionally an oral language
Mollen (2006). Fortunately, in the last few years,
there have been efforts to digitise content in InnuAimun, both in text and in audio format, as stated
in section 2.2.

5

Conclusion

Despite substantial challenges ahead, like the limited amount of resources available or the complexity of the language, we consider the development
of more advanced Innu-Aimun technology to be
feasible. We also consider such a development to
be important, in view of the very real social issues related to Innu-Aimun. We believe language
technologies like machine translation could be useful in the efforts to ensure language transmission
and improve cultural safety in services. The first
steps we proposed in this article, besides their goal
of demonstrating feasibility, will help better understand the difficulties in processing Innu-Aimun
texts and building technological modules like morphological and translation models. This will allow
defining further steps towards the longer term goals
like intelligent tutors, conversational agents and automatic transcription.

As stated earlier, standardization of Innu-Aimun orthography is relatively recent (since 1989) (Mollen,
2006). This means many community members
learned the language before the standardization ocAcknowledgements
curred. Automated transcription could bridge the
gap between how speakers use their language and
how orthography-based tools function.
The authors are grateful to the community of
Among indigenous languages in Canada, an at- Uashat Mak Mani-Utenam, Samuel Marticotte for
tempt was made with the development of an ASR
his role in initiating this project, Mrs. Denise Jour(Automatic Speech Recognition) system for Inuk- dain for sharing her knowledge and experience, and
titut (Gupta and Boulianne, 2020). This project
Prof. Yvette Mollen for her precious advices and
aimed to automatically transcribe Inuktitut and
feedbacks. We also thank the anonymous reviewers
used 23 hours of transcribed Inuktitut oral stories
for their valuable comments. This work has been
to build an acoustic model.
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However, relying on voice-based technologies
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brings significant challenges. Due to lack of data,
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Abstract

for the study of the Irish acquisition process. The
system is complex in that it integrates a number
of linguistic and speech resources into a single
user-friendly application for learners, while being hosted within a management system that enables high-level guidance by teachers and/or autonomous learning by individuals. A crucial feature is that An Scéalaí collects valuable learner
data, hitherto unavailable, encompassing both the
learners’ linguistic output and their engagement
with the language tools of the system.

This paper describes how emerging linguistic resources and technologies can be used to
build a language learning platform for Irish,
an endangered language. This platform, An
Scéalaí, harvests learner corpora – a vital resource both to study the stages of learners’ language acquisition and to guide future platform
development. A technical description of the
platform is provided, including details of how
different speech technologies and linguistic resources are fused to provide a holistic learner
experience. The active continuous participation of the community, and platform evaluations by learners and teachers, are discussed.

1

An Scéalaí has entailed a cycle of design, implementation, testing, evaluation, redesign, and at the
heart of the process has been an extensive collaboration with sectors of the language learning community. As an online system, it has been one of the
fortuitous consequences of the global pandemic
that an acute appetite for such a resource has resulted in a context which facilitated widespread
testing. The present account provides a flavour of
the developmental process and discusses the wider
potential of this type of platform for many other
minority and endangered languages.

Introduction

This paper presents our experience in developing an intelligent-Computer-Assisted Language
Learning (iCALL) platform for the Irish language,
An Scéalaí (‘The Storyteller’). It promotes the
study of Irish, an endangered language, in two
distinct ways. Firstly, it deploys linguistic and
computational resources to optimise the language
learning process. Secondly, it harvests data about
how language learners use the platform and stores
learners’ linguistic compositions, which is crucial

An Scéalaí, as an iCALL platform, is intelligent
in that it utilises speech and NLP knowledge and
resources in an integrated platform that can opti109
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mise the learners’ acquisition of the four language
skills (writing, listening, reading and speaking) in
a holistic way. It is also intelligent in capturing the
many dimensions of how learners progress in the
development of their language skills, providing an
intelligent learner corpus (An Corpas Cliste). This
corpus will guide the future content and platform
development.
The platform has involved the integration of different disciplines (linguistics, computational linguistics, engineering sciences) with expertise in
the local language and its context. For us, and for
many working with minority or endangered languages, getting such an integrated research environment has been very challenging (see more below). As mentioned, a crucial partner in the enterprise has been the active participation of the teaching and learning community. The platform and
the experience described here hopefully demonstrates how such interdisciplinary research and development can work alongside a language community, to provide smart learning technologies that
will serve future generations of learners and researchers in the field.

2

Irish Speech and Language Technology

Despite some flourishing of speech and language
resource development for Irish in recent years
it remains, in the wider picture, very underresourced. The lack of speech and language technologies has inevitable consequences in an increasingly digital world. Indeed, this deficit of
resources for minority and endangered languages
has been described as a digital timebomb (Ní Chasaide et al., 2020), in that it increasingly narrows
the domains in which the language can be used,
even by native speakers.
An Scéalaí is part of a wider initiative, ABAIR,
whose mission is the development of linguistic resources, both to document the living language, and
to underpin the development of core speech technologies. This initiative is particularly known for
the provision of synthetic voices (TTS)1 for the
three main dialects of Irish (note there is no standard spoken variety, a common feature of minority
languages). An automatic speech recognition system (ASR)2 is also at prototype stage. A central
concern is the development of the most urgently
needed applications, unlike the case of technology in the major languages where development
is profit-led. Of particular importance for language maintenance and transmission are sophisticated, interactive educational applications. A further related concern is the provision for those with
speech/language or communication difficulties.

Background

2.1 Context: Irish, an Endangered Language
Irish, a Celtic language, is classified as ‘definitely endangered’ (Moseley, 2012). The communities of native speakers are clustered in small
(Gaeltacht) regions, mostly in the West of Ireland.
However, as an endangered language, it is unusual in being the first official language. It is a
school subject for all, up until school-leaving age
(c. 18 years), and hence, there is a large population of learners (c. 700,000 in the Republic of
Ireland and unspecified numbers in Northern Ireland) (Ní Chiaráin, 2014). There are also many
adult autonomous learners in Ireland and abroad.
There are many challenges for learners of Irish,
the most pressing being that most learners do not
have ready access to native speakers of the language, or genuine interactions using the language.
Teaching resources are often very traditional and
often criticized. As in the typical minority language teaching context, the teachers are themselves second language learners. Despite the many
challenges, the large numbers of learners presents
an opportunity to develop and test systems with
large numbers of participants, as evidenced here.

2.3

Motivation for An Scéalaí Design

As described in (Ní Chiaráin and Ní Chasaide,
2019) this platform currently involves the learner
in sequential language learning activities. The
learner writes some text, a story, and uses the
language technologies to self-correct. The text
can be listened to, via TTS, providing exposure
to native speaker models of the language and enabling proof-listening as a self-correction tool.
Spelling and grammar checkers also provide corrective feedback. A link to dictionaries, thesauri
and grammar wizards enable the learner to further
improve their composition. A facility is also provided for learners to record their own rendition of
the story, and to compare it with a native speaker
(TTS) rendition. The integration of these tools in
the platform is intended to encourage a holistic ap1

https://www.abair.ie
https://phoneticsrv3.lcs.tcd.ie/rec/ir
ish_asr
2
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proach to language learning, where all language
skills (writing, listening, reading and speaking)
evolve simultaneously and reinforce each other.
Traditionally Irish learning was very text-based,
with a focus on syntax, orthography and grammatical accuracy. One of the failures has been the nurturing of the spoken language and, as mentioned
above, this has been exacerbated by the fact that
most learners do not have access to native speaker
models of the language. The inclusion of synthetic
voice in a choice of dialect is, in our view, a novel
core feature of the platform. Apart from the obvious need to acquire authentic pronunciation skills,
it should be noted that the written form of Irish is
opaque, in that that the link between the sounds
and the orthographic forms are complex and typically not grasped by learners or their teachers.
By constantly hearing the speech corresponding to
their own written text, learners would have much
more exposure and more readily grasp the fundamentally phonic structure key to the writing system (Ní Chasaide, 1999).

3

for developing sophisticated technologies for minority or endangered languages).
3.1

Platform Structure and Technologies
Incorporated

An Scéalaí not only integrates speech and language resources, but provides a management
framework that allows continuous communication
between teachers and learners so that personalised
guidance can be provided. The various aspects of
this system are described here and implemented in
a modular system where a set of independent services communicate via a REST API, which functions as one central An Scéalaí Node backend.
3.1.1 Speech and language technology
Text-to-speech
• For text-to-speech (TTS) functionality, A
REST API is used to access the ABAIR TTS
synthesiser (Ní Chasaide et al., 2017), which,
when provided with a string of text, returns
audio files containing the synthesised speech.
The API provides a choice of HMM- and/or
DNN-based synthesis in the three main dialects of Irish. Users can select their preferred dialect and speech engine.

Description of the Platform

The platform is rather complex and includes a
user-friendly interface where the learner has the
benefit of access to feedback based on linguistic
and speech resources. This integrated platform
is targeting the parallel development of the four
language skills (writing, speaking, listening, reading). The system also encompasses software for
user and content management, which ensures that
the platform is robust and user-friendly and is at all
times harvesting learner data. The latter is key to
a growing body of learner data, An Corpas Cliste,
which will be used to study the stages of the acquisition process. This information will enable content development in line with acquisition stages,
that can furthermore be personalised to the individual learner.
The platform development was an in-house collaboration where the software was written by our
own students. These are pursuing an integrated
programme in Computer Science, Linguistics and
a Language, where Irish is an option3 . (Note that
this kind of programme provides the researchers
with the key interdisciplinary skills and knowledge of the language, a fundamental prerequisite

• The TTS system also provides timing information about the speech, which is used to
produce live text highlighting in sync with
audio, to visually connect text and speech.
Grammar checker
• An Gramadóir (Scannell, 2013) is hosted as a
microservice with a REST API that is called
directly from the frontend to check text for
grammar errors.
• An additional algorithm was added to check
for a common spelling error in Irish, to do
with vowel agreement within words.
• Further algorithms are being developed to fit
with the grammar-checking framework.
• A custom module extending the Quill4 texteditor (see below) was written to enable
text highlighting and popup windows over
the text. This module is used for displaying grammar suggestions, which consist of
a text segment specified by start and end indices, information about the error, which may

3

B.A. in Computer Science, Linguistics and a Language
(Irish)
https://www.scss.tcd.ie/undergraduate/computerscience-language/
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https://quilljs.com/

Figure 1: The An Scéalaí (‘the Storyteller’) homepage (English translation). The platform name, the tagline
(tarraingíonn scéal scéal eile ‘one story begets another’) and the imagery on the homepage try to convey that all
learners have a story to tell, continuing the well-known Irish storytelling tradition in a modern idiom.

speaker model, to which students can compare their own speech.

optionally be colour-coded. This encoding
of grammar suggestions is designed to be
generic, and can be made compatible with
a variety of grammar-checking algorithms,
rendering a unified and coherent grammarchecker UI on the frontend, while maintaining a modular and extensible set of grammar
checking algorithms on the backend.

3.1.2 Managing users & content
The web application was developed using a
JavaScript-centric MEAN stack, which deploys a
MongoDB database, Node.js backend server, Express.js backend framework for API specification,
and the Angular framework for the frontend. This
choice in tech stack was made for quick prototyping, development, and deployment.

• Given a grammar error, the highlighting module highlights the specified segment of text in
the appropriate colour, and displays further
information via popup when the user hovers
over a piece of highlighted text.

User management
• A user may register as either a student or a
teacher. They must provide a unique username, password, and e-mail address, and verify these in order to log in.

Voice recording
• Students can record and listen back to their
own voice reading segments of text. Each
recording is associated with a piece of text,
taken from a snapshot of the story at the time
of recording. These recordings can then be
archived for future reference, creating a history of voice recordings for a given story over
time.

• Passwords are encrpyted using SHA-512 so
that passwords are not stored directly on the
DB but may easily be validated for authentication.
• User details are stored in a JSON Web Token
in the browser’s local storage to keep the user
authenticated.

• Each segment of text is also synthesised
via TTS, producing a ‘gold standard’ native

• User accounts are assigned a role property
upon registration (student, teacher, or admin)
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and the website presents different views tailored for the different types of user.

resolve it. Students may filter which kinds
of errors are flagged using a series of checkboxes below the editor, see Figure 2.

• Classrooms are effectively sets of students,
whose stories a teacher will have access to.
Content management
• Story data is stored in standard Mongo documents. Additionally, snapshots of the story
are saved when students interact with it
in certain ways, for example performing a
grammar check, or running TTS and listening back. These snapshots are basic elements
of the Corpas Cliste (see section 3.4).

Figure 2: Central student dashboard, with grammarchecking toggled on.

• The Quill JavaScript library5 is used as a
ready-to-go WYSIWYG editor, basic formatting options in stories. The formatting is encoded to a non-recursize subset of HTML for
persistent storage.

• The story text may be synthesised using the
ABAIR TTS system, enabling students to listen back to their story being read aloud. The
synthetic utterance may simply be a word,
sentence, or a paragraph, allowing students
to focus on specific areas of the text.

• Audio recording is performed using the
JavaScript MediaStream Recording API 6 ,
which provides access to user recording devices via the browser. Audio files are stored
and retrieved using MongoDB’s GridFS
specification to maintain a more uniform interface to data retrieval.

• A voice recording facility is also provided, so
that students may compare their own speech
to that of the synthesis. Figure 3 shows the
user interface for synthesis and recording.

3.2 Student dashboard
• The central student dashboard consists of a
text-editor that has been extended to incorporate a grammar-checking tool, text-to-speech
synthesis, and a voice recording facility (see
Section 3.1.1 for technical detail).
• The student may create and edit multiple
texts, or stories, using these tools. The stories
are associated with their individual accounts
and saved on the cloud. They may also be exported to a variety of popular file formats for
local storage.

Figure 3: Students may synthesise their stories, and
compare recordings of their own speech.

• The text editor provides basic formatting options, producing a familiar writing environment for students.

• Given a unique code, a student may join their
teacher’s classroom, enabling the teacher to
view their stories and provide textual or audio
feedback.

• Live grammar-checking can be toggled on
or off. When switched on, the checker will
highlight grammatical errors as they are written. Hovering over a particular error will display information that should help the student

3.3

Teacher dashboard

• The teacher dashboard is centered around
classrooms, which are effectively collections
of students whose stories the teacher can access and provide feedback on. Students are

5

https://quilljs.com/
https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/do
cs/Web/API/MediaStream_Recording_API
6
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notified when they have received either textual or audio (voice-note) feedback from their
teacher.

e-mail systems. They can send either textual
or audio messages to individual students or to
the entire class. Students who have any questions can then send a message back to their
teacher.

• Each classroom has an associated code with
which students can join.

3.4

The Learner Corpus (An Corpas Cliste)

• An engagement system is implement and
tracks how An Scéalaí is used: each time the
grammar checker, TTS, etc. are used, this is
logged, along with a timestamp and a copy of
the story at that point.
• These logs constitute a rich development history for each story, facilitating analyses of the
ways in which TTS, grammar checker etc.
are being used, and will allow researchers to
examine how they are contributing to student
learning, etc.

Figure 4: The classroom dashboard as seen by teacher
accounts.

• Future development for the live grammar
checking would be to provide finer timeresolution in grammar checking and correction. Also, in order to allow for more efficient storage, a method to track the difference
between two versions of the text, rather than
snapshotting the entire texts, will be implemented.

4

Community Evaluation > System
Enhancement

Experienced Irish language teachers advised on
aspects of the initial design of the platform. From
prototype stage onwards, extensive consultation
and evaluations has been carried out with the community of learners and teachers. The system grows
as new/updated technologies come on stream and
is being enhanced continuously in response to
users’ feedback. Groups of users who have contributed evaluations include trainee teachers in Ireland; second level pupils in Ireland; third level students in Ireland; Irish learners in America (part
of a Fulbright scheme for Irish teaching in third
level institutions in the US); the general public (recruited by word of mouth, as the system is online).
The total number of accounts registered to date
is 4,428. The learner corpus now totals 42,542 stories; 5,596,257 words (an average of 131.55 words
per story).

Figure 5: Teachers can directly access their students’
stories, where they can leave textual and audio feedback.

• An analytics page provides information on
the grammatical errors made by students in
the associated classroom. This page also enables teachers to choose which kinds grammar errors are displayed for the students,
producing classroom-level configurability for
the grammar-checker. This configurability
enables teachers to customise their students’
experience to fit their lesson plans. In addition to each individual student’s statistics,
this page also provides an overview of how
the class is performing by averaging the kinds
and types of errors made by the class as a
whole.

4.1

• On the messages page, teachers can communicate directly with the students in their classroom in using an interface similar to that of

Trainee-Teacher Evaluation

We report here on system evaluations, which were
carried out on the larger groups (n>50). These
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• in what context they felt An Scéalaí would be
most useful; what the strengths/weaknesses
of the platform are; their suggestions for
improving the platform; whether they believed An Scéalaí enhanced their learning of
Irish; whether it enhanced their confidence as
learners; whether or not they’d like to continue using it in future. Open-ended comments were also invited, particularly to elaborate on any negative responses.

involved trainee-teachers at third level and their
teachers over the period March – August 2021
(numbers in Table 1). As part of their training,
these trainee-teachers are required to spend time
among Irish-speaking communities (Gaeltacht),
where they take part in an intensive Irish language immersion course. These trainee-teachers
are learners of Irish in their own right, and will
eventually be teachers of Irish at primary school
level. A key element of the course involves a reflective journal, which is periodically reviewed by
the teacher and which is used as the basis for an
oral interview at the end of the course.
A Gaeltacht-based course was not possible in
2021 due to the pandemic and An Scéalaí provided an important core element of an online programme that was provided instead. The design of
An Scéalaí fortuitously enabled course teachers to
keep an overview of work being done in the form
of an online reflective journal by learners, and it
allowed them to interact with and guide individual
learners on an ongoing basis. Note that for this
cohort, An Scéalaí was being used both as a resource for their own language learning as well as
a tool that they will deploy with their own pupils
in the future.
We were fortunate in that the course directors
engaged enthusiastically and saw the potential of
the technology for their students. They collaborated continuously, e.g. facilitating additional
workshops so that the system and its workings
could be explained to the course teachers. Ongoing communication throughout the duration of
the courses ensured that problems arising could
be dealt with very promptly and the platform designers were receiving continuous feedback. Additionally, more formal evaluation of both the
learner and teacher experience with the platform
was elicited through voluntary responses to detailed questionnaires, presented via Google Forms
and circulated on the last day of each course.

4.3

Teacher Questionnaire

This elicited teachers’ level of experience of teaching online; whether An Scéalaí was found to be
useful as a management system for the reflective
journals; ease of use of the platform from a teachers’ perspective; interest in using the platform with
other classes in future. An open-ended comment
box was included to elicit any feedback (positive/negative) teachers received from students during the course.
4.4

From Evaluation to System Enhancement

A total of 1793 learners and 85 teachers registered
an account with An Scéalaí over the 5-month period. A great deal of information has been gleaned
and a glimpse of some of the salient findings are
presented here. Responses to some key questions
are shown in Tables 1 and 2 below.
Pilot

March April May

June

July

(a) No. Accounts

384

293

51

498

603

(b) Respondents

187

222

21

254

494

(c1) Enhanced
learning?

89.8% 89.6% 100% 90.2% 91.5%
(168) (199) (21)
(229) (452)

(c2) Improved
confidence?

85%
(159)

(c3) Use in
future?

94.1% 91.9% 100% 87%
(178) (204) (21)
(221)

86%
(191)

100% 85.4% 88%
(21)
(217) (435)
90.3%
(446)

Table 1: Learner Responses: (a) overall number of
accounts registered; (b) number of questionnaires returned; (c) % of positive responses to 3 of the questionnaire items

4.2 Learner Questionnaire
Section I elicited:

Responses are overwhelmingly positive from
both learners and teachers. This is evidenced by
not only the percentage positive responses but also
in the open-ended comments, where terms like
réabhlóideach! (‘revolutionary’) dominated.
We paid particular attention to any negative
feedback and constructive comments emerging in
the open-ended comment boxes. Many of these

• learners’ previous experience with online
learning; the ease of use of An Scéalaí; learners’ opinions on the usefulness of each of the
tools embedded in the platform, using Likert
scales and an open comment box.
Section II asked learners:
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Pilot

March April May

June

July

(a) No. Accounts

18

16

2

21

28

(b) Respondents

8

10

0

7

11

(c1) Useful
management
system?

100% 100% -

87.5% 100%

(c2) Use in
future?

100% 100% -

100% 100%

3
5
0
0
0

2
3
2
0
0

(d) Ease of use?
V easy:
Easy:
Moderate:
Difficult:
V difficult:

3
5
2
0
0

-

ken (native) language with the written forms. As
mentioned, oral/aural skills have traditionally been
neglected in Irish language teaching. An Scéalaí
should offer a way for parallel development of the
four language skills. However, our analysis of the
data revealed that the synthetic speech output was
relatively little used. While disappointing, on reflection this does not seem particularly surprising:
the concept of proof-listening is novel and the platform design relegated this facility to a different tab
from the main writing page, making it more likely
to be overlooked. To rectify this, the system has
been redesigned. In the forthcoming iteration, the
option of listening to the spoken output (via TTS)
is integrated into the main writing page.
These are relatively large ticket items. Myriads of small fixes were also implemented following feedback, items that would be unlikely to be
spotted without user engagement, including: shifting the location of a textbox which obscured the
learners’ text; and allowing teachers to sort student
names alphabetically A-Z, for attendance keeping.

4
6
1
0
0

Table 2: Teacher Responses (a) number of accounts
registered; (b) number of questionnaires returned; (c)
% of positive responses to 3 of the questionnaire items;
(d) breakdown of responses regarding ease of use on a
five-point scale.

were acted on as the pilots were ongoing, during
the six month period, so that there was a continuous cyclical process of learner/teacher feedback
guiding intensive platform development. Samples
of problems highlighted and responses to these
problems are included here.
Text Display: in the earlier pilots, the most frequent criticism was of the simple plain text editor
in the platform (which is the form needed to send
data to our TTS servers). Learners wanted a Wordlike layout with control over headings, fonts, layout, colour, etc. The solution was to implement a
WYSIWYG Editor (see 3.2), which is mirrored by
a plain text copy for the synthesis.
Email verification system: much time and resources were consumed in the earlier pilots by
practical issues, e.g. lost password/lost data requests from learners. An automatic password retrieval system was put in place (see 3.1.2).
System Robustness: as the user numbers grew
(we had not appreciated that Covid would last so
long and that such large numbers would be using
this system), the system crashed more frequently.
Learners were quick to complain. This is a makeor-break feature to retain student users and, therefore, increasing the robustness is an ongoing priority, requiring continuous bug fixing and extensions
to the system. This is a concern for the future, as
maintaining this system in the longer term will require ongoing technical support.
Foregrounding of Oral/Aural skills: a core
objective of this platform is the linkage of the spo-

5

Conclusions

Successful language transmission is key to language maintenance and revitalisation. In the Irish
context, where the population at large receives
Irish language instruction, there is the potential to
make Irish a vibrant second language beyond the
native speaker (or Gaeltacht) population. Computational approaches and the incorporation of linguistic and technology resources can turn the digital timebomb into a major stimulus to language
pedagogy and indirectly to language maintenance.
Besides its immediate use as a pedagogical platform, An Scéalaí will enable documentation and
analysis of the stages of acquisition and it will
stimulate future development and increasingly effective, technology-based interventions, where our
linguistic knowledge is brought to bear.
Our experience has been that the language community is central to all aspects of the wider ABAIR
initiative — in this case, the engagement of the
educational sector — not a passive recipient but a
vital partner in the enterprise, involved in every aspect from design to evaluation and dissemination.
The current platform is a work in progress. It
integrates speech and language knowledge as well
as core language technologies to provide a holistic
learning environment. As further resources, such
as ASR, come on stream, the aim is to expand the
116
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capacity of the platform in ways that will further
enrich the learners’ experience.

Funding from the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sports and Media, Government of Ireland (ABAIR) and An Chomhairle um
Oideachas Gaeltachta agus Gaelscolaíochta (An
Corpas Cliste) is gratefully acknowledged. We
would also like to thank Michelle de Bhailís and
the community at Coláiste Ghaoth Dobhair for
their enthusiastic involvement in the project to
date.

5.1 Future Directions
The platform as currently configured is potentially
language independent (see below). A current focus is to increase the Irish language content. Towards this, we are actively investigating the use
of avatars as a way of enhancing the delivery of
the spoken output, including feedback on errors,
etc. We are also developing independent grammar
checking modules to cater for items not detected
by the grammar checker currently in use, such as
the genitive case marking. The system is also being linked to an interactive chatbot (e.g. to practice irregular verbs); a story starter (to kickstart the
writing process); dictogloss (a text reconstruction
exercise). A parallel development we have been
involved with, the Learning and Reading Assistant
(LARA) (Zuckerman et al., 2021), is currently integrated with An Scéalaí. The intention is to expand the content offered with a view to encouraging learners to read for pleasure.
Our future wishlist will include a redesign of the
system for the mobile phone/tablet, as our analytics data shows that many learners are logging in
using mobile phones and tablets. It is frequently
pointed out that mobile phones/tablets are much
more useful in a minority/endangered language
context, where users may not have laptops.
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5.2 An Scéalaí: a Model for Other
Languages?
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We increasingly see ourselves as part of a global
movement where minority and endangered languages share common cause. To this end, An
Scéalaí is developed as an open source platform,
available on GitHub7 . At its core it has a modular
design. Once a given resource (such as TTS, dictionary, etc.) is available in a language, it should
in principle be possible to clone An Scéalaí for a
different endangered language, by slotting the resource in to the core framework. It would be particularly rewarding to find that we can share our
experience and resources with other endangered
language groups who strive to document, maintain
and revive their linguistic heritage.
7
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Abstract

the assistance that methods in NLP could be providing. This has been the state of affairs for quite some
time—the introductory paragraph of the preface for
the proceedings of the first ComputEL conference
(Good et al., 2014) explains (emphasis ours):

For decades, researchers in natural language
processing and computational linguistics have
been developing models and algorithms that
aim to serve the needs of language documentation projects. However, these models have seen
little use in language documentation despite
their great potential for making documentary
linguistic artefacts better and easier to produce.
In this work, we argue that a major reason for
this NLP gap is the lack of a strong foundation of application software which can on the
one hand serve the complex needs of language
documentation and on the other hand provide
effortless integration with NLP models. We
further present and describe a work-in-progress
system we have developed to serve this need,
Glam.

1

Contemporary efforts to document the world’s
endangered languages [...] are dependent on the
widespread availability of [...] software to annotate [documentary data]. However, despite well
over a decade of dedicated funding efforts aimed
at the documentation of endangered languages,
the technological landscape that supports the
work of those involved in this research remains
fragmented, and the promises of new technology remain largely unfulfilled. Moreover, the
efforts of computer scientists, on the whole, are
mostly disconnected from the day-to-day work
of documentary linguists, making it difficult for
the knowledge of each group to inform the other.
On the one hand, this deprives documentary linguists of tools making use of the latest research
results to speed up the time-consuming task
of describing an underdocumented language.
On the other hand, it severely limits the ability of
computational linguists to test their methods on
the full range of world’s linguistic diversity.

Introduction

The labor that is required for documenting a
language is complicated, repetitive, and timeconsuming. As many have pointed out, methods
from NLP and computational linguistics have great
potential for expediting the documentary process
(Bender et al., 2004; Gessler, 2019; Neubig et al.,
2019, inter alia), and researchers in NLP/CL 1 have
made great progress in advancing the ability of
their models and algorithms to serve the needs of
documentary linguistics. At the same time, interest in “low-resource languages” has surged in the
past few years in the NLP research community, and
there ought to be no better time than now for documentary projects to benefit from the contributions
of researchers in NLP.
But somehow, most documentary linguistic work
done even today in 2022 proceeds without any of
1

We will simply write “NLP” in this work as a catchall for any kind of computational work involving language,
as a distinction between NLP and computational linguistics
is fraught and not particularly important for the issues we
discuss.

Eight years later, at ComputEL-5, these words for
the most part read as though they could have been
written today.
Why is it that these “promises of new technology” remained unfulfilled for documentary linguists 2 ? We argue here that the fundamental issue
preventing vigorous exchange between documentary linguistics and NLP is a lack of application
software which can adequately serve both communities: while it is true that apps exist and are
commonly used in documentary linguistics, they
are ill-suited for integration with NLP models. We
therefore claim that documentary linguistics will
not benefit from advances in NLP until significant investments are made in developing application software which can compete with existing
2

For want of a better phrase, we will use “documentary
linguist” as a flawed but useful shorthand for anyone involved
in the documentary process who is not a computationalist, with
the understanding that a linguist is only one kind of person
who can be involved in a language documentation project.
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apps in functionality and provide first-class support for NLP model integration.
In this work, we present and discuss this thesis,
outlining ideals for what application software ought
to accomplish for the documentary linguistics community. In addition, we present a work-in-progress
system we have developed which attempts to implement these ideals as practical, usable application
software aimed at catalyzing research relationships
between documentary linguists and computationalists by taking the needs of both seriously and in
equal proportion.

2

Related Work

2.1 NLP for Language Documentation
NLP researchers have grown steadily more more
interested in work on what in the NLP community
are referred to as “low resource languages”, with
the watershed moment perhaps being the advent
of deep learning in NLP in the early 2010’s (LeCun et al., 2015). 3 A full review of this work is
out of scope of the present work, but suffice to
say that leading NLP researchers believe enough
progress has been made that the average language
documentation project could benefit greatly from
NLP assistance, though they also observe that adoption of methods in NLP in language documentation
has been slow (Neubig et al., 2019, 2020).
2.2 Language Documentation Apps
Since the 90’s, application software has entered
use in language documentation, with many of them
focusing particularly on speech transcription and
linguistic annotation of transcribed speech (glossing, POS tagging, etc.). 4 Many apps have been created, but a few have emerged as favorites. ELAN
(Wittenburg et al., 2006) is favored for transcribing
speech from audio or video recordings, and SIL
products, FLEx (Moe, 2008) and SayMore 5 foremost among them, are popular for analysis such as
3

What exactly counts as “low resource” is extremely variable, but its meaning is essentially that a language does not
have nearly as much readily usable linguistic data as a “high
resource” language such as Mandarin Chinese or Arabic, with
respect to either quality or quantity. Thus even a language
with many speakers, such as Luganda with 20M speakers,
might count as a low resource language depending on context.
Virtually all languages being documented by linguists would
count as “low resource” from an NLP perspective.
4
There are many other parts of the language documentation
“pipeline” beyond these, such as metadata management, but
since these are the tasks that have received disproportionate
attention, we will mainly focus on them in this work.
5
https://software.sil.org/saymore/

interlinearization and lexicon construction. Development of these apps all began well before methods
in NLP were mature enough to be practically useful for the average low-resource language, and as a
consequence, these apps were not designed to accommodate integration with NLP models and have
struggled to expand to support them.
For example, Moeller and Hulden (2018) present
an algorithm for automatic glossing of transcribed
documentary data, but as they describe, it was impossible to integrate the model into FLEx itself—
instead, data needed to be exported from FLEx so
that it could be presented to the algorithm. This is
a common limitation: in the area where there has
been the most activity on providing usable NLP
for documentary linguists, automatic speech recognition (ASR), the leading solution, ELPIS (Foley
et al., 2018), requires that users close their ELAN
file, present it to the model, then download a new
ELAN file to replace the old one with the ASR
output. Thus while it is sometimes possible today
to use NLP models in conjunction with the leading software solutions for language documentation,
support is limited to the NLP packages which explicitly support this option, and there are very few
examples of language documentation apps providing in-app integration with NLP models.
The earliest example we are aware of of an
app which attempts to provide rich in-app integration with computational tools work is Bender et al.
(2004), where a vision for high-tech language documentation is given, accompanied by a prototype
implementation. The system, Montage, describes
a documentary workflow where the documentary
workflow is tightly integrated with contemporary
NLP techniques (specifically, “precision formal
grammars”): for example, grammatical description
is brought into the software, which allows users to
construct a grammar in the app instead of “offline”,
and the implemented grammar becomes available
for partial parsing of new textual inputs. 6 Critically,
what is enabling the use of these advanced methods from computational linguistics in Montage is
a foundation of application software: for example,
the “markup tool” which enables the construction
of the precision formal grammars would need to
be a complicated piece of UI which can present
6

Tangentially, it is also worth noting their discussion of
software providing first-class support for the hypertextual links
that inhere in documentary artefacts, e.g. between example
sentences in a grammar and the texts the examples were drawn
from, along the lines of Musgrave and Thieberger (2021).
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itself and the content of precision formal grammars
in a way that is approachable to documentary linguists. 7
Beyond the apps that have been mentioned so far,
some others have been developed through the years,
though none of them have made it a major goal to
tackle the issue of NLP integration. For example
LingSync (Dunham, 2014; Dunham et al., 2015) is
a newer app along the lines of FLEx; Hall (2022)
presents a toolkit for empowering documentary linguists to tailor apps to their needs; and SayMore 8
and Aikuma (Bird et al., 2014) are apps aimed at
spoken text collection and transcription. But none
of these projects make it a major goal to tackle the
NLP model integration problem.
In sum, while there is every indication that NLP
models are ready to provide documentary linguists
with great productivity gains, existing apps have
not been able to accommodate them in a way that
is ergonomic and complete, and no new apps have
yet emerged which are competitive with the most
popular apps on features and offer first-class support for integrating with NLP models. We term this
disconnect between the availability of NLP models
and the inability of existing apps to make effective
use of them the NLP gap.

3

The NLP Gap

Why does the NLP gap exist? That is, why is it that
language documentation is still being carried out
without the help of NLP models despite their great
potential to help? We argue here that the single
most important reason why the NLP gap exists
is a rather simple one: there is not a foundational
infrastructure of application software that can serve
both NLP researchers and documentary linguists. 9
7

When one first thinks of language documentation, and NLP models in language documentation,
one might suppose that it is the development of
NLP models and their application that is hard. Indeed, developing these models is hard, and lowresource NLP is by no means solved. But we have
reached a point where some models can be applied to any language and work with a respectable
amount of accuracy even without any additional
training, one such example being the universal
phone recognizer of Li et al. (2020). Some logistical difficulties might remain (e.g. preparing
and maintaining computers for them to run on, and
finding stakeholders in the project who have the
know-how to run them), but for many larger documentation projects these issues are not serious, and
we still do not see them using these models.
If models are good enough to deliver value, and
documentary linguists want to reap the benefits of
NLP and know where in their workflows they’d like
models to assist, and computationalists are often
available to assist in getting their models to process
documentary data, then what else remains? The
only possible answer seems to be that it is the lack
of support in language documentation apps that is
to blame. As noted in §2, documentary linguists
cite difficulty in using models, as to the extent that
they are available at all, they are usable only in
awkward ways which grate against their workflows.
NLP models, if they are to be unobtrusive, must
have deep integration with documentary workflows,
and since these workflows occur in software, NLP
models must be deeply integrated into documentary software, the only substrate in which vigorous
exchange between these two communities may occur.

This is not a small challenge, as this software, if
it were to succeed in its goal of catalyzing cooperation between computationalists and documentary
linguists, would need to serve well the needs of
both parties. From the perspective of the documentary linguists, the whole point of using an NLP
model is that it ought to reduce their labor, and as
we have seen, existing ways of using NLP models
with apps like FLEx and ELAN are unergonomic to
the point of often being more work than the alternative. From the perspective of NLP researchers, we
must make it easy for them to do something more
than make their model publicly available, which is
a necessary but unfortunately insufficient step in
making them usable by all but the most technically
121

To our knowledge, Montage was never implemented, and
nothing has been published on it since 2005, though some of
its conceptual threads have been continued in the AGGREGATION project (http://depts.washington.edu/
uwcl/aggregation/).
8
https://software.sil.org/saymore/
9
We must hasten to add that this is not the only reason for
the NLP gap: there are broader problems to be solved, such as
how to succeed in designing language technology in a way that
includes and serves the many stakeholders in the documentary
process (Bird, 2018), and how to do so in a way that will
not reproduce the colonial legacy of disenfranchisement and
extraction (Bird, 2020). But the lack of software is at least
as important as these other issues—addressing the lack of
software may not be sufficient for closing the NLP gap, but it is
necessary. As such, we will focus here on the narrow, software
problem, recognizing that there are broader problems that
need to be solved in fully equip every party in a documentary
process with language technologies.

experienced and motivated documentary linguists.
Beyond these design challenges, there is also
the challenge of how to find the labor necessary to
develop this software, which has been noted as a severe issue (Thieberger, 2016). Despite the fact that
a path forward for excellent research and positive
outcomes for language communities requires significant investment in application software infrastructure, the cultural currents within both linguistics
and NLP, for better or worse, dictate that software
engineering (which also happens to be incredibly
time-intensive) does not constitute research activity. The obvious outcome is that no researcher in
either discipline would be well advised to make
this kind of work more than a side-interest in their
research interests, and it is telling that the two most
popular apps, FLEx and ELAN, were developed
by software engineering staff at language-related
organizations rather than academics themselves.
That is a bleak outlook—is a shift in how our
fields reward software development too much to
hope for? It is worth digressing for a moment here
to note that academic communities do have the
power to change how the field views and rewards
software artefacts as contributions, if they choose
to prioritize bringing about such a cultural shift.
For example, in the field of astronomy, academics
have been publishing software packages providing
implementations of commonly needed statistical
and simulation algorithms for decades, though traditionally, such packages were only viewed as “contributions” worthy of the attention of, say, a hiring
or tenure committee if there was an associated publication in a journal (Chase, 2022). Securing such
a publication could be difficult if a package was
very specialized or small, and as the need for new
packages has risen sharply, the field of astronomy
has responded by lowering the requirements for
a “software publication” (see Kelley 2021 for an
example). In the future, the field may be moving towards treating a package in itself as a “publication”
(in the academic sense, i.e. something that can appear on a C.V. or be indexed by Google Scholar).
In sum, the field was able to recognize that its traditional assessment and treatment of certain research
activity was no longer appropriate, and needed to
be changed so that activity that used to be thought
of as marginal would be recognized and rewarded
as a first-class scholarly activity.

guage documentation and NLP to try to find ways
of building the backbone of application software
which is needed for interchange between the two
fields to progress, which as we hope is clear by now
is crucially necessary for achieving widespread use
of NLP models in language documentation. In the
short term, we hope that individuals will be able
to overcome career risks that come with working
on something that is not “research” by cooperating
with others, thereby amortizing the loss of time
spent on more traditional research topics. In the
long term, we challenge senior academics, and especially senior academics in NLP who have presented their models and algorithms as beneficial
for language documentation, to consider whether it
is not time to reassess whether the software work
we have described is deserving of more recognition
and support, and if it is, how the community’s cultural values and institutions could be changed to
reward such work.
We close our discussion of the NLP gap on this
note. In the remainder of this work, we turn to
describe what we believe would be key goals for
an app aimed at closing the NLP gap, and further
describe a prototype-grade system we have constructed which aims to achieve these goals.

4

System Description

Glam is an alpha-quality system we have developed
which aims to serve the needs we have described.
While for the rest of this section we speak mostly
of design instead of the state of the implementation,
we take a moment to note its progress.
In its present state, Glam is capable of surfacelevel interlinear annotation of texts, and there is
work underway to add support for lexical inventories (as in FLEx). This is the bare minimum
necessary to conduct a small-scale language documentation project, such as for a semester-long
field methods course that might be offered at a university. Support for NLP models has not yet been
implemented, which may seem strange. The reason
is that, as we have noted, it is important for this
app to fully satisfy the needs of both documentary
linguists and NLP researchers, and we have viewed
the former as the much harder problem and prioritized solving it first. We have however naturally
been considering the problem of NLP integration
from the very initial stages of design, and have
Despite these challenges, we believe it is pos- made implementation decisions with care in order
sible and vitally important for researchers in lan- to facilitate its eventual implementation. The latest
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state of the project can be tracked by visiting the
repository.10
4.1 Core Goals
After considering the many and often conflicting
needs that arise in language documentation and using models in language documentation, we arrived
on these five goals, which we believe are some of
the most important to achieve in order to make an
app that documentary linguists will gladly use and
will be easily integrable with models.
1. Flexible Data: all language documentation
projects have different data needs, so you
should be able to record however much data
and whatever kind of data you desire. Annotating anything from good old-fashioned
interlinear glossed text to more complicated
formats like Universal Dependencies should
be possible and easy.
2. Seamless Collaboration: working with others should be frictionless—you should be able
to share data without even clicking a button,
changes should be viewable by everyone in
real time, and everyone should be able to pick
the system up quickly.
3. Durability: data should never be lost—all
past states of the database should be recorded
and accessible.
4. NLP Model Integration: it should be easy to
configure cutting-edge NLP models to provide
best possible annotations to be corrected by
humans, and have them train incrementally as
new gold annotations become available.
5. Pluggable UIs: if you want to code new
UIs for different kinds of annotation (e.g.
entity recognition, syntax, and coreference),
you should be able to do so just by writing
JavaScript using the Glam API, with no backend changes required.
4.2 Implementation
We will review some key points of our implementation of Glam here. It would take space beyond what
is available here to describe exactly how documentary workflows are performed in Glam—instead,
we will discuss only the fundamentals here, and
refer readers to a video demo for more detail. 11
10
11

https://github.com/lgessler/glam
https://youtu.be/VXWPw91nTGY

Platform Glam is implemented, in software engineering jargon, as a single-page web application.
We chose to make Glam a web application because
of the difficulty that comes with requiring local installation of apps: for example, some apps are not
compatible with certain operating systems (FLEx,
for instance, does not work on macOS), and others
require some tricky installation steps (ELAN can
require you to download supplementary software
during installation). These difficulties are bypassed
in a web application, where all that is required is a
web browser and an internet connection (albeit at
the cost of maintaining a publicly-accessible web
server).
Database Data in Glam is stored in XTDB,12 an
immutable database which allows all past states
of the database to be accessible. This means that
data cannot be lost, and moreover that if there were
demand for it, it would be relatively straightforward to allow users to see historical states of the
database. 13
Data Model The data model of Glam is designed
to be extremely flexible: documents in the system
are separated by project, and each project has a
structure which is expressed just in terms of four
basic constructs, which we call layers. A text layer
holds a string representing the text that is to be
analyzed. A token layer depends on a text layer
and holds tokens, each of which is defined using
the text layer with a begin and end index. A span
layer depends on a token layer and holds spans,
each of which refers to at least one token and has
a value, such as a POS tag or an entity label. A
relation layer depends on a span layer and consists
of relations, each of which has a start and end span
and has a value, such as a dependency relation
or a coreference type. A vocabulary layer is a
list of items which have at minimum a form and
any number of additional fields, which may hold
information such as part of speech or alternative
spellings and may be open or closed depending
on whether it is desirable for users to expand the
vocabulary with more entries.
These layers are designed to be sufficient to express any kind of linguistic annotation, and we
12

https://xtdb.com/
Sometimes it might be desirable to destroy data, e.g. if
a language consultant decides a text is too sensitive to share.
XTDB provides technical means for accomplishing this (the
evict operation), and implementation of data eviction using
this database facility is planned for Glam.
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13

believe this is possible because other researchers
in corpus linguistics (Zipser and Romary, 2010)
and NLP (Jiang et al., 2020) have convincingly
argued that very similar data models are capable
of expressing almost any linguistic structure. In
practice, we expect that most projects will have a
very similar structure, but the intention behind approaching data modeling this way is to give users
good support no matter what their data looks like.
In addition, we plan to expand the data model with
document-level metadata, which will be useful for
tracking information such as when a text was collected and who produced the data.
User System A basic user system with password
authentication is used for maintaining security over
data. Privileged users called administrators can set
up projects and manage users, and may grant users
either read-only or read-and-write privileges over
any project. By default, projects are invisible to
users.

This strategy produces a loose coupling between
NLP models and Glam: their only point of contact
is HTTP(S) with a specified structure, meaning
that as long as the model provides this it can be
implemented in any way desired.
4.3

Outlook

At present, Glam has been receiving feedback from
documentary linguists and is a few months from a
beta release. Multiple field linguists have expressed
interest in some of the design goals and features in
Glam. Time will tell if the design and implementation choices we have made are the right ones, but
our more important intent in this discussion is to
demonstrate the kind of problems we think an app
will need to solve in order to close the NLP gap.

5

Conclusion

We have discussed the problem of why NLP models
have not seen more use in documentary linguistics,
and concluded that the single most important barNLP Integration Recall that the data model of
rier to adoption of NLP models is the lack of a
Glam is composed of five fundamental layers. NLP
substrate of application software that can serve the
integration is made general for any layer with the
needs of both documentary linguists and NLP modfollowing procedure:
els well. We have moreover presented design goals
and implementations of a system which we think
1. An NLP model is prepared for integration by
shows potential to meet this need.
making it contactable via generic protocols,
Regardless of the ultimate fortunes of our syssuch as HTTP(S), e.g. by wrapping it in a
small web server (such as Flask for Python) tem, Glam, we reprise our invitation to readers to
and implementing an API specification pro- consider whether our assessment of the NLP gap
is correct (i.e., that it cannot be closed without
vided by Glam which describes what methods
serious investment in application software, which
must be supported to e.g. tokenize a string of
in turn might require a cultural shift in some acatext.
demic communities), and if it is, what there is to be
2. The model is registered within the Glam in- done about it. NLP researchers have gained much
from endangered languages, not least by sourcing
stance by an administrator, which will tell the
unique data from them for publications—if they are
instance how to contact the model (e.g. by
URL, like http://127.0.0.1:5128). in dire need of assistance that the NLP community
At this point, the system will attempt to con- is singularly able to provide, and which is not forthcoming from any other community or organization
tact the model and, if successful, register the
in the world, should the NLP community not act?
hooks that are supported by that model. A
Moreover, beyond this matter of deserts, there is
hook is an action the model can take whenever
a certain operation happens: for a span layer, also the exciting prospect of opportunity for new
methods and models that could come from a deeper
this might be token creation, token boundary
relationship between these two fields, mediated by
modification, or token deletion.
a substrate of application software.
3. Every layer that depends on output from that
For junior researchers without a faculty position
model will be configured to contact that model
or tenure, a helpful action might be to find collabousing the model registration, and the exact
rators to work on this software problem with. For
hooks which are to be executed may be modi- researchers in NLP working on low-resource NLP
fied.
models aimed at application in documentation of
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endangered languages, it might be right to consider
whether they ought to have more involvement in
making this application actual instead of potential.
For senior researchers with tenure, who wield the
most influence, it may be appropriate to reexamine
the reasons why the current norms around what
constitutes “research activity” are what they are,
and whether it might be right to reform them given
the unmet needs of endangered languages.
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Abstract

1

Machine translation for low-resource languages, such as Guarani, is a challenging task
due to the lack of data. One way of tackling it is using pretrained word embeddings
for model initialization. In this work we try
to check if currently available data is enough
to train rich embeddings for enhancing MT
for Guarani and Spanish, by building a set
of word embedding collections and training
MT systems using them. We found that the
trained vectors are strong enough to slightly
improve the performance of some of the translation models and also to speed up the training
convergence.

chine translation systems for low-resource scenarios. Considering the scarcity of Guarani-Spanish
parallel text, the aim of this work is to evaluate if
it is possible to enhance a MT system by incorporating word embeddings built with the available
monolingual data. In order to do this, we first
trained a set of word embedding collections and
selected the best of these models according to some
intrinsic tests. Finally we trained machine translation experiments using the different embeddings
and compared them to the base scenario where no
pretrained embeddings were used.
The intrinsic tests and other resources used in
this paper are available on GitHub2 .

Introduction

2

Related work

In recent years the performance of machine translation systems has grown alongside with the rise
of neural architectures (Zhang and Zong, 2020;
Castilho et al., 2017) that infer the translation patterns while consuming a huge amount of data at
training time. However, this high performance is
hard to achieve when one (or both) of the languages
is considered a low-resource language (Mager et al.,
2018). That is the case for Guarani, an indigenous
language spoken by nearly 10 million people in
South America. It has the characteristic of being
one of the few indigenous languages used for daily
communication, both by people who identify with
indigenous ethnicity as well as people who do not.
According to the Paraguayan census office almost
70% of Paraguayans speak some form of Guarani
at home1 , but despite this, it remains a low-resource
language in the NLP community (Joshi et al., 2020),
and the existing attempts at building machine translation systems for this language have not achieved
very high results yet.
Qi et al. (2018) found that using pretrained word
embeddings could be useful when building ma-

Although there have been some efforts on developing resources for Guarani, it remains largely
under-explored in NLP. The current reference corpus for Guarani is COREGUAPA (Secretaría de
Políticas Lingüísticas del Paraguay, 2019), it can
be queried online but not be downloaded. Other
resources include a Spanish-Guarani parallel corpus built from news sites and blogs (Chiruzzo et al.,
2020), two corpora for sentiment analysis (Rios
et al., 2014; Agüero-Torales et al., 2021), and a
small Universal Dependencies corpus of the Mbya
Guarani dialect (Thomas, 2019; Dooley, 2006). Except COREGUAPA, which cannot be downloaded,
all of these resources are rather small for building
accurate statistical models.
Interest towards machine translation for indigenous languages of the Americas has increased
lately. An important antecedent is the First Workshop on NLP for Indigenous Languages of the
Americas (AmericasNLP) (Mager et al., 2021),
which organized a shared task on MT from Spanish
to several indigenous languages, including Guarani,
with several participants. The test set for this shared

1
https://www.ine.gov.py/news/
news-contenido.php?cod-news=505

MT

2

https://github.com/sgongora27/Guarani-embeddings-for-
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task was a subset of the XNLI corpus (Conneau
et al., 2018) translated to all languages. However,
Guarani-Spanish machine translation still remains
under-explored. There are some works that take
into account the lack of available data (Alcaraz
and Alcaraz, 2020; Gasser, 2018; Rudnick et al.,
2014; Abdelali et al., 2006), or try to use the rich
Guarani morphology to enhance the translation results Borges et al. (2021).
The use of word embeddings to enhance machine translation in low-resource scenarios has
been previously explored (Qi et al., 2018), obtaining good results overall. They report that using
pre-trained embeddings for both the source and target languages seem to improve results for translating low-resourced languages, but the improvement
is much lower for languages with large amounts
of data. Furthermore, (Shapiro and Duh, 2018)
explores alternatives to include pre-trained embeddings in MT systems for a morphologically rich
language, and (Nguyen and Chiang, 2017) uses a
transfer learning approach for enhancing translation for a low-resource pair, but considering data
from other related low-resources pairs as well.

3

Word embeddings

In a previous work (Góngora et al., 2021) we carried a first round of experiments with Guarani word
embeddings, collecting text from news sites, tweets
and the Guarani Wikipedia3 . We classified each
tweet in one of three categories (A: very reliable, B:
reliable, and C: unreliable) according to the probability of being in Guarani using a heuristic based
on the number of Guarani tokens from a frequent
words list. Finally, for evaluating the then trained
embeddings, we also presented two sets of intrinsic tests based on the original tests from Mikolov
et al. (2013). One of them is a translation of the
original capital-common-countries (ccc) set, while
the other is a new set for family relations, inspired
in the original one.
In the current work, we collected more data from
the different sources and added datasets such as
The Bible4 and The book of Mormon5 . We also
translated the classic similarity test MC-30 (Miller
and Charles, 1991) to Guarani in order to have
another intrinsic test to perform (in addition to the

family and capital-common-countries tests).
We trained a set of 24 different word embedding models in Guarani with different configurations. All of them were built using the gensim
library (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) implementation
of the word2vec C-Bow algorithm (Mikolov et al.,
2013). The configurations differ in how much text
was used (see below), the embeddings size (150 or
300) and the window size (6, 7 or 8). The number
of tokens used in the different experiments varies
between 1.9M and 2.7M depending on the different
data sets we use, as shown in table 1. The base text
set is used in all models, while some models also
include the A, A+B, or A+B+C tweet sets.
Set

Tokens

The Bible
The Book of Mormon
Guarani Wikipedia
News
Base text (the four sets above)
Very reliable tweets (A)
Reliable tweets (B)
Unreliable tweets (C)
Total

760,697
204,434
504,730
433.134
1,902,995
11,791
75,493
706,907
2,697,186

Sentences (s)
or Tweets (t)

99,689 s
58,995 s
28,123 s
51,753 s
238,560 s
811 t
6,498 t
71,767 t

Table 1: Number of tokens for each of the sets used for
training the word embedding models.

3.1

Analogy and Similarity tests

In order to perform a preliminary evaluation of
these models we used the previously mentioned
analogy (family and ccc) and similarity (MC-30)
tests. Table 2 shows the results for these tests, indicating the configuration of each of the twenty-four
models. The results of the analogy tests (family and
ccc) are precision using top 1 (T1) or top 5 (T5)
matches, while the similarity test (MC-30) is Spearman’s rank correlation. In order to compare the
performance we also include a row for a baseline
consisting of the best result for each of the intrinsic tests achieved by the models in our previous
work (Góngora et al., 2021), which were trained
with size 150, window 7 and did not use any of the
tweet sets.
Overall we can see a great improvement over the
results of the analogy tests reported in the previous
work (baseline), which can be explained in part
because we are using a larger amount of text for
3
https://dumps.wikimedia.org/gnwiki/ training the models. However, there is a noticeable
February 2021.
gap between the results for family and the ccc tests.
4
https://biblics.com/gn - July 2021.
5
This difference may be due to the type and style
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/
study/scriptures/bofm?lang=grn - July 2021.
of texts used during training: neither the Bible nor
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Size
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

W
Tweets
6
none
6
A
6
AB
6
ABC
7
none
7
A
7
AB
7
ABC
9
none
9
A
9
AB
9
ABC
6
none
6
A
6
AB
6
ABC
7
none
7
A
7
AB
7
ABC
9
none
9
A
9
AB
9
ABC
Baseline

family
T1
42.86
45.24
42.86
45.24
54.76
50.00
40.48
45.24
45.24
45.24
50.00
42.86
45.24
42.86
40.48
40.48
42.86
45.24
50.00
40.48
50.00
45.24
47.62
38.10
41.27

family
T5
52.38
57.14
52.38
52.38
54.76
52.38
54.76
54.76
54.76
54.76
54.76
52.38
47.62
54.76
50.00
47.62
52.38
52.38
59.52
52.38
54.76
57.14
52.38
54.76
48.41

ccc
T1
6.52
7.11
7.71
4.15
9.09
7.11
8.10
4.35
9.09
6.92
7.31
6.52
7.91
8.10
5.93
4.74
7.71
7.51
9.49
8.70
6.52
7.71
8.10
6.32
5.53

ccc
T5
18.58
17.39
18.77
15.42
18.77
15.61
18.38
14.43
21.34
18.38
17.19
19.17
17.59
17.79
17.00
17.98
20.95
20.16
18.97
17.79
17.59
18.38
19.76
20.16
13.37

For those models using pre-trained word embeddings we had to choose both the Spanish embeddings and the Guarani embeddings. For Spanish
we chose a collection of size 300 trained by Azzinnari and Martínez (2016) using a corpus of 6
billion words. Due to limitations of OpenNMT,
the Guarani embeddings size must also be 300.
Therefore we chose some of the twenty-four models trained according to their size (300), their Spearman’s correlation score for the MC-30 test (see table 2) and the subsets of tweets used for training
them:

MC-30
0.515
0.527
0.530
0.500
0.440
0.556
0.499
0.502
0.495
0.475
0.449
0.460
0.569
0.473
0.552
0.541
0.403
0.511
0.512
0.538
0.519
0.521
0.543
0.513
-

• s300w6none: size 300, window 6, no tweets
• s300w9ab: size 300, window 9, tweets A+B
• s300w7abc: size 300, window 7, tweets A+B+C

Table 2: Results for the intrinsic evaluation of the 24
models trained. Maximum scores in bold, minimum
scores underlined. Baseline refers to the best result for
each test reported in our previous work (Góngora et al.,
2021).

the Book of Mormon include modern countries
and cities in their sentences. Also the Guarani
Wikipedia is really small, even having some articles
containing just a single line, so the occurrence of
these kind of words is pretty low. Lastly the ccc
test does not take into account South American
countries, which might be the more likely ones to
appear in our news set.
The results for the similarity test (MC-30) are
good enough, ranging from 0.403 to 0.569, even
compared to the state of the art for English6 which
ranges from 0.618 to 0.92 but trained with much
larger resources. For this test we could not compare
the results with a previous baseline since it was not
used in our previous work.

4

Machine translation experiments

We carried a series of machine translation experiments to compare the use of randomly initialized
embeddings with the use of different pretrained
embedding configurations. All experiments were
done using OpenNMT7 with its default configuration, an encoder-decoder model implemented with
stacked LSTMs and an attention model, so that the
difference between experiments would only be the
embeddings initialization.

We trained three translation models in each direction (Guarani-Spanish and Spanish-Guarani) using
them as pre-trained word embeddings. We also
trained an additional model in each direction without using pre-trained word embeddings (i.e. using
randomly initialized embeddings). In all cases the
models were trained for 80K steps — saving a
checkpoint every 5K steps — using the training set
from Chiruzzo et al. (2020) (Train2020) and the
training set from the parallel data we presented in
our previous work (Góngora et al., 2021) plus 383
new parallel sentences collected for this work (we
call this union Train2021).
We then chose, for each model, the checkpoint
that maximized the ChrF metric for the dev set
(Dev2020+Dev2021). The test results will be reported over the test set from (Chiruzzo et al., 2020)
(Test2020), the test partition of our own parallel set
(Test2021), and the dev and test sets from (Mager
et al., 2021) (ANLP Dev and ANLP Test), using the
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ChrF (Popović,
2015) scores. Table 3 shows the size of all the
aforementioned datasets.

6

https://aclweb.org/aclwiki/MC-28_
Test_Collection_(State_of_the_art)
7
https://opennmt.net/

Corpus
Our parallel
set
(Chiruzzo
et al., 2020)
(Mager
et al., 2021)

Set Name
Train 2021
Dev 2021
Test 2021
Train 2020
Dev 2020
Test 2020
ANLP Dev
ANLP Test

Sentences
12,129
1,514
1,532
11,501
1,481
1,549
996
1,004

Guarani
Tokens
274,734
34,238
34,597
214,727
26,606
27,351
7,216
6,501

Spanish
Tokens
528,018
65,940
68,805
304,012
37,355
38,908
11,180
10,074

Table 3: Size of the parallel corpora partitions.
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Test Set
Models Gn-Es
random
s300w6none
s300w9ab
s300w7abc
(Borges et al., 2021)
Models Es-Gn
random
s300w6none
s300w9ab
s300w7abc
ANLP first place
ANLP baseline
ANLP last place

Test2020
BLEU ChrF
21.90
37.26
22.64
38.63
22.49
38.32
22.54
38.46
20.30
BLEU ChrF
20.55
36.52
20.19
36.95
19.75
35.13
18.44
33.74
-

Test2021
BLEU ChrF
15.12
37.71
15.75
39.13
15.85
38.76
15.75
38.94
BLEU ChrF
20.59
37.08
17.33
35.42
20.24
36.23
19.81
35.98
-

ANLP Dev
BLEU ChrF
0.41
12.22
0.48
13.44
0.44
13.52
0.57
13.65
BLEU ChrF
0.27
12.77
0.32
13.10
0.36
12.49
0.23
11.98
-

ANLP Test
BLEU ChrF
0.37
11.75
0.51
12.85
0.44
12.93
0.50
12.75
BLEU ChrF
0.49
12.91
0.45
12.72
0.17
13.00
0.12
12.06
6.13
33.6
0.12
19.3
0.13
10.8

Table 4: BLEU and ChrF results of the translation experiments over the different test sets.

4.1 Guarani-Spanish

the more uniform news text used for training.

Figure 1 shows how BLEU and ChrF scores change
at each checkpoint. We observe that, in general,
models that use pretrained embeddings tend to converge earlier. This is particularly important when
experimenting with several models and having little
computing power available.

4.2

40

ChrF random
ChrF s300w6none
ChrF s300w9ab
ChrF s300w7abc

30

BLEU random
BLEU s300w6none
BLEU s300w9ab
BLEU s300w7abc

20

Spanish-Guarani

Regarding the translation in the Es-Gn direction,
figure 2 shows the results over the dev set and we
can see the behavior is different. Although the
faster convergence is observed again, the randomly
initialized model performs as high as the pretrained
ones. We can also see some performance stability
problems as peaks in the graph. This behavior
could be due to the target language embeddings
being trained with fewer data, which is in line with
what (Qi et al., 2018) reported.
40

10

ChrF random
ChrF s300w6none
ChrF s300w9ab
ChrF s300w7abc
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BLEU s300w9ab

Training steps

BLEU s300w7abc

20

Figure 1: BLEU and ChrF evolution on the dev set for
each checkpoint while training the Gn-Es models.

10

The top rows of table 4 shows the results over the
test sets for the best model in each configuration.
We also show the only result available for comparison in the direction Gn-Es (Borges et al., 2021), Figure 2: BLEU and ChrF evolution on the dev set for
which used the (Chiruzzo et al., 2020) test corpus. each checkpoint while training the Es-Gn models.
We outperformed their results, which probably is
As can be seen in table 4 the results in this case
because our models use more training data (they
used only the train partition from Chiruzzo et al. are mixed, since the pretrained models do not outperform the randomly initialized model in all cases.
(2020)).
We can also see that using pretrained word em- Furthermore, the performance over the AmericasNLP sets also drops significantly, which probably
beddings improved the performance with respect
to the randomly initialized model on every test set. has the same cause as the performance difference
on the opposite direction.
However, notice that the performance for the ANLP
sets (Mager et al., 2021) drops dramatically. We
In this direction it was possible to compare
think this could be explained by the more varied
our best models with the performance obtained
text styles present in these test sets, in contrast with
by AmericasNLP shared task participants (Mager
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et al., 2021). As shown in the bottom rows of table
4, our models perform between the bottom participants and the baseline. However, we did not aim
to optimize the performance for this scenario: in
this work we tried to focus only on analyze the use
of pretrained word embeddings, and further work
is needed to improve the training configurations
with parameter tuning or different preprocessing
techniques.

5

Conclusions

The results obtained in our experiments show that
— with the currently available data — we can start
to see some improvements when using pre-trained
embeddings; at least in the Gn-Es direction. The
performance of the Gn-Es models that used pretrained embeddings was slightly better than the
performance of the one that did not use them. Additionally, the developed systems converge faster
when using pretrained embeddings, which is especially useful in the scenario that is common for
low-resource research labs, that of having little
computing power. However, in the Es-Gn direction the results were more mixed, which is aligned
with the conclusions of Qi et al. (2018).
There are still many lines to explore. First, trying
other methods and algorithms for building embeddings such as FastText, which could be better for
morphologically rich languages such as Guarani
(Bojanowski et al., 2017; Shapiro and Duh, 2018).
Second, we must explore the different OpenNMT
configuration possibilities. We could also use backtranslation techniques as well, such as the approach
explored by (Vázquez et al., 2021), the winning
system in AmericasNLP shared task. Finally more
diverse text is needed, considering the difference
observed while evaluating over the AmericasNLP
sets. This diversity is also needed for improving the
word embeddings performance. The great differences between both analogy tests suggests that the
words in the capital-common-countries test might
not be suitable for Guarani, perhaps due to the topics covered in Paraguayan news which refer mainly
to countries in the region.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a game with a
purpose (GWAP) (Von Ahn, 2006). The
aim of the game is to promote language
learning and 'noticing' (Skehan, 2013). The
game has been designed for Irish, but the
framework could be used for other
languages. Irish is a minority language
which means that L2 learners have limited
opportunities for exposure to the language,
and additionally, there are also limited
(digital) learning resources available. This
research incorporates game development,
language pedagogy and ICALL language
materials development. This paper will
focus on the language materials
development as this is a bottleneck in the
teaching and learning of minority and
endangered languages.

1

Introduction

The primary aim of the research is to develop a
game which learners (players) will want to
continue playing for enjoyment which will also
improve their vocabulary and grammar skills
through noticing, reading and writing in a novel
and fun way. From our point of view, the language
learning aspect is paramount, but from the player's
point of view it should appear to be a side effect of
playing the game, rather than the purpose of the
game. Therefore the 'game' narrative and game
'world' are of utmost importance. The inspiration
for this game is the Cipher game (Xu &
Chamberlain, 2020) which was developed to find
errors in English Corpora through 'game with a
purpose'
(GWAP)
methodology
and
crowdsourcing. In the process of annotating errors
in text some players remarked that they felt this
would be an effective way to learn a language. This
current research seeks to test that hypothesis. To do

this, we create a game environment that is
conducive to language learning, where the learning
challenges and trajectory conform to sound
pedagogical principles and where the learner
experience is adapted to the individual learner's
needs. We also strive to make the game culturally
relevant, and complementary to the school
curriculum.
In this paper we describe the game, the
linguistics challenges and the material
development challenges.

2

Game aspects

The game world is a magical one in which ancient
evil spirits are attempting to deny access to the
ancient mythological tales by placing them under a
spell, to cause people to lose their memory of their
past. The player's challenge is to decipher these
spells in order to restore the tales before they are
sealed and lost forever. There are many different
spells (ciphers) and stages before all the evil spells
can be lifted and the story is restored.

Figure 1 Game Interface

Players accumulate points when they correctly
identify ciphered words and lose points when they
fail to spot a ciphered word or incorrectly identify
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a ciphered word. Players can use their points to buy
hints if they wish, which means that players with a
minimal amount of Irish can enjoy playing the
game. If a player cannot find all of the ciphered
words on a page, they are given the choice to
'change the ending' by writing some text in Irish, or
to abandon the attempt in which case they will be
presented with the same page but with easier
ciphers. The game is developed using Unity (client)
and Photon (server).
Previous work on language learning games for
Irish include multi-media games such as Fios
Feasa 1 , and CALL applications (Monica Ward,
2016; Monica Ward, Mozgovoy, & Purgina,
2019), (Neasa Ní Chiaráin & Ní Chasaide, 2016;
Neasa Ní Chiaráin & Ní Chasaide, 2019). The
Faoi Gheasa (Under a spell) game is different in
terms of its adaptive educational content and game
elements and its reuse of existing language
materials.
For many years it has been known that games can
contribute to learning (Dixon, Dixon, & Jordan,
2022; Prensky, 2003). They can be motivational
for students and they encourage self-efficacy.
Motivation is especially important in any language
learning context (Dörnyei & Ushioda, 2013) and
there has been a lot of focus on motivation in the
language learning literature, e.g. (Hattie, 2008;
Lightbown & Spada, 2021). Self-efficacy is
important in learning contexts as it promotes
student engagement and learning (Linnenbrink &
Pintrich, 2003). Our Faoi Gheasa game leverages
these motivational and engaging aspects of digital
games to make the game playing (and learning)
more enjoyable for learners.

3

Pedagogical aspects

This game employs the pedagogical technique of
using storytelling as a means of language learning.
According to Harris, Ó Néill, Uí Dhufaigh, and Ó
Súilleabháin (1996:9:9) it is important that
authentic materials be used, and that stories, songs,
poems, and proverbs are of particular importance
as they have cultural and traditional value. They
also state that when suitable authentic material is
not available then there is no alternative but to
compose Irish versions of materials that children
enjoy. Tierney and Dobson (1995) cited in (Mhic
1

Mhathúna, 2004) also recommend listening to
familiar stories in the second or foreign language.
Regarding the difficulty levels of stories, Harris et
al. (1996:16-17) remind us that young learners who
are acquiring Irish as a second language are still in
the process of acquiring their first language.
Therefore, they are generally not concerned about
understanding every word they hear (in their first
or second language), as long as there are sufficient
hints in the context to allow them to get the general
meaning. Harris et al. (1996) recommend that
rather than focusing on simplifying the language, it
is more important to provide a sufficient quantity
of language input with the necessary contextual
clues. They also suggest that the input needs to be
challenging to provide opportunities for learning.
Furthermore, they caution that over-simplification
of written texts can result in stories that are
somewhat bland and unnatural, and that there is
scope for using more complex language
particularly in the context of stories which are
already familiar to the learners. We believe that
these principles can also apply to written language
in our game where learners will be familiar with
some of the stories.
In relation to classroom teaching Harris et al.
(1996:10:10) say that in order to cultivate a positive
attitude to the learning of Irish, the teaching
materials should be attractive, interesting, funny
and that game-playing should be part of the
process. We believe that our Faoi Gheasa game
fulfils these criteria and that it can complement
both classroom and non-classroom based learning.
It leverages aspects of noticing (Skehan, 2013),
consciousness raising (Smith, 1981), research on
error correction (Chaudron, 1988) and incorporates
elements from Games with a Purpose (Von Ahn,
2006).
3.1

L1-L2 learning issues

Irish has a complex role in Irish society. While not
all members of society value the language for
cultural and heritage reasons, for many Irish
citizens and the Irish diaspora around the world, the
Irish language has great cultural significance and
they have a strong desire to acquire and improve
their Irish language skills, and to ensure that their
children are confident users of the language.
In learning a second language (L2), features which
are not present in their first language (L1) often

https://fiosfeasa.com/
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present additional challenges for the learner
(Laufer & Eliasson, 1993; Schepens, Van Hout, &
Van der Slik, 2022; Vainio, Pajunen, & Hyönä,
2014). The majority of L2 learners of Irish have
English as their L1. There are many linguistic
differences between Irish and English, all of which
can create barriers to the learning of Irish, a
minority language in the shadow of English.
One difficulty for L1 English language speakers
learning Irish is that orthography system is
different from English yet uses the same Latin
alphabet. While the Irish orthography system is
opaque, it is more regular than English. However,
the rules of the orthography system are not
generally taught to students, and they are often left
to decipher it themselves. Often, students do not
see the patterns, and this hampers their learning.
They automatically ‘map’ the English soundorthography system to Irish, which is not always a
successful approach. For example, the word teach
meaning 'house' in Irish is pronounced quite
differently from the word 'teach' in English.
Another difficulty for Irish language learners is that
Irish has a complex system of initial mutations.
This is a defining feature of the Celtic languages,
which affects the initial phonemes of verbs, nouns,
pronouns, adjectives, and some functional
categories. The initial mutations on nouns, (and the
word classes which modify and agree with a head
noun), vary according to the gender of the noun i.e.,
whether the noun is masculine or feminine. At the
level of morphology, Irish verbs are inflected for
tense/mood, person and number, and nouns are
inflected for number and case, the formation of
which varies according to the gender of the noun.
Features of Irish such as initial mutation, gender
agreement, and case marking will be unfamiliar to
learners whose first language is English.
Often Irish language learners are oblivious to the
morphological and grammatical information
encoded in a word and therefore lose vital clues
when trying to understand written and spoken
language. For example, in (1) Bhí 'was' has an
initial mutation for past tense, mhór 'big' has an
initial mutation to signal agreement with a
feminine noun tine 'fire', mbradán 'salmon' has
initial mutation as it is the object of the preposition
and definite article faoin 'under the', and feasa

'knowledge' is in the genitive case to signify its
relationship to mbradán 'salmon'.
(1) Bhí tine mhór faoin
mbradán feasa.
Was fire big under.the salmon knowledge.
'There was a big fire under the salmon of
knowledge'

In this game we encourage noticing of spelling
orthography by introducing cipher errors into the
stories. Most cipher errors are not errors which a
learner would naturally make e.g., swapping the
first half of a word with the second half, doubling
the last letter, or removing all vowels. These types
of errors encourage noticing, are relatively easy to
spot, and minimise the risk of familiarising the
learners with misspellings. In Figure 2 we have an
example of the "Double Tail" cipher which doubles
the last letter of a word, e.g. Is 'is' has become Iss
and mé 'me' has become méé.

Figure 2 Example of a cipher and noun gender colour
coding

In this experiment we encourage the noticing of
noun gender which is a central feature of the
morpho-syntax of Irish. English language speakers
are generally unfamiliar with this grammatical
feature of Irish. We do this as part of the game
narrative by presenting nouns in distinct colours
depending on their gender. In this way we facilitate
the noticing of the two distinct types of noun. Some
of the more complex ciphers remove the colour
coding from nouns, and certain ciphers affect
nouns of one gender or the other. Therefore
noticing and remembering that individual words
are affiliated to either the Water Spirit (blue,
masculine nouns) or the Fire Spirit (red, feminine
nouns) is an advantage in later stages of the game.
In Figure 2 we see that marúch 'mermaid' is red and
dúlachán 'dark one' is blue.
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4

Materials development

As the game centres on stories which have been
made unreadable by an evil spirit and which must
be restored, an important requirement of the game
is a bank of suitable stories. We decided on the
theme of magic and mythology, for several reasons.
Firstly, we hope that it has universal appeal to both
young and old – all generations can enjoy a good
story. Secondly a mythological theme can be made
culturally relevant in different language settings,
which should make the stories more interesting and
significant for learners. Thirdly, some folklore
stories can raise learners’ cultural and heritage
awareness which can motivate learners through
reconnecting to the spirit of indigenous languages
(Restoule, Archibald, Lester-Smith, Parent, &
Smillie, 2010). A culturally responsive approach to
learning is usually discussed in the context of
marginalization e.g., (Sleeter, 2012), but it is
relevant in all learning contexts, including Irish.
Finally, we prefer stories and tales which are free
from copyright restrictions.
We require the materials with difficulty levels
ranging from beginner level to more advanced
language learner levels. For younger children (6 to
8 years) who are just beginning to read, we use
simple stories based on well-known fairy tales that
they will be already familiar with in English. For
more advanced learners we use more complex
mythological stories and folk takes. For older
children (10-12 years) we use simple versions of
Irish mythological tales, and for the higher levels
we use folk tales and legends with more
sophisticated language
constructions
and
vocabulary. This levelling of texts is currently a
focus of our pilot study. Initially we have four
levels of text difficulty: beginner, improver,
intermediate and advanced. These are similar to
CEFR levels A1, A2/B1, B2 and C1. When players
sign up to play the game, they are asked for their
age (we include the category 18+ for adults) and
their school class/year and school type. Based on
this information we assign them to an initial level,
and they will move up or down levels depending
on their performance in the game. Adults (18+)
start in the improver category initially.

2
3

https://www.duchas.ie/en/info/cbe
https://www.duchas.ie/en/meitheal/

4.1 Sources of material
Ideally, we want to reuse resources where possible.
However, while some stories are included in
existing corpora (Kilgarriff, Rundell, & Uí
Dhonnchadha, 2007) they are subject to copyright
issues, which is also the case for published books
and textbooks. In addition, we prefer that the
stories (at the higher levels) are not already familiar
to the game players. Where possible, we want to
source texts which are already in electronic format,
however some translating or composing of stories
is envisaged.
One valuable source of online story material is the
Dúchas.ie project which includes “The Schools
Collection 2 .. This collection was initiated in the
1930’s by the Irish Folklore Commission in cooperation with the Department of Education.
During that time, primary school children, aged
approximately 12-14 years of age, collected
folklore and tradition in their local areas and wrote
it down in their school copybooks. The collection
contains approximately 740,000 pages of
handwritten pages compiled by pupils from 5,000
primary schools in Ireland between 1937 and 1939.
Currently this collection is being transcribed
through the Dúchas.ie crowdsourcing transcription
project 3 and the transcribed material is publicly
available online. This collection contains material
written in both English and in Irish. Of particular
interest to us are the folktales and Irish mythology
legends written down almost ninety years ago by
children who were native speakers of Irish. These
stories fit into the ‘intermediate’ and ‘advanced’
categories. The collection contains a wealth
valuable material at these levels which is ideal for
our purposes. It does however require preprocessing as the texts are written down prior to the
modern standardised orthography and they also
contain some spelling and grammar errors. For the
‘beginner’ and ‘improver’ level we have translated
some well-known fairy tales based on English
versions, and we are currently seeking other
sources of magical stories and tales. There is also a
small amount of advanced level material dating
from the early 1900’s available on gutenberg.org4,
which also requires spelling standardisation.

4

https://www.gutenberg.org/browse/lan
guages/ga
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4.2 Preparation of materials
In the case of Duchas.ie and Gutenberg.org stories
the language was normalised to the modern
spelling and grammar standards. Fairy tales were
composed based on English versions. In order to
avoid applying ciphers to proper nouns, and to
facilitate the highlighting of noun genders, all
stories were tagged with part-of-speech (POS)
categories using the Irish POS tagger by Uí
Dhonnchadha and van Genabith (2006). The POS
tagged text was manually checked. The XML
formatted POS tagged texts are imported into Unity
and stories are divided into numerous screens
(pages) and displayed in game. The game engine
applies ciphers automatically and randomly to the
texts. This means that if a player retries the same
story, they will not encounter the same ciphers
(enchantments). Figure 3 shows the Faoi Gheasa
pipeline.

Figure 3 Faoi Gheasa pipeline

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we present a language learning game
which will help players to improve their Irish
language noticing skills and encourage reading for
fun. The game is currently being piloted in a small
number of primary and secondary schools and
initial reactions are positive (74% of players who
have filled in the survey questionnaire to date are
interested in improving their language skills while
playing a game). We are currently seeking new
sources of material and fine-tuning the game
adaptivity based on user feedback.

6
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Abstract
Many endangered Uralic languages have multilingual machine readable dictionaries saved
in an XML format. However, the dictionaries
cover translations very inconsistently between
language pairs, for instance, the Livonian dictionary has some translations to Finnish, Latvian and Estonian, and the Komi-Zyrian dictionary has some translations to Finnish, English and Russian. We utilize graph-based
approaches to augment such dictionaries by
predicting new translations to existing and
new languages based on different dictionaries for endangered languages and Wiktionaries. Our study focuses on the lexical resources
for Komi-Zyrian (kpv), Erzya (myv) and Livonian (liv). We evaluate our approach by human judges fluent in the three endangered languages in question. Based on the evaluation,
the method predicted good or acceptable translations 77% of the time. Furthermore, we train
a neural prediction model to predict the quality of the automatically predicted translations
with an 81% accuracy. The resulting extensions to the dictionaries are made available
on the online dictionary platform used by the
speakers of these languages.

1

Introduction

For many endangered languages there are several
existing dictionaries and other bilingual lexical resources for different language pairs. For example,
for many Uralic languages there are German dictionaries, as that has traditionally had a strong role
as a scientific language of the field. Also the dictionaries in local majority languages such as Finnish,
Estonian, Latvian and Russian are very common.
Although the fact that a great many of them exist
only as printed copies limits their use in the digital
era.
Nevertheless, dictionaries play an important role
in language documentation and revitalization ef-

forts. For endangered Uralic languages, Akusanat
online dictionary (Hämäläinen and Rueter, 2019)
collects multilingual dictionary resources in multiple endangered languages such as the ones in focus
of our paper: Komi-Zyrian, Livonian and Erzya.
Making it possible for native speakers and language
learners to access such a resource has a very big
societal impact within the language communities.
Furthermore, online resources such as Wiktionary have gathered very large amounts of lexical
data for majority languages. This data does not
necessarily represent a fully curated and finalized
product in which all entries would be of an equal
quality. Only more recently has there been interest
in building such resources in the languages that are
nowadays more widely used, such as English. As
creating these resources is an enormous undertaking, we investigate in this study the possibility of
predicting translations from endangered languages
to resource-rich languages automatically from existing translations in these high-resource language
Wiktionaries.
We would like to point out that the languages we
are working with in this paper are endangered, not
just low-resourced (see Hämäläinen 2021). According to UNESCO Atlas of World languages (Moseley, 2010), Komi-Zyrian (kpv) has 217,316 native
speakers and Erzya (myv) 400,000 native speakers.
Livonian (liv), however, does not have any surviving native speakers1 , but has a small community of
second language speakers.
Apart from Livonian, these languages have received some digital language documentation interest. Erzya (Rueter and Tyers, 2018) and KomiZyrian (Partanen et al., 2018) have small Universal
Dependencies tree banks and morphological transducers (Rueter et al., 2020).
1

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/death-of-a-languagelast-ever-speaker-of-livonian-passes-away-aged-1038k0rlplv8xj
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In the method we investigate in this study, the
translations for a word in different languages are
represented as graphs. This allows for an effective
use of a large number of lexical resources that are
not complete, but support one another.
Our main contributions in this work are:
1. We describe a method for inferring translations by combining different graph-based link
prediction methods in endangered language
data.
2. We evaluate their performance and applicability by conducting a manual evaluation, followed by detailed analyses and discussions.
3. We implement an artificial neural network
model to determine the quality of predictions
by the algorithmic methods automatically.
4. The prediction results of our method are published in an online dictionary after being verified by lexicographers to have a direct impact
on the endangered language communities in
question.
Our approach makes it possible for lexicographers to bootstrap new languages into existing multilingual dictionaries. This saves time as instead
of building a lexicon from the ground up, their
task becomes more of a post-editing, where new
translations need only to be verified rather than
written from scratch. In the context of larger languages, post-editing has become mainstream in
lexicographic work (see Jakubicek et al. 2018),
however in the context of endangered languages
post-editing has thus far received less lexicographic
interest.

2

Related Work

There is a plethora of NLP work out there relating
to endangered languages ranging from rule-based
approaches (Tyers, 2010; Zueva et al., 2020; Rueter
and Hämäläinen, 2020) to latest neural models (Ens
et al., 2019; Alnajjar, 2021; Wiechetek et al., 2021).
In this section, however, we focus more on work
on extending dictionaries.
There has been several attempts in the past in
predicting new translations in bilingual and multilingual dictionaries. In this section, we describe the
most relevant ones to our work. There has been related approaches to extending semantic knowledge
bases (Raganato et al., 2016; Pasini and Navigli,

2017; Gesese et al., 2020), but we leave their detailed description out of this section as the problem
the approaches try to solve is fundamentally different in terms of the availability and magnitude of
the data.
Lam and Kalita (2013) have proposed a method
for reversing bidirectional dictionaries (e.g., reversing Hindi-English to English-Hindi). Their approach requires WordNet2 (Fellbaum, 1998) for at
least one of the languages, and uses the similarities
between the words and their synonyms, hyponyms
and hypernyms in WordNet to estimate the quality
of the reverse translations. They have tested the
method by reversing resource-poor and endangered
language dictionaries (e.g. Karbi, Hindi and Assamese) to have English as the source language
instead of the destination language. It is worth noting that this approach is not capable of producing
dictionaries or translations in new languages.
Lam et al. (2015) proposed a method for creating
new dictionaries for resource-poor languages. In
their work, a dictionary of a low-resource language
to a resource-rich language with a high-quality
WordNet is needed. To translate a word from the
source language to a new language (e.g. Arabic),
their method uses links between the English WordNet and existing multiple intermediate WordNets
of other languages such as Finnish and Japanese
to highlight the relevant words in the WordNets.
Thereafter, each of these words are translated to
the desired destination language using existing machine translation systems such as Google Translate. The higher the agreement between multiple
machine translation systems, the higher the score
given to the translation.
A constraint-based approach for inducting new
bilingual dictionaries for low-resource languages
that are share the language family has been proposed by Wushouer et al. (2015). In their approach,
a graph is constructed from two bilingual dictionaries (i.e. A-B and B-C, where B is the intermediate
language), and new potential translation links are
examined by treating the problem as conjunctive
normal form (CNF) and using WPMaxSAT solver
to identify the new translations. This work has
been extended further in (Nasution et al., 2016) to
generalize the method to work for a larger group
of languages and identify the best constraint set
according to the language pairs.
A graph-based method for combining multiple
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https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

Wiktionaries and inferring new translations using
graph-based probabilistic inference measured by
random walks was proposed by Soderland et al.
(2009). The goal of their work is to construct a
huge dictionary covering the well-resourced languages (e.g., English, French, Spanish, . . . etc) and
suggest new dictionary translations; nonetheless,
their work does not address endangered or resourcepoor languages. Another graph-based method was
embraced by Alnajjar et al. (2021).
Donandt et al. (2017) have trained a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) model to predict whether a
new translation is valid or not. Given multiple bilingual dictionaries, a directed graph is constructed
where nodes are unique words with their language
and part-of-speech tag. Depth-first search is applied to find cycles in the graph. Translations
found in cycles with a translation in the dictionary
from the target word back to the source are considered to be positive examples, whereas translations
found in paths but not cycles are treated as negative instances. Additional features are passed to
the model as well, such as the frequency of source
word in a dictionary, number of available paths between the source and target words, and, in the case
of sharing the language family, the average Levenshtein distance between all the words in the path.
This method was not investigated nor evaluated for
endangered languages.

3

Data

Two types of resources are used in our approach,
1) XML dictionaries of endangered languages (such
as Komi-Zyrian, Livonian and Erzya, with kpv,
liv and myv as ISO 639-3 codes respectively) and
2) Wiktionaries3 of resource-rich languages (such
as English and French). While we could utilize
the Finnish WordNet (Lindén and Carlson, 2010)
as an additional resource in this task as done in
some of the previous work, however, in practice it
would introduce more noise due to the relatively
low quality of the Finnish WordNet4 .
3.1 XML Dictionaries
The XML dictionaries have been created in connection with the development work at morphological
3

https://www.wiktionary.org/
For instance, the word for a dog (koira) is linked as a
synonym for a pig (sika), and unacceptably the word for a
woman (nainen) is linked as a synonym for whore (huora)
among others.
4

analysers, and they contain both materials from already published dictionaries and also individually
added entries. In this work, we use dictionaries
of three endangered languages Komi-Zyrian, Livonian and Erzya. The Komi and Erzya dictionaries
are built as part of the Giella Project (Moshagen
et al., 2014)5 and they are available through UralicNLP (Hämäläinen, 2019), while the Livonian
dictionary has been outlined in Rueter (2014).

Figure 1: An example of the XML structure in the
Erzya dictionary.

As seen in Figure 1, an XML dictionary contains
lexemes, their parts-of-speech, and translations
grouped by the meaning group. Out of the three,
the Livonian dictionary is the most consistent dictionary with multi-translations to Finnish (19,210),
Latvian (18,064) and Estonian (18,684). KomiZyrian mostly has Russian (32,744) and Finnish
(11,745) translations, and some English (6,702).
Erzya has Finnish (12,631), Russian (7,572) and
English (3,739).
While in theory these multilingual dictionaries have their translations divided into meaning
groups that group semantically similar translations
together, in practice these meaning groups are of
a poor quality (see Hämäläinen et al. 2018) and
thus omitted in our approach. The problem can
already be seen in Figure 1 with the Erzya word
аволямс where Finnish words huiskuttaa (to wave)
and heiluttaa (to wave) are in the same meaning
group as lakaista (to sweep).
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https://giellalt.uit.no

3.2 Wiktionary

{n|ns ∈ E}. For all the neighbouring nodes linked
to the source language n, we examine whether they
belong to the target language, i.e. n ∈ T . When
such a constraint is satisfied, a new translation between the source lexeme s and n is considered
as a candidate translation and assessed using link
predictions methods. All candidates scoring zero
on any of the link predictions methods described
below are pruned out.
We employ four link prediction methods to
discover new translations; these are 1) Jaccard
coefficient (Jaccard, 1912), 2) Adamic-Adar index (Adamic and Adar, 2003), 3) resource allocation index (Zhou et al., 2009), and preferential
attachment score (Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg,
2007). In short, Jaccard coefficient computes a
score based on the common neighbours between
the source and target nodes with respect to the total number of their neighbours. The Adamic-Adar
index is defined as:
X
1

Wiktionaries are rich multilingual online dictionaries consisting of an enormous number of words,
translations, examples. There are Wiktionaries for
many resource-rich languages and they are publicly
available.
We have crawled and parsed the Finnish (fin), Estonian (est), French (fra), Latvian (lav) and Russian
(rus) Wiktionaries to extract all words and translations provided in them. Despite the humongous
linguistic data supplied, the data in each Wiktionary
is structured differently and is not well aligned with
other dictionaries (e.g. a given translation does not
necessary exist in the reverse direction). These
dictionaries do not have many translations in our
endangered languages of interest, but they serve
as an important resource for our link prediction
approach.

4

Inferring New Translation Candidates

Representing translations in a graph, where words
are represented as nodes and translations between
words as edges, is intuitive and has been successfully used for the task in the past, as described
in the related work. In fact, some of the modern
approaches to lexicography have also rejected the
traditional tree structure of a dictionary in favor of
a graph representation (Mechura, 2016). Similarly,
we represent both types of dictionaries, XMLs and
Wiktionaries, in a graph-based network using NetworkX library (Hagberg et al., 2008). Unlike some
of the previous work such as (Donandt et al., 2017),
the graph is not directional, given that nearly all
lexical translations work bidirectionally.
Let G = (V, E) denote the graph, where V is
all the vertices/nodes in the graph and E is all
undirected edges/links between two nodes. We
initialize the graph with all translations from the
five Wiktionaries in such a way that their entries
become interconnected based on words and their
translations.
To predict new translations from the source language S to the target language T , we load the XML
dictionary of the desired endangered language to
the graph while omitting any existing translations
to the target language. This is done to ensure that
all translations to the target language are projected
by the method.
Once the graph is constructed, we iterate over
all nodes from the source language VS = {s|s ∈
V ∩ S} and their neighbouring nodes N (s) =

w∈N (s)∩N (n)

log|N (w)|

The resource allocation index is defined similarly but without taking the log of the denominator. Lastly, the preferential attachment score measures the magnitude of the neighbours of each node,
which is defined as |N (s)||N (n)|.
An example of a sub-graph containing the Livonian lexeme (Japān) along with links to existing
translations in the XML dictionary (which are
Japani in Finnish, Jaapan in Estonian and Japāna
in Latvian) is shown in Figure 2. All the remaining
nodes in the graph and their black connections to
the other nodes are from Wiktionaries. By running
the link prediction methods described above to infer translations from Livonian to English, two new
links are suggested and they point to the lexemes
Japan and Nippon, shown in red dashed lines. The
methods were able to recommend the link to the
Japan with high confidence as there is a strong
support based on their neighbouring nodes (i.e.
liv_Japāna, fin_Japani and est_Jaapan), whereas
the link to Nippon had a low confidence as only
one node supports it (i.e. est_Jaapan).
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5

Manual Evaluation

In our evaluation, we run the link prediction
method for the following four language pairs, 1)
Erzya and English 2) Livonian and English, 3)
Komi-Zyrian and English and 4) Komi-Zyrian and

Figure 2: A sub-graph illustrating an example for inferring new translations from Livonian (Japān) to English
(Japan and Nippon) by the methods (highlighted in red).
Pair
myv-eng
liv-eng
kpv-eng
kpv-fra
Total

French. Which resulted in 17,042, 22,911, 9,611
and 7,765 translation suggestions for the four language pairs, respectively.
To evaluate the method, we have reached to fluent speakers in the source and target languages and
requested them to manually annotate 200 randomly
selected predictions. None of these predictions existed before in the XML dictionaries between each
language pair. For each translation, they were instructed to indicate whether it is 1) good, 2) acceptable, 3) incomplete or 4) bad. Good translations are
dictionary-ready entries and can be automatically
populated as they are. Acceptable instances are correct predictions but may contain ambiguity due to,
for example, synonymy or polysemy. Incomplete
translations are close to the desired translation but
require manual modifications, while bad translations are completely off predictions and should be
removed.
In total, we obtained 800 annotated predictions.
Table 1 shows the summary of annotations per language pairs. The annotations point out that the
majority (44.62%) of inferred translations are good
and can be used as they are. 16.62% and 15.5%
of the predictions were seen as acceptable and incomplete, in the given order. Overall, this demonstrates the effectiveness of the method in predicting
translations for endangered languages, with 76.75%
good or potential translations, and only 23.25% bad
translations.

Good
76
88
102
91
357

Acceptable
34
23
35
41
133

Incomplete
36
39
29
20
124

Bad
54
50
34
48
186

Total
200
200
200
200
800

Table 1: A summary of the manual annotation of
predicted translations from endangered languages to
resource-rich languages.

Komi-Zyrian to English translations. The annotator
also wrote notes for non-good translations.
Next, we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient to determine if there is a linear correlation
between each of the four link prediction methods
and the manual annotations. We assigned the annotation a value of from 3 (for good) to 0 (for bad).
Our results indicate that there is a positive weak
correlation between the annotation values and the
predicted scores for three methods Jaccard coefficient, Adamic-Adar index, and resource allocation
index. For preferential attachment, no correlation
existed. All of the four correlations are with very
strong statistical significance, i.e. p-value < 0.001.
These correlation scores indicate the importance
of considering the total and common neighbouring
translations of the source and target words, something that is not taken into consideration in the
preferential attachment method.

We can see some examples of the predictions and
human annotations in Table 2. In the table, we can
see examples of all four annotation categories for

5.1

An automated evaluation attempt

Komi-Zyrian and Erzya dictionaries contain some
English translations. As these translations were
ignored during the automatic prediction phase, we
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Komi-Zyrian
норматив
во пом
чуксасьны
сӧгластӧм

English
norm
year
crow
indeclinable

Annotation
good
incomplete
acceptable
bad

Note
end of the year
verb
uncompromising

Table 2: Examples of Komi-Zyrian to English predictions and annotations.

Layer (type)
Linear-1
ReLU-2
BatchNorm1d-3
Linear-4
ReLU-5
BatchNorm1d-6
Linear-7
ReLU-8
BatchNorm1d-9
Dropout-10
Linear-11

can use them as a simplistic automatic evaluation
metric to test if the method infers them correctly.
To do so, we only consider English translations
which exist in the initial graph (i.e., constructed
from Wiktionaries) because some of these translations are placeholders (i.e., ‘YY’) or contain additional meta-data (e.g., the context or specification),
not to mention that Wiktionaries are not complete
resources and some words will be missing. This
filtering resulted in 4,096 and 3,386 Komi-English
and Erzya-English translation pairs to be assessed
by the link prediction methods. For Komi-Zyrian
to English, 2,419 (59%) of translations were predicted correctly; however, we were able to verify
only 423 (13% of) Erzya to English translations by
the existing XML dictionary.

Because no dictionary is perfect, and even less
so in the context of endangered languages, it is difficult to conduct the kind of automated evaluation
that would be functional in assessing the degree
to which our predictions are correct. For this reason, we believe that the manual evaluation by people knowledgeable in the languages in question is
the best way of evaluating the performance of the
method. This also creates a very useful gold standard dataset that can be used in further evaluation
of different approaches.

Param #
320
0
128
4,160
0
128
4,160
0
128
0
65

Table 3: A summary of the architecture of the neural
network.

6
These numbers indicate that at least this many
translations were correct based on this automated
evaluation method, however, this method cannot
assess how many of the predicted translations that
were not in the dictionaries, were correct as well. In
our experience, dictionaries (even larger Wiktionaries) have an inconsistent coverage of synonyms in
the translations. Which means that if our method
predicts a synonym of an existing translation that
is not in the dictionary, this simplistic automated
evaluation cannot capture that. With a quick look
into the data, we were able to see several of these
cases.

Output Shape
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 64]
[-1, 64, 1]

Automatic Detection of Good
Predictions

To further aid lexicographers in creating dictionaries, especially for endangered languages, we build
an artificial neural network model for detecting
whether a predicted translation by the methods is
a good one. An automated way of filtering out
the bad translations cuts the time needed for going
through the predictions manually.
We have experimented with different neural architectures and techniques. For the scope of this
work, we describe the outperforming model which
is a multilayer feedforward neural network (for a
summary of the architecture, see Table 3). The
input to the network is the prediction scores computed by the link prediction methods and the output
is a binary score, 1 denoting a good prediction and
0 a bad one. We follow the rule-of-thumb of introducing hidden layers based on 70-90% of the size
of the input (Boger and Guterman, 1997), which
yields three hidden layers and each layer consists
of 64 neurons. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) is used
as an activation function after each layer. Subsequently, batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy,
2015) and dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) (with a
probability of 10%) are applied to accelerate train-
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Good
Bad
Accuracy
Good
Bad
Accuracy

Precision Recall F1-score
Baseline
77%
51%
61%
22%
47%
30%
50%
Neural Model
81%
98%
89%
73%
22%
34%
81%

N

polysemy, the graph based model would have been
less likely to predict this translation.

124
36
160

We have attempted to test the method by focusing solely on Wiktionary data, where we would
omit all existing translations from a particular
source language to another (e.g., Finnish to French
or English). Nonetheless, many of the predicted
translations were good but were missing from the
Wiktionary of the source language, making it infeasible to assess the effectiveness of the method.
Despite that, this is a strong indication that the proposed method with our model could be employed
to enrich existing Wiktionaries further.

124
36
160

Table 4: The accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score of
a random baseline and our neural model for detecting
good translation candidates.

ing, and reduce internal covariate shift and overfitting. In total, the network had 9,089 trainable
parameters.
In our model, we utilize Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) and a sigmoid
layer combined with binary cross entropy as the
loss function due to its suitability for the binary
classification task. To obtain the classification
from the model, a sigmoid function followed by
rounding the result is applied post inference.
For the problem we are tackling, there are no
available training datasets, neither for endangered
languages nor resource-rich languages. To overcome this, we exploit our manual annotations and
split them into 80-20 splits for training and testing.
To convert the annotations into binary classes, we
treat all good, acceptable and incomplete translations as positive instances and bad ones as negative.
After 1,000 epochs of training with a learning
rate of 0.001, the model reached an accuracy of
81%. Table 4 reports a summary of the performance metric of the model in comparison to a random classifier as a baseline.

7

An idea we had for training a neural model for
predicting whether the new predictions are good
or bad was to generate synthetic training data automatically. In practice, collecting examples of good
translations from Wiktionaries is easy, but producing automatically examples of bad translations is
more difficult. Predicting random links between
words would result in all of the link prediction models outputting such a low score that it would hardly
be representative of the real case of bad translations
that are mainly due to polysemy or wrong initial
translations.

Discussion

When looking at the bad candidate translations, the
reasons why they were predicted by our method
can be divided roughly into two categories: polysemy and wrong translations in the original XML
dictionaries. A polysemy of a word in one language
can cause a wrong translation to appear in another
language that does not exhibit the same polysemy.
For example the Komi-Zyrian word гол had been
translated into paint instead of the correct translation goal. This is due to polysemy in Finnish as
the Finnish word maali means both goal and paint.
Had there been more translations in between languages for these words that do not have the Finnish
145

We tried out producing a dataset of bad translations with the idea that if an English word, for
instance can is translated into voida (be able to) and
purkki (can as a container) in Finnish and võima (be
able to) and purk (can as a container) in Estonian,
then predicting voida as a translation of purk and
purkki as a translation of võima would make our
synthetic data have very representative examples
of bad translations. However, in practice, we ran
into a coverage issue in Wiktionaries. For example, the English Wiktionary did not have any entry
that would have had at least two translations into
Finnish and Estonian. This made our good idea in
theory impossible in practice.
While quality and coverage of the existing data
pose challenges, our work has provided some insight for the lexicographers working with these resources about the limitations of the current state of
the lexical resources. This has been well received
as a form of a sanity check among the lexicographers in question given that the lexicographic
resources have been built by different people depending on their funding situation. This means that
a lot of the work done in the dictionaries has been
there before the current people working with the
resources have started extending them.

In our graphs, we have omitted the part-ofspeech because it is not present for all lexemes,
whether in the XML dictionaries or Wiktionaries.
Taking them into consideration would have resulted
in inferring low-quality translations in smaller magnitudes. Therefore, we believe that incorporating
part-of-speech tags is a crucial step, once new translations are inferred. As this would assist in detecting some ambiguous cases where a miss-match
between the parts-of-speech is sufficient to prune
them out. The part-of-speech tags could be automatically predicted by taking advantage of neuraland graph-based methods (Angle et al., 2018; Das
and Petrov, 2011; Thayaparan et al., 2018). However, in some cases, ensuring the same part-ofspeech tag, might lead to correct translations being
filtered out. For instance, the Finnish word alla
may be an adverb or a postposition, whereas its
English translation under is a preposition.
In terms of the features used in our neural
model, we use the prediction scores returned by
the link prediction methods. This causes the neural
model to act as an expert voter observing the various scores and to make the executive decision of
whether the prediction is valid or not. Additional
features could be passed to the model, such as the
strings of both source and target words, and metainformation about their nodes (e.g., the number of
their distinct and common neighbours). Based on
Donandt et al. (2017) work, using the Levenshtein
distance between source and target words resulted
in poor classifications. Such features contribute
differently to the performance of the model depending on the languages and would limit the model to
closely related languages with a high number of
cognates. This motivated our choice of judging the
quality of predictions based on the link prediction
scores, which causes our model to be generic and
appropriate for many different language pairs as
we assume no phylogenetic relation between the
languages in question. This also makes it possible
for our approach to work across writing systems as
we are dealing with languages written in Latin and
Cyrillic alphabets.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

such as Giella (Moshagen et al., 2014) and Ve’rdd
(Alnajjar et al., 2020). This would make link prediction an active part of the process of building lexical
resources, making it a more dynamic human-in-theloop task.
We have presented our work on extending the
existing lexical resources for several endangered
languages. For the time being, human annotators
are needed to go through the predicted translations,
although we have perceived promising results with
our neural approach.
Regardless of the accuracy of the current method
for identifying good predictions or what any future
method might reach, we believe that a lexicographer needs to go through the predictions at any rate.
Compiling dictionaries for an endangered language
is an important step in the language documentation
and, if done right, can greatly benefit the native
speakers of the language in learning foreign languages, and also anyone interested in learning the
endangered language in question. This being said,
any fully automatically produced lexicon will have
errors that ultimately lead to misunderstandings
and can be harmful for the language community.
We envision that our work opens the door
for constructing aligned multilingual wordembeddings between endangered languages and
high-resource languages. This would narrow the
gap between severely scarce-resource languages
and the latest neural machine translation techniques, making it possible to build a functional
neural translation system from languages at the risk
of dying to a vast number of big languages which
in return would greatly benefit the communities of
endangered language.
The results produced by our method will be manually filtered by lexicographers and included in the
Akusanat online dictionary7 . The goal of our paper
has been that of extending existing lexicographic
resources so that the language communities can directly benefit from our research. Without releasing
our results and having them manually verified, we
would be embracing an unethical research tradition
that relies on cultural and linguistic appropriation
for a purely academic benefit.

We have released the source code of our method
and its predictions on Github6 . Our method could,
in the future, be integrated with the existing dictionary editing infrastructures for Uralic languages
6
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Abstract

time, by taking existing tools as a frame. The following tools were already ready-made: an FSTbased morphological analyser, a morpho-syntactic
disambiguator developed for correct text, and a
multi-lingual infrastructure that contains scripts to
build the grammar checker (among other applications). Our work took altogether 120 hours, (40
hours of meetings of two linguists (one of them
native speaker) and 40 hours of work of one native
speaker linguist).
For related languages we can even reuse rules
and sets (prenominal modifiers, sentence barriers). But for example, lexemes have to be translated. This article will show in detail what can
be reused, and which factors need special focus as
they are language specific – many times it is systematic homonymies, and definitely idiosyncratic
homonymies. In addition, we will evaluate the
Lule Sámi grammar checker and point out future
steps for improvement.

Grammar checkers (GEC) are needed for digital language survival. Very low resource languages like Lule Sámi with less than 3,000
speakers need to hurry to build these tools, but
do not have the big corpus data that are required for the construction of machine learning tools. We present a rule-based tool and a
workflow where the work done for a related
language can speed up the process. We use
an existing grammar to infer rules for the new
language, and we do not need a large gold corpus of annotated grammar errors, but a smaller
corpus of regression tests is built while developing the tool. We present a test case for
Lule Sámi reusing resources from North Sámi,
show how we achieve a categorisation of the
most frequent errors, and present a preliminary
evaluation of the system. We hope this serves
as an inspiration for small languages that need
advanced tools in a limited amount of time, but
do not have big data.

1

2

Introduction

Background

2.1

Language tools for very low resource languages
are urgently needed to support language maintenance, but also it takes a long time to develop
them. An existing multilingual infrastructure and
existing tools that can be reused can speed up the
process. In this article, we describe the process of
making a Lule Sámi GEC together with a preliminary categorization of frequent Lule Sámi errors.
Lule Sámi is on the lower end of lower resource
language. It can benefit from North Sámi which is
closely related and has a well-functioning grammar checker.
The reuse of existing knowledge is an important
concept in effective development of new grammar checkers in multilingual infrastructures. With
this work we would like to set an example of how
high-end complex NLP tools can be made, in less

Language and resources

Lule Sámi is spoken in northern Sweden and Norway, with an estimated 800-3,000 speakers (Sammallahti, 1998; Kuoljok, 2002; Svonni, 2008; Rydving, 2013; Moseley, 2010). The Lule Sámi
written language was approved in 1983 (Magga,
1994). The first Lule Sámi spell checker was
launched in 2007. Lule Sámi is a morphologically
complex language, for more details see Ylikoski
(2022).
In 2013 the Lule Sámi gold corpus of writing errors was built.1 The gold corpus consists
of 32,202 words with 3,772 marked writing errors. The goal of this error marked-up corpus was
to test if the spellchecker corresponds to relevant
quality requirements, by running the spell checker
1

https://github.com/giellalt/lang-smj/
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on an error corpus, where spelling errors were
manually marked and corrected. It was supposed
to be usable for testing grammar checkers with
some processing, and therefore also marked syntactic, morpho-syntactic and lexical errors. The
texts gathered for the gold corpus were written by
native Lule Sámi speakers and had neither been
spellchecked nor proofread.
Speakers of Lule Sámi do not have a long written tradition, this amount of errors in the gold
corpus show that native speakers of Lule Sámi
are in need of tools helping them in the writing
process. 1,774 of the errors in the gold corpus
are non-word errors (i.e. misspellings that result
in a non-existent form, non-word error, as opposed to real word errors where the misspelling
results in an existing ‘wrong’ form), found by
the spellchecker, the remaining 1,998 errors are
morpho-syntactic, syntactic, word choice and formatting errors, which only a grammar checker can
detect and correct. Lule Sámi is by UNESCO
classified as a severely endangered language. For
the (re)vitalisation of a language, it is important
that the language is actually being used. With a
(re)vitalisation perspective, a grammar checker for
Lule Sámi will make it easier for people to use
Lule Sámi in writing, which will increase the use
of written Lule Sámi.
The marking and correcting of errors for the
gold corpus is the first systematic work on Lule
Sámi writing errors. So far, this gold corpus has
not been used to analyse and describe error types
characteristic for Lule Sámi. Our own experiences
from proofreading and from the work with North
Sámi were therefore the starting point for developing grammar rules.

Antonsen et al. (2010) report F-scores of 0.95 for
part-of-speech (PoS) disambiguation, 0.88 for disambiguation of inflection and derivation, and 0.86
for assignment of grammatical functions (syntax)
for the Lule Sámi analyser.
The system is built on a pipeline of modules:
we process the input text with morphological analysers and tokenisers to get annotated texts, then
disambiguate and then apply grammar rules on the
disambiguated sentences, c.f. Figure 1.
It is noteworthy, that the system is part of a multilingual infrastructure GiellaLT, which includes
numerous languages — 130 altogether.
The grammar checker takes input from the
finite-state transducer (FST) to a number of other
modules, the core of which are several Constraint Grammar modules for tokenisation disambiguation, morpho-syntactic disambiguation and a
module for error detection and correction. The
full modular structure (Figure 1) is described in
Wiechetek (2019). We are using finite-state morphology (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003) to model
word formation processes. The technology behind our FSTs is described in Pirinen (2014).
Constraint Grammar is a rule-based formalism
for writing disambiguation and syntactic annotation grammars (Karlsson, 1990a; Karlsson et al.,
1995). In our work, we use the free open source
implementation VISLCG-3 (Bick and Didriksen,
2015). All components are compiled and built using the GiellaLT infrastructure (Moshagen et al.,
2013). The code and data for the model is available for download 3 .
The syntactic context is specified in handwritten Constraint Grammar rules. The ADD-rule
below adds an error tag (identified by the tag
&real-negSg3-negSg2) to the negation verb
ij ‘(to) not’ as in example (1) if it is a 3rd person
singular verb and to its left there is a 2nd person
singular pronoun in nominative case. The context
condition further specifies that there cannot be any
tokens specifying a sentence barrier, a subjunction, conjunction or a finite verb in between for
the rule to apply.

2.2 Framework
The technological implementation of our grammar checker is based on well-established technologies in the rule-based natural language processing: finite-state automata for morphological
analysis (Beesley and Karttunen, 2003; Lindén
et al., 2013) and constraint grammar (Karlsson,
1990b; Didriksen, 2010) for syntactic and semantic as well as other sentence-level processing. The
Lule Sámi has an existing morphological analyser
and lexicon publicly available2 , which were originally imported from North Sámi with all rules and
set specifications and then adapted to Lule Sámi.
2

(1)

Dån ittjij
boade guossáj.
you NEG . PAST. SG 3 come guest. ILL

‘You didn’t visit.’

ADD (&real-negSg3-negSg2) TARGET ("ij")
IF (0 (Sg3))
3

https://github.com/giellalt/lang-smj/
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Figure 1: Structure of a grammar checker

4. Regression tests (error-marked up test sentences)

(*-1 (Pron Nom Sg2)
BARRIER S-BOUNDARY OR
CS OR CC OR VFIN) ;

3

Unlike machine learning, this approach is not
dependent on a large amount of text data or a gold
corpus. To develop a grammar checker, we only
need several test sentences containing the errors
in question. (Wiechetek et al., 2021) However, in
the absence of a fully error marked-up text corpus,
finding frequent errors is a challenge. We therefore provide a scheme based on our experience
with finding common errors (for the North Sámi
grammar checker) as a guideline for work on new
languages. This scheme serves any language, but
our experience is based on morphologically richer
languages.
Error types can be divided into three main categories:

Setup

In this section, we answer the question of how to
set up a grammar checker for a new language in
GiellaLT. The resources we need are:
1. Word-based tools:
• a tokeniser / handling of multiword entities etc.
• an FST-based morphological analyser
• a spellchecker
2. Sentence-based tools:
• a disambiguator (that can deal with erroneous input)
• a syntactic analyser
• a number of phonological or morphosyntactic sets to categorise groups of
words
• error detection/correction rules for a set
of frequent errors

1. phonology-/typography-based errors
2. (morpho-)syntactic errors
3. writing convention-based errors
Phonology-/typography-based errors can be
based on diacritics, vowel/consonant length, silent
endings in certain contexts (-ij pronounced -i),

3. A set of frequent error types
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from a common template used in the GiellaLT infrastructure.

divergence pronunciation/writing and homophone
words.
Writing/formatting conventions apply to compounding (one vs. several words, hyphen), quotation marks, comma and punctuation in general.
Morpho-syntactic and syntactic errors can be subdivided into verb-, NP-internal and VP-internal issues. NP-internal issues can be about prepositions
and postpositions and their case restrictions, adjective agreement /forms in attributive/predicative
positions, and relative pronoun agreement with its
anaphora in number, gender and animacy.
Verb internal issues concern the auxiliary construction, negation phrases (where negation is expressed by a verb) and other periphrastic verb constructions.
VP internal issues, on the other hand, are more
global and concern subject-verb agreement, subclauses formation, subcategorisation in general
and case marking of object/adverbial and word order.
In addition to that, the choice of error types will
depend on efficiency as well, that means which error types can rules generalize over, and which error types are very word specific. Very word specific work that cannot be generalized may not be
so efficient.

Tool

Reuse
Adaption
Analysis tools
FST
existing
NONE
disambiguator
from sme set specs
rules
from sme NONE
tokeniser
Error detection/correction tools
disambiguator
from sme to fit err input
real w err rules NEW
from sme sets
congr rules
from sme homonymies
Other
regression tests
NEW
corpus mark-up from sme applied to
smj text

Table 1: Reuse of resources for Lule Sámi (sme= North
Sámi, smj= Lule Sámi)

Based on our experience, we have found a following workflow to be very effective in creating a new grammar checker: We use the normative morphological analyser and a tokeniser with
grammatical tokenisation disambiguation. This
is relevant when deciding if two words written
apart have a syntactic relation or are simple compound errors. In addition, there, we use a FSTbased spellchecker. The descriptive disambiguator/syntactic analyser was first taken as it is to be
included in the Lule Sámi grammar checker. However, we found that the need for adaptions was urgent, and we needed a separate version of it specifically for potentially erroneous input. The difference to the descriptive disambiguator lays in the
objective. The descriptive disambiguator aims at
a reduction of homonymy (risking to some degree that correct analyses get lost). The grammar
checker disambiguator, on the other hand, needs
disambiguation only to get an idea of the sentence
to find the error, but is dependent on finding erroranalyses even if they do not make sense in the
context, so homonymy is not to be reduced to a
point where error readings disappear. The descriptive disambiguator is adapted on the fly, so basically every time testing runs into problems, the respective rules are traced and either eliminated or
adapted to erroneous input. In some cases, we also
noticed general errors in the rules that lead to an
improvement of the descriptive disambiguator.

3.1 Reuse of resources
Reusing (particularly North Sámi) resources to
create Lule Sámi tools goes back as far as
2005, where the North Sámi descriptive morphosyntactic analyser/disambiguator was used to disambiguate Lule Sámi text and adapting work
started. A disambiguator is a tool that resolves
homonymy in a given syntactic context, and is
an essential tool in sentence-level text processing. This tool was already available when we
started our work. However, the initial goal of sentence analysis is based on correct input. We therefore had to adapt the tool to fit error input, e.g.
by removing rules that were too strict and paying closer attention to misspelled word forms that
can be confused with correct forms. In the course
of time, other tools or modules have been copied
over to Lule Sámi and been reused with or without
adaptations, thereby creating lower-cost tools for
Lule Sámi, cf. Table 1. Another tool that was already available when we started to build our GEC
was the Lule Sámi morphological analyser. It had
previously been constructed from scratch, starting
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Homonymy

Lule S.
Verbs
P RS P L 3 – P RT S G 2 sjaddi
I NF – P RS P L 1
P RS S G 2 – P RS S G 3 la
P RS S G 2 – I NF
–
P RS C ON N EG
Nouns
P L N OM – S G G EN
dile/mánno
P L I NE – S G C OM
gielajn
S G E LA –
girkus
S G ACC P X S G 3

The error detection/correction module needed
to be written from scratch at first glance. However, at second glance, there are parts that could be
reused as well. Simple sets and lists were copied
over from the Lule Sámi descriptive disambiguator. Semantic groupings of words developed in the
process of North Sámi grammar checking were directly copied over from the North Sámi grammar
checker, and lexical items translated to Lule Sámi
as in the case of the following set DOPPE (the
first of which is the North Sámi original, and the
second of which is the translated Lule Sámi one),
which generalises over static place-adverbs:
LIST DOPPE = "badjin" "bajil"
"dakko" "dá" "dákko" "dáppe" "dás"
"diekko" "dieppe" "do" "dokko"
"doppe" "duo" "duokko" "duoppe"
"olgun" ;
LIST DOPPE = "badjen" "dáppe"
"duoppe" "dåppe" "dággu" "daggu"
"duoggu" "dåggu" "dánna" "danna"
"duonna" "dånna" "dåhku" "duohku"
"ålggon" ;

North S.
–
šaddat
leat

–
gielain
girkkos

Table 2: Homonymies comparison between Lule Sámi
and North Sámi

Texts written by second language learners or students generally have more and other types of errors and more complex errors, which will require
a different grammar checker.
Typical errors of high proficiency writers happen when the written norm deviates from the spoken dialectal variation. One example for that is the
negation paradigm, which in some dialects resembles the North Sámi paradigm rather than the norm
of written Lule Sámi.

As regards rules, the error types based on orthographic or phonetic similarity needed to be written
from scratch, as they differ in North Sámi and Lule
Sámi, as do possible contexts of errors that need
to pay attention to homonymies. Especially systematic homonymies are partly different to North
Sámi. However, some of them are the same in
North Sámi and Lule Sámi, cf. Table 2. One
of them is the homonymy between plural inessive (Lule Sámi) /locative (North Sámi) and singular comitative nouns, and between singular elative
(Lule Sámi) /locative (North Sámi) and 3rd person
singular possessive accusative singular nouns.
Not all rules needed to be written from scratch,
certain rule types were reused from North Sámi.
Subject-verb agreement rules are well-suited to be
copy-pasted from North Sámi to Lule Sámi. With
some tag adaptations, they were included into the
Lule Sámi grammar checker.

In the Lule Sámi written norm, the negation
verb is inflected for both person, number and
tense (present and past) followed by the main verb
in connegative form, which is always the same,
whilst in North Sámi only person and number is
marked on the negation verb. Tense is marked
on the main verb with two different connegative
forms, see Table 3.
Lule Sámi
Present
Past
iv vuolge ittjiv vuolge
i vuolge
ittji vuolge
ij vuolge ittjij vuolge

North Sámi
Present
Past
in vuolgge in vuolgán
it vuolgge it vuolgán
ii vuolgge ii vuolgán

Table 3: Negation comparison for ‘not leave’

There is no full consensus on the exact border
between North Sámi and Lule Sámi (Ylikoski,
2016), so in Lule Sámi text one can find variation
regarding negation that reflects dialectical variation. In Lule Sámi text both the North Sámi negation system, as ex. (2), and a system with ‘double’
past marking on both the negation verb and with
the main verb (3) are used.

3.2 Errors in Lule Sámi
When working with the Lule Sámi grammar
checker, we wanted to start with errors made
by high proficiency writers rather than language
learners. That way we can have a functioning
grammar checker for texts with very few errors
and introduce more complex errors along the way.
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(2)

(6)

Aktak ij
vuolggám
someone not. NEG . PRES .3 SG go. PASTP
nuorráj
dan biejve.
sea. SG . ILL that day

‘No one went on the sea that day.’

(3)

Gå ålgus vuolggi,
de
when outside go. PAST.2 SG, then
ittji
vuojnnám åvvå majdik.
not. NEG . PAST.2 SG see. PASTP all nothing

’The municipalities got divided into seven
outskirt areas.’

‘When you went outside, you didn’t see
anything at all’

Nom
Gen
Acc
Ine
Ill
Ela
Com

Most of the systematic morpho-syntactic errors
made by high proficiency writers reflect ongoing languages changes and might not even be
corrected by a proofreader. A grammar checker
is a good way of making people aware of such
changes.
Soajttet is a modal verb meaning ‘(to) maybe’
and usually stands with the infinitive form of the
main verb. However, the present singular thirdperson form soajttá ‘(s/he) maybe’ is by many
writers being used as an adverb, not as a modal
verb, as example (4) shows. The modal auxiliary
is not followed by an infinitive as it should, but a
finite verb in third-person singular.
(4)

‘(these) two cows’
Norm
(dá) guokta gusá
(dán) guovte gusá
(dá) guokta gusá
(dán) guovten gusán
(dán) guovte gussaj
(dát) guovtet gusás
(dájna) guovtijn gusájn

Systematical errors
(dá) guokta gusá
(dáj) guokta gusáj
(dájt) guokta gusájt
(dájn) guokta gusájn
(dájda) guokta gusájda
(dájs) guokta gusájs
(dáj) guokta gusáj

Table 4: NP with demonstrative pronouns and numerals

Another noun phrase internal error is the use
of and adjective in predicative form in an attributive position, as example (7). This is not a very
common error, but might be more frequent in
texts written by second language learners, since
the predicative form is the one in dictionaries and
the adjective inflection system is one of the most
complex area of the morphology (Ylikoski, 2022).
Along with this rule, we also made rules for correcting errors where the attributive form of an adjective is used in a predicative position.

EU soajttá
máhtti
mijáv
EU may. PRES .3 SG can. PRES .3 PL us
viehkedit.
help. INF

‘EU might be able to help us’

(7)

Within noun phrases, writers frequently make
agreement errors. According to the norm the noun
should be in singular with numerals and demonstratives agreeing in case and number, according
to (Ylikoski, 2022) there is variation in the contemporary language indicating that this agreement
system is changing. The errors in the Divvun gold
corpus show us that the change has gone further
than described in (Ylikoski, 2022), and numerals
are handled in the same way as attributive adjectives, see Table 4. Some writers seem to make use
of this “new” paradigm, as in ex. (5), while others seem to be somewhere in between, as ex. (6)
shows. In this last example, the case of the numeral is correct, but the noun is in plural.
(5)

Suohkana juogeduvvin
municipality divide
gietja
sáme
seven. NUM . ILL . ATTR outskirt.area. PL . ILL .
rabdaguovlojda.

Mij tjuovojma roaNkok
bálggáv.
We follow
crooked. SG . NOM path. SG . ACC

‘We followed a crooked path’

There are also agreement errors where relative pronouns fail to agree with their anaphora in
number, as in ex. (8), and not agreeing with its
anaphora in animacy, as in ex. (9). A similar error
regards the agreement of reflexive pronouns with
their anaphora in number.
(8)

Da
sáme
gænna
ietjanisá
Those s. PL . NOM who. SG . INE themselves
ællim muorravuovdde
have.not wood.forrest

‘Those s without their own wood forrest’
(9)

Alvos Státtáv máhtá vuojnnet gåjt
colossal Stáddá can see
at.least
gietjav
báhppagieldajs.
seven. NUM . NOM . SG parish. PL . ELA

Åhtsåp jådediddjev
mij:
Search leader. SG . ACC which. NHUM . SG . NOM

‘We are looking for a leader who:’

Conditional mood is according to (Ylikoski,
2022) largely missing in Lule Sámi, and instead
a periphrastic conditional consisting of the auxil-

‘You can see the colossal Stáddá from at
least seven parishes’
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4

iary lulu- ‘would’ and the infinitive is used. The
conditional auxiliary lulu- is by some writers handled as if it is a separate verb with present and past
tense, not a mood, making errors like (10) and the
non-word error (11).
(10)

The first version of the Lule Sámi grammar
checker has 64 rules and 17 rule types, three of
which have a regression test of 50 or more test sentences. We also ran an initial evaluation of each regression test, and plan to run the grammar checker
on the error-marked up corpus of 32,202 words4 .
Figure 6 shows an evaluation of three error
types with a sufficiently large regression tests. The
other error types will be evaluated in the final version of the paper. The rules for relative pronoun
and numeral/determiner agreement and for modal
verb maybe-constructions give good results for
both precision and recall. Precision and recall of
the modal verb constructions are as good as 98%.
We are aware that this still needs to be tested on an
independent corpus. The quality is measured using basic precision, recall and f1 scores, such that
tp
tp
recall R = tp +f
, precision P = tp +f
and f1
n
p

Vuorasulmutja
lulu
huvsov
old.people. PL . NOM be. COND .2 SG care
ja sujtov oadtjot.
and nursing get. IF

‘Old people would get care and nursing ’

(11)

Evaluation

...sávvá ienebu lulujin
kursajda
...wish more *would.3 PL course
oassálasstet.
attend.

‘. . . wishes more people would attend
courses.’
Another big group of errors are real-word errors. These are mostly based on phonetic similarity between the confused forms. In this work, we
focused on general rules that are not limited to one
single word, but rather forms that apply to a group
of lemmata. In Table 5 the first error (álgge-álkke)
is an error limited only to this specific word. When
in a hurry of building resources for very low resource languages, one has to make sure to work in
an efficient way, and writing rules for correcting
specific words does not get us fast-forward. The
rest of errors in Table 5 are errors being corrected
by rules that generalise over groups of words, or
for the frequent negation auxiliary (function words
are more efficient).
The errors we have worked with in Table 5 are
all real word errors with the ij-sound written ‘i’, or
the other way around, with ‘i’ written ‘ij’. We classified them as real word errors, even though some
errors can also be seen as agreement errors. High
proficiency writers are typically not insecure about
agreement, but errors of this type can still happen
when typing fast. Another complicating factor is
that the -i sound can also be written -ij. Odd syllable nouns in illative case end in -ij, even though
the pronouncation is not -ij. ‘To the dog’ is spelled
bednagij even though the actual pronounced more
like bednagi. However, the spelling error bednagi
will be picked up by the spell checker since it is a
non-word.
Both Lule Sámi and North Sámi verbs are inflected with three persons and three numbers in
past and present tense. The subject verb agreement rules were copied from North Sámi to the
Lule Sámi grammar checker.

score as harmonic mean of the two: F1 = 2 PP ×R
+R ,
where tp is a count of true positives, fp false positives, tn true negatives and fn false negatives.
We also ran a test run of the automatic evaluation on the marked-up gold corpus of Lule Sámi,
to see if the grammar checker finds true errors and
also to improve the error mark-up of grammatical errors in the corpus, keeping in mind that the
corpus had been originally marked up for predominantly spelling errors.
A lot of errors found by the grammar checker
are true positives. Many of them were either not
marked up or - more frequently - marked up with
a different scope. Since the start of marking up the
corpora for spelling errors, the mark-up guidelines
have been developed further in connection with
GramDivvun, the North Sámi grammar checker,
and adapted to automatic evaluation, where the
grammar checker output is tested against the corpus mark-up.
There are examples of when the grammar
checker actually found grammatical errors that the
human proof-reader missed out. Thirdly, there are
examples where the original marking is not consistent with the newer guidelines for how much
the scope of the error should be with regard to how
much the grammar checker actually marks up. Example (12) is one of the cases where an error in relative pronoun agreement has been identified correctly by the grammar checker. This error type
4
Can be found on GitHub: https://github.com/
giellalt/lang-smj/tools/grammarcheckers
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Error
álgge ‘beginner’
hábbmima N OM ACT S G
G EN ’the designing’s’
bælosti P RS P L 3 ‘they
defend’
i/ittji P RS /P RT S G 2
‘you do/did not’
ij/ittjij P RS /P RT S G 3
‘s/he do/did not’

Correct form
álkke ‘easy’
hábbmijma P RT P L 1 ’we
designed’
bælostij P RT S G 3 ‘s/he
defended’
ij/ittjij P RS /P RT S G 3
‘s/he do/did not’
i/ittji P RS /P RT S G 2
‘you do/did not’

Type of error
Only for this single word
Systematic for all contracted -it verbs
Systematic for all odd syllable -it verbs
and auxiliary/copula liehket
Missing “j” for negation verbs Sg2
Extra “j” for negation verbs Sg3

Table 5: Real word errors comparison

Rel pronoun agreement
Modal verb (‘maybe’)
Num/det agreement

Precision
81.43
98.00
74.14

Recall
83.82
98.00
67.19

F1
82.61
98.00
70.49

However, there are also several false positives,
as in ex. (14), where gålmmå is not an error. The
difficulty here is that the subsequent noun form
is homonymous between nominative and genitive,
and the numeral should have only been corrected
if it was a genitive phrase. False positives occurred
specifically for this error type (in the case of nominative/genitive nouns), showing that more work
with the respective rules is necessary to improve
the performance of the grammar checker.

Table 6: Performance of the grammar checker on three
error types based on regression tests

had a particularly high number of true positives
in our preliminary evaluation, showing that this is
a frequent error type. Another very frequent true
positive that has not been adapted to current markup standards regards numeral error types, as in
(13). The old mark-up would have a bigger scope
including context for the error, i.e. daj gålmmå
tiemáj birra>dan gålmå tiemá birra. The current guidelines only mark up the form that is to be
corrected, meaning daj>dan, gålmmå>gålmå and
tiemáj>tiemá which are corrected in three steps
and by three separate rules.
(12)

(14)

‘And when Knut was three years old, they
moved to Hábmel, to a place called Hamsund’
In ex. (15), on the other hand, the agreement
error finding of the grammar checker in álgij ‘s/he
started’ and its correction to álggin ‘they started’
is a false positive. This is based on there being
two subject candidates, because of singular nominative and plural genitive being homonyms, (cuhppa) and the other one plural (biejve, which in
this sentence is singular genitive). The grammar
checker confuses the first of them for a subject and
therefore wrongly adapts the verb to it.

Da
ulmutja
Those people. PL . NOM
ma
Hamsuna mielas li
which. NHUM . PL . NOM Hamsun mind is
buorre ulmutja Hamsun gåvvi buorak
good people Hamsun describe good
láhkáj.
way.

‘Those people who, according to Hamsun, are good, he describes in a good
manner’

(13)

Ja gå Knut lij gålmmå
And when Knut was three. SG . NOM
jage
vuoras de jåhtin Hábmelij,
year. SG . GEN old
then move Hábmel,
sadjáj Hamsund.
place Hamsund

(15)

Tjállagin li artihkkala daj
Text
is article
these. DEM . PL . GEN
gålmmå
tiemáj birra ma li
three. NUM . SG . NOM theme about which is
ássje majna Árran la barggam . . .
topics with Árran is work
...

Bierjjedagá sjnjilltjamáno 20. biejve
Friday
March
20. day. SG . GEN
álgij
cuhppa,
ja hiejtij
begin. PAST. SG 3 cup. SG . NOM, and end
lávvodak iehkeda.
saturday evening

‘The cup started Friday on March 20 and
ended Saturday evening’

‘In the text there are articles about these
three themes, which are topics Árran has
worked with’

Additionally, we tested the grammar checker on
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a manually proofread Lule Sámi corpus used for
a new text to speech (TTS) tool. The grammar
checker did find errors that the proofreader had
missed and was therefore useful in a project where
we want the text to be perfect. Most of the responses from the grammar checker on this corpus
were however false positives, with the grammar
checker marking correct forms as errors. These
‘bad’ results were in turn used to improve and fine
tune the grammar checker rules. We find this a
very beneficial way of working - using our tools to
double-check a proofread corpus, and at the same
time using the results of the corpus to improve our
tools.
When running the grammar checker on a university level thesis, the grammar checker found
many real errors. It was interesting that some
highly frequent repeated errors were due to
changes in the language norm.
The overall results show us that the grammar
checker actually finds real errors, but the main
challenge with making it usable to users is to restrict the rules. At this point there is too much
noise with more false positives than true positives.

5

schools, by the government and for private users
on mobile phones.
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Abstract
There are many challenges in morphological
fieldwork annotation: it heavily relies on segmentation and feature labeling (which have
both practical and theoretical drawbacks), it’s
time-intensive, and the annotator needs to be
linguistically trained and may still annotate
things inconsistently. We propose a workflow
that relies on unsupervised and active learning
grounded in Word-and-Paradigm morphology
(WP). Machine learning has the potential to
greatly accelerate the annotation process and
allow a human annotator to focus on problematic cases, while the WP approach makes for
an annotation system that is word-based and relational, removing the need to make decisions
about feature labeling and segmentation early
in the process and allowing speakers of the language of interest to participate more actively,
since linguistic training is not necessary. We
present a proof-of-concept for the first step of
the workflow: in a realistic fieldwork setting,
annotators can process hundreds of forms per
hour.1

making them especially problematic in the early
stages of understanding a morphological system.
An alternative is provided by analyses that characterize morphological relations at the word level,
such as those associated with Word-and-Paradigm
approaches (WP; named by Hockett (1954); see
Blevins (2016) for a general overview), which do
not require segmentation and may allow for more
efficient and informative morphological annotation
in a low-resource fieldwork setting.
WP theories classify word forms in terms of
the shared relationships they exhibit within a connected lexicon. These relationships may be conceptualised as tabular paradigms in which one axis
groups items sharing a lexeme and the other groups
items sharing a morphosyntactic cell.
PRS

run
live

PRS .3 S
runs
lives

PST

ran
lived

PTCP. PRS
running
living

Table 1: A partial WP paradigm table in English

Note that paradigmatic tables would still be informative about the identities of morphosyntactic
1 Introduction
cells even without cell labels. Such an unlabeled
A major component of current workflows for lin- table can be assembled first and then serve as an
aid for post-hoc decisions about how to label the
guistic fieldwork is the creation and curation of
Interlinear Glossed Texts (IGT), in which morpho- contrasts.
WP-style analyses inform recent work on unsulogical forms are segmented into meaning-bearing
pervised paradigm discovery (Kann et al., 2020b;
units. These are expensive and time-consuming
Wiemerslage et al., 2021; Erdmann et al., 2020) as
to produce, but constitute important training data
for computational fieldwork methods. While IGT well as neural inflection and reinflection models
without internal segmentation (Kann and Schütze,
are a valuable resource for the study of endangered
and under-described languages (Zamaraeva, 2016), 2016; Anastasopoulos and Neubig, 2019; Silfverannotations that directly segment and label mor- berg and Hulden, 2018). Since WP theories have
proven to be such a good fit for “big data” morpholphemes may have both practical and theoretical
ogy (Elsner et al., 2019), this paper asks whether
shortcomings. Segmentation-based analyses may
not always straightforwardly account for the diver- they can also benefit the “small data” fieldwork setsity of phenomena attested in the world’s languages, ting. We see several potential advantages: modern
computational tools can be used to provide initial
1
All code for the paper can be found
analyses or suggestions for the annotator; grouping
at
https://github.com/CopotM/
WP-workflow-ComputEL2022
forms together as belonging to the same cells or
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lexemes may be faster and easier than segmenting
on a first pass; finally, segment-free annotations of
some morphological phenomena may be preferable
on theoretical grounds. We conduct pilot experiments in three languages, including a true underresourced language, to show that trained human
annotators can rapidly improve on the results of
an unsupervised morphological analyzer (Jin et al.,
2020). The workflow we propose takes these corrections as input to bootstrap iterated active learning. We collaborate with non-linguist native speakers of Wao Terero, a language isolate spoken in
Ecuador, to evaluate the potential of the proposed
methodology to increase community engagement
in the annotation process. Finally, we discuss possible next steps in the design of an interactive annotation environment for Word-and-Paradigm morphology.

same lexeme: in Spanish, there is no unambiguous verb ending for IND . PRS .3 SG, nor is there an
unambiguous meaning for -a/-e. Instead, both segments are interpretable as IND . PRS .3 SG markers
only when contrasted with other related forms, like
the SUBJ . PRS .3 SG. In this case, if one is marked
by -a, the other will be marked by -e.
TO EAT
TO BUY

IND . PRS .3 SG

SUBJ . PRS .3 SG

com-e
compr-a

com-a
compr-e

Table 2: Morphological exchange pattern in Spanish

In addition to the theoretical shortcomings of
segmentation-based approaches, IA-style annotation workflows may pose more concrete problems
during descriptive or documentary fieldwork. Morphemic segmentation and labeling requires important decisions about the structure of a language’s
2 Background
morphology to be made from the very start of the
annotation process, even when the researcher lacks
2.1 Word-and-Paradigm Morphology
sufficient information to do so. WP theories instead
Linguistic theory necessarily informs documen- take words themselves as the smallest meaningtary and descriptive methodology (Himmelmann, bearing unit of analysis. By doing so, it is possible
1998). Standard workflows for linguistic fieldwork
to characterize a morphological system as a set of
can be seen as theoretically aligned with Item-and- parallel relationships among words. To derive the
Arrangement (IA) analyses of morphological struc- paradigmatic structure of a system (Bonami and
ture: field linguists often annotate collected texts
Strnadová, 2019), one must start by establishing
or transcriptions by slicing words into morphemic
pairwise formal relationships that mark a functional
subunits, each with a consistent form-meaning as- contrast. For example, run ∼ runs and eat ∼ eats
sociation. The resulting IGT can be useful for il- both mark PRS . NON 3 SG∼PRS .3 SG by means of the
lustrating morphological structure in certain well- formal X∼Xs relationship. Chains of words linked
described languages, but IA-based approaches to
together by morphological relationships make up
morphological annotation have two main theoret- morphological families (e.g., {run, running, ran,
ical drawbacks. First, segmentation may not be
runner, runners}; {eat, eating, ate, eater, eaters}),
able to capture important morphological general- which may in turn be aligned according to word
izations, as many linguistic patterns are not strictly
forms exhibiting parallel contrasts in meaning. In
segmental. For example, an IA-style gloss b. below
this way, paradigmatic structure gives rise to both
is unable to directly convey information about what
morphological families (sets of inflectionally or
exactly makes caught a past tense in the same way
derivationally related word forms) and paradigm
that is possible for seemed.
cells (sets of forms that occupy the same place in
the system of contrasts) as structured objects of
a. seem-ed
b. caught
seem-PST
PST\catch
morphological analysis.
Second, it is not always the case that morphological
Since decisions about the boundaries and labeling
systems exhibit reliable form-meaning correspon- of subword units are unnecessary in such a framedences. The meaning of a segmented unit may work, WP is well-suited to bootstrap morphological
instead only be interpretable by contrasting it with
annotation. An annotation workflow that labels reother forms of the same word, or other words with
lated structures of words and paradigms as opposed
the same grammatical function. Table 2 shows
to segmented morphemes can help avoid the pitfalls
how the same segmental unit can have different
of making incorrect assumptions about the system
(in this case, opposite) meanings which may only
at an early stage, which can lead to problematic
be interpreted in the context of other forms of the
conclusions about the grammar of the language
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and be hard to recover from once adopted. Nevertheless, morpheme-style segmentations can still
be extracted from WP alternations and paradigms,
and morphosyntactic labels can easily be added
to paradigmatic cells. In practice, a WP-based
annotation system a) captures non-segmental morphological patterns just as naturally as segmental
ones, since it’s based on alternations at the word
level and b) relies on judgements about which relationships are the same and which are different, a
more straightforward task for untrained linguistic
consultants. The latter aspect may in turn serve to
boost community engagement and facilitate crowdsourcing data on a larger scale.
2.2 Machine-aided morphological annotation

performance using inflection tables or parallel texts
(Hulden et al., 2014; Ahlberg et al., 2015; Palmer
et al., 2010). Still other studies use IGT for morphological paradigm or grammar induction (Zamaraeva et al., 2019; Moeller et al., 2020). Since each
of these methods assume pre-existing linguistic
analyses of the data being processed, they may be
suitable for later stages of annotation and resource
development, but they run the risk of obscuring
morphological patterns, hindering the discovery of
important generalizations across word forms in the
data early on in description and analysis.
For machine-assisted morphological annotation at
the level of the unsegmented word, we draw on
recent studies investigating low resource applications of neural sequence taggers for morphological analysis, POS tagging, and NER. While such
models are known to require large amounts of consistently annotated data typically unavailable for
under-described languages (Kann et al., 2020a),
Garrette and Baldridge (2013) show that a POS tagger can be successfully trained with data annotated
in as little as two hours when appropriate noise reduction techniques are applied. Experiments comparing model architectures suggest BiLSTMs with
attention may be used for sequence tagging in low
resource settings when combined with strategies
for noise reduction and data augmentation, including character-level cross-domain and cross-lingual
transfer methods (Adelani et al., 2021, 2020; Cotterell and Heigold, 2017; Hedderich et al., 2020),
and data augmentation strategies involving external
resources and collaborative curation (Adelani et al.,
2021; Hedderich et al., 2021).
For linguistic fieldwork on languages that are not
only under-resourced but also under-described,
these methods may be complemented by unsupervised models to aid in the discovery of morphological phenomena and patterns that have yet to be
documented or analyzed (Erdmann et al., 2020).
For this reason, our proposed workflow utilizes unsupervised paradigm discovery methods to cluster
and tag related word forms according to both lexeme and paradigm cell without the need for prior
analysis or segmentation. Eventual implementation
of an active learning component would allow for
automated semi-supervised annotation to further
increase efficiency and accuracy. Previous work on
active learning for NER suggests the ideal model architecture may depend on the amount of data available for input (Erdmann et al., 2019). The modular

Morphological annotation is part of a larger language documentation and description workflow
which may be systematized as a sequence of data
collection, transcription, analysis, annotation, and
archival (Thieberger and Berez, 2012). Fieldwork
projects are inherently collaborative in nature and
their outcomes are ultimately shaped by the unique
needs of the multiple stakeholders involved, including the community, the researcher, and the funding
organization, among others. A project’s goals may
include the development of materials for language
maintenance and revitalization, community access
to digital language technologies, or the collection
of language data for linguistic analysis. For this
reason, field linguists often use software tools such
as SIL’s FLEx/FieldWorks (Rogers, 2010) to create
digital lexica and collections of IGT that may serve
as input for downstream applications or analyses
and facilitate the creation of community-facing resources (Schreiner et al., 2020). To gloss a text
using FieldWorks, the analyst separates each word
into canonical morphemes, associating each one
with a lexical or grammatical meaning.
While FieldWorks is perhaps the most widely
used software for morphological annotation, other
low-resource systems have successfully implemented rule-based finite state transducers (FST)
for machine-aided development of IGT, digital lexica, and searchable corpora (Alnajjar et al., 2020;
Kazeminejad et al., 2017; Arppe et al., 2016).
While standard FSTs are limited in their ability
to represent non-concatenative alternations and allomorphy, alignment-based transduction and twolevel methods may be paired with probabilistic
rule- or feature-based models to achieve higher
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nature of our proposed workflow would therefore
allow for the option of interchanging models at different points within data collection and annotation.
In summary, we believe WP-based annotation
brings field linguistic representations closer to
those used in the NLP community at large. This
can speed up the early stages of the analytical process by enabling the use of unsupervised methods.
Moreover, it enables relatively off-the-shelf adoption of new tagging models, rather than development of specific solutions for IGT.
2.3 Benefits for community engagement
In addition to allowing the fieldworker to begin
annotation without committing to a segmentationbased analysis of the data, our proposed workflow
aims to increase collaborative research with the
language community by facilitating native speaker
involvement in the annotation task. In conjunction
with a growing focus on the ethical collection of
linguistic data and collaborative fieldwork (Rice,
2006), we must remember that the diversity of language communities means there is no “one-sizefits-all” approach to ethical research or community
engagement (van Driem, 2016). It is therefore important to position speakers as self-sufficient researchers of their own language by involving them
at every step of the process, from data collection to
analysis (Czaykowska-Higgins, 2009). Failure to
engage with speakers of the language being studied
can have far-reaching consequences.2 We assume
that the fieldworker is engaging with a community
that desires resources such as dictionaries, grammars and educational materials. These are all the
product of linguistic analysis. If the optimal outcome of community engagement is that community
members have maximum agency in achieving their
goals, lowering barriers to entry for non-specialists
by providing more accessible tools and methods for
analysis is one strategy for decreasing the community’s reliance on outside specialists. Our proposal
is only the first of many steps that would need to
be taken to allow technology to facilitate such an
outcome.
Existing fieldwork tools and methodologies may

hinder community-based research by making data
analysis difficult or inaccessible for native speakers
of the language. One of the authors is involved
in ongoing fieldwork on Wao Terero, a linguistic
isolate spoken in the Ecuadorian Amazon. Education levels are low in rural Ecuador, and some of
the native speakers involved in this project have
less than a United States high school equivalent in
formal schooling. The use of research tools that
require extensive formal training or prior education
in linguistic theory bars this subset of the community from fully participating in data analysis. Since
these speakers are often older and monolingual, this
can also skew scientific results, producing linguistic materials or analyses which may not represent
the general Wao population.
Our proposed workflow directly contributes to the
development of community-based research and linguistic tools. The relational WP approach, coupled
with the concordance-based interface we propose,
asks native speakers to identify patterns in the data
by matching like with like, without requiring them
to first learn technical vocabulary or a theory of
morphemes. Section 4.1 presents the results of our
collaboration with Wao Terero speakers to evaluate
the potential of our workflow to increase community engagement in the field.

3

Workflow and experiments

We propose an annotation workflow (Figure 1) that
begins with the collaborative collection of primary
data within a language community. For morphological analysis, the model makes use of both naturalistic transcriptions or texts as well as a list of
target lemmas for analysis. These files are used as
input to an unsupervised model that identifies potential instances of lexemes and cells and outputs
a sample of occurrences for each category to be
annotated. The annotation process involves both
excluding occurrences that don’t belong in their
assigned group and seeking out new occurrences to
add to the group. The annotated output could then
be used along with additional primary data as input
to a supervised classifier within an active learning
framework. Since the workflow is modular, each
2
As one example, the ISO 639-3 codes used for identifyindividual component can be updated over time in
ing some languages, such as Wao Terero, Shuar (Chicham),
line with future advances in state of the art machine
and Ho-Chunk, are references to slurs for these communities.
learning.
Since these codes are referenced by both the HTML and XML
standards of the W3C, these communities cannot currently use
As a proof of concept that WP annotation is viable,
the web in their language without reference to hate speech. A
we implement the first stage of our proposed workminimum of effort to engage with these communities could
have avoided this.
flow in which fieldworkers begin with the results of
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WP active learning
Transcribed
Language data

Target Lemma
List

Unsupervised
WP model

Grouped cell
and lemma
occurrences

Annotator
corrections

Output lexeme
and cell clusters

Figure 1: The proposed annotation workflow

an unsupervised analysis. We conduct a series of pilot experiments demonstrating that annotators can
rapidly improve the results of such a system. While
our full proposed workflow would integrate active
learning within an interactive annotation environment, in the present work, we do not currently use
these annotations as additional input to the model.
3.1 Model

estimates to account for known trade-offs between
annotation speed and quality.
Our annotation guidelines set the following rules:
The annotator should ensure all accepted examples in a set correspond to the same lexeme or
morphophonological paradigm cell. Incorrect instances include forms that are derivationally related, homophonous, or belong to other lexical categories or (non-syncretic) paradigm cells.3 All of
our experiments targeted verbs, and the annotators
were instructed to reject any form they did not believe was a verb. By presenting examples within
a concordance format, the annotator is able to use
word context to filter out forms which do not occur
in the correct paradigm as well as tokens which
are homophonous with a member of the paradigm.
For instance, when annotating files for the verbal
lexeme hear, the annotator would exclude both
heart (incorrect paradigm) and the noun hearing
(homophonous with the V. PTCP. PRS form).
Inspection of these datasets allows annotators to
correct precision errors in the model’s output (incorrect forms added to paradigms/cells) but not
recall errors (missing forms). We therefore give
annotators the opportunity to include missing items
for each paradigm cell in the dataset by showing
them a few examples of forms from each of the
other model-proposed paradigm cells. Because the
number of lexemes is much larger than the number
of cells, we cannot augment the lexeme datasets
in the same way. Instead, we give the annotator a
tool which conducts a regular expression search in
the corpus and adds up to 20 detected examples to
the annotation dataset. For instance, the annotator
could type hear.? to find additional forms similar
to hears that were not originally captured by the
model. The annotator may then apply the same process of comparison to provide additional positive
examples for a downstream classifier.

Our initial annotation system is the baseline
paradigm discovery system from SIGMORPHON
2020 Task 2 (Jin et al., 2020). Given raw text and a
set of target lemmas, the model uses edit trees and
an unsupervised HMM to identify and return potential inflected forms of those lemmas. The original
model has both a retrieval and a generation component - the retrieval component uses edit distance to
find potential forms of the given lemmas and cluster them into paradigm cells, while the generation
component produces potential forms of the lemmas
which are not present in the text. Because fieldworkers and language consultants must see forms in
context in order to make decisions about their morphological status, we apply only the first (retrieval)
component to cluster forms which are attested in
the raw text corpus. For instance, the model produces the following paradigm for the English word
HEAR: hear, heard, hearing, heart (each occupying
a different numerically labeled cell). This model’s
requirements determine the amount of raw text necessary for our proposed workflow. While Jin et al.
(2020) requires a moderate amount of text, a less
3.2 Data
resource-hungry method could be substituted for
very early fieldwork where little transcribed text is
In order to evaluate the effect of a human annotator
available.
on model performance, we experiment on two lanWe generate concordance-style datasets for the an- guages, English and Croatian, with gold standard
notation of each proposed lexeme and cell using the
annotations from the Universal Dependencies data
examples of their proposed forms identified within
set. For English, we use the GUM treebank (Zeldes,
the corpus by the unsupervised model (Figure 2). 2017) and for Croatian the SETimes treebank (Agić
These datasets are generated separately for each
3
Especially from a WP perspective, there is no strong
individual lexeme and paradigm cell proposed by
theoretical reason for positing that paradigms may not span
the model. For lexemes, we aim for up to 7 exam- derivationally related items and different lexical categories
(Bonami and Strnadová, 2019). These choices were made for
ples per form; for cells, we sample 20 instances in
the current study so that the annotators’ decisions could be
total. These numbers were selected based on initial
compared to a gold standard.
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annotator
X

annotator

X

L EXEME
form
. . . you’re still going to hear
She thought she could hear
. . . signalling of problems of hearing

. . . mechanisms underlying the
. . . periods of limited . . . exposure
. . . may be found in different situations
. . . such as listening and
The training

C ELL
form
learning
following
including
reading
lasted

model output
True
True
True

model output
True
True
True
True
False

them.
Gomez laughing.
and understanding.

and processing of L2 grammar . . .
L2 training are not uncommon . . .
when one studies a language . . .
comprehension . . .
varying lengths of time. . .

Figure 2: A selection of instances for annotation of the lexeme HEAR (top) and for a system-proposed morphological
cell (bottom). Ellipses are for presentational purposes; the annotators saw full sentential contexts. The baseline’s
decision about the token is displayed as True/False in column 4, and the annotator marks an X in column 0 to
indicate that they disagree.

and Ljubešić, 2015). In each case, we extract the
entire treebank training file as raw text for model
input. For the list of target lemmas, we select verbal lemmas with frequency ranks 10-111;4 we skip
the top 10 lemmas because they are the most likely
to have atypical paradigms (Bybee, 1988), and the
early stages of fieldwork should focus on identifying typical paradigm structure.
In each case, two annotators from a Linguistics
Ph.D. program spent 30 minutes annotating lexeme
data and 30 minutes on cell data. Experimenting on
English, a language well known by the annotators,
provides an upper estimate of model-plus-human
annotator performance. The Croatian experiment
provides a potentially more realistic example of
model-plus-human performance on a language still
relatively unknown to the fieldworker. While our
annotators speak several Indo-European languages,
neither of them is fluent in a Slavic language nor
has ever studied Croatian.
It is relatively common to develop tools for endangered or under-resourced languages by applying
them to small or unannotated datasets from wellresourced languages, since this allows for evaluation against a curated gold standard. However,
well-resourced languages may differ typologically
from real endangered languages, leading to poor
generalization (Kann et al., 2019; Mager et al.,
2018). Therefore, we conduct a third experiment
on Wao Terero. The annotators for this experiment

were native speakers of Wao Terero who have never
taken a course in linguistics. Both were SpanishWao Terero bilinguals. One recently completed
high school and the other has attended university
courses. A Linguistics Ph.D. student who is currently conducting field research on Wao Terero but
not a fluent speaker also performed annotations
on the same data. To run the model, we use Wao
Terero text of the New Testament as the raw text
corpus. As the model did not perform well with
single character verbs, the fieldworker specifically
selected multi-syllable seed verbs for the model by
searching for common inflectional endings with a
regular expression search and compiled these into
a list of 108 target lemmas. Six resulting lexeme
files were removed since they had only two items
and were potentially ambiguous. The annotators
were provided approximately 10 minutes of instruction using Spanish verbal paradigms as examples
before completing the task for Wao Terero. Instead
of using the technical term “paradigm,” the fieldworker described the concept as a collection of all
the forms a verb might take while remaining the
same word. Annotators were told that the goal
was to assess the effectiveness of the annotation
method, rather than tackling the issue of paradigm
discovery directly. A guided practice preceded
an hour of annotation. The guided practice featured the Spanish verb cazar, ‘to hunt’, with some
errors that involved the homophone casarse, ‘to
marry’, and a lexical-category-altering derivation
4
This selection procedure is not entirely unsupervised
cazador, ‘hunter’. Speakers were allowed to ask
since we are guaranteed to select verbs as targets and our
any questions they wished during annotation and
assessment of their frequency counts all their actual forms.
However, it is similar to the task setup used in SIGMORPHON
additionally provide clarification to one another. A
2020, which also used only verbal targets; we believed that
request was made that they limit their communicakeeping this simplification from the shared task would help
tion among themselves so that it would be possible
the baseline model to perform as reported.
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to compare their annotation choices. They were
given a directory with 102 annotation files named in
a numerical order corresponding to the alphabetical
order of stems, and instructed to annotate files in
order until the hour was complete. Since we do not
have an independently developed gold standard for
Wao Terero, we focus our evaluation of the results
of this experiment on measurements of annotation
speed and additional qualitative observations.
3.3 Evaluation
For English and Croatian, we measure annotation
accuracy at the token level. As in many unsupervised applications, this requires a preliminary mapping, since some of the model’s proposed lexemes
or cells may mix together multiple actual cells,
from which the annotator must try to select one. We
find the most likely interpretation of a set of forms
by taking the most common gold label among its
accepted instances. If a lexeme file contains hear.V,
hear.V, hear.V, hearing.N, heart.N, the best interpretation is hear.V; If the annotator accepts examples
1, 2, and 4, they have 2/3 correct acceptances and
1/2 correct rejections, for an accuracy of 3/5. Annotator accuracies are micro-averaged across the
dataset. Given the imposed time limits of the experiment, annotators did not inspect every annotation
file output by the model. Final scores reflect the
entire dataset; cases the annotator did not reach are
left at their baseline values.5

Acc.
English
Base 81
A1
84
A2
83
Croatian
Base 66
A3
67
A4
66

Marked

Corr.

58
43

50
33

19
12

19
12

Table 3: Evaluation of lexeme annotations. Marked
shows a count of instances altered from the baseline by
annotators; Corr. shows a count of correct alterations.

Acc.
English
Base 67
A1
97
A2
94
Croatian
Base 90
A3
90
A4
90

Marked

Corr.

129
119

120
108

8
28

-1
16

Table 4: Evaluation of cell annotations.

Table 4 shows cell evaluations. Annotation of cells
in English is rapid and highly accurate; the English
4 Results
annotators were able to review all proposed cells in
30 minutes. The English baseline produces several
Table 3 shows lexeme evaluations before considercandidate paradigm cells containing mostly funcing regular expression search results. Annotation in
tion words or other non-verbal material. These are
English is much faster than in Croatian. English aneasily rejected, as are spurious members of real
notators inspected an average of 444 lexeme tokens,
cells. Annotation in Croatian is slower and comparincluding regex search results, in their 30 minutes,
atively more error-prone. Annotators reviewed an
while Croatian annotators inspected 306. This is
average of 1384 items in 30 minutes, but without
expected, since Croatian was selected to simulate
marking many forms. However, even with only
the early stages of fieldwork in which the linguist is
30 minutes, one annotator did contribute useful
still relatively unfamiliar with the language being
information on cell membership in Croatian.
analyzed. However, annotators for each language
Regular expression search did not contribute useare capable of reliably rejecting incorrect forms
fully to the results. While all four annotators laproposed by the model. Annotator mistakes on
beled the results of their searches with high accuthe English data tend to involve confusion between
racy (≥ 80), it seems to have been too difficult
adjectival and verbal interpretations of forms like
to write good regular expressions that would elicit
leading.
valid but undetected paradigm members. In En5
glish, annotators found 6 and 4 correct novel forms;
We follow the SIGMORPHON 2020 task in grouping syncretic cells for evaluation. Thus, English has 5 valid paradigm
in Croatian, 0 and 1. We believe an interactive encells (e.g., for the lexeme show: nonpast show, nonpast 3rd
vironment for search and annotation could be more
person shows, gerund/present participle showing, past participle shown and past active showed).
effective, a point we return to below.
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4.1 Wao Terero results
The Wao Terero speaking annotators each made an
assessment for all items in 4 files, constituting 67 tokens, in one hour. The linguist assessed 776 tokens.
The speakers rejected 11 and 9 items respectively,
agreeing on 3 items. The fieldworker rejected 15
items, agreeing with the speakers 6 and 5 times
respectively. All annotators agreed on rejections
for a total of 2 items. Notably, in one file consisting
of four items, the linguist’s annotations were the
complement of one of the speaker’s. This indicates
that the file was ambiguous between two lexeme
options and that finding ways to address ambiguity
would increase annotator agreement. For instance,
a specification of heuristics might be used. In this
case simply choosing the option that resulted in the
fewest rejections would have been adequate.
The difference in the number of items annotated by
the speakers as compared to the fieldworker reflects
the different approaches taken when completing the
annotation task. Specifically, speakers attempted to
understand the sentences that provided context for
the words in question. Because the Bible constitutes atypical Wao Terero, one speaker complained
that the data contained non-words.6 This complicated the task for both speakers and may explain
the low number of tokens assessed. The linguist
instead assessed tokens based on orthographic regularities. Strictly speaking, this was exactly what the
Wao Terero speakers were asked not to do, since
they were provided homophones as examples of
items that should be rejected.
In response to exit questions following the annotation task, the speakers stated that they had understood the task and its goals. One speaker stated
that this type of investigation is valuable. Neither
speaker claimed to find the task dull. One indicated
that they didn’t find it difficult except for when they

had initially started. The other stated that it was
very difficult because of unusual words. That is,
one answered the question based on the conceptual difficulty of the task while the other answered
according to practical issues with the data.
Despite issues with the data and what might be
considered an initially slow annotation pace, our
claim that speakers would find the task intuitive
was borne out. Considering that existing IGT workflows require a great deal of specialist knowledge,
the fact that speakers with no linguistic training can
begin annotating using a WP-based workflow with
only 10 minutes of training is notable.

5

Discussion

A more relational, word-based approach to morphological annotation for language documentation is
desirable for both theoretical and practical reasons.
Theoretically, Word-and-Paradigm annotation allows fieldworkers to avoid, or at least defer, difficult decisions about both morphological form and
function. Our proposal separates the identification
of a morphological cell from the application of a
morphosyntactic label or set of features, a difficult
analytical task often involving comparison of many
related examples. For instance, distinguishing past
tense from perfect aspect is a sensitive task (Bybee
and Dahl, 1989) which might best be done once the
forms in question can be reliably separated from
the rest of the verbal paradigm. Thus, even if the desired end goal of annotation is IGT, we believe that
our proposed annotation methodology can speed
up the early stages of annotation and prevent the
researcher from having to commit to an analysis
too early.
From a practical standpoint, by starting with an
automatically generated concordance set for each
proposed cell and lexeme, the annotator can fo6
cus on making direct comparisons – is the proThe New Testament is not the optimal corpus for Wao
Terero but there was little other choice. The language of New
posed grouping coherent in terms of its surface
Testiment translations can be atypical and stylized, even in
form and distributional context? Annotating at the
English. Given the distance between Mediterranean and Amalevel of unsegmented words in context makes it poszonian cultures the translation of the New Testiment into Wao
Terero is filled with neologisms, unfamiliar concepts and atypsible for a native speaker who has no knowledge
ical phrasal constructions. Although there is a sizable Wao
of technical or grammatical terms to easily idenTerero deposit at the Endangered Language Archive (ELAR),
tify the patterns represented by the concordances
the orthography of that collection is inconsistent and the restrictions placed on its use do not allow for practical use by
and contribute their expert knowledge. The proresearchers or Wao community members. One of the authors
posed workflow is therefore designed to facilitate
is currently involved in an effort to create an open corpus.
greater community involvement in the development
This is in line with the wishes of Wao speakers, who have
no access to ELAR materials. Unfortunately, this alternative
of language resources and technologies in line with
corpus is still under development and the only suitably large
community needs. Our experiment results show
corpus with a consistent orthography in existences is the New
Testament.
that even in an unfamiliar language for which the
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annotator does not yet understand the functions
of different morphological markers, there is still
some capacity to weed out forms that do not belong. The tight integration of this workflow with
unsupervised learning technology also means that
any future improvements in unsupervised paradigm
discovery can immediately benefit fieldworkers.
While our pilot experiment focuses on the initial
steps of a computationally-aided field documentation project, our full proposed workflow envisions both an interactive environment and active
learning. An interactive environment would allow
annotators to view proposed paradigm tables alongside the text, helping to see where forms might be
missing. Annotators could also search more effectively for forms that could fill in these gaps, for
instance by viewing a word cloud of similar forms.
This could make it easier to fix recall errors in
system-proposed paradigms. Even a few labeled
instances can vastly improve the performance of
part of speech taggers (Stratos and Collins, 2015;
Søgaard, 2010), and the same is true in a relational
setting (Li et al., 2020). In our environment, we
envision active learning directing the annotator’s attention to the least certain distinctions, eliminating
repetitive annotation of “easy” instances.
Our proposal shows promise as a faster and more
theoretically grounded alternative to existing tools.
Its modular structure makes it easy to integrate
advances in the field of computational linguistics,
and it allows the fieldworker to quickly and easily involve the intuitions of native speakers with
little linguistic training, boosting community engagement.
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Abstract
This is a report on results obtained in the development of speech recognition tools intended to
support linguistic documentation efforts. The
test case is an extensive fieldwork corpus of
Japhug, an endangered language of the TransHimalayan (Sino-Tibetan) family. The goal is
to reduce the transcription workload of field
linguists. The method used is a deep learning
approach based on the language-specific tuning
of a generic pre-trained representation model,
XLS-R, using a Transformer architecture. We
note difficulties in implementation, in terms of
learning stability. But this approach brings significant improvements nonetheless. The quality
of phonemic transcription is improved over earlier experiments; and most significantly, the
new approach allows for reaching the stage of
automatic word recognition. Subjective evaluation of the tool by the author of the training
data confirms the usefulness of this approach.

1

Introduction

could then focus their attention on linguistically
and relationally meaningful tasks during fieldwork
(Thieberger, 2017; Michaud et al., 2018; Partanen
et al., 2020; Prud’hommeaux et al., 2021). In this
multidisciplinary endeavour, it is clear that “linguists and Natural Language Processing (NLP) scientists may want to adjust their expectations and
workflows so that both can achieve optimal results
with endangered data” (Moeller, 2021).
The present work reports on our experiments
using a pre-trained model of speech, XLS-R (Conneau et al., 2020), to develop a phonemic recognition system for a minority language of China: Japhug (Ethnologue language code: jya, Glottolog
code: japh1234; see Jacques 2019, 2021). The
transcription of recordings in a newly documented
language is a key task for fieldworkers (linguists
and language workers). It is also an interesting
topic for the speech processing community, as it
raises several challenges, epistemological as well
as practical.

The use of Transformer-type neural architectures
to learn multilingual models of text and speech,
First of all, the amount of data available for such
coupled with methods for fine-tuning these generic
languages is very small: for instance, of the 197 lanrepresentations, has opened up the possibility of
guages in the Pangloss Collection (Michailovsky
developing tools for the many languages for which
et al., 2014), which hosts audio recordings in varthere is only a small amount of annotated data
ious languages of the world (most of them endanavailable. This approach has special appeal for
gered), only 44 corpora contain more than one hour
linguistic documentation tasks: the development
of recordings. There is therefore a need for speech
of semi-automatic or even automatic transcription
recognition methods that require as little training
and annotation methods based on a small amount
data as possible. In this respect, Japhug can be
of annotated data would reduce the annotation ef- considered as an outlier, since there is a 32-hour
fort of field linguists and language workers, who
transcribed corpus, freely available in the Pangloss
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Collection1 as well as from Zenodo (Galliot et al.,
2021)2 and as a Huggingface dataset.3 The size of
this corpus is one of the reasons for choosing Japhug as the test case for the present investigations:
we wanted to be able to evaluate the amount of data
that is necessary to obtain an automatic transcription of good quality — an important criterion here
being the linguist’s evaluation of the usefulness of
the automatically generated transcript, as will be
discussed again below.
Research in the field of resource-constrained Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has brought out
“the importance of considering language-specific
and corpus-specific factors and experimenting with
multiple approaches when developing ASR systems for languages with limited training resources”
(Morris et al., 2021, 4354). To mention two such
factors:
• Endangered/little-described languages have
structural features of their own, which may be
widely different from those of the languages
routinely taken into account in the work of
the speech processing community. (It has
even been argued that highly elaborate linguistic structures and typological oddities are
more likely to be found in minority languages,
for sociolinguistic reasons: Haudricourt 2017
[original publication: 1961]; Trudgill 2011.)
For example, Japhug has a degree of morphosyntactic complexity that is particularly
impressive, especially in view of its areal context (Jacques, 2021, passim).
• Speakers of minority languages frequently use
words (or multi-word expressions, or even entire sentences) from other languages — typically the majority language of the country, or
of the area (Moore, 2018; Aikhenvald, 2020).
The presence of various loanwords, as well as
cases of code-switching in the recordings, are
a challenge for the automatic transcription of
linguistic fieldwork data.
Conversely, there is one aspect in which automatic transcription tends to be easier for fieldwork
data than for widely studied languages: namely,
1

https://pangloss.cnrs.fr/corpus/
Japhug
2
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
5521111
3
https://huggingface.co/datasets/
BenjaminGalliot/pangloss

their high degree of orthographic transparency.
Most endangered languages are languages transmitted through oral tradition, without a widely used
writing system, and the transcriptions are usually
made by linguists and language workers either in
the International Phonetic Alphabet or in an orthography that is very close to the pronunciation.
Thanks to this last characteristic one may realistically hope to achieve good quality transcriptions,
as the system does not have to learn a complex
spelling — unlike in the case of orthographies
which have less straightforward correspondences
between graphemes and phonemes (e.g. Uralic languages in Cyrillic orthography have a high degree
of grapho-phonematic complexity, raising some
technical difficulties: Gerstenberger et al., 2016).
The sections below are organized as follows:
we start out, in section 2, by briefly describing
the model we have used. Then we move on to
presenting, in section 3, the results of a first set
of experiments on phonemic transcription, which
show that XLS-R does indeed allow us to produce
very good quality transcriptions from a small corpus of annotated data, and that these transcriptions
meet a need from the linguists conducting language
documentation and conservation work. However,
a second set of experiments described in section
4 shows that this result is difficult to reproduce,
which leads us to qualify our initial optimistic conclusion concerning the technological dimension of
the work.4

2

Fine-tuning pre-trained models

Principle The approach implemented in this
work is based on the fine-tuning of a multilingual
signal representation model, a method introduced
in the field of speech recognition by Conneau et al.
(2020) to build speech recognition models from
little data. This approach is today at the core of
many NLP models and is considered by many to
be the most promising way to develop NLP and
speech systems beyond the thirty or so languages
(representing only 0.5 % of the world’s linguistic
diversity) for which there are large amounts of annotated data (Pires et al., 2019; Muller et al., 2021).
The proposed approach is composed of two steps.
In the first step, XLS-R,5 a multilingual model
4

The models and all the scripts used in our experiments are freely available https://github.com/
CNRS-LACITO/xlsr_for_pangloss.
5
Note that many other pre-trained models are available,
such as hubert-large-ls960-ft and wav2vec2-
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trained in an unsupervised way on a corpus of
56,000 hours of recordings in 53 languages, is used
to automatically build a language-independent,
‘generic’ representation of the signal. In a second step, this representation is used as input to a
phonemic recognition system, trained on audio data
that are time-aligned with a manual transcription
provided by the linguist. This second step allows
to learn how to match the signal representations
with labels: in this case, it is essentially the labels
corresponding to the phonemes.
In our experiments, we used the XLS-R multilingual model6 and the HuggingFace API (Wolf
et al., 2020) to use and fine-tune it. We ran the
fine-tuning for 60 epochs (i.e. 60 iterations over the
training data) to be assured that the fine-tuning had
converged, and we kept the last model.
Using the model for phoneme prediction In order to apply the method described in the previous
paragraph to the task of phoneme recognition, we
simply defined a set of labels corresponding to the
set of characters composing the phonemes. More
precisely, the set of labels used for fine-tuning is
made of the 44 characters that appear in at least
one Japhug phoneme.7 This technical choice is
based on the experiments reported by Wisniewski
et al. (2020) showing that the prediction of the
characters composing the phonemes (instead of the
phonemes as units) allows to obtain good predictions, sidestepping the task of explicitly listing the
phonemes of the language (for example to specify
that /ʈʂʰ/ constitutes a single phoneme, noted by a
trigraph: ʈ+ʂ+ʰ). For the sake of simplicity at an
initial exploratory stage, we also removed from the
manual transcriptions all the punctuation marks and
the other miscellaneous symbols used by linguists
in their transcriptions (symbols to note linguistic
phenomena of emphasis or focus, for example).
To this set of grapho-phonemic labels is added
the space, to delimit words, thereby coming a step
closer to the development of a true speech recognition system for endangered languages. The addition of a special character marking the word boundaries is a novelty in our work;8 it aims at allowlarge-100k-voxpopuli.
6
This model is named wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53 in
Hugging Face API.
7
This list is constructed simply by enumerating all the
characters in the transcriptions and is not based on a phoneme
inventory or a grapheme-to-phoneme mapping.
8
Note that the use of a special character directly predicted
by our model is only novel in the context of a low-resource/lan-

ing the system to recognize words directly. This
avoids the need for post-processing or for a second system to segment the lattice of phonemes
into words, such as the ones developed by Godard
et al. (2018) and Okabe et al. (2021). To arrive
at bona fide word recognition (and thus at fullfledged Automatic Speech Recognition), use of a
language model is clearly the most efficient way
to go, and this method has been successfully applied in the context of some minority/endangered
languages (Partanen et al., 2020; Prud’hommeaux
et al., 2021), but it should be remembered that there
is huge diversity among the data sets available for
endangered/low-resource languages, so that, surprising as it may seem, “no single ASR architecture
outperforms all others” (Morris et al. 2021, 4354;
see also Macaire et al. 2022 on two Creole languages). The use case addressed here is one in
which the amount of text available is no greater
than a few tens of thousands of words, i.e. an insufficient amount to train a language model according
to standard workflows.

3

Evaluation on the Japhug language

In order to facilitate the reproduction of the experiments, the Japhug corpus is made available as a
Huggingface dataset9 which can be used off-theshelf with the tools described here.
3.1

Experimental results

The quality of our system is evaluated using two
classical metrics: the character error rate (CER), i.e.
the edit distance between the reference and the prediction computed at the character level,10 and the
word error rate (WER), a similar metric computed
at the word level. Note that what makes the use
of the latter metric possible is that the systems we
trained are capable of predicting word boundaries
(which was not the case in previous work such as
Adams et al. 2018).
Using a ten-hour corpus for fine-tuning XLS-R,
the system obtains a CER of 7.4 % and a WER of
18.5 %. Figure 1 shows how the performances of a
guage documentation setting: it constitutes common practice
in character-level ASR.
9
https://huggingface.co/datasets/
BenjaminGalliot/pangloss
10
Our system is predicting a stream of characters and not
of phonemes (as stated in §2, the label set is made of the
characters used to write the phonemes) and the edit operations,
at the heart of the CER computation, are defined directly on
the characters. Computing the phoneme error rate in which
each phonemes would be considered as an indivisible unit
would weigh errors differently.
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fine-tuned model evolve for training sets whose size
is close to the corpora usually collected in fieldwork
on endangered/minority languages. It turns out that
the CER is already very low (12.5 %) for a training
corpus containing two hours of annotated data.
These two results show that the proposed approach allows to obtain transcriptions of good quality, which reach the threshold at which the framework provided by the computer tool constitutes a
useful starting point (preferable to the traditional
method: a completely manual input). In particular,
the performance is improved by 4 points compared
to the results of Wisniewski et al. (2020), which
were also based on a neural method of phonemic
transcription, but which learned a signal representation only from the training data, without using a
pre-trained model.
0.25

CER

0.2
0.15
0.1
0 24 50 100 150
250
Size of the training set (in minutes)
Figure 1: Evolution of performances as a function of
the size of the training corpus.

The word-level error is much higher than the
character-level error, but the difference is primarily
due to the way in which the two evaluation metrics
are defined. There are significantly fewer words
than characters, so that an error at the character
level (which naturally translates into an error at
the word level containing it) will have a stronger
impact on the WER than on the CER. A closer
analysis of the results shows that our system makes
few errors on word boundaries: nearly 90 % of
spaces are correctly predicted.

yet transcribed. This pilot experiment is not systematized like that of Sperber et al. (2017) or other
studies of post-editing processes in machine translation (Nitzke, 2021), and moreover concerns only
236 words, corresponding to a 2-minute recording
of the Japhug language. The evaluation could therefore be dismissed as impressionistic and unreliable
from the point of view of NLP tool evaluation. But
it cannot be overemphasized that there is a “need
for developers to directly engage with stakeholders when designing and deploying technologies for
supporting language documentation” (Prud’hommeaux et al., 2021, 491). The point of view of end
users is clearly significant and relevant to guide
multidisciplinary team work of the type reported
here.
The evaluation experiment, even though it is
conducted in a way that is not standard in NLP
evaluation, leads to a clear observation: the number of corrections to be made to obtain a quality
transcription is much lower than the CER suggests.
The linguist only had to correct 1.9 % of the characters. The figure becomes 4.2 % if punctuation
is taken into account: punctuation marks are not
predicted by the system – remember that they were
removed from the training corpus at the preprocessing stage – and must therefore be added manually by the person taking up the automatic transcription for further processing. The corresponding
WER is at 5.9 %. The difference between the estimated CER (computed on data that have been
annotated beforehand) and the number of actual
corrections is largely explained by the ambiguity
inherent in the task of phonemic transcription: the
linguist transcribing the data does not work at an
exclusively phonetic-phonological level, but makes
many decisions based on high-level information (in
short: word identification based on context). Table 1 shows a sample of manual corrections made
by the linguist to the output of our system.

The observation of a gap between the metrics
and the evaluation by the user is reminiscent of similar findings obtained in the evaluation of machine
translation (Wisniewski et al., 2013). Such observations are of great importance in the perspective
3.2 Quality assessment of transcriptions by
of integrating the tools into workflows for linguisthe linguist
tic documentation. It would seem that the actual
To evaluate the usefulness of the system described
degree of usefulness (the “real" quality) of the sysin the previous section, a specialist of the Japhug
tems is higher than the evaluation metrics used so
language (Guillaume Jacques) corrected the auto- far would suggest. At least in the case of Japhug,
matic transcription of a recording that he had not
the effort required to correct automatic transcrip173
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tɕe kɯɕɯŋgɯ tɕe iɕqha @mingchao(u→␣ )ɯraŋg nɯ tɕu pjɤŋu tɕendɤre iɕqha nɤki @yanguo kɤti
rɟɤlkhɤβ ɣɯ nɯrɟɤlpu nɯ kɯ, iɕqha nɯ, iɕqha nɯ ɯftsa nɯnɯ rɟɤlpu lusɯndɤm pjɤsɯso. tɕe nɯ
rɟɤlpu lusɯndɤm pjɤsɯso tɕe, tɕendɤre nɤkinɯ, sɤtɕha ra tosɤtʂoʁloʁnɯ ʑo ɕti tɕe, tɕendɤre iɕqha
nɯ, @shandong nɯtɕu ɯrmi @zhangxiaobing kɯrmi ci tɯtsɣe ɯkɯβzu ci pjɤtu, tɤtɕɯ. tɕendɤre
ɯrʑaβ nɯ ɯskhrɯ mɯɲɤβdi χsɯsla ma mɯtoβzu ri tɕendɤre ɯpɕi joɬoʁndʑi ɲɤphɣondʑi pjɤra
matɕi sɤtɕha ra pjɤkɤtʂoʁloʁci qhe tɕe nɯra tɕetha kɯsɤɣʑi ra pɯme ma ɲɤsɯsondʑi qhe tɕe nɯ
jophɣondʑi.



tɕe kɯɕɯŋgɯ tɕe iɕqha, @mingchao ɯraŋ nɯtɕu pjɤŋu␣ tɕendɤre iɕqha, nɤki, @yanguo kɤti
rɟɤlkhɤβ ɣɯ, nɯrɟɤlpu nɯ kɯ, iɕqha nɯ(.→,) iɕqha nɯ, ɯftsa nɯnɯ rɟɤlpu lusɯndɤm pjɤsɯso.
tɕe nɯ rɟɤlpu lusɯndɤm pjɤsɯso tɕe, tɕendɤre, nɤkinɯ, sɤtɕha ra tosɤtʂoʁloʁnɯ ʑo ɕti tɕe,
tɕendɤre iɕqha nɯ, @shandong nɯtɕu, ɯrmi @zhangxiaobing kɯrmi ci, tɯtsɣe ɯkɯβzu ci
pjɤtu, tɤtɕɯ. tɕendɤre ɯrʑaβ nɯ ɯskhrɯ␣ mɯɲɤβd(er,→i) χsɯsla␣ ma mɯtoβzu ri, tɕendɤre
ɯpɕi joɬo(n→ʁ)ndʑi ɲɤphɣondʑi pjɤra matɕi, sɤtɕha ra pjɤkɤtʂoʁloʁci qhe tɕe nɯra tɕetha
kɯsɤɣʑ(ɯ→i␣ )ra pɯme ma ɲɤsɯson(ɯ→dʑi) qhe tɕe nɯ jophɣondʑi.

Table 1: An excerpt from the manual corrections made to automatic transcriptions. System ¬, corresponding to
the setup described in §3, does not predict punctuation, nor does it predict the symbol @ (which indicates Chinese
loanwords), whereas system  predicts these two elements.

tions is considered “very low” by our expert on
Japhug. A linguist’s assessment of the amount of
effort depends of course on many factors, including
the degree of command of the target language. This
makes the comparison from one case to another
problematic; this is one of the difficulties encountered in interdisciplinary work between computer
scientists and linguists. This point will be briefly
taken up in the following paragraph.

4

Taking a critical look at the process of
training statistical models

and Kohler, 2011). This variability, which carries a
non-negligible part of the information contained in
the signal, is particularly extensive in spontaneous
speech, the object of study privileged by field linguists (Bouquiaux and Thomas, 1971; Newman
and Ratliff, 2001). Thus, the basic unit for the constitution of corpora of rare languages is clearly not
the phoneme, but the morpheme (and the higherlevel units: word, sentence...).
Our initial results led us to consider more complex transcription tasks in which the system must
also predict punctuation, as well as Chinese loanwords (cases of code-switching with the national
language) found in Japhug documents (where
they are transcribed according to the romanization conventions of standard Mandarin). The goal
is, as before, to reduce the annotation effort of
field linguists. Taking punctuation and loanwords
into account essentially involves changing the preprocessing performed on the transcriptions before
training.
The difficulties which we encountered during
the development of this new system led us to study
in a systematic way the degree of stability of the
learning process. Neural network training is a difficult task in that it involves a very large number
of parameters and relies on the optimization of a
non-convex objective function. In practice, the optimization methods at the heart of deep learning
rely on a very large number of hyper-parameters,11

The results presented in the previous section are,
to say the least, highly encouraging. They show
that it is possible to achieve very good quality
automatic phonemic transcriptions, even for languages for which relatively little annotated data is
available (about 2 hours). Not only is the quality
of the transcriptions sufficient to serve as a basis
for further linguistic documentation work, but approaches based on pre-learning of representations
open up the possibility of recognition at the word
level, a major advance for the intended use cases
(documentation of endangered languages in fieldwork). In practice, a phoneme lattice is not the
best basis for further work by a field linguist. For a
phoneme transcription to be complete, each individual phoneme would have to be recognizable from
the audio signal, which would be contrary to all expectations, given the well-documented variability
in the phonetic realization of phonemes (Niebuhr
174

11

Hyper-parameters are special parameters the optimal

the choice of which has a direct impact on the performance of the resulting system. Thus, for the
task of fine-tuning the XLS-R model (used in the
work reported here), it is possible to change the
value of more than twenty parameters that include
the initial value of the learning step, its scheduling,
the optimization method, the size of the batches, as
well as various parameters for dropout.
We have represented in Figure 2 the performances (evaluated by the CER) obtained on the
validation set during the different trainings we have
performed during the development of these systems. Note that the systems were fine-tuned on a
three-hour corpus (10% of which, making up 18
minutes, were used as a validation set) in order
to keep the training times to a reasonable duration.
The experiments we conducted with a larger corpus
did not lead to improvements in the results obtained.
These learning curves were obtained by varying the
various parameters for optimization (training step,
values for dropout, choice of the training set), but
also by trying various experimental conditions: in
particular, by taking into account the punctuation
or not.
Among the 91 training curves shown in Figure 2,
the CERs obtained on the validation set vary between 8.8 % and 28.8 % (M = 14.8, S = 2.2).
Most of the learned systems perform significantly
worse than the system described in our first experiments: only 6 systems have a CER at validation
that is below 12.0 %, and none of them reaches
the performance of the system described in section
3. Although not all of these error rates are directly
comparable, these results show not only that performance on the validation set is highly sensitive to
the choice of hyper-parameters (as expected), but
more importantly, that the optimal value of these
parameters varies across corpora, train-test splits
and configurations.
However, as the results in Table 2 show, if we
apply the different models obtained to the corrected
text of section 3.2, the quality of the transcriptions
is such that it requires only a small number of corrections. This result is all the more remarkable
since these systems were only learned on 3 hours
of annotated data, a reasonable amount of data
to expect in scenarios of language documentation.
Above all, it appears that the performance of the
models on the validation set does not seem to be a
value of which can only be found by trial-and-error and training a system completely. Tuning hyper-parameters tends to be
highly time-consuming and resource-intensive.

reliable indicator of their quality in practice. This
makes their selection and more generally their development very difficult.
¬
CER validation



®

8.8 %

13.9 %

WER

5.9 %

19.5 %

21.6 %

CER

4.2 %
1.9 %
0.7 %

9.1 %
6.8 %
2.9 %

6.7 %
4.5 %
4.0 %

punctuation
Pinyin

Table 2: Detailed evaluation of the various systems for
phonemic transcription: ¬ is the system described in
section 3,  and ® are two of the systems from our
second series of experiments (described in §4):  is
the systeme with lowest CER on the validation set, and
® that with lowest CER on the test set. These last
two systems predict punctuation and the @ symbol for
loanwords.

In a more qualitative way, we have reported in
Table 1 an extract of the transcription of this text by
the system described in section 3 and by a system
predicting the punctuation. It appears that, while
the first system is able to achieve a perfect transcription except for Chinese words (romanized into
Pinyin) and punctuation marks, the second system
presents properties that may be quite interesting
for innovative workflows for computational documentation of languages. First of all, it places the
utterance boundaries (materialized by the dot) without errors. The division into sentences constitutes a
fundamental dimension of the structure of linguistic documents, and an important dimension of the
work curating transcriptions for electronic publication in language archives. Moreover, the model
recognizes Chinese borrowings remarkably well,
paving the way for their automatic identification.
Such additional treatments down the line are key
to a workflow that makes the most of a range of
NLP tools. The ultimate aim is to arrive at Interlinear Glossed Texts (IGT), with annotation down
to the level of the morpheme; in turn, IGT corpora
have considerable usefulness in research, including
possibilities for automatically inferring linguistic
patterns from the glossed corpora (Zamaraeva et al.,
2019).

5

Conclusion

In this work, we have described how the fine-tuning
of a multilingual model could be used to learn an
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Figure 2: CER over the validation set in the course of various optimizations. The curve in red corresponds to the
median value for CER at each stage.

automatic phonemic transcription system for an
endangered language, and thus reduce the annotation effort of field linguists. Despite the large
variability of the scores obtained on a validation
set, we succeeded in developing systems whose
predictions required only a small number of manual corrections by the linguist: a number that is
much smaller than that estimated by the Character
Error Rate (CER). This work shows the interest
of this type of approach, and opens many perspectives. In particular, the approach seems to us to call
for an extension of the experiments to other endangered languages (e.g. from other corpora hosted
in archives of endangered languages, about which
see Berez-Kroeker and Henke 2018), in order to
evaluate more widely its usefulness for language
documentation. We also wish, in our future work,
to improve the quality of predictions at the word
level, for example by integrating a language model.
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Abstract
The project Philotis is developing a platform to
enable researchers of living languages to easily
create and make available state-of-the-art spoken and textual annotated resources. As a case
study we use Greek and Pomak, the latter being an endangered oral Slavic language of the
Balkans (including Thrace/Greece). The linguistic documentation of Pomak is an ongoing
work by an interdisciplinary team in close cooperation with the Pomak community of Greece.
We describe our experience in the development of a Latin-based orthography and morphologically annotated text corpora of Pomak
with state-of-the-art NLP technology. These
resources will be made openly available on the
Philotis site and the gold annotated corpora of
Pomak will be made available on the Universal
Dependencies treebank repository.

1

Introduction

In Philotis1 we aim at supporting the researchers
of living languages to develop annotated (linked)
spoken and textual resources without external technical aid: ideally, speakers of the documented language and eager linguists alone would suffice. To
this end, we take advantage of open-source NLP
tools, semantic web technologies, annotation tools
and universally adopted annotation and codification
schemes. Pomak is our case study of endangered
oral language. We make available existing and new
textual and oral material of Pomak and develop
annotated spoken and textual corpora. Here, we
provide some information about Pomaks and their
language and, briefly present our experience from
the development of a Latin-based orthography and
a morphologically annotated corpus of Pomak.
Several researchers have highlighted the interdisciplinary nature of language documentation work
(to mention but a few: Woodbury 2003; McDonnell 2018; Rice 2018; Bird 2020) because different
1

linguistic specialisations are required and linguistic activity can hardly be considered independent
of its social and situational settings. Furthermore,
the technical problems of resource development
should not be underestimated. Back in 2003, Woodbury (2003) explained that ideally, language technology should support multimodal data and multilayered annotations that would be linked to each
other so that they could be studied simultaneously.
We would add that technical solutions have to be
flexible, among other things because different languages may pose different documentation problems, in particular if the linguistic communities
want to exploit legacy material.
State-of-the-art tools and methods greatly facilitate traditionally hard tasks such as morphological
annotation of corpora (Anastasopoulos et al., 2018)
and speech to text transcription (Lane et al., 2021).
We have taken advantage of this technology and received excellent results but the overall experience
was not devoid of problems. We proceed by introducing Pomak as an endangered oral language;
next we discuss our experience with the development and morphological annotation of the corpora
of Pomak.

2

About Pomak

Pomak (endonym: Pomácky, Pomácko, Pomácku
or other dialectal variants) is a non-standardised
East South Slavic language variety. Pomak is spoken in Bulgaria and Greece (mainly the Rhodope
Mountain area), in the European part of Turkey and,
in the places of Pomak diaspora (Constantinides
2007: 35). Pomak is included in the map of the
European Languages Equality Network2 . As is
the case with all East South Slavic varieties, several of the linguistic features that appear in the
Pomak dialectic continuum are due to mutual interaction and convergence with non - Slavic languages
2

https://philotis.athenarc.gr/

https://elen.ngo/languages-map/
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of the Balkan Sprachbund (Papadimitriou 2013:
23), mostly Latin (Solta 1980) and Greek (Krimpas
2020). In comparison to all East South Slavic languages, Pomak seems to exhibit a more profound
phonological, morphological, morphosyntactic and
lexical influence by Medieval and Modern Greek
(Krimpas 2020: 196) and, due to the predominantly
Muslim religion of its speakers, a more profound
lexical and phonotactical influence by Ottoman and
Modern Turkish.
There is no widely accepted orthography of Pomak. The language is not taught in any of the
countries where Pomaks reside.
Table 1 describes Pomak with the six factors of
language vitality and endangerment proposed in
Brenzinger et al. (2003). Note that “A language
that is ranked highly according to one criterion
may deserve immediate and urgent attention due to
other factors” (Brenzinger et al. 2003: 9).
1. Factor 1. “(4)” is defined as: “Most but not all
children or families of a particular community
speak their language as their first language,
but it may be restricted to specific social domains (such as at home where children interact with their parents and grandparents).”
(Brenzinger et al. 2003: 9).
2. The value of factor 2, and consequently of factor 3, is an estimation (Adamou and Fanciullo,
2018).
3. Factor 4. “(3)” is defined as: “The language is
used in home domains and for many functions,
but the dominant language begins to penetrate
even home domains.” (Brenzinger et al. 2003:
10).
4. Factor 5. “(1)” is defined as: “The language is
used only in a few new domains.” (Brenzinger
et al. 2003: 11).
5. Factor 6. “(2)” is defined as: “Written materials exist, but they may only be useful for some
members of the community; and for others,
they may have a symbolic significance. Literacy education in the language is not a part
of the school curriculum.” (Brenzinger et al.
2003: 12).

Factors of language vital- Scores for Pomak
ity and endangerment
4
1. Intergenerational Language Transmission
2. Absolute Number of
35000
Speakers
3. Proportion of Speak3,2 %
ers within the Total Population
4. Trends in Existing Lan3
guage Domains
5. Response to New Do1
mains and Media
6. Materials for Language
2
Education and Literacy
Table 1: Factors of language vitality and endangerment
for the Pomak language as of 2021.

There are sporadic transcriptions and recordings
of Pomak folk songs and tales; in addition, there
are very few modern texts (journalistic texts and
translations from Greek and English into Pomak).
The texts are in a variety of alphabets ranging from
Cyrillic to Greek to an English-based Latin alphabet. We collected these dispersed resources via a
network of native speakers and Greek scholars who
are close to the Pomak community. Following the
requirements of the Pomak community, selected
parts of this material was included in the developed
corpora and the original material will be made available exactly as it was received. Our research center and the copyright owners (authors, publishing
houses) have agreed, according to the Greek law, to
ensure free distribution of the material for research
purposes. Eventually, a corpus of about 130000
words was compiled. Table 2 shows the types of
text included and the size of the respective corpora
in words. Where possible, the geographical origins
of the texts are given as a reliable indication of the
dialect represented in the text.

Mature open-source NLP technology that would
take full advantage of archived textual material is
not available yet (Hutchinson 2020). Undoubtedly,
a detailed TEI-conformant encoding of this material is the optimum approach but, at the moment,
we have given priority to (spoken) material collection. We are in the process of defining Dublin Core
3 Compiling textual corpora of Pomak
and TEI-conformant metadata to declare the oriAn oral/endangered language may have some tex- gins of the material in the corpus and to develop
tual and audio legacy (Gerstenberger et al., 2017). links of medium granularity between the resources.
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Text types

Words

Folk tales

43.817

Language bl
description
Journalism
Translations
into Pomak
Folk songs
Proverbs
Other

19.524

Geographical
origins
Emonio,
Glafki,
Dimario,
Echinos,
Myki, Pachni,
Oreo
mixed

25.236
24.208

Myki
Myki - Pachni

18.434
550
5.325

mixed
mixed
Myki

Table 2: Pomak corpus: type, size and geographical
origins of texts.

Figure 1: Rodopsky: Electronic lexicon of Pomak. Partial screenshot of the entry čulæk ‘man’ with morphological annotation encoded in Greek.

We proceed to a brief presentation of the adopted
orthography of Pomak.

4

The orthography of Pomak

A key issue in developing the corpora of Pomak
was the orthography. No alphabet of Pomak proposed so far, let alone orthography, has enjoyed any
In addition to the above, an oral/endangered lanacceptability. A good alphabet would, at minimum,
guage may have resources that can be used to efhelp maximise the possible impact of the developed
fectively improve the quality of its morphosyntacresources on the sustainability of the documented
tic annotation. In our work with Pomak we had
language. In the case of Pomak, we have adopted
the benefit of the electronic lexicon Rodopsky3 ,
the K&K alphabet (Table 5) that is the outcome of
which contains approximately 61.500 lemmas that
several years of manual work.
correspond to about 3.5 x 106 unique forms (i.e.,
Cahill and Karan (2008) discuss good practices
combinations of a lexical token and a PoS symbol)
for developing orthographies for oral languages.
annotated for lemma, PoS and morphological feaArmostis et al. (2014) discuss the case of Cypriot
tures (Figure 1). We exploited Rodopsky to obtain
Greek, which is a major dialect of Greek not ademature morphological annotation of the corpora so
quately represented by the standard Greek alphabet.
we needed morphological annotation and evaluaTheir overall recommendation is that native speaktion facilities separate from the syntactic ones.
ers should participate in the definition of the orthogIt goes without saying that, since Pomak has
raphy and have the final word in several decisions.
been sparsely documented by individuals who emFurthermore, they identify the, probably conflictployed largely incompatible orthographies and in
ing, good practices that are briefly introduced and
order to take advantage of Rodopsky, which also
discussed immediately below:
employs its own orthography, text homogenisation
Phonetic transparency. The phonemic analywork was deemed necessary. The first step to this
sis of a language is indispensable for orthography
direction was the Krimpas et al. (2021) alphabet
design but detailed work with a multitude of lan(K&K alphabet from now on, illustrated in Table
guages suggests that the lexical level of phonology
5). First Rodopsky was transcribed automatically
is also important. This is because while different
to the K&K alphabet and corrected manually; the
phonological processes may result in given surprocedure helped us better define the orthography
face forms, native speakers may be aware of some
applied to the corpora. Finally, the morphological
phonological processes but not of others, so they
annotation of the corpus required additional orthomay only be aware of the lexical form. After all, the
graphic refinements. The various orthographies
script is meant to be used first and most by native
used in the corpora were automatically mapped on
speakers rather than by linguists. We exemplify the
the K&K orthography and the output was corrected
application of these ideas with the following Pomanually.
mak words that form minimal pairs on the basis of
3
https://www.rodopsky.gr/
sound to phoneme correspondence: paláta ‘floor’
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vs. palta ‘doused’, cíkom ‘squeak’ vs. číkom ‘cut;
break’, samár ‘saddle’ vs. šamár ‘slap’, som ‘I am’
vs. søm ‘I sow’, grom ‘thunder’ vs. grøm ‘ I heat’,
pat ‘under’ vs. pæt ‘read (past passive participle)’,
lóka ‘valley’ vs. lka ‘light (adj., acc.masc.sing.),
sénem ‘I shadow’ vs. šénem ‘I amuse myself’, vris
‘fountain; tap’ vs. vriš ‘you boil; you are full of’.
Systematic orthographies with reliable soundsymbol representation and consistent spelling enjoy
enhanced acceptability, learnability, and usability
by native speakers. Spelling should not be affected
by pronunciation changes due to context. For instance, b [b], d [d], g [g] are devoiced in wordfinal position or before a voiceless consonant. We
chose not to orthographically show this devoicing
for the sake of consistency across declension (in
the case of nominal forms) and conjugation (in
the case of verbal forms). This is why we spell
hlæb ‘bread (Nom|Sg)’ even though this form is
pronounced [hlp] given the final position of the
originally voiced consonant; in this way spelling
is consistent with all other forms, e.g. hlbu ‘of/to
(the) bread’, chlba ‘bread (Acc|Sg), hlbove ‘breads
(Nom|Pl)’ etc.
Easily discriminable symbols: Similar symbols
or crowd adjoining letters, mirror–image symbols,
overuse of a letter as part of various digraphs (e.g.,
bh, dh, ...), superimposing more than one diacritic
are not recommended. For example, graphs denoting palato-alveolar sibilants are consistently spelled
by adding a háček above their non-palato-alveolar
counterparts (as in most other Latin-written Slavic
languages), while graphs denoting palatalised sonorants are consistently indicated by means of a
cedilla (or comma depending on the keyboard) below their non-palatalised counterparts as in Latvian; this system was preferred to Croatian lj and
nj or Slovak l’ and ň since the former requires two
graphs and the latter is not consistent. Examples:
cístem ‘I clean’ vs. čeréša ‘cherry’, slónce ‘sun’
vs. šténe ‘puppy, cub’, zólezo ‘iron’ vs. žalvá ‘turtle; tortoise’, kópele ‘lad’ vs. kókal, e ‘bones (Pl)’,
pésne ‘song’ vs. kámen, e ‘stones (Pl)’.

tive pronouns, conjunctions and adverbs, the first
element of which is originally a preposition or a
particle are normally used as a single word in most
Slavic languages. However, given that there are
quite a few cases where components are written as
separate words in given contexts e.g., at ‘from; out
of’, kak ‘how; as; like’, kadé ‘where’), we chose to
write them as two words irrespective of context. So,
instead of writing atkák ‘since’, níkutrí ‘nobody’
and nókade ‘somewhere’ we write at kak ‘since’,
ní kutrí ‘nobody’ and nó kadé respectively.
Dialectical issues. Most languages consist of
dialect continua often exposing systematic phonological and morphosyntactic differences across dialects. In the uni-lectal approach one dialect serves
as the basis for the written form and the others
make a mental adjustment while reading and writing. In the multi-lectal approach the dialects are
accommodated via consideration of the various varieties (Cahill and Karan, 2008). Pomak has several
dialects. The K&K alphabet stands somewhere between the two approaches. For example, the vowel
in the first syllable of zmom ‘(that) I take’ is pronounced as [ø] in Myki, as [jo] in Echinos, and as
[e] in Dimario. However, we chose to spell it as
ø irrespective of dialect, given that speakers from
Echinos or Dimario automatically pronounce [ø]
as [jo] or [e], respectively, while speakers from
Myki, if asked to read out the spellings jo and e
respectively, would not automatically pronounce
them as [ø], given that they do not have the [jo]
and [e] sounds; moreover, there are words that are
spelled and pronounced with [jo] or [e] in all dialects, e.g. med ‘honey’, jok ‘non-’. Of course,
since Pomak dialects are numerous and geographically dispersed, major vowel differences cannot
sometimes be spelled by means of a ‘neutral’, i.e.
hyperdialectal orthography.

5

The gold morphologically annotated
corpus

We have already said that in our work with Pomak
we had the benefit of the electronic lexicon RodopPortability of the alphabet. UNICODE is
sky (Fig. 1), which contains approximately 3.5 x
strongly recommended. The K&K alphabet of Po- 106 unique forms annotated, among other things,
mak is encoded in Unicode.
for lemma, PoS and morphological features. In
Decisions might be needed as to where word
order to take advantage of this rich source of lindelimiters should be put, often in the cases of com- guistic knowledge of Pomak, some adaptation work
pounds, clitics, pronouns, and prepositions. Distri- was required: apart from transcribing it to the K&K
butional and phonological criteria are applied. For
orthography, the morphological annotation had to
instance, various interrogative, indefinite and nega- be mapped on the Universal Dependencies frame182

work (UD)4 and the CONLLU format had to be
adopted. UD was chosen as a morphosyntactic annotation framework because of its large inventory
of annotation features and because it is recognised
by several open-source, state-of-the-art NLP tools
that we planned to use for the morphosyntactic
annotation of the corpus.
The mapping on UD revealed problems of which
the most important were:

PoS tags 0.90, features 0.87, lemmas 0.93). The
corpus will be uploaded to the UD language repository.
Alternatively, we could have proceeded with the
morphological annotation of gradually bigger corpora (Anastasopoulos et al. 2018). However, the
selected procedure had clear merits:
1. We proceeded faster since the annotators
worked on texts that were assigned morphological annotation of good quality.

1. The analysis in Rodopsky did not include the
UD PoS DET(erminer) and X(other). In addition, re-assignment of PoS to several lemmas
was required, e.g., which participles would be
considered adjectival or verbal forms.
2. Additional morphological features were necessary to describe (i) Degree modification of
nouns, adjectives and adverbs (Degree modification should not be confused with Comparison), (ii) Determiners and adverbs that are
formed with one of the particles nǽ / nó, ní,
sǽ; these are assigned the new feature "particle type" with values "indicative", "negative"
and "total".

2. Dedicated resources mitigate the effect of imposing knowledge from other languages onto
the documented one through shared training
language models.
3. It made room for the active participation of
the community in the documentation process
of their native language.
On the downside of the procedure are:
1. The overall procedure of transcribing Rodopsky into CONLLU cannot be generalised and
made useful to other languages.
2. We faced extra problems with the NLP tools
because some of them do not offer the option of separate morphological and syntactic
annotations (see below).

3. The tense and aspect system of Pomak required extra attention in order to be described
with some accuracy.
The mapping of the morphological annotation of
Pomak in Rodopsky on the UD framework was
carried out by native speakers and linguists and
the results will be uploaded on the UD language
specifications area. Furthermore, it revealed interesting parallel phenomena of Greek and Pomak, in
particular in the verb and the Degree modification
systems that deserve a closer study.
Once Rodopsky was transcribed into a UD and
CONLLU compatible form and was manually corrected, it was mapped on the corpora (both Rodopsky and the corpora had been transcribed into the
K&K orthography). This initiated an about 30-days
long cycle of manual corrections, this time of 6350
sentences and 86700 words selected from the Pomak corpus to form the gold tagged corpus that
would be used for training and evaluating the NLP
tools. This part of the annotation was performed by
a native speaker and a linguist fluent in Pomak but
not in UD, so the manual annotation time reported
includes their training in the framework (Interannotation agreement kappa scores on 476 sentences:
4

https://universaldependencies.org/

6

Morphological annotation of the corpus
of Pomak

The gold morphologically annotated corpus was
used to train and evaluate NLP tools that would, in
turn, be used to assign morphological annotations
to the entire Pomak corpus and to future material
from the spoken corpora. We conducted a series of
experiments with four tools in an effort to identify
the one that would yield the best morphological
annotation results for Pomak.
The situation with state-of-the-art open-source
NLP tools reminded of the description by
(Arkhipov and Thieberger 2018:141): “. . . although
basic principles are quite straightforward to master,
the details of use of particular tools and interaction between tools in different setups are highly
specific and can often be a source of frustration.
Thus, not only an effort is required from the LD
practitioners to invest in learning, but considerable
effort is also required from the developers to invest
in harmonisation of tools and making workflows
more straightforward and robust.”
183

Our experience confirms that even people with a
to pretrained multi-language models in order to
training in programming must spend considerable
be assigned a reasonable (first) morphosyntactic
time on state-of-the-art NLP tools. We ran four
annotation (Anastasopoulos et al., 2018).
open-source tools, all implemented in Python. All
We investigated the performance of the tools
tools provided a command line interface, but:
spaCy v3.2.25 (Honnibal et al., 2020), Stanza6
7
A. Instructions often were problematic: (a) Out- (Qi et al., 2020), UDify (Kondratyuk and Straka,
8
2019) and UDPipe (Straka et al., 2016) on the
dated compilation instructions (b) Instructions for
training a model of a new language from scratch: gold morphologically annotated corpus of Pomak
that was further split into training, development
(i) some tools provided insufficient documentation
of the addition of languages new to the UD frame- and test set (80:10:10). (Table 3).
work, and (ii) the alignment of the processes inCorpus
Train Dev Test
cluded in the pipeline was a hard task with some
Sentences 5000
671
679
tools with incomplete instructions (c) Outdated
Tokens
67345
9736
9701
README instructions required missing files; we
had to correct the code.
Table 3: Statistics on the training, development and test
B. Both the separation of morphological from
sets.
syntactic annotation and the independent evaluation
of the two annotation levels were hard.
We experimented with the tasks of lemmatisation,
We used Rodopsky for the morphological an- PoS tagging and morphological annotation. The
performance of each tool on the Pomak corpus is
notation of the Pomak corpus and we wanted to
illustrated in Table 4.
evaluate morphological annotation only, however
some tools did not allow for this. Also, all tools
Parser Model LEMM UPOS FEATS
assigned both morphological and syntactic annoSpaCy XLM- 93.85
98.38
95.54
tation which may not be always desirable because
Robertawhen a new language is documented, the various
large
levels of analysis (morphology, syntax, semantics
Stanza
Stanza 97.82
98.73
95.23
etc) have not reached the same stage of maturity.
UDify UDify- 90.27
97.59
91.03
Morphology is the basic annotation level and it is
base
reasonable to address it first. We think that the
UDPipe UDPipe 92.04
95.94
90.39
unified annotation should be an option and not the
v1.2
rule. We had to rewrite the code of some NLP tools
and comment out the parts handling dependency Table 4: Accuracy scores for the tasks of lemmatisation
relations in order to obtain evaluation results for
(LEMM), PoS tagging (UPOS) and morphological feathe morphological annotation.
ture (FEATS) assignment. The highest scores in each
This said, we would like to note that, proba- column are in bold.
bly, the assignment of false dependency relations
might eventually be of no or little harm. We plan to
Table 4 shows that Stanza achieves the best accucompare the unified and the two-stage annotation
racy scores in PoS tagging and lemmatisation and
strategy with future experiments on the corpora of
spaCy in feature assignment. We note that in the
Pomak.
case of spaCy we ran (the large pretrained multilingual model) RoBERTa (XLM-RoBERTa). All
There is a keen interest in incorporating contextual
word embeddings as a functionality (Nguyen et al., tools returned reasonable PoS tagging results.
The entire annotated corpus of Pomak will be
2021) but at the moment, pretrained transformer
made available on Philotis. We are currently in
models are available with few tools only. Amongst
the ones we tested, spaCy v3.2.2 allows for trans- the process of assigning syntactic annotation to the
Pomak corpus according to the UD paradigm.
former based autoregressive models, while Udify
supports only Bert like models.
5
https://spacy.io/
6
https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
One might note that pretrained multi-language
7
https://github.com/Hyperparticle/
models can be used by just one openly available
udify
8
NLP library. However, languages with no annohttps://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe/1/
tated corpora, such as Pomak, must have access
models
184

7

Conclusion

We have described the procedure of developing
state-of-the-art textual resources for Pomak, an endangered, oral European language of the Slavic
family. A group of linguists, computational linguists and engineers took full advantage of the Pomak legacy and cooperated closely with the native
speaker community. In this way and in a short
period of time (about 8 months), we produced reasonably sized morphologically annotated corpora
of good quality and identified the open source NLP
tools for the morphological annotation of Pomak.
We have also reported on our experience with using open NLP tools. We have observed that skilled
programmers may still be needed in order to use
these tools. Furthermore, powerful tools have not
been fully exploited yet. In the overall, however,
the huge progress in openly available state-of-theart NLP technology has boosted the development
of resources for endangered oral languages.
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A, a

[E5], [æ]
[b]

Æ, æ
B, b

[t“s]
[Ù]

C, c
Č,č

[d]
[e]

D, d
E, e

[f]
[g] [gj ]
[d“z]
[d“Z]

F, f
G, g
Ǵ, ǵ
Ǧ, ǧ

[x]
[i]
[j]
[k], [kj ]

H, h
I, i
J, j
K, k

[ë], [lj ]

L, l

[L]

L, , l,

[m]

M, m

[n], [nj ]
N,n
[ñ]
N, , n,
[o], [u], [a], O, o
[5]
[ø]
Ø, ø

Milan Straka, Jan Hajič, and Jana Straková. 2016. UDPipe: Trainable pipeline for processing CoNLL-U
files performing tokenization, morphological analysis, POS tagging and parsing. In Proceedings of
the Tenth International Conference on Language
Resources and Evaluation (LREC’16), pages 4290–
4297, Portorož, Slovenia. European Language Resources Association (ELRA).
Anthony C Woodbury. 2003. Defining documentary
linguistics. In Peter K. Austin, editor, Language
Documentation and Description, volume 1, pages
35–51. London: SOAS.

A

[a], [5]

Appendices

[p]

P, p

[r]
[s]
[S]
[t]
[u]
[y], [j u]
[v]
[1]

R, r
S, s
Š, š
T, t
U, u
Ü, ü
V,v
Y, y

[z]
[Z]

Z, z
Ž, ž

Example
word
astávem
‘leave’
læk ‘drug’
bába ‘grandmother’
cístem ‘clean’
čeréša
‘cherry’
dórvo ‘wood’
predávom
‘sell’
fátom ‘catch’
górlo ‘throat’
ǵvæzda ‘star’
ǧumajá
‘mosque’
hránem ‘feed’
visok ‘tall’
játo ‘food’
kukóška
‘hen’
lažýca
‘spoon’
kókal, e
‘bones’
magáre ‘donkey’
nus ‘nose’
spañé ‘sleep’
pot ‘road’
spøm
‘to
sleep’
pétal ‘horse
shoe’
rábata ‘work’
sórce ‘heart’
šápka ‘cap’
tumafíl ‘car’
ušá ‘ear’
türén ‘train’
vorh ‘top’
kysmét ‘fortune’
zimá ‘winter’
žalvá ‘turtle’

Table 5: The A&A (2021) alphabet: phonemes, character set, usage examples.
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Abstract
This study investigates applications of automatic speech recognition (ASR) techniques to
Hupa, a critically endangered Native American language from the Dene (Athabaskan) language family. Using around 9h12m of spoken data produced by one elder who is a firstlanguage Hupa speaker, we experimented with
different evaluation schemes and training settings. On average a fully connected deep
neural network reached a word error rate of
35.26%. Our overall results illustrate the utility of ASR for making Hupa language documentation more accessible and usable. In
addition, we found that when training acoustic models, using recordings with transcripts
that were not carefully verified did not necessarily have a negative effect on model performance. This shows promise for speech corpora of indigenous languages that commonly
include transcriptions produced by secondlanguage speakers or linguists who have advanced knowledge in the language of interest.

1

Introduction

Emily Prud’hommeaux
Boston College
prudhome@bc.edu

the recordings can provide users with some shallow guidance, but the identification of more specific information requires enormous investments of
time and effort. Accordingly, it becomes essential
to have adequate transcriptions of recordings for
users to find the information they are interested in.
Transcribing recordings, however, is also an
extremely time-consuming endeavor, leading to
what is sometimes called the "transcription bottleneck" (Gupta and Boulianne, 2020; Zahrer et al.,
2020; Ćavar et al., 2016; Shi et al., 2021), which
refers to the situation where the language data is
mostly in the form of (archival) recordings, and
transcriptions of the data are not yet available.
Hupa (ISO 639-3 code: hup; Glottolog code:
hupa1240), a critically endangered Native American language of northwestern California, provides a
case in point. Since the early 2000s, Mrs. Verdena
Parker, an elder from the Hoopa Valley Tribe, has
generously shared her knowledge of the language
with other community members and academic researchers. Recordings produced by and with Mrs.
Parker include several hours of monolingual Hupa
narratives and other texts, as well as over 800 hours
of linguistic interviews that are a mixture of Hupa
and English as the elicitation metalanguage. 1
The sheer quantity of these Hupa recordings
makes their transcription challenging, a situation
that is exacerbated by other factors. First, the people who are considered first-language speakers of
Hupa are older and tend not to be literate in the language. Therefore the pool of potential transcribers
is limited to second-language speakers and linguists with advanced research knowledge. Second,
while literacy is used as a tool for some pedagogical purposes in the contemporary Hupa community
and there is a reasonably well-established practical
orthography, many of the classes for learning Hupa

The documentation of endangered and other lessstudied languages typically involves the creation of
high-quality audio and video recordings representing a variety of speech genres, with the long-term
goal of generating general-purpose linguistic data
that can be used by diverse audiences for different research and applied purposes (Himmelmann,
1998; Riesberg, 2018). With the advent of cheap,
highly portable digital recording and storage technologies since the early 2000s, it is not uncommon
for fieldwork projects to generate hundreds of hours
of multimedia recordings.
While these collections of recordings are becoming increasingly accessible via web-based portals,
in the sense that they can be downloaded, locating information of interest within them correctly
1
Many of these recordings are now available through the
and efficiently is another matter entirely. Coarse- California Language Archive web portal: https://cla.
grained catalog metadata describing the content of
berkeley.edu/.
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focus more on developing oral proficiency rather
than on literacy skills per se. This means many
of the younger people who have become secondlanguage speakers of the language may not feel
confident in their ability to produce accurate transcriptions of connected discourse.
In this work, we apply automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology to help address the transcription bottleneck for Hupa. In particular, we hope to
develop effective techniques that would lend themselves to transcribing spoken Hupa. At this stage
of the research, we are focusing primarily on monolingual narratives and other texts since these have
the highest density of linguistic data and thus more
value for research and language documentation.

2

Meet the Language Data

2.1 The Hupa Language
Hupa is the ancestral language of the Hoopa Valley
Tribe in present-day Humboldt County, California.
Since the mid-19th century, Hupa people have endured many hardships in the wake of the violent
colonization of the region, including decades of educational policies that were designed to eradicate
indigenous languages and other manifestations of
traditional culture. As a result of this difficult history, by the mid-20th century most Hupa children
grew up primarily speaking English as their first
language, and today there are only a handful of
elderly people (probably fewer than a dozen) who
are considered first-language speakers of Hupa.

2.2

Audio data and transcriptions

The Hupa audio data in our experiments consists
of a subset of audio recordings collected from fieldwork with Mrs. Verdena Parker (Table 1) that
started in 2005 and is ongoing today. The majority
of the recordings we use feature Mrs. Parker telling
stories from different genres, including personal
anecdotes from her life, oral-historical accounts
of significant events in Hoopa Valley, and traditional stories that explain how the world came to
be. Each recording has time-aligned transcriptions
in the practical orthography of Golla (1996); the
transcripts were produced by a human transcriber
using annotation tools such as ELAN (Brugman
and Russel, 2004).
Since the audio files had been transcribed gradually over a number of years by several researchers,
each transcript was lightly edited and corrected by
a linguist (an author of this paper), who has advanced research knowledge of the language. As
of now, after removing utterances that are fully in
English, the amount of spoken Hupa available for
conducting ASR experiments totals 9h12m.
Although all transcriptions were checked in consultation with Mrs. Parker, each one typically goes
through several stages of manual checking before
being considered complete. As a result, some transcriptions have been subsequently examined more
thoroughly than others. Based solely on transcription quality differences, we divided the audio data
into two sets: the “verified" data (∼1h35m) vs. the
“coarse" data (∼7h37m).
Overall, the transcriptions of the verified data
are more accurate than those of the coarse data.
That said, the verified transcriptions typically
have undergone more orthographic normalization,
which includes removing elements (e.g., word-final
epenthetic vowels) that are audible in the recordings but are not part of the practical orthography (Golla, 1996). In a small number of instances,
the verified transcriptions might have slight deviations from what was actually produced in the corresponding recording if Mrs. Parker felt strongly that
she had misspoken. Therefore while the verified
transcriptions tend to be more accurate, in some
ways they are idealizations that are less faithful to
the acoustic substance of their original recordings.

Nevertheless, at least since the 1970s, tribal
members have been engaged in various kinds of language reclamation efforts (in the sense of Leonard
(2011)), and today a number of people have developed a high degree of L2 proficiency in the
language. Students at Hoopa Valley High School
can take four years of Hupa language as part of
their regular curriculum, and a practical orthography for the language developed in the 1980s
and 1990s (Golla, 1996) is used in a number of
pedagogically-oriented resources. Good descriptions of the linguistic features of Hupa are also
obtainable from Golla (1970) and Sapir and Golla
(2001) (see also Gordon (1996)), although there
remains something of a disconnect between the
2.3 Digitized texts
highly technical descriptive materials produced by
professional academics and the needs on the ground
In addition to the audio recordings and their tranof language teachers and learners.
scriptions, we also included digitized texts for our
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Data
verified transcriptions
coarse transcriptions
digitized written texts

N of words
9,265
41,062
41,381

N of types
2,024
5,731
8,205

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the text data of Hupa
applied in experiments.

experiments (Section 4); these texts were originally
transcribed from dictation from Sapir and Golla
(2001) and Goddard (1904) (Table 1).

3

Related Work

While research on ASR for endangered language
documentation is still relatively rare, recently there
has been growing efforts trying to mitigate this
gap (Michaud et al., 2018; Prud’hommeaux et al.,
2021). Shi et al. (2021) adopted end-to-end systems for Yoloxóchitl Mixtec, an endangered Mixtecan language. Using encoder-decoder architectures, they achieved the best word error rate (WER)
(∼16%) for over 55h of conversational speech from
more than twenty speakers. Gupta and Boulianne
(2020) applied neural ASR models for Cree, an indigenous language in Canada. Their data consists
of 4h30m story retelling or reading from six speakers. Utilizing data from high-resource languages,
Zahrer et al. (2020) performed cross-linguistic
learning of phoneme recognition for the Muyu language. In a study of ASR for two tonal languages,
Yongning Na and Eastern Chatino, Adams et al.
(2018) proposed a neural architecture to jointly
predict phonemes and tones without needing timealigned transcripts and pronunciation dictionary.
ASR technologies have also been developed for
some Dene languages (Littell et al., 2018), though
in a limited way. For instance, speech recognition tools were incorporated into the Rosetta
Stone language learning software for Diné Bizaad
(Navajo). 2 The Persephone ASR software (Adams
et al., 2018) was combined in ELAN (Brugman
and Russel, 2004) for Tsuut’ina.

4

Experiments

4.1 Evaluation scheme

the Hupa audio came from one speaker. Thus as
alternatives, we designed two separate evaluation
schemes for both the verified and the coarse data.
The first one utilized random splits, for which we
randomly divided all the recordings into training
and test sets at a 4:1 ratio for ten times. For the
second scheme, taking into account the fact that
the audio recordings were collected from distinct
fieldwork dates (17 dates for the verified data and
34 dates for the coarse data), we used recordings
from each held-out date as the test set and the rest of
the data was employed as the training set. WER and
character error rate (CER) were taken as evaluation
metrics for model performance.
Note that the results obtained from these two
evaluation methods are not directly comparable,
given that the amount of training data and that of
the test data for the two methods are different. On
the other hand, the goal of employing separate evaluation schemes is to acquire more realistic estimates regarding the potential of the ASR systems
in the case of Hupa.
4.2

Acoustic training data configuration

With the two evaluation schemes outlined above,
we investigated different training settings with the
goal of exploring: (1) the differences between the
verified and coarse data; a(2) the utility of including
all acoustic data, regardless of transcription quality.
In our first four experiments, we focused on the
verified data, evaluating ASR performance with
random splits then with held-out dates. We then included the coarse data for model training, keeping
the test data the same in order to determine whether
WER decreases with more training data, even when
there is a mismatch in transcription quality between
the test data and the training data. In our second
set of experiments, we carried out the same model
training procedures using the coarse data. Finally,
we combined the coarse data and verified data to
train and test acoustic models on random splits of
this combined data.
4.3

Language and acoustic models

For each training/test set split of the audio data,
we built one trigram language model with WittenBell discounting using the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke,
2002); the data used to train the language model
also included the transcripts of the audio training
data along with the digitized texts.
2
https://navajorenaissance.org/
3
For acoustic modeling, we drew on the openCode in quarantine at https://github.com/
zoeyliu18/Hupa
source Kaldi toolkit (Povey et al., 2011). The au189
In (low-resource) ASR experiments 3 , acoustic
models are commonly evaluated with data from
held-out speaker(s). This evaluation standard, however, is not applicable in our study here since all of

Original utterance:
Model prediction:
Evaluation:

haya:ł keh do’ng haya: ch’in’ *** tehł
haya:ł *** do’ng haya: ch’in’ te: niwhsing
D
I
S
The original utterance has six words; compared to the original utterance; the utterance predicted by
the ASR model contains one deletion (D), one insertion (I), and one substitution (S); therefore:
WER = 100 *

1+1+1
6

= 50%

An example of WER calculation; I for insertion, D for deletion, and S for substitution.
Evaluation
random
splits

Data
train: 1h16m;
test: 19m

Training setting
just verified data
add coarse data

WER (%)
53.23
36.89

CER (%)
24.58
12.20

held-out
dates

train: 1h30m;
test: 5m

just verified data
add coarse data

46.10
37.96

17.48
13.57

Table 2: ASR evaluation results for the verified data.
Evaluation
random
splits

Data
train: 6h6m;
test: 1h31m

Training setting
just coarse data
add verified data

WER (%)
45.13
35.13

CER (%)
21.37
12.65

held-out
dates

train: 7h24m;
test: 13m

just coarse data
add verified data

37.70
35.60

12.58
12.37

Table 3: ASR evaluation results for the coarse data.
Evaluation
random splits

Data
train: 7h22m;
test: 1h50m

WER (%)
35.26

CER (%)
12.38

Table 4: ASR evaluation results when combining all verified and coarse data together.

dio recordings were transformed to the standard
13 dimensional mel-frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs), as well as their delta- and delta-delta
features. The delta- and delta-delta features are,
respectively, numerical approximations of the first
and second order derivatives of the MFCCs, both
computed on a 25ms window with 10ms interval
apart which enables modeling the trajectories of
the audio signals. Linear Discriminant Analysis
and Maximum Likelihood Linear Transform were
then employed to reduce the dimensionality of the
feature vectors.

plemented in Kaldi.

5

Results

The average WER results for the verified data given
each training setting and evaluation scheme are presented in Table 2. When only using the verified
data for ASR training and evaluation, we obtained
a WER of 53.23%; on the other hand, we see that
combining coarse data with the training data of the
verified set resulted in much lower WER values
(and lower CER values as well), and accordingly
better model performance; this pattern is consistent
regardless of whether evaluating acoustic models
The acoustic model architecture that we used is a
with
random splits or held-out dates. Similar obfully connected deep neural network (DNN) (Miao
servations hold when developing models for the
et al., 2015), which has been demonstrated to have
competitive performance when facing data limita- coarse data with additional help of verified data
(Table 3), which also led to lower WER values.
tion (Morris et al., 2021). The DNN had six hidden
These results indicate that including more training
layers, each with 1024 hidden units. Sequence
training was carried out with the default parame- data, even when the transcription quality of the
training data does not necessarily match that of the
ters in Kaldi using state-level minimum Bayes risk
test data, is helpful to build better ASR models.
criterion and a per-utterance Stochastic Gradient
Descent weight update. Decoding was performed
When combining all data from the verified set
with the finite state transducer-based decoder im- and the coarse set together, we reached a WER
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of 35.26% evaluated with random splits, which is
comparable to the results of random splits for each
data set separately.

6

Discussion & Ongoing Work

Leveraging ASR technologies, we investigate the
possibility and effectiveness of automatically transcribing fieldwork recordings for Hupa. Through
experimentation with different evaluation schemes
and training settings, the acoustic models demonstrate reasonable WER results, showing promise
for applying spoken language technology to document Hupa. Interestingly, training ASR models
using recordings with transcripts that were not carefully verified did not negatively impact the performance, which bodes well for speech corpora of
indigenous languages that include transcriptions
produced by second-language speakers or linguists.
In ongoing work, we are extending our efforts
in several directions. First, the transcripts of the
coarse data are being manually checked periodically to improve transcription and gloss alignment
quality. Second, as we are still in the preliminary
stage of performing ASR for Hupa, the current
study only used the DNN architecture from Kaldi.
We plan to explore other more recent neural approaches (Watanabe et al., 2018) that have been
found to be effective with limited amount of audio data (Shi et al., 2021); then apply the trained
models to recordings that have not yet been transcribed in an iterative fashion to better combine
ASR with documentation of Hupa. Even a WER as
high as ∼ 35.26% is expected to yield significant
savings in the time required to make transcribed
texts available.
Third, thus far our acoustic models are decoded
with language models at the word level. However, given the complex morphological features
of Hupa (Sapir and Golla, 2001), to reduce outof-vocabulary rate in future experiments, we are
working towards combining morphological segmentation or subword unit models Liu et al. (2019)
into building ASR systems. Lastly, with better
performing acoustic models and more transcriptions, we aim to develop a workflow to adapt these
transcribed materials into pedagogically-oriented
resources for use by members of the community.
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